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UNIT I
EXERCISE 1.

LESSON 1

SCARCITY

In economics, scarcity means inadequate supply. A thing is
scarce if the needs or desires to use it are greater than the,
amount of it immediately available (if wants) resources). The
condition of scarcity is a constant part of the human condition;
it creates the need for people to organize into community life
to better satisfy their wants.

Since the purpose of all economic activity is to reduce
scarcity, understanding how economists define scarcitywill give
you a better insight into what economic choice And activities
involve.

A. For the following questions, decide whether or not the thing
described is scarce. Explain your answer in the space provided
by making sure that you can show that, in the particular case,
wantslOavailable resources.

1. You are a pilot stranded alone on an island in the South
Pacific. You are hungry and there are fish in the sea.
You can see them. Are the fish scarce?

2. Suppose that right now, there are 1,000,000 new automobiles
waiting to be sold in the U.S. They are being stored by
dealers, or, they are en route from the assembly plants to
the auto dealers. Are new automobiles scarce in the U.S.?

3. A scientist discovers a new, rare element which, at present,
has no use in any production process. Is the element scarce?

4. Is ocean water scarce for a citizen in an inland city like
Denver, Colorado?

3



5. Is your time scarce this week?

B. Below are statements about scarcity. Check the true statements.

(a) all rare things.

(b) all things which are produced with the use of scarce
resources.

(c) all things which are scarce today have always been scarce.

(d) Anything which has an alternative cost.

(e) all things sold for a price.

C. What circumstances must you take into consideration to determine
whether or not a thing is scarce?

4



UNIT I
EXERCISE 2 LESSON 1

CHOICES AND CALCULATING ALTERNATIVE COSTS

John graduated from high school; he has taken a full-time job
for $320 per month, and he is looking for an apartment to rent.
He has found two apartments that he likes: One is a furnished
studio apartment (one room, kitchenette and bath), renting for $75
per month; the other is a furnished one-bedroom apartment with a
swimming pool and a nice view from the living-room window, but it
rents for $125 per month.

He hasn't bought a car yet, and doesn't really need one to get
to work. Of course, a car would simplify transportation and dating
and he wantsla used Mustang at $50/month. He wants a Hi Fi set which
will cost $15/month, and could run up bills for clothes to a limit of
$35/month. There is also a possibility of a two-week vacation in
Alcapolca (his boss will give him the time off),'but it will cost him
$35/month for the next 12 months.

4 1-ela. rnavIt4 tvatiS egioidate
1. What are two.alternatiVb cost. of renting the more expensive

apartment ?

a.

b.

2. 01401 two alternative costs of buying the Mustang?

a.

b.

3. If John tried to make tine most reasonable choice he could, on
what basis should he decide whether or not to rent the more
expensive apartment?

711MIIM12MM
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UNIT I
LESSON NO. 3

.LESSON

CRITERION TM.

1. (In this question, you will notice that each blank that you are
to fill in is numbered. The numbers correspond to the correct
answers that are listed at the end of the test. Do not check
your answers until you have completed this section.)

Men's wants are a mixture of (1. wants and (2.

wants. A person is rarely completely (3.

,'and if he is, he doesn't stay that way long.

A (4. want is a basic need for food, clothing,

and shelter, while a (5. want is a desire for

greater comfort of the mind and body. Wants are satisfied through

the production of (6. and the entire process of

satisfying wants has been illustrated by the (7.

If what people want is greater than the (8.

available to fill the want, then there is (9.

This condition of (10. means that people cannot

have everything they (11. , and they must be selec-

tive about what they (12. most. The things we

give up in order to use a resource to satisfy a particular want is

called the (13. of that

satisfaction. This is the real cost of something.

One function society serves is to set up ways in which people can

(14. disputes over the use of scarce resources.



2. Place the following list of words along side of proper bow or circle
in the want-satisfaction chain shown below. Identify which of these
boxes or circles represents an economic activity.

distribution
satisfaction
wants
physical
outputs
psychological
inputs
consumption
production

7



3. The list below includes items which ere either inputs or outputs,
or are both inputs and outputs. If the item is an input, place a
check in the column labeled inputs; if it is an output, place a
check in the column labeled output; if it is both, check both columns.

Input Output

printing press

sports car

vacation flight to Los Angeles

services of ,a barber

wild mink

wheat

commercial airliner

operation by a doctor

office building

surfboard

farm tractor

oil deposit

4. If mg means equal to

:p means greater than

IC means less than

Place the proper sign between the pairs of, items listed below:

a. 4 3 a. A +B B+A+C (if C = 10)

b. 3 4 f. B4A4C CLEStzial

c. 3+4 4+3 g.

d. 7+8+6 6+8+6 h. )2 (k)2

5. You are alone on a desert island with a Pocket full of diamonds. Are
the diamonds scarce? Explain by describing the scarcity conditions
you are assuming in giving your answer.

8
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6. Check the following true statements about scarcity.

Whether or not a thing is scarce depends on the persons whose.
.wants are 114qmg considered.

. If a thing is scarce for soMe'People, it is ccarce for everyone.

If.a thing is scarce for a'person at one time, it is scarce for
him at all future times.

Determining whetheror not a thing is scarce requires a comparison.

7. From the list below, underline all the synonyms for scarce. From the
point of view expressed in this lesson, circle the best Synonymland
write an explanation of why it is the best synonym.

rare insufficient

abundant small

small amount . few

unusual

Your explanation:

8. Sally Love ha3 a ch:;,tce to gd'to a concert Sunday afternoon from 1-5 p.m.,
or babysit for 75c per hour. She has $15.00 to spend. What is the alter-
native cost of going to the concert?

9. What kinds of actions to reduce scarcity are considercd econo70,qac.tigns?.
Illustrate.



UNIT I
LESSON NO. I ANSWERS TO LESSON I CRITERION TEAT

1. (1) physical; (2) psychological; .(3) satisfied; (4) physical; (5) psycholo-
gical; (6) outputs; (7) want-satisfaction chain; (8) resoul:ces; (9) scarcity;
(10) scarcity; (11) want; (12)..want; (13) alternative cost; (14) settle

2. Should be in the following order:

wants, inputs, production, outputs, distribution, consumption, satisfaction.
Production, distribution, consumption are economic activities.

3. printing press
sports car
vacation flight
to Los Angeles
services bf a
barber

wild mink
wheat
commerical
airliner
operation by a
doctor
office building
surfboard
farm tractor
oil deposit

- input, output
- output

- output

- input, output
- input
- input, output

- input, output

- input, output
- input, output
- output
- input, output
- input

5. This answer depends on the additional conditions you specify. Assuming
there is nothing you can do with the diamonds, they are not scarce.

6. True: Whether or not a thing is .scarce depends on. the persons whose wants
are being considered.

Determining whether or not a thing is scarce requires a comparison.

7. Synonyms: rare, insufficient Best Synonym: insufficient

rare has another meaning: not many in existence

8. 4 hours of babysitting or $3.00

9. Production - make a fish hook, fishing
Distribution - transporting cars to dealers, retail store

-8-
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Unit I
Lesson 2 PROGRAM ON PRODUCTION

EFFICIENCY, PRODUCTIVITY

The resources with which we satisfy our wants are scarce. As a result:,
we try to be efficient in using these resources. The more efficient we are, .

the less we waste of the scarce resources and, therefore, the more satsifae'Lion
we can get from a given amount of the resources. Those who produce goods and
services are concerned to make their production as efficient as possible. They
need ways of measuring production efficiency (or productivity, as it is also
known) so that they can compare various resources and processes and find out
which yields the desired output with the least use of inputs.

This program is about the meaning and measurement of productivity (efficiency
in production). It will help you learn the following:

1. the definition of production efficiency (productivity),
2. how to measure efficiency,
3. how to compare two production processes to determine which

is more efficient,
4. the distinction between single-factor productivity and total

productivity

INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO COMPLETE THIS PROGRAM

This is a short, programmed-instruction sequence. The program is
composed of Frames, and a Criterion Test. Each frame gives information,
and then you are asked to answer one or more questions based on the
information given. The criterion test tests whether or not you have
achieved the program learning objectives.

The frames are clearly separated. There is a space provided in each
frame for your answer. Please answer the questions in the order in which
they are presented to you. You may become confused if you try to under-
stand the frames out of their logical sequence. The answers to each frame
are given at the end of the frame enclosed in a solid line box:

answer

It will help you in answering the questions by yourself, if you cover
the correct answers with a piece of paper. Donit uncover the correct
answer until you are ready to check your own answers with the correct ones
provided in each frame.



As a first step in deciding which of two plants is more efficient,
we must measure the PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY of each plant. This effi-
U.ericy is measured by a PRODUCTIVITY ratio, which is the ratio of out-
put to input.

For hxample, suppose the Clayware plant requires 2250 man-hours of
labor to produce 9000 plates per day. Then, the productivity for the

Clayware Plant = Output = 9000 plates
Input .2250/pan-hrs.

or, reducing the ratio to a convenient unit of input, Clayware Plant
produces 4 plates per 1 man-hour--that.is, 4 plates/1 man hour.

Suppose-that the Stoneware plant uses 1500 man-hours tojmoduce
4500 plates per day. Calculate the productivity (efficiency) of the
Stoneware Plant.

Productivity of Stoneware Plant
output

=
input

). plates = ) ( )/1 man -hour

( ) man-hours (

4500 plates = 3 plates = 3 plates/1 man-hour
1500 man -hrs. 1 man-hr.

FRAME 2

Clayware Plant produces 4 plates/1 man-hour
Stoneware Plant produces 3 plates/1 man-hour

Which plant is the more efficient?

(check one)

(a) Clayware Plant

(b) Stoneware Plant

I

(a) Clayware. The Clayware Plant is the
more efficient producer because it pro-
duces more plates per man-hour than does
the Stoneware Plant.

2

10 --
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FRAME 3

The comparison.shows that for one of the factors of production
(labor input), the Clayware Plant is more efficient than the Stone-
ware Plant.

Does the comparison provide us with absolute proof that the
Clayware Plant is more efficient in every way than the Stone-
ware Plant?

(check one)

(a) Yes

(b) No

Give a reason for your answer:

FRAME 4

) No. There. are other inputs to
consider than the labor input- -
materials, rachine use, space, and
so On.

Use the following information to further calculate productivity.

Clayware Plant Stoneware Plant

Input 225 machine-hours Input 90 machine-hours
Output 9000 plates Output 4500 plates

Clayware Plant productivity as output = (plates) =--
input (machine-hrs)

Stoneware Plant productivity =

Which plant is more prodUctive in the use of machine time?

The Stoneware Plant makes more efficient use of
machine time.

Clayware Plant productivity = 9000 plates 40 plates
225 machine-hrs. 1 machine-hr.

Stoneware Plant productivity = 4500 plates = 50 plates
90 machine-hrs. 1 machine-hr.



FRAME 5

To ietermine which of, two or more production processes is more

efficient in the use of a single factor of production, we calculate
productivity,

FRAME 6

FRAME 7

which is the ratio of to

output to input

Productivity

A point to note:

=.0utput/Input

In the examples you have seen'so far, perhaps you noticed that the
inputs have always been reduced to units that are convenient for calcu-
lation--per one man-hour, per one machine-hour, etc.

Productivity ratios are always stated so that kutals units
are expressed in terms of a single unit of whatever factor
is involved. This simplifies comparison.

Which of the following productivity ratios are not stated
in their most convenient form?

(a) 12 ounces/$1 (d) 18 samplings/$12

(b) 7 boxes per ton (e) 12 shirts per man-hour

(c) 10 pieces/$1.33 yard (f) 60 frames /hour

(c) and (d)

In both, the input units should be simpli-
fied to make comparison easier:

(c) 10 pieces/$1.33 yards - 7.5 pieces/1 yard

(d) 18 samplings/$12 = 1.5 samplings /$L.

7. 4



FRAME 8

In single-factor productivity ratios, we compare
total output with how many factors of production?

one. (that's why its called a single -
factor productivity)

FRAME 9

When we calculate productivity by comparing total output with a
single factor of production, can we be sure that we have a complete
picture of a factory's production efficiency?

FRAME 10

(a) Yes

(b) No

(b) No

So far, we have compared pairs of production processes to determine
which is more efficient in the use of a single input. We have computed
output-input ratios to describe the productivity of one input at a time.
This is fine. A company, an industry, or even a nation may need to know
how efficient it is in using steel, labor, or some other resource.

But often they will want to know the overall efficiency of a produc-
tion process. Thus it is convenient to distinguish between what we call
"single-factor productivity" and total productivity.

To figure total productivity we have to add together all the resources
which make up the inputs. How is it possible to add up the total amount
of inputs when they are measured in different units of measurement (e.g.,
tons, man-hours, machine-hours)?

(Your own words)



You can figure the money cost of each factor,
and then add these costs to get the total cost
of inputs used.

FRAME 11

Consider the following problem:

Clipco makes metal fasteners. Here are production figures for
Clipco:

Output 1000 fasteners

Inputs.

FRAME 12

Materials 1 ton steel-costing $150
Labor 5 men for 4 hours; wage $3/ hr.
Machines 4 hours at $10/ hour

What is the%ratio of total productivity?

(a) I need a hint to get started..,G0 TO xffigul

i

(b) I think I've got the answer...COMPARE YOUR ANSWER WITH 1

THE ONE THAT FOLLOWS
FRAME 13 1

HINT

The problem, once again, is to figure a productivity ratio of output
to input. But this time you have to figure total productivity and not
just productivity for a single factor such as man-hours.

To add together inputs as different as man-hours; machine-hours, and
materials, you must measure these inputs in units that can be added together.
In other words, you need the dollar value of each input.

(a) OK, I. think I get it now...NOW COMPLETE FRAME 11

(b) More hint, please...,GO TO FRAME 13

1P



FRAME 13

MORE HINT

To calculate total productivity, you must first get the dollar value
of all inputs. Next, you add them together to get the total cost of all.
inputs. And then you calculate a productivity ratio, just like the
examples we've had before, except that this time you have to figure out-
put per $1.

Here's a start:

Inputs,

Materials, I ton steel costing $150

Labor, 5 men x 4 hours = 20 man-
hours at $3 per hour 60

Machines, 4 hours at $10/hour

Total cost of inputs

NOW RETURN TO FRAME 11 and calculate the output/input ratio for total
productivity.

FRAME 14

ANSWER FOR FRAME 11

Calculation

INPUTS . AMOUNT COST

Material 1 ton $ 150
Labor 5 men x 4 hours =

20 man-hours 60

Machines 4 hours 40

$ 250

TOTAL PRODUCTIVITY = output/total cost of inputs
= 1000 fasteners/$250
= 4 fasteners/$1

We calculated for Clipco: Total productivity: 4 fasteners/$1.

Here are production figures for its rival; Gripco:

Output 2000 fasteners
Inputs
Materiel 2 tons steel at $150/ton
Labor 2 men for 4 ho4rs; wage $4/hour
Machines 4 hours at $42/hour

(a) For Gripco, what is the total productivity:

(Space provided for figuring on the next page)
7



Figuring Space.- FRAME 14

(b) Which company is more efficient?

Calculation

INPUTS AMOUNT COST

Material 2 tons $ 300
Labor 8 man-hourd @

$4/hour 32

Machines 4 hours @ $42/ 168

hour
TOTAL COST OF INPUTS $ 500

(a) TOTAL PRODUCTIVITY = output/total cost
= 2000 fasteners/$500
= 4 fasteners/$1.

(b) They are equally efficient.



UNIT I
LESSON NO. 2

PROGRAM
CRITERION TEST

1. To find Out which of two production processes is the more efficient,

we havi2 to calculate the of each.

2. A productivity ratio is the ratio of to

3. "40 fasteners/man-hour" is an example of (labor/total/machine)
(choose one)

productivity ratio._

4. If we are concerned only with single-factor productivity, we express

input in terms of (how many?) factors of production.

5. What unit of measurement is used for input in calculating total product-

ivity for a production process?

6. Calculate (a) labor productivity and (b) total productivity for Gripco:

Output 2000 fasteners

lama
Materials 2 tons steel costing $300/ton
Labor 10 men for.8 hours, wage $3/hour
Machines 8 hours at $20/hour

(a) Labor productivity =

(b) Total Productivity =

7. If it costs Grabco, Inc. 33 cents to make a fastener similar to those

made by Gripco, which company is the more efficient?



UNIT I
LESSON NO. 2

ANSWERS TO CRXrERION. TEST

1. Productivity (efficiency)

2. output to input

3. Labor

4. one

5. dollars

6. (a) 25 fasteners /1 man-hour

(b) 2 fasteners/$1

7. Grabco. (Grabco's productivity is about 3. fasteners/$1,

as compared to Gripco's 2 fasteners/$1)

20



UNIT I LESSON 2

PROGRAM ON
THE LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS

After completing this program about The Law of Diminishing Returns,

you will be able to:

1. recognize a correct statement of the law;

2. state what causes production to show diminishing
returns;

3. recognize cases of increasing, diminishing and
constant returns, given data on inputs and out-
put of a particular process.

INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO COMPLETE THIS PROGRAM

This is a short, programmed-instruction sequence. The program is
composed of Frames, and a Criterion Test. Each frame gives informa-
tion, and then you are asked to answer one or more questions based on
the information given. The criterion test tests whether or not you
have achieved the program learning objectives.

The frames are clearly separated. There is a space provided in
each frame for your answer. Please answer the questions in the order
in which they are presented to you. You may become confused if you
try to understand the frames out of their logical sequence. The
answers to each frame are given at the end of the frame enclosed in a
solid line box:

answer 1

It will help you in answering the questions by yourself, if you
cover the correct answers with a piece of paper. Don't uncover the
correct answer until you are ready to check your own answers with
the correct ones provided in each frame.



FRAME 1

When you drop a dime into a coke machine, the dime is an input, and
the drink is an output received in return for the input.

FRAME 2

FRAME 3

What happens in the machine is a production process.
In any production process, we use inputs, and we
expect an output in

return

If you put another dime in the vending machine
and make the same selection as before, you
expect that the return will be:

(check one)

(a) the same as before

(b) different than before

(a) the same as before

Depending on whether you insert a dime or a quarter, the return on
your money is

(check one)

(a) the'same

(b) different

9
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different

FRAME 4

As compared with one play for a dime, three plays for a quarter gives
you

FRAME 5

(check one)

(a) an increase in the average return on your
input

(b) a diminished average return on your input

(a) an increase in the average return

For a single dime you get 1 song. When
you insert one quarter, you get 3 songs,
which is 3/2.5=1.2 songs/dime.

'In the shipping department of a factory, two men manufacture 20 packing
crates per day. There is room in the department for no more than four men
to work in comfort, and there are sufficient tools for only four men.

FRAME 6

If we increase the number of men from two to four,
how many crates would you expect them to produce
each day?

40

Suppose we add two more men, bringing the total to six, but we change nothing
else. There is still room for no more than four men to work in comfort, and
there are tools for only four men.

'Would production increase to 60 crates per day?

1

probably not 1

-24-
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FRAME 7

The extra crates packed by the two extra men would probably be less
than 20.

That is, the return would probably diminish (get smaller) if the
number of men employed is brought up to six. Why is this true?

(In your own words)

FRAME 8

11..=zw

With room for only four to work, six is a

crowd. With tools provided for only four,
some cannot stay busy.

One way of looking at this change in productivity is to calculate
how much extra output is obtained for each addition to input.

INPUT
man-days

ourPuT
crates

ADDITION TO OUTPUT
'crates

2 20 --

3 30 10
4 40 '10

5 48 (a)

6 54 (b)

(complete (a) and (b) above)

(a) 48 - 40 = 8

(b) 54 - 48 = 6

FRAME 9

Instead of saying something like, "the extra output gained from the
addition to input," we use the expression marginal return. "_Margin" is
used in the sense of "extra," just as the margin of a page is the extra
space to the side of the printed matter.

The extra return obtained from an addition
to the amount of input is the
return.

c,-)/A .
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marginal

FRAME 10

Three pprsons working in a delicatessen can produce 240 sandwiches
an hour. By adding a fourth person, output can be increased to 300
sandwiches per hour.

FRAME 11

FRAME 12
011111

The extra 60 sandwiches per hour obtained
by adding another person to the staff are
the

Imarginal return

INPUT
(number of men)

OUTPUT
(pairs of sandals/day)

1 2

2 5

3 9
4 12

In the above example, what is the.,
marginal return from hiring.

(a) the third worker?

(b) the fourth worker?

(a) 4 pairs of sandals per day

(b) 3 pairs of sandals per day

On a production line, 500 men assemble 100 engines a day. If the
number of men used is doubled, which of the following outputs would
indicate a diminishing marginal return?

(check one)

W / a1...abvln.

(b) 200

(c) 190 -23-
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FRAME 13

FRAME 14

(c) 190.

To gat the same return from the second 500 workers
as from the first 500, the marginal return framhe
extra 500 must equal the output of the first 500
workers.

Daily Input Daily Output
man da s crates

1 9

2 20

3 30
4 40

e

In the example above, daily input is increased
from 3 man-days to 4 man-days,

(a) daily output is increased/constant/diminished
(circle one)

(b) the marginal return in increased/constant/diminished
.(circle one)

(a) daily output is increased (from-30 to 40,
crates per day)

(b) marginal return is constant (the third man
added 10 crates/man-day to.output; the fourth
man adds 10 crates /man - day.,)

Daily Input Daily. Output
(man-days) /crates)

1 9-

2 20

3 30
4 40
5 47

If we increase daily input from.4 man -days to 5 man-
days,

(a) daily output is increased /decreased
(circle one)

(b) marginal return is increased/constant/decreased

9 P, (circle one)



FRAME 15

When marginal return begins to fall, we say thit the return is st/ml.nishing.

Suppose that 200 persons is the maximum number
that can work efficiently in a particular factory
building, If we put 400 persons to work in that
building, would you expect the marginal return to
diminish?

(check one)

(a) Yes

(b) No

r
Yes

FFIAME 16

...1111ma

Why would the marginal return diminish if 400
people had to work in a building designed for
200?

(Your own words)

Not enough room. If we double the number of
persons in the building, nobody has enough
space to work efficiently. Marginal return,
for the second 200 persons will fall below
that of the first 200.

FRAME 17

In the last example, one of the inputs (the amount of space available)
was fixed. As the labor input was increased, each person had a smaller
share of the fixed input (each person had less space, in other words). As
a result, the marginal returns were expectedto decrease.

If we carried this thiag to a ridiculous extreme
and packed the building with so many people that
nobody could more, what would the total return
be?

-25-
9
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FRAME 18

4e have just seen that if the size of the building is fixed, we
cannot increase other inputs in a production process without eventually
diminishing the marginal returns.

Suppose that space is no problem in the factory and that there is
ample room for as many people as we care to add. If we double the
number of people, but do not increase the amount of necessary machinery,
will we again run into diminishing marginal returns?

FRAME 19

FRAME 20

(check one)

(a) Yes

(b) No

I(a), Yes

See if you can describe.why marginal returns
would diminish in this case:

(Your own words) Once again, one of the
inputs is fixed. This time, it is the amount
of machinery. If we double the number of
workers without changing the amount of
machinery, each worker is going to spend part
of his time waiting to use a machine.

The Law of Diminishing Returns

When one or more factors of Pro-.
duction are fixed, increasing out-
put by increasing other factors
leads eventually to diMinishing
marginal returns. -26- 9 ,



(Frame. 20 - continued)

Note that this is a law. In science, a law describes a relationship
which has always held true. Anytime you try to step up production, if
one or more factors of production are fixed, you're going to run into
dilainishing marginal returns.

Is the following statement true or false?

If at least one input is fixed, it limits
the total amount of output that can be
produced.

(check one)

(a) True

(b) False

(a) True

FRAME 21

Inputs Output

Machines: 10 ovens

Labor: 200 man-hours 80,000 loaves
400 man-hours 155,000 loaves

(a) The above is an example of

(b) The fixed factor of produc-
tion is machines/labor.

(circle one)

(a) diminishing returns

(b) machines

FRAME 22

Iti that last example, if you doubled not only the number of man -hours
but all other inputs--machinery, materials, space, etc.--so that you had
twice as much of each factor of production, would you expect return to
diminish?

one) 9 9

(a) Yes )(b No



1--(:1) No.

Returns eventually diminish when one-or-more
factors of production are fixed.

END

UNIT I
LESSON NO. 2

ROU
CRITPERION

.AM
TEST

1. You are given the following information about the production of
automobiles. (below) In the spaces on the left, write the number of
man-days of input where the addition of the lastmQ shows that:

(a) diminishing returns begins

(b) there are constant returns

(c) there are increasing returns

Number of machines Number of man-days iini6tirfrof output pie -

10 2 40
10 3 60
10 4 85
10 5 110
10 6 130
10 7 145

2. In the above production schedule, what causes diminishing returns?

3. Circle the letter which precedes the best definition of diminishing
returns listed below.

(a) increased inputs lead to decreased outputs

(b) increasing all fixed inputs leads to decreasing outputs

(c) One or more inputs are fixed, the addition of extra units of
variable inputs will eventually lead to smaller and smaller
amounts of extra output.

(d) all inputs but one are fixed, the use of more of the variable
input will lead to a small total output.



4. Diminishing returns can be eliminated by:

(circle one of the letters)

(a) increasing all inputs proportionately.

(b) decreasing all inputs proportionately

(c) holding one. input constant

(d) trying harder

UNIT I
LESSON NO. 2 ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST

1. 6, 5, 4

2. the fact that these are a fixed number of machines

3. (c)

4. (a)



UNIT
Lesson 2 Program

WHAT'S IN A WORD

introduction

The purpose of this program is to point out the importance of precise
definitions. When you have finished working through the program you will be
able to. . .

1. Distinguish between true and false statements about the nature of
definitions;

2. Explain in your own words why it is so important to define terms
carefully, particularly in the study of economics;

3. FrOm a list of definitions, choose the one that is most precise;

4. Analyse disagreements that result from a misunderstanding about
the meaning of words.

FRAME i

Here's a question to get you started.

Is the U.S. a gynecocracy?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(c) That's not a fair question

Opinions may differ, but we feel that the question is unfair
because we sprung it on you without first explaining what we
mean by "gynecocracy." Even if you knew that it means
"rule by women," it was possible to answer Yes (many husbands
feel henpecked) or No (our political leaders are mainly men).

The point is this: If you want to communicate efficiently,
you must define your terms.



FRAME 2

By learning to define terms carefully, you can improve your ability to
settle arguments, make valid judgments, and come to sound decisions.

Now, choose the sentence that best reflects your attitude at this point- -
don't worry about a wrong or right answer.

(a) But I like to argue.

(b) Show me how to improve my ability to settle arguments.

(a) or (b) -- Your choice.

if you're: one of +hose people who like to argue, that's
good. BT1 if au like to argue, you probably do it for
the Lizike than just making a noise. Most likely,
yo.J i -I-3 try to ccrvince others of your point of view,
to sh7,w lh,ct y':u have the answer to a problem. But,

looh at it this way: If you are careful to get your
opponent to define his terms, and if you do the sane, you
nay ovol:1 a big and unnecessary misunderstanding. Sone-
tim3 we fail to understand another person because his
remarks cculd mean many different things and we do not
notice or we are not sure which meaning he intends.

(Two childreh argui.ncl)'

Betty: He is -11Dol my father is bigc;cr than yours.

Johnny: That's what you think! My fal:ler's bigger than yours any day!'

Here are some facts r-:fty's father 1; six feet to
Ichnny's father 1; six feet four.

Who is rig}.1'

(a) Johnny.

(b) Betty.

UJ.

31



(FRAME 3 - continued)

r.

FRAME 4

As our illustration shows, either answer is correct depending
on what .you mean by "bigger."

Johnny was using the word "bigger in the sense of "larger up and down,
taller." But "bigger" might also be used in the sense of "bigger around."
If we are going to agree on whose father is bigger, we must decide on what
we mean oy "bigger."

James MacKaye, who wrote The Logic of Language, developed a system of
analysis that is useful in clearing up 0arguments. In ,this system there
are four steps. The first step is to state the basic question around
which the dispute revolves. What was the basic question in the argument
between Johnny and Betty ?.



(FRAME 4 - continued)

The basic question was: "Whose father is bigger?"

FRAME 5

The second step is to identify the ambiguous word or phrase in the
question. An ambiguous word is one whose meaning is riot clear.

What was the ambiguous word in the dispute between Johnny
and.Betty?

Arribiguous word: bigger.

FRAME 6

(a) Step 1: State the basic around which the argument
revolves

(b) Step II: Identify the word or phrase in the question.

(a) State the basic QUESTION.

(b) Identify the AMBIGUOUS word or phrase.

FRAME 7

The third step is to determine how each person involved defined the
ambiguous word or phrase. Usually thiS 15 the hardest part of the analysis.

See if you can define the word "bigger" first as Betty would, then as
Johnny would. (Johnny had the tall, skinny father.)

Betty's definition of "bigger":

Johnny's definition -Of "bigger":



(FRAME 7 - continued)

Betty's definition: larger around, fatter, wider, etc.

Johnny's definition: larger up and down, taller.

FRAME

In Step III, it helps to number the different definitions. For example:

bigger 1: larger around, fatter

bigger2: larger up and down, taller

Numbering the ambiguous word makes it clear that there are two correct
answers to the basic question, "Whose father is bigger?" The answer depends
upon whether we use definition #1 (biggeri) or definition #2 (bigger2).

Now complete Step IV by writing in the answer for each question:

Whose father is biggeri? Answer:

Whose father is bigger 2? Answer:

Whose father is biggeri? Answer: Betty's.

Whose father is bigger2? Answer: Johnny's.

FRAME 9

Notice that we have asked the question twice iH Step IV, first with one
meaning of the word "bigger" in mind, then with the other. We numbered
the ambiguous word to show which meaning we were using in each question.

Here are ail of the steps in our analysis. See if you can fiiII in the

missing words:

I. State the basic that the revolves
around.

2. Identify the words or phrases.

r4r

3 IP



(FRAME 9 cortinued)

3. Determine how each person the

ambiguous words or phrases.

4. Ask the basic question again for each of the various
definitions for the ambiguous words or phrases.

I. State the basic question that the argument (dispute)
revolves around.

2. Identify the ambiguous words or phrases.

3. Determine how each person involved dofiied the ambi-
guous words or phrases.

4. Ask the basic question again for each of the various
definitions for the ambiguous words or phrases.

FRAME 10

From our four-step analysis of the disagreement between Betty and Johnny,
would you say_that they were disagreeing about the facts?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(b) No. Actually, the disagreement between Betty and
Johnny resulted from a misunderstanding of what was
meant by "bigger." This is not usually referred to
as a disagreement about fact.

Betty would probably agree about FACT that Johnny's
father is taller than hers. Johnny would. probably
agree about the FACT that 9ettys father is heaver
than his.



1.

FRAME 11

Usually, after we have clearly defined
our terms, we find that we have been in
agreement with our opponents all along
about the facts.

What if you and your opponent still
disagree about the facts after applying
M3cKayels method. What good has the
analysis done for you?
(Read the hint at right if you cannot
answer the question.)

FRAME 12

Hi nt

In the case of Betty and Johnny,
the facts had to do with the
actual dimensions of their fathers.
If, after defining the ambiguous
word "bigger," they could not agree
n thc-, facts, it would have been

possible to obtain measurements of
each father's height and girth.

In other words, using MacKaye's
method, the argument stops being
one of those "He is--he isn't"
spats and moves to facts that can
be verified. You stop going around.
in circles and start looking at the
main question.

Now try to answer the question.

Your answer should say something like this: The analysis
using MacKaye's method avoids needless misunderstanding.
You and your opponent each has a clear idea of what the
other is saying. Now you are disagreeing about facts,
not the meaning of words. Both you and your opponent can
go get the facts now and carry on a more intelligent
conversation.

Let's apply .MacKaye's method of analysis to a discussion related to
economics.

Two people are arguing about whether water is scarce on a farm that has
a conveniently located well producing 2,000 gallons of water per day. One

individual is convinced that water obviously cannot be considered scarce
while the other states confidently that-it can.

Step I is to state the question that the dispute revolves around:.

"Is water scarce on a farm that has a conveniently located well producing
2,000 gallons of water per day?"

Step II is to identify the ambiguous word.
1

What is the ambiguous word in this case?
.r 7.e.



(FRAME 12 - 'continued)

SCARCE is the ambiguous word.

FRAME 13

In determining how each person would define the term "scarce" we might
come up with the following analysis:

'. Basic question: Can water can be scarce on a farm that has a
conveniently located well producing 2,000
gallbns of water a day?

II. Ambiguous word: "scarce"

III. Different meanings: scarce
1

: hard to find, rare.

scarce2: not enough.

Step IV is to ask the basic question with specific meanings in mind for
the ambiguous word. It should be clear that according to definition number
one water is not scarce in this Situation: it is not hard to find. -If you
want water, you can go the the well; the water is not rare.

Suppose that the farmer needs 2,550 gallons a day to water his crops
and to provide water for his cattle to drink. 'According to definition number
one, water is still not scarce because it is not "rare or "hard to find."

In this situation, is water "scarce" according to definition
number two? Why or why not?

You .Should say something like this: Yes, water is scarce in
this situation because the farmer does not have enough water.

39



FRAME 0

Here is our analysis of this problem so far:

1. Basic question: Can water be scarce on a farm that has a conven-
iently located well producing 2,000 gallons of
water a day?

II. Ambiguous word: "scarce"

III. Different meanings: scarcel:hard io find, rare.

scarce
2:

not enough

IV. Question repeated for each meaning of the amb.i.guous word:

(a) Can water be scarce
1

on a farm that has a conveniently
located well producing 2,000 gallons of water a day?
No.

(b) Can water be scarce,) on a farm that has a conveniently located
well producing 2,000 gallons of water a day?
Yes. (The farmer may not have'enough.)

Study the analysis above.

Why is the answer to the question' IV (a) "No," but the answer
to question IV (b) "Yes?"

(a) Because question IV (b) is answerod incorrectly.

(b) Because definition number one is incorrect.

(c) Because the meaning of the question is different
as a reSultof the different definitions of "scarce."

(c)

FRAME 15

Now let's apply the MacKaye's method to still another example. Sometimes
confusion arises in the study of economics over the meaning of t'le word
"efficiency." in economics, we define this word differently then the average
person would:

Economist's definition: The ratio of output over input; that is,
the relationship between he units of scarce
resources that are put into the process of
production and the resulting output of some
wanted product.



(FRAME 15 - continued)

Conventional definition: Highly capable operation.

With this in mind apply the MacKaye's method to analyze the following
argument. (In Step IV don't forget to number the ambiguous word to indicate'
the definition that you intend.

Barbara Korrekt

Barbara Korrekt is a secretary for a company called Speed Research. She
Is ; very pricise person and rarely makes errors. The letters and other
materials she types are neat and exact. In the president's office we hear
"top brass" discussin Barbara's work:

Mr. Topman (president):

Mr. Mudlow (vice-president):

She is efficient, I tell you I've Lever
known. her to make a mistake.

Efficient? Do you call this efficiency?
Here, look at this letter. She spent
four hours typing it--1 could have done
it myself in 30 minutes.



(FKANTE15.- Continued)

Mr. Topman:

Mr. Mudlow:

Mr. Topman:

Mr. Mudlow:

I.. The basic question:

H. Ambiguous word:

But Barbara's work is so precise, so thorough.

But does she produce? Her efficiency
ratio is .25. She types two letters
every eight hours.

What do you mean efficiency ratio?
Is she efficient or isn't she? I

think she does excellent work.

Well, in my mind a person who is
efficient should be able to type 20
letters in 8 hours.

III. Different definitions:

IV. Question repeated, and answers:

Questions Answers

I. Is Miss Korrekt efficient?

II. efficient.

III. efficient precise, thorough, doesn't make mistakes

efficient
2

: capable of typing 20 letters in 8 hours

IV. Is Miss Korrekt efficient
I

? Yes.

Is Miss Korrekt efficient
2'
? No.

You have learned to apply the MacKaye's method and have seen why it is
important to be careful about defining terms in the study of economics.
In the next section of this program you will learn to distinguish precise
definitions from those that are not so precise.

* * *



FRAME 16

What we have been discussing so far has some importance, but do you think
this has anything to do with economics. (Your opinion)

(a) Yes.

(b) No.

We asked for YOUR opinion. Either answer is acceptable.

IF YOU ANSWERED YES (a), go ahead to Frame No. 18.

IF YOU ANSWERED NO (b), go ahead to Frame No. 17.

FRAME 17

You say you don't think all this is important for the study of economics.
O.K.we'll try to explain.

Suppose an economist wants to determine whether acertain government'
program is helping to reduce unemployment. How is,he going to decide
whether to classify a person as employed or unemployed. Are teenagers
going to be counted? Housewives? (They work in the home, even if they
don't get paid.) How many hours must one work before being counted as
employed. What-about volunteer work? Must a person be a paid employee
before he is considered employed? What about farmers?

We need a clear, precise definition of "employed person," before we,
can measure employment or unemployment.

In the next section of the program you will learn some principles that
should be followed in writing a precise definition.

Go on to Frame 18.

FRAME 18

We have tried to show that it's important to b e careful in .your .use ,of
words, particularly in a social science such as economics. Often, the gr,:atest
difficulties arise with words so common that we take them for granted.

For example, because we use them so often, you might expect that most people
would have a pretty good notion of what is meant by such words as "justice,"
"freedom," and "progress."



(FRAME 18 - continued)

Rate the following statement as true or false:

Everyone agrec;s_on the basic meaning of words such as justice,"
"freedom," and "progress."

(a) True.

(b) False.

IIf you answered (a) True, go to Frame No. 19.

1

If you answered (b) False, go to Frame No. 20.

FRAME 19

Here is a simple experiment that may convince you that people do not agree
on the basic meaning of these words.

Ask five people, individually, to define the word "freedom." Teli them
you are doing an experiment to see 'how people define this word. Write down
each definition, word-for-word, as each person gives it to you. When you
have all the definitions written down, compare them. Write a short para-
graph that summarizes your conclusions.

Do this (if you want to) and turn it in as part of this
assignment.

When you areready, continue with Frame 20.

FRAME 20 LJAmotit42 t tetin

4iwk atkria. o- "it -

OA, 7/1( 04-11-tf

We are going'to give you six principles that will hnlp you make your
definitions more precise. Here's the first:

I. A definition should state the general class that the thing to 1).-,
defined,6elongs to.'

Suppose you want to define'"apple." IN following the first principle you
might begin, "An apple The'word "fruit" represent the general
class of things that an apple belongs to.

Suppose you want to define "robin."
. ,

In following the first principle, you would write:

. .....



4J

(FRAME 20- continued)

A robin is a bird.

(Bird describes the general class of things to which a
robin belongs.)

FRAME 21

Dows the following iflUstrate the first-principle?

An army tank is a combat vehicle.

(a) Yes.

(b) No.

If your answer is Yes, what one word states the general class
that an army tank belongs to?

1 (a)Yes,.the definition does illustrate the first principle.
The word vehicle states the general class.

FRAME 22

Here's the second principle:

2. State in detail the special characteristiOs which set the thing to
be defined apart from other similar things.

A robin is a bird, but there are many kinds of:birds. .A precise defini,'
tion must list the special characteristics which set:robins apart from otner
birds. One such characteristic is "having the breast and underparts mainly
dull-reddish in color." However, some birds that are not robins h2ve
dull-reddish breasts and underparts.

A robin is a bird that has a breaSt mainly dull-reddish in clor;
its underparts are also*chidfly dull reddish.:
--

Does this definition follow principle #i? Principle #2? (Explain)



(FRAME 22 - continued)

Yes, the definition follows the first principle. No, it

doesn't follow the second. The definition states the general
class that robins belong to; namely, birds. However, it does
not list all the characteristics that are necessary for a
'precise definition of a robin.

FRAME 23

In following the second principle, the more distinguishing characteristics
we list in our definition the more precise it is. Also the more exactly we
state ttlose characteristics, the more precise our definition will be.

A robin is a bird that has the following physical characteristics:

(a) It is of medium size.
(b) Its breast and underparts are mainly dull-red.
(c) Its upper parts are olive-gray.
(d) Its.head and tail are black.
(e) It "sings" and perches on tree branches-or telephone

wires, etc.

Now this is the most precise definition we have had so far, but if we
wanted to make it more scientific, it could still be improved.

In making definitions precise it is a good idea to state characteristics
in terms of measurements whenever possible. Instead of saying that .a hurricane
is a very strong wind, you could be more precise and say that it is a wind with
a speed over 75 miles per hour.

Which of the following phrases used in the definition of a robin
could most readily be stated in measurable terms?

(a) It is of medium size.

(b) Its breast and underparts are mainly dull-red.

(c) Its upper parts are olive-gray.

(d) Its head and tail are hlack.



(FRAME 23 - continued)

Phrase (a) (It is of medium size).

In defining the size of a robin yoL
might state something like this:
It is 5 to 7 inches from tail to
beak and weighs from 4 to 6 ounces.

FRAME 24

Here is the third principle:

*Avoid fjgurati've'eXpressions.;and unclear terms.

To understand this, you must know what is meant by "figurative expressions.'
An illustration will help. If someone says, "Le.c.'s get down to brass tacks,"
he doesn't mean that we should bend down and get close to some tacks on the
floor. He has used a figurative expression and means, perhaps, "Let's start
discussing the roally important matters in this situation."

A figurative expression, then, is an expression that has a meaning other
than the usual one associated with the words used,

Which of the following sentences contain a figurative expression?

(a) Both sisters got a candy bar, but their brother was left
out in the cold.

(b) "I really hit it off with Bob!"

(c) "I wart you to get home before midnight; do you hear?"



(FRAME 24 - continued)

(a) & (b)

FRAME 25

Here's the third principle again:

Avoid figurative expressions and unclear terms...

With this in mind, pick out the most precise definition r-.\
from the following:

(a) A woman is an adult femal person.

(b) A woman is a.femal person who has completed
her physical growth.

(c) A woman is the epitome of muliebrity--
the fair sex whose delicate way is
able to subdue man. She is beautiful
as was bright Lucifer before his fall.

(d) A woman is a person whose cheeks glow
like living roses and whose thoughts
change like winter weather.

(b)

FRAME 26

So far we have seen that a precise definition. .

(l) States a general class of which the thing to be defined is a member.
(2) states the distinguishing characteristics of, -.he thing defined,

using measurable -toms when possible.
(3) Avoids the use of unclear or figurative ranguage.

Now, here IS the fourth principle:

Use positive terms.

That is, the oefinition should describe what something is --
not what it is not.

d r-Th



(FRAME 26 - continued)

According to this principle, which of these is more precise?

() A harpsichord resembles a grand piano, but its tones
are not produced by a felt hammer striking its strings.

(b) A harpsichord resembles a grand piano, but its tones
are ;-educed by metal quills that pluck its strings.

(b) is correct.

(a) tells that the_harpsichords!-toRs are NOT produced
by a felt hammer striking. its strings, but it doesn't tell
how :the tones are produced.

FRAME 27

The fifth principle:

Do not merely repeat the word or some form .of the word
being defined.

Here are examples of violations of this principle:

remission: The act of remitting.

relativity: The state of being relativ.

Which of the following does NOT violate this principle?

(a) regularize: To make regular.

(b) Reciprc,cation: The act of reciprocating.

(c) Repeat: to say or utter again.

(c)

4J



FRAME 28

Here is our final principle:

Give examples and. non-examples of the thing you are
defining.

With reference to this principle, how could the following be improved?

FRAME 29

Tool: An instrument that a person takes in his hand and uses
to help in a mechanical operation, as a hammer, saw, plane,
file or the like;

It could givingimproved by givng examples_of things that would
not be-Considered.tobls, such as' a , a pencil, etc.

.-2

Here are the six principles for precise definitions. We suggest that you
copy them for future reference and also to help you memorize them.

I. State a general class of which the thing to be defined is a member.

2. State the distinguishing characteristics.of the thing defined, using
measurable terms when possible.

3. Avoid the use of unclear or figurative language.

4. Use positive terms.

5. Do not merely repeat the word or .some, form of the word belinc; defined.

6. Gi ve examples and non-examples of the thing you are defininq.



(FRAME 29 - continued)

See if you can use the six principles in picking out the most precise
definition from the following. Explain why you chose the one you did- -

what rules were followed when this definition was written?

(a) Poor people are those.who are poorly paid.

(b) Poor people are those who aro needy or impoverished.

(c) Poor people are those who are lacking in some normal
or desirable riches or goods..

(d) Poor people are those who cannot enjoy minimum
standards of living with respect to food, clothing,
housing, medical care, and other necessities.

(de) Poor people are those.who.are-members of a family
whose money income is under $3,000 a year, or any
single person earning leSs than $1500 a year.

(e) is best because it gives a measurable characteristic
of the poor. It sets up a definite standard: $3,00 a year
for.family income, or $1500 a year for a single person.

FRAME 30

Identify the most precise definition from the following,. Again, list the
reasons for your choice. A drunk is. .

(a) One who is overcome by alcoholic liquor to the extent
that.he cannot walk a straight line or hold his hands
steady.

(b) One who has had too much,alcehol.to drink and has lost
control of.his faculties.

(c) A person whose blood has .an alcohol content of .10%
or more.

(c) is the most precise definition. This definition makes 1

it possible to determine who is and who is not drunk on the I

basis of a measurable characteristic: the alcohol content
of the blood.

51



FRAME 31

Now that we have studied the characteristics of precise definitions,
let's review the MacKaye's method of.analysis. Imagine two people arguing
about whether capital punishment is a form of murder: Write down the steps

of the analysis. Use your imagaination to supply the details.

Your answer, should look something like this: Your answer
will probably differ,. in Step 3.

I. The-basic question: Is capital punsihment a form of
murder?

II. Ambiguous word: ,murder.
1

III. Different definitions:

murder : To kill a human being.

murder
2

: To kill a human being

IV. Repeat questioh :

unlawfully.

Is capital punishment a form of murder
1
? Yes.

Is capital punishment a form of murder
2'
2 No.



FRAME 32

Use the four steps of the MacKaye's method on this situation;

Two teachers are arguing about a student:

A:. "No, I don't think'Bob is a good student; he has only a
"C" average."

B: "But there arc other qualities that a good student must have
beside good grades."

C: "Hmm, if Bob'hadaB" average, I might consider him a good
student,".

.D: "But he's so outstanding when it comes to leading class dis-
cussions, and he does a lot in after-school activities and
student governMent. These are the important qualities of a
good student. TO me he is a good student."

I. The basic question: Is Bob a good student?

II. Ambiguous word65: Good student

Different Definitions:

good student : A student with a "B" average.
1

good student
2

A student who is outstancing
in leading class discussons
etc.

IV. Repeat questions:
Is Bob a "good student ?" No.

1

Is Bob a "good student ?" Yes.
2



2RAME 33'

Which of the following statements best,explains why the two
teachers cannot agree about,Bob?,

(pick one)

(a) A difference of opinion makes it hard to
communicate.

(b) They have different opinions about what: Bob
is like.

(c) They .did not define the phrase "good student."

(d) One teacher is unfair.

(c)

Remember. this whenever you get into an argument
or are called upon to analyze or settle one: most

disputes revolve around an ambiguous word which is
defined differently by those who are arguing.

FRAME 34

We have seen how confusion over intended meaning can be avoided by defining
terms. Suppose you are reading a book on economics and you come across a word
you do not understand. What would be_the better thing to do first?

(a) Try to determine how the author of the book would or
does define the term.

(b) Look the word up in a good dictionary.



(FRAME 34 continued)

(a) Although it is a good idea to check the meaning
of unfamiliar words in a dictionary, the first thing
thatyou should do is to try to determine how the
author himself defines the word in question

FRAME 35

In economics, we often use specialized definitions for certain words
because of the need to be precise. A dictionary gives us generalized
meanings. These generalized meanings may bear little resemblance to the
specialized meanings that an economist intends.

Don't think that econoMist-sare the only people 'who-do this: Your
definition for "rock n' roll" may well be quite different 4nd more precise
than the one given in the dictionary in the library.

The point we're trying to make is a simple one: It's a good idea to
memorize important definitions in economics. But, why is this good?

(a) The main reason for memorizing definitions is that
hard mental exercise is good for you.

(b) To perform certain kinds of analysis, you have to
spell exactly what it is you are measuring or
comparing.

(b) Memorizing as a form of mental exercise is NOT a
good reason. Tests show that people who have done a
lot of hard work memorizing, don't improve their
ability to memorize or think clearly.

If you are asked to learn definitions, it is because
you need to have certain words at your finger tips
in order to carry out intelligent analyses or discuss-
ions in economics.



FRAME 36

The last frame made an important point. We are NOT making you practice
working with definitins because we feel that hard work is good for you.
Definitions are important because of the things they enable us to do.
They are tools for problem solving. For example, if we have a precise
definition of, say, "poor people," we can try to measure how many people
ir a niven year were "poor." Without a precise definition, this is not
possible.

From what you have read up to this point, when would you
think would be the better time to define terms?

(a) At the beginning of a discussion.

(b) At tr,, end of a discussion--after the term has
been used to make important points.

We feel that (a) is the better answer,

FRAME '37

Some people feel that a term should be defined at the end of a discussion.
They argue that you can't define a term properly until you have had a

chance to show how you intend to use it or until you have defined other
related terms. Others pc:int out that the object of a discussion my be
to clarify a definition and that a good discussion should precede the
setting forth of the definition.

Usually, however, the sooner you define terms, the sooner you communi-
cats your intentions. Unless you are trying to trick or confuse your
listeners, we recommend that you define terms at the start. The points
you want to make may nol get made un:ess you DEFINE TERMS. If you wait
until after you've stated your.position, you are taking the chance-of being
misunders-hod.

Which example below illustrates our position cry the question
of when to defiro terms?

(a) "Time is running short.so I feel that I must summarize
and .then present. my idea of .what is meant by

.

'scarce productive resources.'"

(b) "I thought it would be a good idea to tell you at
the start my conception of what a 'scarce productive

1 ftresource Is.



(FRAME 37 7 continuer!)

(b). Define your terms at the outset. Then you avoid
the trap of having each person discuss something different- -
while thinking that all were talking about the same thing.

FRAME 3S

You d,-,nit have to give 5 long, involved definition every time you begin
a discussion. You should, however, try to define as clearly as possible
any ambiguous words that you feel might come up.

As you study this course you will be required to memorize specialized
definitions for words such as "efficiency," "cap;tal," "savings," etc.
These definitions are more precise than the usual ones given for these
words.

In writing those definitions, the economist's goal is to design a,
precise classification system. He wants to be able to define,s:-.1y,
"the steel industry" so that he can look at all the different industries
in the nation and decide which t6 put in the "steel industry classification."

With this in mind, would you say th7lt the following definition
of "poverty" is one that an economist might use in a statistical
study?

"Quality or state of being poor or indigent;
need; destitution."

(a) Yes

(b) No.

(b). No, the definition has too many ambiguous'words. Cne
could not precisely classify an area as poverty- stricken or
otherwise, using this definition. A precise definition,
remember, should state the measurable characteristics
of the thing being defined.



FRAME 3ci

It should be clear that economists often use generalized/specialized
(pick one)

definitions in an effort to be precise. The meaning that "the man on the

street" has for a certain word is often different from/the same as the
(pick one)

meaning intended by the economist.

specialized

d..-'erent from

FRAME L)0

We said earlier that in this course you should memorize specialized
definitions. Why do you think you are required to do this? That is, how
will doing this help'you in your studies? (write your answer)

Answers'will vary but your answer should say something
.about avoiding misunderstandings in-yeur'Study of economics.

FXAME4IL

The test on the fO:.lowing pages summarizes what you should have learned in
this program--Before taking it, however, turn back-tO-ihe introducton on page
one. You should be able to do the four things listed there. If you feel weak

in any ofhe four areas listed, review the appropriate frames before taking the
test. Good luck.



CRITERION TEST

1. Which of the following are true statements about definitions?

(a) The main reason for memorizing definitions is that hard
mental exercise is good for you.

(b) The proper place for a definiton is at the end of a
discussion--after the term has been used and one has had
a chance to build up to it.

Economists, like other scientists, often rely on special-
ized definitions that set measurable limits on what may
belong to a given classification of things.

In economics, whenever something measurable is being
discussed, its wise to make sure you know the definition.

A scientist tries to make his definitions precise so that
there are no "maybe's;" he should be able to look at every-
thing in the word and decide whether or not it fits into
his definition.

2. Two people are arguing about the following question:

Is consumption taking place when a boy buys a ticket to a movie?

Assume that the dispute results from a misunderstanding about the
meaning of words. Use the four steps of.the MacKayelb method to
clarify the argument. Write out your answer.

S-9



3. What is the main cause of misunderstanding in the following dialogue?
That is, why didn't the two girls communicate with each other? How
could communication have been improved?

Jane: Hey, Sue! I think John is going to ask me to go out this
weekend!

Sue: Say, he's really a nice guy. Ho's really got an interesting
personality and his car is just great.\\

Monday morning the girls meet at school.)

Jane: (Angrily) Sue, I'll never speak to you again!

Sue: (Bewildered) What did I dc? Didn't you'like Jc.,hn's V.W.?

Jane: You told me his car was really something!

Sue: It is! V.W.'s are great little cars.

Jane: I was expecting a Cadillac...and his personality! All he did
was talk about basketball all night, and--

Sue: He's a great guy, I tell you. I just love basketball and John
has such a wont rful voice. He really knows how to express
himself.

4. Which of the following definitions is most precise? Explain which
principles were followed in the writing of the most precise definition.
Quote parts of the definition that illustrate how each rule .was followed.

(a) An employed person is one aged 16 or older and who is engaged
to work at a definite task for wages. He (or she) must be
a civilian and must have worked several hours each week.
Housewives may not usually be counted as employed. People
who do volunteer work are sometimes excluded from that grout
which is counted as employed.

(b) An employed person is one who has a calling and who has
clearly demonstrated beyond doubt that he has worked during
a given week.



(c) Employed persons comprise: all older teenage and adult civilians
who, during the specified week, did any work. at all as
employees or in their own business, profession, or undertaking,
or on their own f:..!Th or who worked several hours as unsalaried
laborers on a farm or in a business operated by a person of their
own faMi ly.

(d) Employed persons are civilians aged 16 or older who answer
'Yes" to any one of these three questions:

I) .Did you work at ail as a paid employee this week?
2) Did you work at all in your own business or profession

or on your own farm this week?
3) Did you do 15 hours or more of unpaid work this week

on a farm or business operated by a mambcr of your
family.

If a person answers "Yes" to the following gueF.,tion he is
NOT employed: Was your ONLY activity this werk work around
the houSe or volunteer work?

Mary Smith, for example, works 50 hours evry week cleaning
house and taking care of her 4 children; she is not emplo,:ed.

Carl Jones works 20 hours a week in his father's store; he
is employed.

Kark Adams works 7 hours a week on his paver route; since he
is 15, he is not counted asemp[oyed.

(e) An employed person is one who is 16 or older and who is not
unemployed. Persons in. the. armed services and those who have
done 15 hours of unpaid work for a friend who is not a member
of their family are not employed. Also excluded from the
employed group are persons whose only activity consists of
work around the house (such as housework, painting, or
repairing own home, etc.) or volunteer work for religious,
charitable, and similar organizations. To illustrate,
Mark Adams '.rho is 15 and has a paper route is not counted
as employed since he is too young. Ralph Blackwood, a private
in the Army, works hard every day and receives a salary, but
he is no counted as being in the employed group.



ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST

I. (c), (d), and (r) are true statements about definitions.

2. Step I. Basic question: Is consumption taking place when a boy
buys a ticket to a movie?

Step 2. Ambiguous word: consumption.

Step 3. Different meanings:

consumption.-- to spend money, to purchase something.

consumption2 -- to eat something.

Sten 4. Questions repeated:

Is consumption, taking place when a boy buys a ticket to
a movie? Yes.

Is consumption2 taking place when a boy buys a ticket to
a movie? No.

(Your definitions in Step 3 may not be the same as those used here,
but you should have two definitions. In Step 4, the answer to one
question should be "yes,' and to the other, "no.")

3. The girls failed to define terms. They would have communicated
better with each other if they had taken the trouble to discuss
what each meant by expressions such as "nice guy," interesting
personality," and "great car."

4. Definition (d) is the most precise. It states the distinguishing
characteristics of the thing defined in measurable terms.

In audition, it identifies a general class (civilians) of which the
thing defined is a member; it avoids unclear or figurative language;
unlike some of the other examples, it states the definition in positive
terms, and it gives examples and nonexamples of employed persons
(Mary Smith, the housewife, and Carl Jones, who works in his father's
store.)



UNIT I LESSON 2

LESSON
CRITERION TEST

(on items not included in programs)

1. Match the terms in column 1 with the best definition in column 2.
In the space provided before each term in column 1, write the letter
from column 2 which corresponds to the correct definition.

a. inputs

b. Production

c. capital

A. All man-made inputs or improvements in
natural resources.

result of a production process

tangible output capable of satisfying wants.

all factors of production

output which is consumed at the same time
it is being produced

B.

C.

d. consumption
D.

e. outputs
E.

f. distribution

g. labor

h. goods

i. services

F. human production input

G. production activities related to making
outputs available to consumers.

H. final use of goods and services to satisfy
wants

I. the activities related to converting inputs
into goods and services.

2. In the space provided in front of each item in this list, write whether
the item is an example of capital, labor resource, natural resource,
a good, a service (output). If some items fall into more than one
category, list all of the categories.

a. cornfield g. bus

b. pacific Ocean h. cosmetics

c. college teacher i. pop concert

d. engine overhaul j. wild ducks

e. steel ingots k. highways

f. truckdriver 1. warehouse
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3. In the space provided in front of each example below, state whether the
type of business produces a good or a service or both. After the item
state what the good and/or service might be if there is any question in
your mind.

a. telephone company

b. airline company

c. manufacturing co.

d. commercial banks

e. silver mining co.

f. cotton farm

g. restaurant

h. hospital

i. drug store

4. Give examples of round-about production in dairy farming.

5. What are some of the major stages of production in providing U.S. families
with milk:

a. c.

b. d.

6. Using the home construction industry, supermarkets, or agriculture as
your source, give an example of each of the three kinds of specialization
described in the text:

1. resource

2. division of labor

3. use of capital

NOTE: Questions on production efficiency and diminishing returns are not
included because you have already completed a criterion test on them.



UNIT I LESSON
LESSON NO. 2 CRITERION ELEMANSANSWERS

1. a. D f. G

b. I g. F

c. A h. C

d. H i. E

e. B

2. a. natural resource, capital, goods g. capital, good

b. natural resource h. service

c. labor, capital J. natural resource

d. service k. capital, good

e. capital 1. capital, good

f. labor, capital

3. a. service, good (telephone)

b. service

c. good

d. service

e. good

f. good

g. good (meal), service, (place to eat and service)

h. service

i. Service (the goods are produced elsewhere)

4. There are lots of answers here. Some include these: breeding the
herd of cows, building farm buildings, manufacturing farm equipment,
and materials, etc.

5. Many possible answers: e.g.

a. breeding herds of cows

b. dairy farming

c. milk processing (pasteurizing, etc.)

6 3

. wholesale distribution

e. retail distribution



ANSWERS TO LESSON CRITERION TEST (continued)

6. Many possible answers, e.g.:

1. plumbers, butchers, orchards

2. meat department of a supermarket where butcher does meat
cutting, girls do packaging, someone. else weighs and prices
packages

3. harvester, electric milkers, supermarket, prOlabricated parts
of buildings



LESSON 3

UNIT 1
EXERCISE 1

EXCHANGE AND BARTER

The people working in the pin factories described by Adam Smith
couldn't eat what they produced. They were specialists. They had a
problem that had to be solved, how to exchange pins for food and the
other necessities of life. By Adam Smith's time, people had money so
that exchanges could easily be made. However, exchange does not always
depend upon money.

Father Lafitan, a Jesuit priest, described how American Indians
traded some three hundred years ago:

"The savage nations always trade with one another. Their
commerce is, like that of the ancients, a simple exchange of
wares against wares. Each has something particular which the
other does not, and the traffic makes these things circulate
among them. Their wares are grain, porcelain, furs, robes,
tobacco, mats, canoes, work made of moose or buffalo hide and
of porcupine quills, cotton beds, domestic utensils--in a
word, all sorts of necessities of life required by thee

Some world traders, who deal in basic commodities, make barter
exchanges. Below is a table showing exchange rates for 4 such commod-
ities. This table (or matrix) can be read across rows or up and down
columns. For example, the exchange rates for burlap are 2.0, .40, and
.0. This means that 1000 lbs. of burlap can be exchanged for:

2.0 x 1000 lbs. sugar = 2000 lbs. sugar

.40 x 1000 lbs. coffee = 400 lbs. coffee

.50 x 1000 bushel soybeans = 50 bushels soybeans

Number of Units For Exchange[1
ci.) M'00
>., r-i

$.40 00 .00

(.73

.0 Sr
,--1 cd

W0 0
0 Ci)0

m0.0
,--I 4-1

LW0 00 U0

m

0 0.0 0WO
0 .0.0 1

00 co0
1000 yards
burlap

1

2.0 .40 .50

1000 lbs.
sugar .50 .20 .25

1000 lbs.
coffee 2.5 5.0 1.25

100 bushels
soybeans 2.0 4.0 .80



1. What is the price of 1000 ibs. of coffee?

of one lb. of coffee?

2. What is the price of 100 bushels of soybeans?

3. What is a price.inthis. kind of barter exchange?

4. Assume the price of burlap is 250yard. Use the exchange rates
to find the dollar price of the other three commodities:

price of sugar = per pound

price of coffee = per pound

price of soybeans = per bushel

5. What are the disadvantages of barter prices as compared to prices
quoted in dollars?

a.

b.

6. Which of the three functions of money are we talking about?
(check one)

medium of exchange

unit of account

store of value



LESSON 3

UNIT 1
EXERCISE 2

WHAT IS MONEY?
(It's functions and qualities)

Money is one of the basic inventions of mankind. The invention has
been made by most societies and has undergone thousands of years of refine-
ment. One way to understand what money is, and what purposes it serves, is
to describe our own money and then compare it with more primitive money
forms.

In the U.S.A., paper currency serves three functions:

1. It is generally accepted as a medium of exchange.
That is, almost anyone is willing to sell some-
thing in return for legal tender (cash).

2. It is a unit of account (standard of value Is another
way to say the same thing). That is, prices of things
for sale are quoted in currency units (dollars or
fractions of dollars). Also records of sales (book-
keeping) keep, account of the dollar value of purchases;
sales and things owned by a business or some other
organization.

3. It is a store of value. Because currency is a medium
of exchange, people often accumulate their wealth by
saving money. You can always spend it when you want to.

These three functions are not served by money in all societies. The
importance of money in providing these services in our exchange system
may appear clearer if we contrast our use of money with its use in simpler
societies.

As recently as 25 years ago, the people of the South Pacific
Island of Yap were using big wheel-shaped stones as money.
The stones ranged iu diameter from the size of a dinner plate
up to twelve feet, and their value depended on size, difficulty
of manufacture and the artistry of their surface carvings.
The stones had no use except as money although the islanders,
understandably, liked to have them stand outside their houses
for all to see.

Most of the trade of Yap took place in local markets and was
carried out by barter, using shell money and a variety of
commodity moneys including coconuts, tobacco, cups of syrup
and baskets of taro (an edible root). The last two served as
units of account. Small stone money was used in the market
place and was given a value in terms of one of the commodity
units of account.

The larger stones were used for more complex financial trans-
actions. Debts were contracted in terms of stone money, and
stone money was lent out at interest, which was customarily
paid in shell money. Stone money was also used for political
p9.yments such as those to another tribe in return for aid in
an inter-tribal war.



A second example, the use of furs as currency by the Indians
of North America, is by contrast, much easier to understand.
Records of the Hudson Bay Company for the 18th and 19th cen-
tury show beaver skins as the chief medium of exchange. A
hundred years ago in Saskatchewan, a horse was reckoned to
be worth about 20 beaver skins; a wolf skin was equal to 1/2
a beaver skin. All other skins are valued according to their
equivalent in beaver.

Questions;

1. a. What functions did the large stone money serve on the island of
Yap?

b. What trouble would there be using them for the other functions?

2. What functions did the shell money and baskets of taro serve?

3. a. What characteristics of cups of syrup and baskets of taro made
these items .a good unit of account?

b. flat difficulties would there be using them as a medium of
exchange?

4. Can you suggest a theory to explain why the islander used so many
different kinds of money? Why didn't they just have one kind of
thing serve as money?



5. Which of the functions of money did the beaver skins fulfill for
the Indians of North America?

6. What difficulties are there in using beaver skins as a medium of
exchange, a unit, of account, a store Of values?

7. Why do we use both coins and paper currency?

8. Are there things in our society, other than coins and currency, which
serve one or more of the functions of money? List and state which
function:

9. Which of the following would make the best kind of money for the U.S.:
gold coins, paper currency issued by the Federal government, paper
currency issued by private banks? Explain why:

10. Check the qualities money should have in the U.S. Star the most
important characteristics.

a. convenient to carry or use

b. plentiful h. generally accepted in
exchange

g. indestructible

c. valuable as an input or output
i. inexpensive to produce

d. scarce

e. expensive to create

f. capable of being measured or counted exactly

(R



LESSON 3

UNIT 1
EXERCISE 3 THE U,S. MONEY SUPPLY

The money supply of every modern economy is determined by regu-
lations and laws defining what is legal tender (money that can be
used, and must be accepted, in payment of a debt), or what is counted
when the government publishes statistics on the Country's money supply.
In the U.S. gold bullion (bars of gold) or coins, which might be readily
acceptable in exchange by people) are not allowed to circulate so they
are not money. Credit cards, which a person uses to buy many things,
are not defined as money.

The official definition of the U.S. money supply is quoted here and
the table below gives data on the amount and composition of the money
supply in recent years.

"The supply of money, in the sense of a means of payment, is
defined broadly to include bank deposits and currency." Prior
to 1934, gold was also a part of the means of payment, but in
January of that year, it was withdrawn from circulation, and
since then gold has served as a means of settlement ofinterna-
tional accounts only and is purely reserve money domestically.

"As used here, the term 'currency' include coin and paper money
issued by the Government. --- All currency is now issued by the
Federal Reserve banks and the U.S. Treasury . . .

"At one time gold was the basic form into which all other types
of currency cuuld generally be converted. At present, however,
the gold stock in most countries is held largely or entirely by
central banks and Government Treasuries as legal reserves against
note and deposit liabilities or for stabilizing exchange rates.
All gold belonging to the United States is held by the Treasury
Department. Private gold holdings are fyrbidden except in
limited amounts for licensed purposes."

1
Robert W. Burgess, Historical Statistics of the U.S. Colonial Times to
1957. Bureau of Census, Dept. of Commerce, U.S. Government P: inti.ng
Office, 1960, p. 644.



THE U.S. MONEY SUPPLY AND
KINDS OF U.S. CURRENCY OUTSTANDING AND IN CIRCULATION

April 1967

(in m.11ions of dollars)

Kind of Money Total Outstanding Currency in *
Circulation

Currency

Gold $ 13,109

Gold certificates (12,604)**
Federal Reserve Notes 40,855 $ 38,244

Treasury Currency 6,563 5,486
Standard Silver Dollars 485 482

Silver bullion 664

Silver certificates (556)** 547

Fractional coin 5,000 4,069

United States Notes 323 301

In process of retirement 92 88

TOTAL CURRENCY 80,251 $ 43,730

Commercial Bank
$133,100 $133,100Demand Deposits***

TOTAL MONEY SUPPLY $213, 351 $177,554
, -

* Outside treasury and Federal Reserve Banks. Includes any
paper currency held outside the U.S. and currency and coin
held by commercial banks.

** Not included in the totals. The gold and silver certificates
are backed by the gold and silver bullion--they are receipts
for the bullion. Thus:, counting both the metal and the certi-
ficateswould be counting the same thing twice.

*** Figures exclude interbank deposits, which do not represent
money available to the public and checks in process of collec-
tion, inclusion of which would represent a double counting of
deposits.

Source: Federal keserve Bulletin, No. 6, Vol. 53, June 1967, pp 991-2.



Questions:

1. Why do you think bank "demand deposits" (checking accounts) are
included as part of the money supply when "time deposits" (saving
accounts) are not included?

2. In the quote at the beginning of this exercise, the third paragraph

describes the relation of gold to our money supply -- it is held as

a legal reserve. (Ignore the part about stabilizing exchange rates;

this refers to money dealings in trade between countries.)

a. What do you think "legal reserves" are for and why arc they

necessary?

b. Is there another way to provide backing for our currency?

74



UNIT I
EXERCISE 4

"ri
LESSON 3

TYPES OF CREDIT AND
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Borrowing and lending (the use of credit) is also an ancient invention.
In fact, credit exists in primitive societies which have not invented
money. In these societies, credit probably began with the need to cooperate
in time of need. For example, a New Zealand Maori might, at the appropriate
season; send some meat or a fowl.to someone living at a distance whose hunt-
ing season cache was scant. Later, during the fishing season, when his own
meat supply is short, he might expect to receive a fish in return. This is

not just an exchange of gifts, because the people keep account of these
exchanges.

In other simple societies, extensions of credit are a matter of business
and more closely resemble credit as used in our society. That is, credit is
an advance of purchasing power, loaned against a future ability to repay the
debt.

TABLE I

Amounts Outstanding in the U.S. of
Major Kinds of Credit in December, 1966

Type of Credit Amount Outstanding
(Billions of dollars)

Commercial and Industrial Bank Loans1 60.6

Consumer Credit 94.8
Mortgage Debt (on buildings) 336.2
Notes and Accounts Receivable for

Corporations 202.8

TOTAL PRIVATE DEBT 694.4

Federal Government Debt 339.8
State and Local Government Debt 107.3 3

TOTAL GOVERNMENT DEBT 447.1
TOTAL U.S. DEBT 1141.5

GNP (4th qtr., 1966) 759.32

1 Loans of 161 banks are included. This represents about 70% of such
loans held by all commercial banks.

2
Preliminary figure

3
Figure is an estimate for 30 June 1966; source is from Tax
Foundation, Facts and Figures, on Government Finance, 1967, p. 24.

Source:

Federal Reserve Bulletin, February 1967, pp. 207, 290, 286, 285, 278.

7.3



TABLE II

Amounts Outstanding in the U.S. of
Consumer Credit by Major Categories,

December, 1966

TYPE OF CREDIT AMOUNT OUTSTANDING
(billions of dollars)

Installment Credit:
Auto 31.0
Other 19.8
Repairs 3.8
Personal 20.1

Non-Installment:
Single Payment Loans 7.8
Charge Accounts 7.1
Service Credit 5.1

TOTAL 94.9

All of this lending is done by financial institutions, businesses
which lend money or provide credit as a major part of their activities.
Completing the following table will familiarize you with some of the
most important lending institutions in the U.S. Using newspaper or
phone-book advertising, information supplied by the businesses, or your
own knowledge, complete the following table. For each kind of business
listed indicate in Column I whether the business lends to individuals
and/or businesses; in Column II list kinds of loans or credit it extends,
in Column III, for each kind of loan, state anything you know about
credit requirements, and in Column IV enter the interest rate charged.

Source:

Federal Reserve Bulletin, February, 1967, p. 290.
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LESSON 3

UNIT I
EXERCISE 5

INTEREST RATES FOR REGULAR BORROW-
ING AND FOR INSTALLMENT BUYING

Credit is a useful way of extending purchasing power and few people
go through life without making use of it. Even the most cautious find that
they have to use credit for major purchases such as houses and perhaps
automobiles. But making use of credit means that purchasing power has been
created, and purchasing power, like any other scarce resource, is bought at

.a price.

The price of credit is called its INTEREST RATE because the price of
borrowing money is quoted as a percentage of the amount borrowed, to be
paid per unit of time (i.e.,'per month, per year, etc.). The formula for
figuring a simple interest rate is:

Cx100
1 =

P
whete i = interest rate

C = interest charges (the total
amount you pay for borrowing
the money). Multiplying C by
1.0v means the rate is expressed
as a percentage.

P = the principal (the amount of
money borrowed)

If you borrow $100 for a year and pay back $106 at the end of the year,
then the interest rate on the loan is:

Cx100 600 6 % per year
P $100 100

The interest-rate charge for borrowing money varies depending on the
conditions surrounding the loan. Important factors are the time period
needed to repay the loan and the risk of lending the money. The risk depends
mainly on how able and how likely the borrower is to pay back the loaned money
and whether or not he can offer protection to the lender, if he cannot repay
the loan. Generally speaking, interest rates are low if there is not much
risk involved in lending the money, high if there is risk; sometimes the risk
is high enough to make it impossible to borrow money at any price.

Interest rates vary for other reasons, too. One is simply that some
lenders charge more than others. This may not be as easy to spot as it seems.
In fact, national surveys have shown that most people have little idea of the
true cost of credit. In large part, this is because there are many ways of
quoting interest rates. Often it is extremely difficult to figure what the
true interest rate is just by having the lender state the terms of the loan.
Particularly when you buy something and pay by installments, the true interest
rate is not the figure quoted by the lender.

For example, most people buy a car in installments. That is, they pay
a down payment for the car, borrow the balance to pay off the car dealer, and
then pay back the loan in monthly installments. Let's say that $1000 is needed
to pay of the car dealer. If $1000 is borrowed, to be repaid in monthly
installments over one year, the lender may calculate:

"-1`,Th
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Loan $1000 for 12 months.

Interest payments, 5% for 1 year = amount of money borrowed
times the interest rate,

= $1000 x 5% = $50

Total to be repaid = principal = interest by the end of 1 year,
= $1000 = $50 = $1050

Monthly payments = $1050/12 = $87.50

Are you paying 5, interest on this loan? To answer this question you
need to first ask: How much money has been borrowed and for how long?

Total Amount
Owed

$1050.0 dill

75.0

87.5

700.00

is;
612.50

525.0

111111111111,000/pw,

437.5

262.5

350.0:

0

175.0

87.:

° ,iI

A _...c....ATA ,gcs./.4 _AN00

Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Time Period of Loa'
(Months)

The Total Amount Owed For Each Month of the Loan Period

FIGURE I

At the beginning of the year, you owe $1050. Each month you reduce
the amount owed by $87.50. Now, answer these questions:

(a) After 12 months, how much do you owe?
(b) After 6 months, how much do you owe?
(c) Have you borrowed $1050 for 12 months?
(d) On what sum are you paying the 5% interest?



After 12 months you owe nothing. After 6 months, you owe half of
the original amount, naMely $525. You did NOT borrow $1050 for 12 months- -
you borrowed it for 1 month, then you borrowed $962.50 for 1 month, then $875
for 1 month, and so on, as the diagram shows. You borrowed $1050 for only
one month (and a smaller sum for each succeeding month), but. you have paid
5% on $1000 for the whole year. Over the period of a year, on the overarm,
the amount actually borrowed is $525. And interest payment of $50 for
borrowing an average of $525 for a year is a true interest rate of about
10 per cent--double the rate quoted by the lender.

Installment buying, a form of borrowing widely practiced in our society,
is a convenient but expensive way to get credit. Again, there are occasions
when it is difficult to tell what the true annual rate of interest is. Even
when it is simple to make the calculation, many people do not bother. For
example, many department stores will permit customers to pay by installments
provided they agree to pay lA per cent per month on the unpaid balance. While
1 per cent per month doesn't sound like much, multiplied by 12 it figures out
to 18 per cent per year.

In other cases of installment buying, it is much more difficult to arrive
at the true interest rate because of the way that payments are quoted. In
such cases it makes sense to shop for credit, just as you would shop for any
other major purchase. If you want to make comparisons, there is a formula
you can use to figure interest rates for all installment loans. We include
it here for your own information; you do not have to memorize it, but you
might like to make a note of it in case it comes in handy some day.

The formula for figuring the true interest rate for installment credit is:

= Cx100
P (N=1)

in which i = true interest rate (as a percent per year)

C = total interest payments (total payment minus principal)

P = principal (amount borrowed)

M = number of payments per year

N = total number of installment payments

)This is the same interest rate formula with an extra multiplier( -221- to

adjust for the fact that the loan is paid back in installments.

Here's an example of how to "plug in" numbers in the formula.

:;uppose that you borrow $1000 for a period of 19 months. The "carrying
charge," you are told, is $200, so that the total to be paid back is $1000 -I-

$200 = $1200.

CxlOO 2xM
i - x ---

P (N+1)

where C = total interest payments = $200 (the "carrying charge")

M = number of payments per year = 12 (i.e. monthly payments)

P = principal = $1000

N = total number of oayments = 19

8 fi



2 x 12 x 200 x 100i = 247. per year1000 x 20

200 x 100 2 x12 20000 24i = x x x = 247. per year
1000 (19+1) 1000 20

8



OPTIONAL PROBLEMS:

Figure out the interest rates for each of the following examples. Which
loan has the highest true interest rate?

Principal
Loan

Total payments Period of Loan (NI Monthly Payments(P)

1) $1000 $ 1043.40 12 months $ 86.95

2) $ 800 819.99 9 months $ 91.11

3) $1200 1279.95 15 months $ 85.43

1) Let's calculate the true rate for the $100 loan, using the formula:

. C x 100 2M
-

(N+1)

Total interest payments (C) = $1043.40 - $1000 = $ 43.40

Then the true interest rate is:

C x 100 2M 43.40 x 100 24 104.16
- 81 per year

P 01+1) x
X -

1000 13 13

Now figure the other two:

2) Total interest payments (C) = $819.99 - $800 = $20 (to the nearest whole
dollar)

per year

3) Total interest payment (C) = (to the nearest whole
dollar)

% per year

4) The loan with the highest true interest rate has monthly payments of

82



5) 'Me loan with the lowest true interest rate has monthly payments of

6) Determine the true interest rate on two different car loans held by
Students in the class using the formula given above:

. C x 100 2M1 -
(11+1)

Student Loan #1:

Student Loan #2:

83



UNIT I

LESSON 3

PROGRAM ON
PURCHASING POWER: INCOME, WEALTH, & CREDIT

Introduction

The poet Byron once wrote, "Ready money is Aladdin's lamp." With
the money in your fist, you can buy anything. And at the time when
Byron lived, 150 years ago, the reverse was also usually true--if you
didn't have the money, too bad; no sale.

These days, things are different. What economists call "Purchasing
Power" does not depend simply on how much we can, for example, buy many
things without ready money. To understand what goes on in our society,
we have to look more carefully at purchasing power in modern America.
This program is a beginning of such an examination. When you're through
with it, you should be able to:

1. Define purchasing power.

2. Identify examples of the three sources of purchasing power.

3. Identify examples of the different ways in which we derive
income and thus build up purchasing power.

FRAME 1

In our society, almost everything is bought with and sold for money.
We can satisfy our wants by an exchange of money for the goods and/or
services desired.

But does this mean that we can buy nothing unless
we have the money (either cash or check) to pay
for it?

[ No

FRAME 2

Yes

No

For almost all major wants we are continually being urged by
advertisers to "get it now and pay later" by using



Credit

"charge accounts" or "credit cards",are
acceptable answers. However, a credit
card or charge account are just other
forms of credit

FRAME 3

Although money is required to satisfy .;ants, our ability to satisfy
wants does not depend simply on the amount of "cash" we have on hand. We
have additional purchasing power for present spending if we can show that
we can and will repay in the future.

For both individuals and businesses, purchasing power can come from
either money or credit.

FRAME 4

FRAMES

Suppose that you have $100 cash and no credit,
while George has $50 cash and can also borrow
$60 from the bank. Who has the greater
purchasing power?

Your

George

George

His $50 + $60 = $110 which is greater than
your $100.

George's combination of cash and credit gives him
a greater command over the use of money than you
have. This command over the use of money is called
purchasing

1. power

Purchasing power is over the use of

-



command over the use of money

FRAME 6

There are three sources of purchasing power:

income, wealth, and credit.

All three terms have precise meanings as used in economics, as you
will see in a moment:

Income is money (or something having money value) which a
person receives in return for providing productive
services over a period of time.*

Wealth is a total stock of assets, (An asset is anything
owned which has a value and which can be exchanged.
Thus, an automobile is an asset; a house is an asset.)

Credit, as we will define it for this lesson, is simply the
ability to borrow money.

* Examples of "something having money
value" are rent-free quarters for
the manager of an apartment house,
reduced fares for airline employees,
and discounts on purchases for store
employees. All of these are income.

Indicate which of the following are income
and which are wealth:

(a) A factory worker's weekly
wage check

(b) A salesman's monthly
commission

(c) A cash balance in a savings
account

(a) income

(b) income

(c) wealth



FRAME 7

Income is a flow of money over a period of time in return for
your rockzLcs-.1 services.

Wealth is a collection of assets. Some assets may be in the
form of money, others in a form close to money (for example, the
balance in a savings account), and some may be difficult to exchange
for money even though they have considerable value (for example, an
office building).

Suppose you own $500 worth of General Motors
stock. Is the stock income or wealth?

(pick one)

(a) income

(b) wealth

(b) wealth

The stock is an asset--something which
you own, which has value, and which can
be exchanged.

FRAME 8

Suppose you own a building and you rent it out as office space.

The rent you receive is...

(pick one)

(a) income

(b) wealth

(a) income

Providing office space is a productive service.
Money received in return for a productive ser-
vice is income.

85.



FRAME 9

Suppose you sell this office building. The
money you receive is ...

(pick one)

(a) income

(b) wealth

(b) wealth

1 You changed the form of an asset by exchanging
your building for cash. But the cash still
represents wealth.

FRAME 10

The money received from the sale of the office
building is NOT income because

(Your own words): It is not income because
ou didn't earn it hx providing productive
services over a EWA of time.

FRAME 11

Now that you have all this money from selling your office building,
you might decide to put some of it into a savings account.

(a) The money you have deposited in the
savings account is income/wealth.

(pick one)

(b) The money you receive in interest
from the bank is income/wealth.

(pick one)

S



(a) wealth

It's an asset.

(b) income

Interest is money paid by the bank in
return for a productive service (the
use of your money) over a period of
time.

FRAME 12

In your own words, complete the definition:

Wealth is

Wealth is a total stock of assets.

FRAME 13

In your own words, complete the definition:

An asset is

An asset is anything owned which has a value
and which can be exchanged.

FRAM1 14

If Mr. Smith uses his credit to buy, say, a refrigerator from a
store, he has to sign a contract, a sort of IOU, in which he promises
to pay a sum of money at certain intervals.

89
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FRAME 14 (continued)

As far as the store is concerned, is this
contract part of its wealth?

(pick one)

(a) Yes

(b) No

(a) Yes

FRAME 15

Mr. Smith owes money to the store. In return, he has given the store
a promise to pay his debt. The evidence of a debt (such as an IOU or some
other form of contract) is part of the wealth of the person or organization
owning it.

FRAME 16

The IOU or other promise to pay is part of
the store's wealth because:

it's an asset--something owned, which has value,
and which can be exchanged.

(Did you know that many stores sell credit con-
tracts to banks and other institutions?)

Is the contract a part of Mr. Smith's wealth?

(pick one)

(a) Yes

(b) No



(b) No

Is the ability to enter into this contract eVi-
Jenceof Mr. Smith's purchasing power?

(pick one)

(a) Yes

(b) No

FRAME 18

Financial assets are assets that fall in any one of the following
categories:

1. coins or cash

2. various types of bank or savings accounts

3. corporate stock certificates (since they are evidence of
a financial interest in the company concerned.)

4. credit instruments (this includes all of the different
kinds of pramises to pay, such as IOU'S, time payment
contracts, and bonds.)

Which of the following are financial assets?

(a) A mortgage on a house.

(b) Cash money

(c) A checking account.

(d) An Automobile

ProM a, harrower P its intePest
(e) A note promising to pay $5004on a certain date.

4

(f) Ownership of 20 shares of a company's stock.



FRAME 19

FRAME 20

FRAME 21

(a), (b), (c), le), and (f).

(d) is an asset, but is not a
financial asset.

If you owned an automobile, could you
convert it into a financial asset?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(a) Yes

Name at least two forms of financial asset
into which you could convert your automobile:

1

Possibilities include: (1) Cash, and (2) You. 11

may sell the car and use the cash from the
sale to buy stocks or bonds.

Now that we have had examples of each of three
sources of purchasing power, see if you can
name them:

1.

2.

3.



1. Income; 2. Wealth; 3. Credit.

FRAME 22

Write in the source of purchasing power
represented by each of the following:

(a) Wages received by a bus-driver.

___10 Charge account in a department store.

(c) Diamond ring.

(d) Loan from a bank.

(a) income; (b) credit; (c) wealth; (d) credit.

FRAME 23

Income, wealth, and credit are the sources of

purchasing power. (This is the only acceptable
answer. If you got it wrong, please go back
and change your answer.)

FRAME 24

Perhaps you noticed that income can take several forms. Economists

categorize income according to the various kinds of productive services
provided to earn the income:

WAGES AND SALARIES, INTEREST, PROFITS, AN2 RENT,

(a) Income from leasing property (land or real capital)

is called

(b) Income from lending money is called

(c) Income from providing labor services is called

and



(a) rent

(b) interest

(c) wages or salary

FRAME 25

Income from labor services is called wages or salary.

If a person is paid by the hour or according to how much work he does
(an hourly rate or "piece" rate) he is a wage earner. If he is paid a
straight amount of money per week, month or year, regardless of the time he
puts in or output he produces, he is a salaried earner.

FRAME 26

A high-school teacher who has a year-long
contract is a (a)
earner. A typist who earns $2.00 per hour
is a (b) earner.

:a) salaried

i(b) wage

A librarian has an income of $7000 a year. A foreman in a
factory receives $10,000 in a year. Which one receives a
salary?

(a) The librarian

(b) the foreman

(c) Both

(d) Neither

(e) Can't Tell

(e) Can't tell from the information given.

The amount doesn't tell you. Whether an
income is a wage or a salary depends upon
the basis of payment. If a person receives
the same income no matter how much time he
puts in or how much he produces, he's
receiving a salary. In the example given,
you had no information on that point.



FRAME 27

Another form of income is business profit.

Profit is equal to the total receipts of a business minus the total
cost of operations. It is what is left over after the owner has paid all
the costs of running his business.

Important point: Profit 12 income received from risking assets (wealth)
by investing in the business.

FRAME 28

The owner of a grocery store pays himself a
salary for working full time in the store.
What do we call this salary?

(check either, neither, or both)

(a) income

(b) profit

(a) income

It is not profit, since profit is income
received from risking assets. It is
labor income.

The owner of the grocery store buys goods at
one price and sells them for a higher price.
Is the difference between the cost price and
the selling price called profit?

(check one)

(a) Yes

(b) No

(b) No

The cost of the goods is only one part of
the store-owner's cost of doing business.
He also has to pay rent,insurance, and so
on. Profit is equal to total receipts minus
total costs.



Which of the following represent profit?

(a) Money received by a corporation from
selling old machinery.

(b) The interest Mr. Williams receives from
money in his savings account.

(c) Dividends received by Mrs. Smith for
General Motors Stock she owns.

Only (c) represents profit.

As a stockholder, Mrs. Smith is a part owner of
General Motors. The dividends she receives are
her share of what is left over after the costs
of running the company have been paid.

(a) is an example of changing the form of assets- -
from machinery to money. (b) is income received
in return for providing a productive service (the
use of money) to the bank.



UNIT I
LESSON NO. 3

1\ \

PROGRAM
CRITERION TEST

1. In your own words, define "purchasing power."

2. Write in the source of purchasing power represented by each of
the following:

(a) Gasoline credit card.

(b) Profits earned by a drug-store owner.

(c) Government bonds owned by a shoe-manufacturing
corporation,

(d) Interest received by a person or a commercial
bank on a loan.

(e) Loan granted by a bank to a home builder,

3. What type of income is represented by each of the following?

(a) $7000 a year paid to a librarian under annual
contract

(b) Money remaining from total receipts after
store-owner has paid all expenses.

(c) $5 paid by savings bank to customer who has
$100 in his account.

(d) $4 per hour paid by bank to the janitor,

(e) Dividend paid to holder of corporate stock.

(f) Income from leasing property.

(g) Income from lending money.

(h) Rent-free apartment used by an apartment-house
manager.



UNIT I ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST
LESSON NO. 3

1. (Your own words): Purchasing power is command over the use of money.

2. (a) credit

(b) income

(c) wealth (asset)

(d) income (banks have income, too)

(e) credit

3. (a) salary

(b) profit

(c) interest

(d) wage

(e) profit

(f) rent

(g) interest

(h) wages or salary

ct8



LESSON 3
(419

PROGRAM ON
CAPITAL AND INVESTMENT

We live in an economy based on want-satisfaction through specialization
and we take it for granted that production of the things we need in life
is growihg at least as fast as the population is growing. But this pro-
cess of improvement in economic well being--of economic growth--is a
basic concern in economics. As a result, it is crucial to be able to
measure the growth of the economy.

By now you know that growth in output depends on growth in resource
productivity, and that to a great extent the productivity of resources
depends on having capital (buildings, equipment, trained labor) available.
To study economic growth, it is necessary to uncover the conditions which
are favorable for capital accumulation. This requires measuring things
like capital, investment and saving. All of these are familiar words.
They are, however, carefully defined by the economist (since you cannot
measure something until you are sure what you are measuring).

FRAME 1

We've already had a definition of capital:

Any improvement of natural resources (human or non-human)
or any man-made input used in the production of goods and
services.

See if you can recall the three kinds of
improvement which were considered to be
capital:.

1.

2.

3.

1. all buildings, bridges, roads and
other improvements of land and
other natural resources.

2. equipment, tools

3. education, training and improve-
ments of labor (this is called
human capital. It is important,
but not usually included in
measurements of capital.)



In addition to the three foregoing kinds of improvement, there is another
kind of capital we haven't mentioned. It is inventory.

Inventories are stockpiles of raw materials, semi-
finished goods, and finished goods
produced but not consumed during some
specified period.

This definition fits in with the earlier ones if you think of inventories
as being raw materials which have been "improved" by being assembled at
some point, possibly passing through some or all of the stages of produc-
tion, but which have not yet been delivered to the final user.

Which of the following are capital in the
form of inventory:

(a) Coal at steel plant.

(b) Fenders at an auto assembly plant.

(c) Toasters in a store stock room.

All three are capital; all have been produced
and accumulated for further production or
future sales.

FRAME

An important measure of the productive capacity of a company or an economy
is the amount of capital in use (since this measures the means of satisfying
wants). To measure growth in ability to produce it is necessary to know how
much new capital has been produced--how much has been added to capital over
some given period.

Adding to capital is known as investment.

If at the end of 1967 a company's capital (its plant, equipment, and inven-
tory) is valued at $7.5 million and at the end of 1968 the capital is $8
million, investment during that period is $

$8 million - $7.5 million = $5000,021]



FRAME 4

True or False?

Investment is the purchase or creation
of new capital during some period of
time.

(a) True

(b) False

(a) True

FRAME 5

Investment is part of production during a particular time period; it is
the capital goods output produced in the period.

This is not hard to see. For instance, if a company builds a new factory,
raw materials, capital and labor are used in production to create the new
capital (the factory). Quite plainly the new capital, the investment, is
the output of production.

We make a more general statement about the relation of investment to
production. For any time period, say a year, production creates either
consumption goods and services or capital (investment goods).

This can be stated in a formula. For a particular time period,

Total production output =

FRAME 6

Total production output = output of consumer
g(AoodsoriwvecnUWLILJLIELa1
goods.

Creation of capital during a period of time

is called

investment



rtliPIZ I 102
Capital is the result of production. Production uses resources. If we
want to increase the amount of capital, there is a cost; the resources
cannot be used to produce consumer goods.

(a) True or false?

The creation of capital is a form of

production.

(b) What is the alternative cost of the
investment?

(a) True

(b) the consumer goods which could have
been produced with the same inputs.

FRAME 8

In our money exchange economy, investment -- addition to capital -- requires
the use of money or credit. Or, to say it another way, before you can
invest, you must have power.

FRAME 9

purchasing

True or False?

(a) Investment is the addition to capital during a
certain period of time.

(b) Investment is measured over time (for example,
so much per year.)

(c) The amount of capital is increased through
investment.

(d) Capital is created through a production process.



(a) True

(b) True

Like all other forms of production,
real investment has no meaning unless
we say how much time is involved. If
we say, "This factory produced two
cars," we cannot say whether this is
high or low production unless we know
something about the time involved.

(c) True

(d) True

FRAME 10

To summarize:

(a) The improved resources which.provide
the means for satisfying wants are
known as

(b) Additions to capital over a given
period are called

(c) In our economy, before you can make
additions to capital, you must have

(a) capital; (b) investment; (c) purchasing power

FRAME 11

And now we run into one of those problems of definition We have just
examined what the economist means when he says "capital" and "investment."
These words are also used in financial circles with broader meanings and
unles's you are careful to note who is talking, you can run into trouble.
We will keep the meanings separate here by distinguishing between:

real capital - the economist's version, and

financial capital - financial assets, including money.

What kind of capital is a $50,000 bank account?

1O3



financial - it's a financial asset

I

FRAME 12

What kind of capital should we call 100 new
automobiles waiting to be delivered by the
manufacturer?

(a) real

(b) financial

real

The autos are capital in the form of inventory
(not yet delivered to the final user.)

FRAME 13

Label the following as real capital or
financial capital:

(a) A government bond is

(b) A new factory building is

(a) financial capital

(b) real capital -- an "improvement" of land.

FRAME 14

Investment, as we said before, is addition to capital.

Since there are two kinds of capital, it will be no surprise to find that
there are two kinds of investment:

real investment and financial investment.

Investment which involves the purchase or
creation of the factors of production is
real/financial investment.

(pick one)
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real investment (because it is
concerned with real capital)

If someone says that he is going to "invest
in the stock market," he is talking about

investment.

financial.

He is going to buy a financial asset, not
a factor of production.

Suppose a company creates a stockpile of raw
materials. Is this real investment or
financial investment?

(a) real investment

(b) financial investment

Give reason for your answer:

(a) real investment

It involves the purchase of one of the four
kinds of real capital we have named, namely
inventories.



Remember that financial capital means financial assets -- money, bank
accounts, stocks, bonds, IOU'S. They are assets because they are
owned, they have a market price, and they can be exchanged.

We now have a succession of things and events which we can put together
like "The House that Jack Built."

- This is the financial - People and business firms ex-
investment change money for stocks, bonds,

or IOU's

- Which was added to
financial capital

- Which provided purchasing
power

- Which was used for real
investment

- Which was added to real
capital

- Which increased production
of goods and services.

- Increasing the amount of stocks,
bonds, IOU's held by people

- and the amount of money held by
businesses

- Businesses exchange money for new
plant, equipment, or inventories

- Increasing the amount of capital
goods

- And increasing production

Many people confuse the two kinds of capital and investment. As this shows,
the two words are used in the same kind of way on both occasions. The true
distinction is between what is "financial" and what is "real."



FRAME 18

Walth is the stock of all assets -- all things which have a measurable
exchange price.

Is financial capital part of wealth?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(a) Yes

Financial capital is the collection of financial
assets. (Financial assets are money and things
such as bank accounts, bonds, stocks.)

FRAME 19

Is real capital part of wealth?

(a). Yes

(b) No

(a) Yes

The improved human and non -human resources
and the "improved" materials in inventory
all have a value--a measureable market price.

FRAME 20

So far we've said that:

Wealth is the total stock of assets which have a market price.

Wealth includes both real capital (improved natural resources)
and financial capital (financial assets).

Just to tie up this discussion of wealth,
what is the third part?



Natural resources (before they are improved
and thus turned into capital.) Total wealth
= real capital + financial capital + natural
resources.

UNIT I
LESSON NO..3 PROGRAM

CRITERION TEST

In this program you have learned the relation between capital and invest-
ment, and you have learned the different meanings of capital and investment.

1. To see how well you have learned the differences, identify each of the
following examples as either financial capital, real capital, financial
investment, real investment, or none of these:

a. A 60-day bank note (an agreement
to pay back a loan in 60 days).

b. The Jones family buys a new TV
set.

c. The gold in Fort Knox.

d. Disneyland.

e. Sara Smith buys a U.S. Savings
.Bond.

f. Lumber in a local lumber yard.

g. A county purchases new road
equipment.

h. A manufacturer converts an old
warehouse into a factory.

2. A compnay had buildings valued at $2,000,000 at the beginning of the
year and had buildings valued $3,000,000 at the end of the year. It
did not sell any buildings during the year. What statement can you
lake about investment?

3. Real investment is part of:

(a) production in a particular year

(b) wealth

4. Investment is defined as
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UNIT I

LESSON NO. 3 ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST

1. a. financial capital

b. none

c. financial capital

d. real capital

e. financial investment

f. real capital

g. real investment

h. real investment in the conversion work,
not in the purchase of the old warehouse

2. Investment in buildings was $1,000,000 that year.

3. (a), (b)

4'. Additions to capital during a given time period or
the purchase or creation of capital during a time
period.

-/07-



FRAME 1

LESSON 3

PROGRAK ON
SAVING

Saving is not spending income.

Wow! Surprise! So what?

Well, it's more important than you might think- Saving, is another of
those words which is used with care in economics and once again, the
man-in-the-street meaning isn't quite the sine as the economist's.

When we talk about saving in economics, we mean current saving.

FRAME 2

Current saving is that part of current income
that is not spent on current consumption of
goods and services.

Fill in the gaps in this equation:

current income minus current
consumption.

current saving

Current saving = current income minus current consumption.

Economists assign symbols to these words to make a shorthand version:

Y = current income
S = current saving
C = current consumption

(They use Y for income because the letter I is used to mean investment
later on.)

Using the thrce symbols, write the equation
which defines current saving:

S = Y C

11:1
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FRAME 3

S = Y - C

Suppose you have $500 in a savings account.
this current saving?

(a) Yes

(b) No

No

FRAME 4

Is

The money in a savings account is not part of current income and so,
the way we have defined things, it cannot be what the economist calls
saving (that is, current saving).

If the money in the account is not what
the economist calls saving, what is it?

(a) Real Capital

(b) Wealth

FRAME 5

(b) Wealth

($500 may not sound
kind of wealth, but
and as such is part

like the rich=rich-rich
it's a financial asset
of wealth.)

We have just distinguished between what the economist calls saving (that
is, current saving) and what most people refer to as saving (that is, the
accumulated store of assets in the form of money or bank deposits which is
part of wealth).

Before we tell you why it' necessary to make this distinction, take a
moment to make use of this new definition of saving:

Assume the information on the next page describes the financial condition
of the Jones family for 1966. Identify as S, Y, C, or "none" the various
items from the family budget:

(continued on the next page)



FRAME 5 (continued)

1. Total income of the family from Jan., 1966 to
Dec. 31, 1966 $12,500

2. Transportation costs 800

3. Food, clothing, house rent 7,200

4. Increase in saving account balance between
Jan. and Dec., 1966 2,000

5. Saving account balance, December 31, 1965 9,000

6. Entertainment, medical expenses 1,000

7. Puzchase of government bonds under a payroll
deduction plan 1,000

8. Increase in checking account balance at end of
year 500

1. Y 5. none
2. C 6. C

3. C 7. S

4. S 8. S

FRAME 6

Notice that the answers to the last frame show that the Jones' family
savings account at the end of 1965 (item 5) is not considered current
saving for the period January-December, 1966. The current saving
during the period was $2000. The $9000 already in the account at the
start of the period was the'accumulated saving which is part of wealth.

Of the following, which represents current saving:

1. Corporate stocks received and kept by the
President of XYZ Corporation this year in
a profit-sharing plan.

2. The corporate stocks owned by the Jones'
family.

3. A $50 Christmas bonus paid all employees
at the XYZ Corporation.



11.3

Only 'No. 1 is saving.

Number 3 is income, and No. 2
is part of the accumulated saving
of the Jones' family.

FRAME 7

Perhaps it has occurred to you that when we
talk about "current income" or "current
consumption", or "current spending", we have
to say what period of time we mean by "current."
In the case of the Jones family budget, "current"
means the yea:

1966

FRAME 8

We measure production in amounts of output produced because production
takes time. You may recall that investment was measured as "additions
to capital during a period of time".

FRAM 9

Should income be measured as an amount
earned over time?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(a) Yes

We say that a man earns so much per
week, or so much per year, and so on.

Does consumption spending occur over time?
Why?

(a) Yes

(b) No

///



(a) Yee

It involves an amount over a period- -
$30 a week on groceries, $150 per month
for rent, and so on.

When the economist talks about saving (that is,
current saving), does it occur overtime? Why?

(a) Yes

(b) No

(a) Yes

Saving (as defined by the economist) is "not
spending current income", and current income
is earned over time.

Let's summarize. Answer the following questions:

(a) current income =

(b) or Y

(c) current saving is defined as not

(d) This means that current income is either spent
on consumption or it is

(e) If you earn $25.00 per week and your Dad tells
you you can keep half of what you earn if you
bank $8.00 a week and give him $4.50 aweek to
help pay for your clothing what is your current
saving?

(1) $8.00

(2) $8.00 per week

(continued on the next page)
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FRAME 11 (continued)

(3) $4.50

(4) $4.50 per week

(5) $12.50 per week

(6) the balance in your
saving account.

(a) current consumption spending and
current saving

(b) C & S

(c) spending current income

(d) saved

(e) (2) $8.00 per week. You must always
measure saving during a period of
time.

FRAME 12

NoTpli we are ready to explain why all of the fuss about defining current
saving,. The reason is that the amount of current saving effects the
amount of current investment that occurrs in the same time period. Let's
see how.

FRAME 13

See if you can recall the answer to this
question:

In a money exchange economy, what must you
have to invest in capital goods?

purchasing power

Purchasing Power, we decided, can come from

_, or
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income, wealth, or credit

What part of current income is available
for real investment ?

(a) all of it

(b) the part used in current
consumption

(c) current saving

current saving

Assuming that you don't put your current saving
under the mattress, what happens to it?
What do almost all people do with their current
saving?

They bank it--in a savings accour.t or a checking
account--or they buy stock or bonds.

Most people invest their current saving in stocks or
bonds if they do not deposit it in a saving or check-
ing account. This is real /financial.

( pick one)

financial



FRAME 18

Now that your money is safe in the bank or invested in stocks or bonds, you
can breathe a sigh of relief. It's safely tucked away making more money
for you. And its back in circulation for someone else to use. In fact,
a business can use it to purchase real capital.

FRAME 19

In this case it becomes the

investment.

purchasing power

real

for making a real/financial
(pick one)

The real investment enables the business to

increase production.

°IiiiiNs00.111111111111/004

FRAME 20

A statement which the careful student often makes:

O.K., so you turn saving (economist's definition) into increased
production, but that isn't what happens with my saving. I stick
it in the bank and there it sets.

Reply:

But it doesn't. Banks base the power to lend money on accounts like
yours. By putting money in the bank, you enable the bank to lend
money to others who wish to make additions to real capital.

117
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FPAME 21

So far, we' have said that current saving can finance real Investment. This
happens when people invest their saving or deposit it in their bank account.

But savings and real investment are related in still another way. If people
save part of their income, then there are resources available for producing
capital goods. Remember from the earlier program that the alternate cost of
producing capital goods is that consumer goods could have beQn produced with
the same results. If everyone spent all of their :;.ncome on consumption goods-
food, clothing, shelter--all of the resources would be used up producing con-
sumption goods. There would be no resources left to produce real capital.

(a) Not spending current income on consumer goods and
services is

(b) True or False?

If there is current saving, all available resources
must be used to produce consumer goods.

(c) If people save part of current ineome, the resources
are available for

(a) current saving

(b) False

(c) real investment (or producing real capital)
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Y = S + C

(a) The part of current income that may help to
increase production in the future is

CO The 'part O£ income that helps to pay for
current production is

(a) saving

(b) consumption spending



UNIT I
LESSON NO. 3 PROGRAM

CRITERION TEST

1. Which of the following are current savings?

(a) Sally William's weeks babysitting money to buy a car.

(b) John Marshall puts half of his earnings in the savings
account to pay for his college tuition when he graduates
from high school in two years.

(c) The balance in Mr. Green's savings account.

(d) Your father buys, a government savings bond using part
of his pay check each month.

(e) Your family buys some corporate stock with money from
its savings account.

2. Which of the above examples represents a financial investment?

3. Check the correct statement about current saving:

(a) current saving is part of current income

(b) current savings is not spending current income

(c) current saving becomes wealth when it is invested

(d) people use current savin g for financial investment

(e) S = C + Y

(f) current saving is the only source of purchasing power
for real investment.

4. State two ways in which saving and real investment are related:

(a)

(b)

5. BONUS QUESTION:

Can you think of an example when a person saves through real
investment?
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UNIT I
LESSON NO. 3 ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST

1. (b), (d)

2. (d), (e)

3. (a), (b), (c), (d)

4. (a) saving is the part of current income available to spend on
real investment

(b) when people save, part of their income resources are available

to produce real capital.

5. A farmer uses current income to buy a tractor, or a boy buying a lawn
mower from earning money mowing lawns.



UNIT I LESSON 3
CRITERION TEST

(on items for which there are no programs)

Exchange means to (1) one (2)

for another. When money is not used, exchange is called (3)

ing. The need for exchange arises because of

(4) production.

5. In ancient times in Egypt and the city states of Mesopotania, wheat
was used as money. Describe as fully as possible the characteristics
of wheat which made it serve well the three functions of money.

6. Around 700 B.C. the Greeks began to use imprinted coins. What
advantage did coins have over wheat?

7. What functions does U.S. money serve?

Check any of the following which are notpart of the U.S. money supply.

8. U.S. Federal Reserve Note

9. . $20 gold coin

10. U.S. Government Bond

11, Diner's Club Credit Card

12. a half-dollar

13. e demand deposit of $200

.14. Describe the similarities and differenceS in function between paper
currency and a credit card from a commercial bank with respect to
serving as:

a. a medium of exchange

b. a store of value

c. a unit of account



15. What are the differences in function between commercial banks
and savings and loan associations?

16. Describe the financial advantages a corporation has over an
unincorporated business.

17. If we ever get to the point of specialization in exchange such that
this does become the cashless society,

a. what purpose: would dollars serve?

b. Will there be money? If so, what would it probably be and which
of the three functions of money would it serve?
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UNIT 1
LESSON NO. 3

1. trade (exchange)

2. asset

3. barter

4. specialized

LESSON 3

CRITERION TEST ANSWERS

5. Wheat could be divided into standard units of measure and thus serve
as a unit of account. All assets could be valued in terms of units
of wheat and stored wheat was a kind of checking account against
which you could draw units to use for purchasing another asset, thus
wheat functioned as a medium of exchange. Finally, wheat stores
easily and lasts a long time, consequently, it also functioned as a
store of value.

6. Coins are more portable and more easily stored than wheat.

7. Unit of account
Medium of exchange
Store of value

8. 9. 10. 1./.-11. 12. 13.

14. a. Both paper currency and credit cards function as a medium of exchange
but paper currency is more widely accepted than credit cards.

b. Paper currency is a store of
traded for another asset. A
a store of credit, i.e., the

c. Paper currency denominations
account or muleipies thereof
of units.

value, it is an asset which can be
credit card is not an asset, it represents
ability to borrow money.

are expressed in terms of the unit of
. A credit card is not defined in terms

15. Commercial banks provide all financial services except those of 1) pawn
shops, and 2) investment banks, i.e., banks which provide financial
services to large public oorporations. Commercial banks hold savings and
demand deposits, and make loans of all types, both to individuals and
business firms. A savings and loan association holds only savings deposits
avid can make loans only against real property.

16. A corporation can raise money by selling stock (certificates of ownership)
to the public. A person can invest in a corporation and his liability for
the debts of the ccrporation are limited to the money he paid for the stock.
Neither of these things is true of a unincoilporated"business. An unincorpor-
ated business can only raise money through borrowing, and its owners are
liable for all the debts of the business.

17. a. As a unit of account and for small transactions.

b. There will probably be money, in small denominations, which will serve
all three func:ions, but almost all exchanges will be carried out by
altering the balances in the accounts of sellers and buyers, i.e., if,
an asset costs $100, the sellers' account will be credited $100 and tine
buyer's account will be debited $100.
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LESSON 4

UNIT I

EXERCISE
THE RELATION BETWEEN CURRENT
SAVING & REAL INVESTMENT

In the table below, Column I lists typical activities in the U.S.
economy and in the two Indian economies studied in this lesson. In
Column II state whether you think chat the activity represents
current savings, real investment, or both current saving and real invest-
ment. Using the definitions of current saving and real investment given
in Lesson 3, justify your decision in Column III.

I

Economic Activity S, I, or both S & I Explanation

1. A family in the U.S.
buys a government bond
each month out of the
father's pay check.

2. A Kiowa woman prepares
buffalo hides and sews
them into a tipi.

3. A Tsimshian chief uses ol.a-
chen oil to purchase a new
canoe from a Heide canoe-
maker.

4. A local foundry in the U.S.
uses profits to purchase a
new machine.

5. The same foundry borrows
money from a bank to buy
:he new machine.
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LESSON 4
UNIT I
EXERCISE 2 ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS

Column I below lists different social institutions in the U.S.
For each example which you think is an economic institution (a
major function of the institution is one or more of the primary
economizing activities or basic allocation choices). In Column
II list the activity (ies) or basic choice (s) with which the
institution is involved.

I

Social Institution
II

Major type (s) economic activity or
decision it carries out

1. A local church

2. A supermarket

3. A small family farm

4. The American Legion

5. The Democratic Party



The following questions help you to analyze the important differences
in the function of real capital and the methods used to create new real
capital in primitive societies and industrial societies. Use the pre-
ceeding examples, the readings for this lesson and what you have learned
in Lessons 2 & 3 to answer the following questions:

6. What are the major kinds of real capital produced or acquired in each
of the Indian Societies studied in this lesson? How did they acquire

them'?

Major real capital goods How were these goods obtained?

(a) Tsimshian Indians:

(b) Kiowa Indians:

7. In Lesson 3, we defined current saving as 'not spending current income"
or S=Y-C. Using question two above, state a definition'of saving which
is a more accurate description of current saving in a primitive society.

8. Tny were these societies more limited than the V.S. economy in their
ability to undertake the rapid increase in real capital?

1'247



9. What can you say about the relation between real investment and current
saving:

(a) in a primitive society?

(b) in the U.S.?

1)(



UNIT I
LESSON NC'. 4 LESSON

CRITERION TEST

1. Which of the following activities described below is more like
financial investment in the U.S.? (check the answer and explain
why this is a financial investment):

a. Kiowa men acquire new horses in a raiding party.

b. Tsimshian craftsman builds a new canoe.

c. Kiowa Indians go on a buffalo hunt.

d. Kiowa men trade for horses with- each other.

2. Check which of the following are economic institutions.. Which of the
iive economic activities are they mainly involved with?

Activities:

a. Credit union

b. A restaurant

c. Congress of the U.S.

d. Hospitals
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CRITERION TEST (continued)

3. The readings in this lesson have given many examples of the effect
on economic decisions and activities of CUSTOM, COMMAND, and MARKET
FORCES. In Column III below give an illustration from the readings
of the combination of Columns I and II.

I

Type of Economic
Decision

II

Name of
Action

III

Your Example

EXAMPLE:
command Russia: the major long-run decisior

about "leading links" are
determined by the political
leaders in the 5-year plan.

What to produce

1. What to produce market

2. How to produce command

3. How to produce custom

,4. For whom to produce custom

5. How much to produce custom



CRITERION TEST (continued)

4. Read the essay on Russian production and the essay on "The Boston
Ice Trade." Using the model of an economy, developed in. this lesson,
compare the differences between the function of the capitalist,
Frederic Tuder, and the Russian plant manager.

5. What are the major differences in economic organization between the
Tsimshian Indians and the Kiowa's? For each difference offer a
possible, explanation (hypothesis) about the reason for the differences.
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UNIT I
LESSON NO. 4 ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST

1. d. Horse trading was simply a transfer of assets usually for specu-
lative prupose, which is similar to buying and selling shares of
stock.

2. a. savings, investment
b. production, consumption, exchange
c all five activities
d. production, consumption

3. I

1. What

II

Market

III

The Tsimshian producen olachen grease as a
:trade good in response to market demand.
The Kiowa produced horses to trade in Mexico
for flour, weapons, and ornaments.
Frederic Tudor, the Boston iceman, created
a market for ice and then produced ice to
satisfy that 'market demand.

2. How Command In Russia the Plan often determines what
resources and what capital goods will be used
in production. This together 'with the Manager's
control over labor is an example of command
decisions of how to produce.
The horse raiding expeditions of the Kiowa.

3. How Custom The Tsimshian followed custom in fishing and
hunting.

4. For whom Custom The Tsimshian distributed production among the
lineage according to custom, potlach distribu-
tions to other lineages is another example.
King Harsha's Great Almsgiving was distribution
by custom.

5. How much Custom The Tsimshian and Kiowa produced enough food
to satisfy their customary needs then they
stopped.

4. 5-4-3 Model:

Five Activities Four Decisions Three Forms of Organization

1. Production 1. What 1. Custom
2. Exchange 2. How 2. Command
3. Saving 3. How Much 3. Market
4. Investment 4. For Whom
5. Consumption

(See chart on following page)
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CRITERION TEST ANSWERS (Continued)

5. Both tribes based their economic organization largely on custom.
Neither economy was marked by any significant economic growth so
one can say that customary economies have limited growth potential
while command and market economies have high growth potentials.
Within their customary framework, the two economies had signifi-
cant differences largely arising from the fact that the Tsimshians
were sedentary (they stayed in one or two places all year) while
the Kiowa ranged over a large area.

Staying in one place allowed the Tsimshians to accumulate more
capital and thus production was more round-about than with the
Kiowa. Saving and investment, in both societies, usually consisted
in saving food and investing'it by supporting a worker who produced
a capital good (a house, canoe, or weapon). The Kiowa made invest-
ments by means of the horse raiding party while the Tsimshians
accumulated very little capital from warfare.

Consumption in both societies was based upon social status but in
both, there was a high degree of equality in the consumption of
necessary food and clothing.

1:r34
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LESSON 5
UNIT I

EXERCISE I
THE CIRCULAR FLOW DIAGRAM
AS A MODEL OF AN ECONOMY

1. Draw and completely label a circular flow diagram for the U.S.
economy. Compare your diagram with the one in Chapter 5 of the
text and, if necessary, correct your diagram to make it complete.

2. The diagram is a model of our economy. As such, it shows important
relationships between economic institutions.

a) State as many of these relationships between institutions as
you can see shown in the diagram:

b) List any other relationships you see shown in the diagram:

1 -45
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3. A model simplifies reality in order to emphasize the relationships of
interest to the model builder. What economic activities and institu-
tions are not included in the model:

4. What aspect of production specialization is shown? What aspects of
production specialization are not shown by the diagram?

/AL
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LESSON 5
UNIT I PRODUCT AND FACTOR MARKETS
EXERCISE NO, 2

A product market is any market in which produced goods or services are
sold. This includes sales of products (such as manu-
facturers, mining companies or farms) to wholesale
distributers; and it includes sale of products by
wholesalers to retail outlets (stores, restaurants).
It even includes the sale of semi-furnished goods 5k61 aS '31140-114.4

A factor market is any market in which services of factors of produc-
tion (human and non-human, natural and capital
resources) are purchased for use in production--hiring
of labor, rental or purchase of land or buildings,
leasing or purchase of machinery.

1. Check which of the following occur in a factor market?

a) a machinist is hired by an electronics company

b) you eat dinner at a restaurant

c) you buy a new car from a local dealer

d) a retail store owner rents store space

e) you apply for a charge account at a department store

f) a department store signs a new contract over ways and working
conditions for its employees with the retail clerk's union

2. Check the following exchanges which occur in a product market:

a) a shipping company hires a sailor

b) Carnation Milk buys milk from a milk cooperative

c) a bank leases a computer from a computer manufacturer

d) one farmer sells his farm land to another farmer

e) a chain grocery store buys canned hams from a meat-packing
company

f) a dentist fills a patient's tooth

1: 7
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LESSON 5
UNIT I
EXERCISE 3

MEASURING ECONOMIC ACrIVITY4THE
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN "STOCKS" AND
FLOWS"

The circular flow diagram describes the operation of the whole economy- -

the overall effect of production, distribution and exchange in creating
a continuous flow of income and output.

In order to study the effectiveness of an economy in creating income, output
and wealth, it is necessary to measure how much income output and wealth
there is. The circular flow diagram should help you to understand the differ-
ence between income and wealth and how these two kinds of quantities are
measured.

Income and output are the result of economic activity - -of production. They
can be measured two ways: a) as a flow or rate or activity (the income or
output produced per period of time), or b) as a stock or amount of output
(wealth) in existence at some one point in time.

1. Which does the circular flow diagram show: (check one)

a) output as a rate

b) output as a stock

2. Gross national, product is the market value of the final goods and services
produced by the economy during a period of time--say three months.
Is GNP: (check one)

a) a rate or flow

b) a stock

3. National income is the sum of all income earned in a given period of time
for providing productive services--again three months. Is National income:

a) a rate

b) a stock

4. The National wealth is the market value of all assets in existence at a
particular time. Is wealth: (check one)

a) a rate

b) a stock

5. In general, income and production figures measure races of economic
activity over time. They do not measure what output is in existence.

(continued on the next page)
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QUESTION 5 (continued)

Check which of the following are flows and describe what activity they
measure (production, distribution, consumption, saving, investment):

a) total assets of .a corporation

b) labor costs of a company during January, 1966

c) department store sales in January, 1966

d) numbers of cars in the U.S.A. in January 3, 1966

e) rent received by an apartment-house.owner in July, 1966

f) supply of paper money in the U.S. on September 1, 1967

g) deposits held by the Bank of America in June 28, 1966

6. Uhat is the relation between the flow of income earned by a family
durial.' say 1966, and the stock of wealth owned by the family at the
end of 19G6?

139
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LESSON 5

PROGRAM ON "SYSTEMS"

FRAME 1

The word "systems" is used a lot these days. We use it, for
example, :in connection with missiles and other aircraft, highways,
and computers. It is a word that is also used in economics. This
program begins by defining the word. When you have completed the
program you will be able to do the following:

- List the three conditions that define what a system
is.

- Identify different levels of systems and sub-systems
in economics.

- Distinguish between macro-economics and micro - economics,

FRAME 2

Definition:

A system is an orderly arrangement of parts

into a whole to perform some specific

function

A radio set is a system since it consists of:

(1) parts, arranged. . .

(2) into a whole. . .

(3) for a specific function.

Is an automobile a system?

(check one)

(a) Yes

(b) No

Yes.



FRAME 3

FRAME 4

The automobile meets the three conditions:

(1) an orderly arrangement of parts . .

(engine, chassis, body, etc.)

(2) into a whole. . .

(the automobile)

(3) to perform a specific function . . .

(transportation of people and things over roads)

Is the Los Angeles freeway system a system as
we have defined it?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Yes

The three conditions met by the freeway system are:

(1) an orderly arrangement of parts . . .

(the individual, interconnecting freeways)

(2) into a whole . . .

(the freeways taken together )

(3)
(more efficient traffic flow)

(YOU write in the third condition)

(3) to perform a specific function.

(Note to those who have had experiences that make them
wonder about the efficiency of the Los Angeles freeway
system: Everything is relative! We said more efficient.
If the freeways are bad, think what it would be like if
you had to fight your way across town using only the
ordinary city streets. The freeway system has a specific
function: To move so many thousands of vehicles per hour
into and out of the various, areas of the city. The fact
that the system cannot handle the demands made upon it
during the rush hours or that .a single-rear-end collision
can foul up the whole sections of freeway doesn't change
the function of the system.)

-/39- 141



FRAME 5

An automobile is a system; its function; transportation.

Suppose an auto dealer has a spares department that
contains all the parts needed to build a car...

Do the contents of this spares department represent
a transportation system?

(a) Yes

(b) No

No

FRAME 6

The definition of system contains three conditions which must be
met. One condition is:

to perform a specific function.

The spare parts depdrtment contains all the elements needed for
a transportation system, but they are not organized into a whole to
perform the specific function we have named--transportation.

But does the spares department represent a system of another kind,
one with a different function? Suppose we say that the function of the
department is to provide accessories and parts needed to keep customers'
automobiles running.

Is the spares department a system?

Yes.

The department is an "orderly arrangement of parts"
--not.simply the inventory of auto parts. The auto
parts are arranged in some order, but also there
are parts of the department such as management, book-
keeping, shipping and receiving, shelves, a building,
and so on. All the elements forming a whole to per-
form a specific function -- easy availability of auto
parts.
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An advertising agency hires 200 interviewers to conduct an opinion
poll among housewives about the new miracle detergent, "Boom." After
collecting together the replies of,6000 housewives to a prepared set of
quetions, the agency reports to the manufacturer, "Four out of five
housewives surveyed prefer "Boom"' over all other leading detergents."

(a) Put a check against the conditions that are met
by this opinion poll:

an orderly arrangement of parts

into a whole

to perform a specific function

(b) The opinion poll (is/is not) a system.
(circle one)

(a) an orderly arrangement of parts

6000 housewives were all asked the same question
their answers were recorded by Lhe interviewers.

into a whole

The answers were combined into a single finding
(Four out of five prefer "Boom ")

to perform a specific function

The report to the manufacturers on reactions
to their new product.

(b) This IS a system. It meets all of the conditions.

FRAME 8

So far, we have identified as systems:

(a) a radio set
(b) an automobile
(c) a freeway netwo-...k

(d) an auto dealer's spares department
(e) an opinion poll

The first four are systems made up of collections of parts that are
physical objects.

True or false? The collection of parts that
makes up the opinion poll system consists of
activities rather than physical objects.

(a) True (b) Falie,

4.



FRAME 9

True.

There are some physical objectsl-the people,
th,a questionnaire forms, and so on. But
they all contribute to activities.

True or false? The collection of parts
in a system can be either or both physical
objects or activities.

(a) True

(b) False

True

FRAME 10

This Course is a system.

Which of the following are included among
its "collection of parts?"

(a) physical objects

(b) activities

Both (a) and (b)

FRAME 11

A teacher's grading procedure fulfills the three conditions necessary
for a system. Write in the three conditions:

1. (Many test scores are recorded.)

2. (The individual scores are averaged
to determine the final grade.)

3. (To report to the student and his
parents on his progress in school.)
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1. Orderly arrangement of parts

2. Into a whole

3. to perform a specific function.

FRAME 12

The activities and physical objects which can be included in a
system may also be systems themselves. These systems within a system
are called sub-systems.

An automobile is a system with the function
of transportation . . .

Name at least two sub-systems of the automobile:

The choice is yours. The sub-systems include:
the fuel system, ignition. system, he steering
system, braking system, lighting system, and so
on.

FRAME 13

Some sub-systems can be further divided into what might be called
sub-sub-systems.

For example, the lighting system is really a sub-system of a car
and it has the major function of illumination. Within this lighting
sub-system is a sub-sub-system for signaling.

Your school is a sub-system within what system:

(a)

Name at least two sub-sub-systems within the school sub-
system.

(b)



(a) Several possible answers exist:

The local school district
The state school system
The U.S. education system, and so on.

(b) Your answer might include:

This course or some other course
Disciplinary system (such as the group of

math courses you take in high school)
Janitorial or cafeteria service
The bell or buzzer system that signals class-

rooms. And so on.

FRAME 14

All of these systems, sub-systems, and sub-sub-
systems have functions that are:

1111111101. (a) the same

(b) different

(b) different

FRAME 15.

Each part in a system has some relationship to at least one other
part. They work together in helOing the system to perform its function.

What happens if one part of the system fails
to do its job?

(a) It makes no difference. Other parts
of the system keep on working.

(b) The system fails, either completely or
partially, until the part is restored.

14E



(b) Each part of the system is related to others.
When a part fails, the system can no longer
operate as it is meant to operate.

If, for example, the fuel sub-system fails on
a car, the entire transportation system (the
auto, thet is) also fails. If, on the other
hand, one of the shock absorbers (a sub-sub-
system) fails, the suspension sub-system becomes
unsatisfactory, and you get a bumpy ride, but
the car still operates as a transportation
system.

FRAME 1.6

Summary up to this point

- A system ip (a) an orderly arrangement of parts
(b) into a whole
(c) to perform a specific function.

- Within a system there often exist sub-systems and
sub-sub-systems, each having a different function
that contributes to the operation of the whole.

- Each part of a system is related to at least one
other part.

If one part of a system fails, the whole system is
affected in some degree.

FRAME 17

Let's turn our attention to the circular flow diagram of the U.S.
economy:

'wholesaler

inputs

410 471

income

Families

famil

spending
outputs
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FRAME 17 (continued)

FRAME 18

FRAME 19

Which of these conditions does the diagram fit?

(a) A collection of parts

(b) Organized into a whole

(c) For a specific function

---

(a), (b), and (c)

therefore the circular flow diagram describes a

system

Do any of the individual parts of the circular
flow diagram meet the conditions of a system:
If so, list all of those that do:

Families
Firms
Factor markets
Product markets

-1 4 8
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ru-krar. c.N.J

All four of the major parts of the circular flow diagram are "systems
within the system." Since each is a system, each has a function.

See if you can match each system on the left with
its proper function. The first one is done for you:

Families 3 1. Convert factors into finished
products.

Firms 2. Match the needs of consumers with
the available products.

Factor markets 3. Supply factors of production;
consume products.

Product markets 4. Match the needs of producers with
the available factors.

Firms: Convert factors into finished products.

Factor Markets: Match the needs of producers with
the available factors.

Product markets: Match the needs of consumers with
the available products.

FRAME 21

The circular flow diagram depicts three basic functions of the U.S.
economic system.

(a) What functions are shown?

(b) The overall function of the economic system is to
satisfy:
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(a) production, consumption, exchange

(b) The function of the economic system
is the familiar satisfaction of
wants.

Let's examine what happens in the circular flow
description of our economic system if there is
a change in one of the sub-systems. Suppose the
rate of spending by families slows down. Will
it affect the product market?

(a) Yes

(b) No

Yes

If family spending decreases, the rate of sales
in the product market will:

(a) rise

(b) fall

(c) stay the same

(b)

When families spend less,
sales of products decrease.

What effect, if ant, will falling sales in the
product market have upon firms. Production will:

(a) be increased

(h) be decreased

(c) stay thesame
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(b)

If the product market needs fewer of its
products, a firm should decrease production.

FRAME '25

When a firm decreases its production, it needs fewer services from
the factors of production. Thus the chain reaction reaches to the
factor market and then back to the family (the owner of the factors of
production.)

FRAME 26

So we can say that because families reduced
consumer spending, demand for the factors of
production:

(a) increased

(b) decreased

(b) decreased

When families reduce consumer spending, demand for the factors of
production is reduced. Or, to make that statement in a more general way,
because there was a change in one of the sub-systems, there was a change
throughout the system.

As you can appreciate, the circular flow diagram is a greatly simplified
model of the money system in our economy- -real life is always much more compli-
cated in a society like ours. But is does allow us to make this important
point:

Whenever a change occurs in the total economic system,
we usually have to examine one of the sub-systems to
find the Cause.

Economics is a complicated field that reaches into almost every part
of our lives. It has many experts studying its specialized aspects. As a
first step toward simplifying the analysis of economics, we divide the topic
into two broad areas: macroeconomics and micro-economics.

MICRO-is a prefix meaning "little." MACRO-means just the opposite, "big."

(a) When we study the overall economic system, we are

studying -economics.

(b) When we study the various sub-systems of economics,

we are studying -economics.



FRAME 27

FRAME 26

FRAME 29

(a) macro-

(b) micro-

(a) Since the study of trade relations between
difierent countries involves an analysis of
the "big picture" we call this study

-economics.

(b) A study of product markets in the U.S. on the
other hand, is a study of a sub-system; there-
fore, we call this study

(a) macro-

(b) micro-economics

The circular flow diagram depicts the money
flow throughout a whole nation's economy.

(a) Therefore the diagram is a part of the

study of -economics.

(b) The study of the effects of Russia's foreign
policy on world trade would be

(a) macro-

(b) macro-economic

A study of the spending habits of an individual
family would be the concern of

-economics.
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Summary

- The circular flow diagram depicts a system.

Within the system are four major sub-systems.

Families
Firms
Factor markets
Product markets

- Within each sub-system, further divisions can be
made to form sub-sub-systems.

- The circular flow diagram greatly simplifies what
actually happens in the U.S. economy, but it does
indicate how the sub-systems fit into the larger
system.

- If something happens to change conditions in one
of the sub - systems, the flow throughout the whole
system is affected.

The study of conditions in the sub-system is .a part
of micro-economics ("small-picture" economics).

The study of what occurs in the total system -- that
is, the total U.S. economy -- is the concern of
macro-economics.
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UNIT YKUGICAti

LESSON NO. 5 CRITERION TEST

1. A system always satisfies three conditions. What are they?

2. In this diagram of the circular flow system, label four sub-systems.

3. Herd is a diagram of a system:

ccept
dime

De ever
cup

(a) What is the function of the system?

(b) Name at least two-sub-systems.

(c) Mat are the functions of the sub-systeMs?
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Criterion Test (continued)

4. Complete the blanks at the right to show whether the description is of a
macro- or a micro-activity.

(a) System showing the overall
"big picture" operation. - system

(b) Landing gear of an aircraft. - system

(c) Circular flow diagram - economics

(d) Wage levels in the petroleum
industry. - economics

(e) The organization of General
Motors - economics

(f) Study of the factor markets in
the U.S. - economics

5. True or False?

(a) All parts of a sub-system are also parts of the total system.

(b) A sub-system meets all of the conditions of the definition of
a system.

(c) A sub-system performs the same function as the system to which
it belongs.

(d) A sub-system is simply a system within a syster.

ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST

1. A collection of parts
organized into a whole
for a specific function

2. Reading from extreme left, clockwise: firms, factor markets, families,
product markets

3. a) to relieve thirst by giving a filled cup for a dime

b) 1-thirst testing system
2-dime testing system

c) 1-to determine whether or not a person is thristy
2-to accept or reject coin put in the machine

4. a) macro
b) micro

c) macro
d) micro

5. (a) true, (b) true, (c) false, (d) true

-153 -
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e) micro
f) micro



.3.NIT I

LESSON NO L 5 LESSON
CRITERION TEST

Part I: THE CIRCULAR FLOW DIAGRAM

DRAW AND COMPLETELY LABEL A CIRCULAR FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THE U.S. ECONOMY SHOOING
FACTOR AND PRODUCT MARKETS. (compare your diagram with the one in Chapter 5

of the text and, if necessary, correct yours to
make it complete.)

USE THE COMPLETED DIAGRAM TO ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

1. The five economic activities are: production, consumption, exchange,
saving, and investment. Circle those words which are included in the
circular flow diagram for the U.S. economy.

2. List the economic institutions which are shown or implied in the circular
flow diagram:.

3. In the circular flow diagram shown above, what are the major economic
institutions of the U.S. which are missing from the diagram?

4. Among other things, the circular flow diagram describes: (check one)

(a) any society using an exchange system

(b) a society in which money is the medium of exchange



CRITERION TEST (continued)

. According to the diagram, which economic institution receives property
income?

6. According to this diagram, who owns the firms?

7. According to the diagram there are money exchanges in: (check one)

(a) purchase of inputs by firms

(b) purchase of outputs by families

(c) both of the above

(d) neither

8. Consumer spending takes place: (check one)

IMMMOI10 (a) factor markets

(b) product markets

9. The inputs used by producers are purchased in: (check one)

(a) factor markets

(b) product markets

10. Check those statements that are true about the exchanges shown by the
circular flow diagram. The diagram shows exchanges:

(a) between firms

(b) between families

(c) between firms and families

(d)between firms and financial institutions

(e) between firms and government agencies

(f) between families and banks

(g) between families and government agencies

11. Check those statements which correctly complete the sentence: The
circular flow diagram describes:

(a) what is produced.

(b) what factors of production are used.

(c) how goods and services are produced.

(d) which kind of economic institution produces goods and
services.

(Selections (e) through (i) on the next page)
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Question 11 (continued)

(e) how output is distributed.

(f) where output is distributed. (exchanged)

(g) the quantity of inputs used.

(h) the amount of output produced.

(i) shy money circulates.

12. Check any of the following that would not be considered family income
in the circular flow diagram:

(a) wages

(b) income from selling a house

.(c) health insurance paid to all employees by the employer

(d) a fee received by a lawyer

(e) devidends paid to stockholders of a corporation

(f) rent income to a factory owner

(g) an inheritance

(h) .a store manager's salary

13. Indicate with the letter shown, whether the following exchanges take place:

(2) in a factor market
(p) in a product market
(n) neither market

(a) An employment agency recruits a new typist for one of its

clients.

(b) An auto dealer sells you a car.

(c) A boy's family pays him for mowing the lawn.

(d) A real-estate agent sells your house for you to another family.

(e) A trade union negotiates a new contract for its members.

(f) You buy bread from the corner grocery store.

(g) A teacher is paid for conducting a night class.

(h) A drug store buys transistor radios from a wholesale distributer.

1 5 S
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CRITERION TEST (continues)

14. Which of the following economic institutions are accounted for in the
circular flo* diagram for the U.S.? Answer by stating whether it is
included in the firm box, the family box, the product market circle,
the factor market circle, or not included anywhere.

a.

b.

d.

e.

Post Office

private hospital

supermarket

steel manufacturer

railroads

f. employment office

g. savings and loan company

h. Power plant owned by the
city of Palo Alto

15. Check the following exchanges which are not shown in the circular flow
diagram:

(a) interest payments from a government bond

(h) purchase of a new house

(c) purchase of a used car

(d) purchase of A.T. &T. stock certificates

(e) purchase of a farm

16. Check the following aspects of specialization which are shown on the
diagram:

(a) stages of production

(b) round-about production

(c) division of labor

(d) money exchange

(e) factor specialization

(f) separate production and consumption institutions
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CRITERION'TEST' (Continued)

17. Why can't you use this circular flow diagram to depict the two
American Indian economies that we studied in Lesson 4?

See if you can make an exchange diagram which describes the exchange
relations between economic institutions in one of the Indian economies
studied:
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MT
LESSDN NO. 5 LESSON

CRITERION TEST

Part II: CIRCULAR FLOW MODEL AND
MACRO - ECONOMICS

1. The total amount of money (receipts) received by business firms for
the sale of output in a given period is called:

(a) National Income

(b) Gross National Product

2. The circular flow model implies that Gross National Product is:

(a) equal to National Income

(b) less than National income

(c) greater than National Income

(d) not related to National Income

3. The circular flow model suggests that Gross National Product is:

(a) equal to consumer spending

(b) less than consumer spending

(c) greater than consumer spending

(d) not related to consumer spending

4. In reality is this true? What is true? State why.

a. GNP = Consumer Spending

b. GNP Consumer spending

c. GNP Consumer spending

d. GNP not related to consumer spending

5. Check any of the following which the circular flow model does not show
and, which, therefor1, equals zero in the model.

(a) consumer spending

(b) government spending

(c) gross national product

(d) savings

-/.5q- iei



CRITERION TEST (continued)

G. In the cLrcular flow model, if the output for 1965 were equal to
400 billion dollars, what would National Income before 1965 be?

(a) 400 billion

(b) more than 400 billion

(c) less than 400 billion

(d) can't tell

7. Which of the following represents a flow?

(a) $300 million

(b) 4 cars per day

(c) 915 men

(d) income from lending money

8. Which of the following is a stock? (check one)

(a) 1966 sales of $3 million

(b) 12 million gallons of salt water

(c) 93 units per month

(d) 1200 crates of oranges in a warehouse*".....

9. Which of the following is measured by a rate? (ratio)

(a) flow

(b) stock

10. Among the following, identify those that are flows and in the space
provided below the statement,restate them as rates.

(a) a business produced 5000 pairs of shoes in 1965.

(b) a business owed $50,000 to a bank at the end of 1965.

(c) on June 30, 1964, the XYZ Corporation sold $1 million new
stock certificates.

(d) John Doe earned $1000 in November and December, 1966.

/60-
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CRITERION TEST (continued)

11. Which of the following is a flow?

(a) GNP

(b) National Income

(c) the total wealth owned by U.S. citizens

(d) the total amount of inventories existing in the U.S.

12. In your own words, define (a) stock, and (b) flow as these words are
used in economics:

(a) STOCK:

(b) FLOW:

13. Check all of the following statements which are correct descriptions of
the circular flow model or the economy described by the model:

(a) The diagram gives a complete description of the U.S. economy.

(b) Consumer spending always equals national income.

(c) GNP is production measured in money units (prices) instead of
"real" units. (tons, board-feet, etc.)

(d) If GNP for a given year is $650 billion, it means that the
economy operated at a rate of $650 billion per year.

(e) The diagram shows what goods and services are produced.

(f) The diagram shows the part played by banking institutions in
the economy.

(g) The diagram explains how the economy grows.

(h) The diagram shows how scarce resources are allocated between
businesses.

(;) All factors of production are not shown.

CO Round-about production is not shown.

(K) The diagram does not describ, barter economy.

16/-
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UNIT I
LESSON 5 ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST

Part I

1. production, consumption, exchange

2. private business firms, families, labor unionsjCOAA.

P-1141- '01 10-."4).4,q futts ,

3. government, financial institutions, labor unions

4. (b)

5. families

6. families

7. (c)

8. (b)

9. (a)

10. (c)

11. (d), (2),

12. (b), (g), (h)

13. F, P, N, N, F, P, F, P

'4",=71,igic:71-3 w4!41

14. (a) not, (b) firm, (c) product (d) firm (e) product, factor, firm
(f) factor (g) not (h) not

15. (a), (c), (d), (e)

16. (d), (f)

17. The-re are not separate producing and consuming units and not much
money exchange.



UNIT I
LESSON NO. 5 ANSWERS TO CRITERION TEST

Part II

4. (c) In addition to consumer spending, there is government
spending on new real, capital, and spending by foreigners.

5. (d)

6. (a)

7. (b) (d)

8. (b)

9. (a)

10. (a) 5000 per./yr.

11. (c) (d)

12. FLOW: measures a rate of activity

ifOCK: measures a quantity which exists at some point in time

13. (b), (0/(d), (i),



LESSON 7

PROGRAM ON THE
DEFINITION OF ECONOMICS

FRAME 1

This is a good place to round up some of the ideas we have been
talking about, to refine them a little, and to arrive at a more care-
ful definition of what economics is.

We began with the thought that economics examines how we dispose
of scarce resources in satisfying the wants of mankind.

Then we pointed to some of the chief intere;ts of the economist:

--activities with which economics is concerned
(production, consumption, exchange, savings,
and investment);

--decisions to make about the use of scarce resources
(what, how, for whom, and how much to produce);

--organization and operation of economic systems and
institutions (operating under the intluence of the
norms and goals of the society).

These economic activities and decisions, along with the functioning
of economic systems and institutions, are all the outcome of human
actions, or, to use the proper word, of human behavior.

Suppose as a first step toward a definition, we combine these
statements in one sentence. Is the following a good summary?

FRAME 2

Economics is the study of man's behavior
as he seeks to satisfy wants through the
disposal of scarce resources.

Well, there's room for opinion here, of
course, but we feel that this definition
says it--at least as far as present
discussion has gone.

Now take a look at another definition. What do you think of
this one?

Economics is the science which studies
behavior as a relationship between ends
and scarce means which have alternative
uses.



16
What you feel about it is again your opinion.

However, it is the definition on which most economists agree. It

comes from a British economist, Lionel Robbins, and has stood the test

of 30 years of debate.

Look at it more closely.

FRAME 4

First, Robbins uses the words "ends" and
"scarce means" where we have preferred to
Say . . . what? and

We have said "wants" and "scarce resources"
where Robbins says "ends" and "scarce means."
But the meanings are the same.

Notice that Robbins says, "scarce means which have alternative
uses." Why is he so particular about "alternative uses"?

Suppose we have a resource which is scarce (i.e., there is not
enough to satisfy all the desires for it, but which has no alternative
use. What economic decisions would it be unnecessary to make about
this resource? (May be more than one of the below)

FRAME 5

=1101/0

(a) What to produce

(b) How to produce

(c) For whom to produce

(d) How much to produce

(a) and 4). .

For the scarce resource with just a single use, it
would not be necessary to decide what to produce or
how to produce, the output. And even decisions
regarding "for whom" and "how much" are simplified.
It is when resources have alternate uses that
decisions are hard to make.

If we must decide how to share a resource between a number of
possible uses, the situation gets. much more involved. The problemg
which result are of primary, interest in economics.
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FRAME 5 (continued)

Take another look at Robbins' definition. It

contains one word which we have not used or
discussed up to this point. What is it'

Robbins rightly calls economics a science.
And that has some implications. Let's see
what they are.

FRAME 6

The sciences are divided into two broad groups: (1) the

natural or physical sciences, and (2) the social sciences. The
former, as their name implies, study what happens in the natural
and physical world and include biology, chemistry, physics, geology,
and astronomy. The latter study the social world--people, and in
particular, people in groups.

The social sciences include:

Anthropology: The study of the physical and cultural
characteristics of man, particularly of primitive man.

Political Science: The study of government and political
power.

Sociology: The study of society, the forms of groups
within society and the interaction of these groups with one
another.

Psychology: The study of the individual in relation to
others--including how his behavior affects and is affected by
behavior of the group.

Economics: (we're working on this definition)

If you are acquainted at all with the sciences, you might be used
to thinking of each science as a separate subject. At first, that is a
convenient way to look at them. The more you learn about the sciences,
however, the more dividing lines will get blurred. This is particularly
true of the social sciences.

For example, suppose we study a dispute over wages and working condi-
tions between an industry and a labor union. Which of the social science

disciplines is involved? Certainly, economics. And, since groups of people
are involved--families, the locals of the union, companies - -this, then, could
be a topic for the sociologist as well as for the economist. The psycholo-
gist would also want to observe the effects on individuals within the various
units.

Thus, a problem from real life can involve several of the social sciences.
And, important, each scientist will study the problem from the viewpoint of
his particular science.

3
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FRAME 6 (continued)

In the study of how religious groups have
affected a modern city's political power
structure, we find another area that involves
the social sciences. In addition to political
science, which of the following disciplines
are likely to be most involved?

(a) sociology

(b) anthropology

(c) psychology

(a) and (c).

The sociologist is interested in the interaction
of groups of people; the psychologist takes a
closer look at the individual. (the anthropolog-

i ist is less apt to be directly involved since his
1 interest tends to concentrate on primitive'

societies.)

FRAME 7

Are economic issues also likely to be present in a study of this
sort?

Yes.

The problems of economics are everywhere in
politics. And because the reasons for
religious groups taking part in politics
may be partially economic, economists want
to observe such interaction. Their study
is part of their continuous search for under-
standing.

FRAME 8

As we said, each social scientist looks at human problems from a
different perspective. The sociologist seeks to explain how order in
our society is established and maintained, and the psychologist probes
to uncover what lies behind men's actions as individuals within a
society.

Where does the economist fit into the picture?
What is the chief problem he wants to wcplore?



The economist studies the problem of how a
society allocates its scarce resources to
satisfy the wants of its members.

FRAME 9

As a social scientist, reaching out for better ways to identify and
describe economic issues, the economist uses scientific methods and
attitudes, These are techniques that help scientists extend knowledge of
the world through explanations that they derive from analyzing data.

This is not to say that a scientist never guesses, nor that he does
not have theories and opinions like the rest of us. But it does say that
the conclusions a scientist arrives at and the predictions he makes must
be consistent with the facts. Thus, in using the scientific method:

(1) assembles data about the thing he is studying,

(2) on the basis of the data, he sets forth an
informed guess about what the object of his
investigation is or does (this is called
"stating a hypothesis"),

(3) tests the hypothesis against new data,

(4) on the basis of the test results, accepts,
or rejects the hypothesis,

(5) this process provides further insights into
the problem under study, thus permitting the
scientist to form new hypothesis.

For a very simple example of the scientific method, we can turn to
the natural sciences.

Suppose a chemistry class has the problem of
identifying a liquid. One of the facts it has
on hand is that a solution is acid if blue litmus
paper dipped in it turns to red.

Can you state a hypothesis for this situation?

170
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The hypothesis might go like this: "the

liquid is acid (or base)."

The test is simply to dip the litmus paper
in the solution. By doing that, the class
can add another fact to its collection; if
ihe paper changes color to red, the solution
14 acid and the hypothesis is accepted.

FRAME 10

One of the basic concerns of science is to discover the "laws" by
which various things operate. Such laws are regularities, discovered
through scientific investigation. They consistently predict what will
happen in given circumstances. (It's worth mentioning that the name
"laws" is a holdover from the 19th century when scientists were much
surer tnan they are today, that they were truly unlocking the mysteries
of the universe. These days, we recognize that a law 'represents the
most accurate current thinking but that some new discovery may show us
that it is less accurate or less universal than it was thought to be.)

For a number of reasons, there are many more such laws in the natural
and physical sciences than there are in the social sciences. Thus, a
physicist can predict with great accuracy the period of swing for a
pendulum of a certain length, simply by using the law that governs it.
But a social scientist finds it hard to predict how people will vote in
an election, for example, or how they will spend their income. The fact
that social scientists study people creates certain difficulties. It's
hardto tell what is going on inside someone's'head. We cannot tell what
a man thinks or how he arrives at a conclusion. But we can observe and
note as a fact what he does as a result of his thinking.

Can you supply the word the scientist uses for
the phrase "what a man does as a result of his
thinking"?

"behavior"

the observable actions taken by a person

FRAME 11*.
The scientist takes the facts as he sees them and uses his ingenuity

and intuit5on to probe further and to formulate laws, theories, and
hypotheses.

All social scientists study some aspect of behavior, and--as we
mentioned earlier--it is rarely possible to classify a real-life pro-
blem as belonging to just one of the social sciences.



FRAME 11 (continued)

The input and output of a factory might seem to be simply the concern
of the economist. But on looking closer, we find that input and output can
be affected by the morale of the workers (the concern of the psychologist)
and by the organization of the management and the workers (more of a problem
for a sociologist, probably).

Every economic problem is likely to involve other social scientists, ;:oo.

But can we turn this idea over, as it were, and say that there scarcely
is a real-life problem in the social sciences that does not in some way interest
the economist?

Take, for example, the institution of marriage. When young people are in
love and decide to get married, do their decisions involve economic issues?

You'd better believe it The, starry-eyed lovers may not be giving much
attention to economics, but they are immersed in economic issues up to their
ears.'

Here are some of the issues involved in courtship
and marriage. Which of them are economic?

(a) income earning capacity

(b) religion

(c) race

(d) personality

(e) physical characteristics

(f) level of wealth

(a) and (f)

are quite definitely economic issues.

The others, as you may have noticed,
are all social science issues and most
Ihave economic aspects.

FRAME 12

The foregoing pair of economic issues is far from being, the entire
list. As newly-weds, couples become new economic units, sources of
purchasing power (probably credit) for all sorts of things they never
had before, a living proof that two cannot live as cheaply as one. By
marrying, they will enter into contracts in which, in many states, property
becomes jointly owned and in which a husband takes responsibility for his
wife-'- -s- debts.
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FRAME 12 (continued)

Marriage involves a much more basic economic decision--based on
a real scarcity problem. Since a person is allowed only one spouse
at a time in this country, a choice of one marriage partner automati-
cally excludes all other choices. If you marry Suzy (or John), you
give up the fun of being married to Jill (or Mark.). The alternative
cost of marrying Suzy is the giving up of marriage to Jill.

Next question: How about working on a political
campaign? Does this involve economic issues: And
if it does, can you name any of.them?

Yes, economic' issues are involved.

If you are personally working in a political
campaign, you have, for a start, made a decision
about the allocation of at least one of your
scarce, resources- -time.

And, of course, most political campaigns
involve controversy over economic issues,
elements of "haves" against "have-nots" which
call for a redistribution of scarce resources.
Presumably, if you join a campaign, you have
made some economic decisions on these issues.

FRAME 13

Here's the point: There are economic issues in almost all aspects
of our lives. But are these details of an individual life really of
interest to the economist? What would be your guess?

FRAM 14

Yes

No

00 1

Here's Robbins' definition again:

Economics is the science which studies behavior
as a relationship between ends and scarce means
which have alternative uses.
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FRAME 14 (continued)

This definition and Robbins' other writings make plain what he
meant--that economics is concerned with all human behavior that has
economic aspects. This leaves the door wide open for the economist
to shy that any behavior is his province if he can see in it an econo-
mic activity,' decision,,or institution. But . . .

The fact is that the economist of today is much more selective.
There are more economic _problems than economists can solve. There is
a scarcity of economists, too. In any period of history of a society,
the economists study that economic behavior which is more interesting
to the people living at that time. (Sometimes, and for some societies,
no one is interested in economic questions at all, and so there is no
study of economics). At the present time, and in the world, it is
Possible to define more precisely what economists study.

We have said that economics is concerned with all
human behavior that has economic aspects, Does
this mean that economists are concerned primarily
with individuals or with groups?

individuals

groups

Iwith groups

FRAME 15

It is accurate to say that the ccacern of economics is not with
economic activities in themselves (such as the problem a particular
gas station owner might face if a new station opened across the street),
but with decisions--and with the institutions which make tnese decisions
and perform these activities.

Can you think what some of tnese institutions
might be

Economics is concerned with such institutions
as the family unit, business firms, labor
unions, and government agencies.

.1741
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Macro - eVorloVvil I

FRAME 16

The economist is also concerned with a broader picture, as you saw
in studying the circular flow diagram. In taking this larger look, he
examines how all of the institutions interact to affect the input and
output of the total system.

Thus, we have two broad divisions of economics:

(1) The study of economic institutions which is
called -economics.

(2) The study of total economic systems which is
called -economics.

(1) micro

(2) frifacro

FRAME 17

Macro, remember, simply means "big". The comparable word that
means "little" is "micro".

So, the science which studies the economic
organizations within a society and the rela-
tions between these organizations is called

-economics.
(fill in the blank)

[micro

FRAME 18

Economic questions which are concerned with the family unit or
business firms are the province of

micro-economics

FRAME 19

Economic questions concerned with a labor union or a financial
institution ore the concern of
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FRAME 20

A study of the effect of union organization on wages in the carpentry
trade is said to be (choose one) micro-economic/macro-economic.

micro-economic

FRAME 21

A study of the effect on consumer spending of an increase in federal
income tax rates is said to be (choose one) micro - economic /macro- economic.

I-

macro- economic

FRAME 22

In addition to distinguishing between macro-economics and micro-
economics, economists often draw a line between "pure economics" and
"applied economics." As so often happens in the social sciences, it is
sometimes hard to see where one, leaves off and another begins, but we
can say:

Pure economics is the purely scientific part of economics
which is concerned with increasing knowledge about economic
systems. Like other pure sciences, it is concerned with
describing, explaining, and predicting the things being
studied.

Applied economics is the use of economic knowledge to solve
plactical problems that involve economic decisions or economic
policy. (Policy is defined as a plan of action of a guide for
making decisions).

Here's a question: If a group of economists is
asked to study the laws which regulate the electric
power industry of the U.S is the group concerned
with pure economics or with applied economics?

Pure

Applied

--I

The economists' concern in this case would
be with pure. economics.

_ 1 ?B



FRAME

They would collect information to help them describe how the
industry operated under present laws, and they would predict what
would happen if it was either restricted or encouraged in certain
ways. They would, in other words, increase the knowledge about
this particular economic system. But there they would stop. It
would be up to some other group to decide whether new laws and
controls should be imposed.

Let's suppose that a study group is set up to
make recommendations as to how much land in a
state should be devoted to state parks.

Is this study concerned with pure economics or
with applied economics?

Pure

Applied

This time it's applied economics.

FRAME 24

As before, there will be a lot of data gathering (the location and
amount of land involved, for instance) and some predicting (expected
needs for land for industrial and residential expansion, and so on). But
the function of the group is to make recommndations, to set down a plan
of action or to provide guidelines with which others may make decisions.
Thus this group is concerned with applied economics.

We might sum it up by saying:

In pure economics, we try to increase the body of knowledge in the
field. In a sense, we are not concerned what the outcome is so long as
it is an accurate prediction of what will happen in a given group of
circumstances. The test of pure economics is whether it succeeds in
explaining and/or predicting.

In applied economics, on the other hand, we are dealing with the
practical problems of the real world. From the start, we know something
about what the outcome must be and the job is to make decisions or shape
policy which will give us the outcome we seek. The test of applied
economics is whether the decisions or policies work in achieving the
intended goal.



Let's Summarize:

Robbins' definition: Economics is the science which studies human
behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce means which have
alternative uses.

Another definition: Economics is the social science which studies
how people decide between alternative uses of scarce resources to
satisfy their wants.

Important points:

(1) Economics is basically concerned with the scarcity problem
that arises when scarce resources have alternative uses.

(2) Economics often overlaps into other social sciences.

(3) Because economics is a social science, it uses scientific
attitudes and methods to study human behavior.

(4) Many human problems have economic aspects, but they do not
concern the economist.

(5) The human behavior that interests the economist is economic-
decision making by economic institutions (families, business
firms, labor unions, government, etc.).

(6) Micro-economics is the study of economic institutions or
groups of economic institutions.

Macro-economics studies the performance of the whole economy.

(7) Pure economics increases the body of knowledge (facts, theories
and laws) about economic behavior.

Applied economics deals with scientific work 'to solve a practical
economic problem.

1S
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PROLOGUE TO UNIT I

Economics is the science which studies how groups of people make decisions
about how to use their scarce resources in order to satisfy their wants.

In the chapters to follow we will study more carefully the meaning of such
things as scarcity, wants, resources, and decision making. We will also study
the various economic activities found in all economies and how these activities
are organized into economic systems. By the time you get to the end of Unit I,
you will have a frame of reference for studying the economic problems which currently
face our society.

By a frame of reference we mean that you will understand the definition of
economics and how economics relates to the other social sciences. You will also
understand and be able to use the vocabulary of economics. This understanding will
allow you to make sense out of the more detailed study of our economic system which
is presented in Units II and III.

If you want to know exactly where you will be when you finish Unit I, turn
to Chapter VIII which gives two diagrams showing all of the economic concepts which
are used in creating this frame of reference. You will probably not understand
the diagrams very well until you finish all the lessons in Unit I but you can
refer to them as you progress through the lessons and this will allow you to keep
a mental record of where you are, where you've been, and where you are going.
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UNIT I CHAPTER I

A FIRST LOOK AT ECONOMICS: ITS SUBJECT AND IMPORTANCE

1. Man's Desires and Their Satisfaction

2

It is the unusual person who doesn't want something. Most men are driven
through life by the force of their wants--a mixture of physical needs and psycholo-
gical desires with no clear dividing line between them. Physical wants are simply
what is needed to sustain life--the minimum requirements of food, clothing and
shelter. Psychological wants begin where these end and are the desire for MORE.
These are the 'appetites which grow by what they feed upon.'

But why do people keep striving for MORE? Where do physical/psychological
needs and desires come from? Why is it that most of us are rarely completely
satisfied for long? There are many answers, but most of them stem from the
inseparability of physical and psychological wants.

Physical needS keep recurring--(we get hungry, clothes wear out, we need
sleep) and they change over time because of changes in environment (in the winter
we need heavier clothes, we move to a different place) or because' we age (at
three months our bodies require milk; at thirty, we need a more substantial diet;
at'seventy, perhaps, only hospital care will keep us alive).

Add the psychological dimension to recurring physical 'needs end you get the
modern way of life! If we become accustomed to steak, a wardrobe: of clothes and
two bathrooms, it takes MORE to satisfy the recurring physical needs, because they
become mixed with our psychological desires. We need'a new car every other year,
new shoes every time the old ones get scuffed up. In addition,. our psychological
wants change as our tastes develop.. As new products are invented, we acquire
a taste for them.. Today the market basket of goods for most families includes
frozen foods, nylon stockings, aluminum foil, hair spray, electric razors--things
which we never dreamed of even thirty years ago.

Finally, the process of satisfying wantsln. an inddstrielized society such
as ours brings increasing complexity in our lives, and this complexity creates
new physical and psychological wants. For example, the place we live, the kind
of job we have, and the kinds of things.we consume all influence our wants. The
automobile enabled Americans to move to the suburbs in vast numbers and because
of this the cities slowly became dependent on the automobile. As highway systems
were built to serve the needs of the commuters businesses could also use this
highway system and they moved from the inner city to the suburbs. The movement
of business brought the decline of inner city transportation systems. The result
was to make the automobile an economic necessity for millions of people--without
a car most of us simply could not get to work each day.

The need to consume the automobile has led to a vast array of other wants.
Drive-in businesses of all kinds have flourished and the shopping center, with
its acres of parking spaces, has become a major means of marketing consumer goods.
The supply of other consumer items has led to a similar growth of new wants.
For example, the supply of multiplex stereo signals ay radio stations and color
T.V. signals by T.V. stations creates a demand for multiplex receivers and color
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T.V. sets. The supply of frozen foods has led to demand for larger and more
efficient home refrigerators. The list of such chains of events is almost limit-
less and one has but to look about him to see how the satisfaction of our wants
leads to the creation of ever expanding array of new wants.

We assert that for most men the MORE remains. It is hard to imagine that
it can ever be wholly and for all time satisfied. From this assertion, comes the
need to study economics.

II. The Want-Satisfaction Chain

The 'things needed to satisfy-wants .are produced' from resourcesland, air,
water, minerals, plants, animals, people. Resources, as they exist in their
natural state, usually cannot satisfy modern man; they must first be processed
and.often drasticaliy changed. 'Ther'are the. INPUTS of'some production process,
which transforms them' into the goods and services, or OUTPUTS, that satisfy what
people need or want to'consume.

But once produced, the output often is still not available for us: It must
be transported from the factory to stores or otherwise: be made available to the
ultimate consumers; that is, the Output must-be dIstributed among the people.
who will use it. ,

Production and distribution of all the output in the United States. involves
many, many operations which use up both time and resources. The accompanying
diagram ls 'a simplified summary descriptionsof the,chain of events. involVed in
satisfying 'wants. -In' later.chapters we will fill in the details of the actual.
operations; here it is only netessary.to:graSp the basic idea.

The WANT-SATISFACTION CHAIN shows that the process of getting what we want
requires a chain of activities:. inputs are.put in to a PRODUCTION PROCESS (pigs
go to the Ockinghouse); production transforms inputs, turns them into outputs.
(pigs beCoMe sausages); the outputs are tranSported.and given out to. different
people through a series of DISTRIBUTION activities (sausages are trucked to the
supermarket where they'are available to anyone who will pay the price); the people
consume;use, the output (in thiS case someone eats:the sausages); CONSUMPTION
of the output gives SatisfaCtion (hunger disappears temporarily). The diagram
below shows this sequence. The boxes I . I represent the:. resources and
products which satisfy wants.' The diamonds .represent the ECONOMIC
ACTIVITIES people engage in to bring about this satisfaction.

1?R
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Wilt-SATISFACTION CHAIN

INPUTS are the natural, human and man-made resources used
to produce the things we want. For example, they
are the steel, glass, plastics, factories, labor,
engineering, dyes, assembly equipment, etc., used
to make automobiles.

PRODUCTION is the process of transforming inputs into
something which more adequately satisfies human
wants. In the above case, it is the fabricating,
then the assembling of the. thousands of parts which
go into a finished automobile.

OUTPUTS are the finished products of the production pro-
cesS--the autOmobiles.

DISTRIBUTION means all those activities required to make
output available to the people who will use if-to
satisfy their wants. This includes transporting and .

storing output, as well as making it available. at .

retail stores. For automobiles the new cars are

shipped by trucks or trains directly to auto dealers,
who store and ,sell them.

CONSUMPTION is the process of making use of goods or
services for the satisfaction of human wants; Some

output's are physically "consumed" (eaten) in the
act of consumption. Others, like a car, are "con-.
sumed" by wearing them out, overa period of time.



III. Economics and the Scarcity Problem

Economics, as a subject (:)- study, exists because happiness is not just a want-
satisfaction chain. The fact that satisfaction is linked to wants suggests that the
want-satisfaction chain is a never-ending cycle, that people are ne\,er permanently
satisfied, that their wants continually require people to engage in economic activities.
Why? Why all the work to keep us semi-satisfied?

The problem that lies at the heart of economics is that resources are scarce..
At any time there are not enough available resources to satisfy our wants.

SCARCITY exists when there is a gap between that people want and the resources
available to fill the want. Scarcity does not mean "few"; it means "not enough. ".
The "not enough" means that an inequality exists between wants and the resources
available to satisfy them. WANTS are greater than available RESOURCES. This can
be stated by a mathematical formula called an inequality. WANTS >available:
RESOURCES. (In mathematical notation > means greater than.")

Detecting the existence of scarcity always requires a comparison between
wants and resources. The existence of wants is a necessary condition. However,
only if WANTS 7.- available RESOURCES are the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of scarcity satisfied. A large supply of a given resource can
exist, but if wants are still 'greater than the amount of the resource, or if the
resource is.not available at that time, scarcity exists. There is a lot of water
in the world, but for each of us, water has been scarce at some particulartime
in our lives.

On the other hand, a very small amount of a resource may exist but if no one
wants it, it is not scarce. A particular artist may have a unique talent, but
unless the public desireS his work, his artistic labor is not a scarce resource. It

only beComes scarce if the public tastes change.

The scarcity inequality exists for two reasons--one related to the nature of
man and one related to the nature of the.physical world. On the left side of the.
inequality are human wants which are determined by'physical and psychological fac-
tors. We have already seen that there seems tc be 'no end.to our capabilities to
want, that, in fact, what we want depends on what:is:available to have. On the
right side of the inequality is an amount of resources .which is fixed for any one
time. Wjthin a limited period of time, it is not possible to produce all o.f the

peoplethings people want from the available, fixed, amount of resources.

The scarcity condition and man's sense of urgency it; salisfying his wants

within a limited time period arise from the fact that he is mortal. Each of us is
goingto die.and we know it. Our drive to stay alive drives us to economic activity.
If we knew we would never die, then at least physical'oants would not exist and
psychological wants would be less important. What you don't satisfy today you can
always satisfy some other day. Our mortality creates the true scarce resources- -
our time here on earth as a living person. To stay alive and enjoy we engage in
economic activity. In addition, our knowledge of our limited life time means
that we do not have enough time to do everything we want; we must choose between
alternatives--whether to work or sleep, play tennis or dance, buy this or that. The

certainty of death means that'we are all faced with scarcity; it is a condition
created by our human mortality.
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IV. Economic Choices and Alternative Costs

The WANTS ;* available RESOURCES inequality creates the need for people to
organize into community life for two economic purposes: to make decisions and to
resolve conflicts. Every process shown in the want-satisfaction chain requires
people to make choices, and the decisions create the possibility of conflict (dis-
agreement) over the correct choice.

People have to make fOur kinds of choices and there is a.possibility of con-
flict over each choice. The four choices*are .1) WHAT to produce, 2) HOW to produce

.

it, 3) HOW MUCH to produce, and 4) TO WHOM shall the product go for consumption.
If the greatest possible amount of want-satisfying outputs are to be produced from
the available resources, the decisions. must be wise (efficient); The efficient
decision involves a choice between alternatives. Almost any scarce resource can
be used in many different ways--it has ALTERNATIVE USES, If a decision is made
to use a resource in one way, the cost of that decision can be expressed as the
output or satisfaction from any one of the other uses of the resource.

The idea that the real cost of using up a scarce resource can be so expressed
leads economists to discuss the efficiency of an economic choice in terms of
ALTERNATIVE COSTS. An ALTERNATIVE COST of using any scarce resource oneway is '

the amount of Vemething else which could have been obtained from the same amount of
the resource. For instance, an alternative cost of using steel to make buildings
is the number of cars which could have been produced with the same amount of steel,
or the number of refrigerators of T.V. sets. An efficient decision is one for
which the satisfaction from the'use of the resource is greater than the satisfaction
which would be obtained from any other possible use.

Choices about Consumption: Demand recisions. In terms of the discussion
above, choices about what to consume are related to decisions about "what" outputs
to produce. If a person wants to get maximum satisfaction from the resources
available to him, he must know what is most important to him. This means he sets
priorities--the first things first. If tie has a limited income, he must be selective
about which things he wants above all others, because every time he buys one thing,
he giVes up spending. that money on something else. To put it in terms.of alterna-
tive costs, the real cost of having one'thing is he pleasure given up froM not
spending the money on something else.

This real cost is the ALTERNATIVE COST. If a person spends all his time build-
ing hot-rods, he must sacrifice an'opporfunity to participate in other activities.
In this example, the. alternative cost of doing homework or dancing, hiking or earning
money by ,selling shoes is building hot-rods. It is a harsh economic reality that,
a person cannot have everything he wants, and therefore, must make :selections to
get what he wants most.

Cho:cos about Production: Suppiy, These are the "how" choices.discussed
above. Societies can reduce problems of scarcity by. the way they organize production.
The possibilities of more efficient uses of scarce resources induced our ancestors.
to walk on two legs instead of four, invent language, use their thumbs and develop
their power's of reasoning, thereby creating a human culture:. The striving. for
effiCiency has produced the great revolutionS in man's econcmic.life--the invention
of agriculture, the discovery and use of metals,the industrial ,revolution,the.
rise of.industrial society, and our own electronic anclnuClear:age. today, with the



great advances in technical knowledge and skill, many foresee the day when we. wili
eliminate the scarcity problem completely, a time when there will be no scarce
resources because men will be able to satisfy all human wants.

All technical advances in production represent a very simple-sounding achieve-
ment, and increase in the amount of satisfaction derived From using a certain
amount of input. A good example of this is electronic miniturization. Today we
can carry radios and walkie-talkies in our pockets that are' more efficient sound
receivers and transmitters than devicez:that weighed 50 to 100 pounds only 20 years
ago.

Choices about Distribution: The Interaction of SUPPLY AND DEMAND. These are
the "for whom' questions. We as individuals or as members of a group can often
alleviate our scarcity probiems through distribution of what is produced. A father
may give his son a partnership in the family-run business and theroby'a share of
the business profits. Robin Hood sto:e from the rich to give to the poor. There
are more general forms of redistribution which affect the tuial society. Here in
the United States, income is redistributed through the graduated-income tax whereby
high-income earners pay a larger percentage of their.incomes in taxes than do low-
income persons. Then the government uses some of the tax revenue to give outright
grants or subsidies to businesses, to schools, to vet::rans, and. to some groups of
the poor. Revolutions often result in income and wealth redistribution. After the
American Revolution, plantations and estates belonging to Terie were given to
patriots. More recently, after the MeXican Pevolution, oil properties held by
American business firms were taken over and are now operated by.the Mexican govern
ment as nationalized industries.

Tee summarize, all the What, how, how much and for whom decisions determine
how the want-satisfaction chain works in a particular societywhat and ho." things
are produced, distributed and consumed to satisfy (temporarily) people's wants.
Each decision to use something scarce has an alternative cost. Producing seven
million cars means that we cannot use the necessary inputs to make other things.
The cost of producing them. with gasoline engines is not using electric Motors. The

people who buy the cars cannot use the money spent on the car on something else.
All of these decisions; taken together, affectus individually and as a society.
Thor person. who invented the adage that nothing in this world is free must have been
an economist!

Non-economic Choices. There is a totally different approach to the scarcity
dilemma: we can want less. In some societies, not to want is recognized as a
spiritual value. Such a philosophy teaches us that people can .WillinglY choose to.
limit their wants. In the .United Statc3, there are people who, out of conviction, do
not set as their goal the amassing of more things. For most of us, perhaps, such
behavior is more understandable when the motivation is a religious one, 4hen,
through faith, people make a virtue of denial., Wanting less involves a change in
human nature rather than a change in the use of resources, and it is, therefore,
not usually dealt with by economists.

Economics is primarily concerned with studying the resource side of the WANT>
available RESOURCES ineeuality. Accepting the factthat people have certain wants
and that, for most people at most times, wants are greater than available resources,
the economic problem is to find some way to get greater satisfaction from available
resources--either from somehow creating more resources or by making more efficient
ugpof those which exist.



VI. Resolving Economic Conflict

It is possible that as our society becomes richer and more accustomed to
affluence, that people will become more satisfied with what they have, so that
scarcity problems will not be considered very important, either to most individuals
or to the society as a whole. A look at the daily.paper should convince you that
we have not yet reached this state of mind. Until that time, economic conflict:
will be a major part of economic life. There will. continue to be disagreements .

over the right answers to the questions raised earlier: what wants are to.be satis-
fied, hoW the resources are to.be used, for whom to produce output.

It is this conflict over scarce resources that makes up the theme of many
stories and movies. Take for instance, the classic love triangle about which boy
will get the girl, or the struggle between cowboys and farmers for a watered valley.
In its broadest sense, conflict means that people differ sharply, passionately,
about ideas, interests and methods.

Because scarcity creates the true triangle- two humans trying to get the use of
a scarce resource--the existence of economic conflict should be accepted as one of
the facts of life. Nevertheless, open Conflict can be avoided, and there can be
effective methods of settling the disputes Which do arise.

It is to resolve scarcity problems peacefully that people establish rules and
methods to reduce conflicts and to settle disputes. We can see this in any group
of people. Within a family there are ,rules for who washes the dishes, or, the family
decides by discussion when to take a vacation and where to go.

In the United States, market bargaining and demeratic political decision making
are two important general ways of reducing conflict and settling disputes. By

market bargaining we mean the bargaining which goes on when you buy something from
someone else. You may think that you don't have much chance to bargain when you go
to the store to buy a tube of toothpaste, but you do have The right to decide where
to go, and you can refuse to buy if the price is too high. Your bargaining ability
is more apparent when you buy something expensive,.like a ca-. Here you .do bargain
with the salesman to get the best "dear" possible for Ourself.

In the democratic political process many economic disputes are avoided or
settled. State legislatures and Congress pass law!71 regulating economic activity-
for instance, it is illegal to misrepresent the ingredients included in canned
food. Courts are set up to settle economic disputes over The use of property or
the meaning of a cbntractual agreement between two persons, The preamble to our
constitution states the geals of the American Republic. "We the People of The
United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice, insure
domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare,.
and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves: and our poste:-ity, do ordain and
establish this Constitution for the United States of koerica.". Section 8 of the
constitution then sets out all of the :pecific powers. of.the United Stares Congress
in providing for the stated .goals and concludes by,saying that Congress has the power
"to make all laws wiiiCh shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution

the foregoing powers. . ; ."
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In carrying out the purposes of the constitution, Congress, the President,
and the courts must necessarily concern themselves with our economic welfare. Our
economic system is hased on private ownership of property, in particular of the
means of production, so the: governMent must necessarily concern itself with the
problems and needs of business, and the same thing holds true for state and local
government. Consequently, all levels of government provide a wide range of services
to business. Most of The mail handled by the Postal System is business mail. The
Department of Commerce provides statistical and reporting services that are vital
to many businesses, and the Dopartmant of Agriculture serves the agriculture
industry. There is no aspect of our economy .;hich is not touched by the hand of
government and all of this government activity is justified by the constitutional
goal or promoting the e...)nera: welare. Whether or not the government activity
actually does promote the ocneral we is n s4Abjectof constant dispute but
that is but another realm of conflict which the government must adjudicate.

VII. Non-Lconmic

Economic conflicts arz only one kind of the many conflicts with which our
society is constantly faced. For e;:ample, there is a political conflict over United
States policy toward other countries--shouid the United States protect the world
against Communist expansicn or should we reach ar accomdation with Russia and
China. Should leyear olds have the right to vote, should churches be free from
paying income taxes, should the Negro civH rights mavement press for integration
or Black Power? Each of those conflictn has an ,:conomic aspect and can be subjected
to economic analysis but all of Them are primarily political and social conflicts.

VIII. Economic Organization of Society.

ECONOMICS can be cl.:4ined as.a science which studies low.people, acting in
groups, make economic decisions. If sh.:.)uld now be clear that economic decisions
are choices about how lo use scarce res=ources order to satisfy our wants. In

the following chapters we will continue tc elabore.je on this definition, particularly
on 'the matter of how people' organize into groups to mae ?conomic decisions. The
way groups organize in any particular society "r() carry out.economic activities
determines the nature. of that economy. For example, one of the kinds of economic
groups we have in the: United States is the private busin.7.ss firm. These inVeract
with each other by buying and selling in marks -I's. In. Ruzsia, however, there are
no private. busine:-s tirms and the economy obr=:;tet with very few mF,rkets.

In the United States, families, businesses, labor unions, government agencies
act as economic qrouns bccusr! they make ocon:DmicchAces Lnd are involved in the
production, distribution eind co,isumption activities described in the want-satis-
faction chain. All of those economic organizations of people, taken together, form
our ECONOMY. or ECONOMIC .1'STI.11.

In. the chapters whrich .ollow, you will study how economicactivitics are organ-
ized in the United States and compare our own metho('s of dealing with scarcity with
those.developed in other countries. Tne objectives are to learn enough shout the.
United States ()cone* and °Mei- important economies (such as the Russian) to enable
you to study the important economic problems of the day, and to try to find alter-
native soldtionS to them. These problems are familiar to you, and eachcan be
seen as 3 dis::igreement about how best to u.e scarco resources.
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LESSON 2 CHAPTER 2

ORGANIZING PRODUCTION

1. Economic Growth and Economics

10

Economic welHbeing depends upon economic growth, and the hittory of our
own country can be viewed as a fantastic triumph over the scarcity condition.' The
Pilgrims scratched rocky soil for a return that was hardly enough to keep them
alive, and today Americans, on the average, have the highest standard of living in
the world.

This great economic advance was affected by many conditions peculiar to
America, conditions which are probably already familiar to you. It is not our desire
here to offer a complete theory explaining the economic growth of the U.S. economy;
howeve7, we can list some of these conditions to indicate the many forces which
created the industrial giant which the United States is today. America had and
has great resources in agricultural land, mineral ores, and forests. Generally, the
American people have been characterized as being Vigorous and hard working. For
most of our national life we have revered the protestant ethic of frugality and
accumulating for a rainy day, of the value'of hard work and self-reliance. Adequate'
sources of cheap labor existed throughout the nineteenth century in slaves and
the waves of immigrant European workers. Throughout the nineteenth century federal
state and local governments followed economic poliCies supportive of business.
These policies permitted business to expand and to become concentrated in large
industrial complexes. The policies were exemplified our protective tariff
policies, government distribution of public lands, government taxation policy,
and the general government laissez faire philosophy toward the cohtrol of business
(that the government should place minimal restrictions on business behavior
over-and-above protecting private property and the enforcement of the contracts).

The expansion of the United States from the Atlantic to the Pacific took
only sixty years (1790-1850) and that was before the railroad age. During the
period from 1790 to 1860, most of the land was brought into use for industry,
agriculture, mining or forestry. East of the Mississippi, a transportation
network of canals and railroads was built, and great cities based on industry and
commerce had grown up.

The Civil. War slowed economic growth, but after 1864 there began a period of
very rapid growth. By 19.14, the United States economy was the largest in the World
and the American people were the richest in the world. Since that time; U.S.
industry has continued to grow until today the U.S. industrial system produces
40% of the world's industrial products. The fact that this'great output is'
consumed by only 71 of the world't population gives a good indication of how high
our standard of living is.

Even though throughout history people have worked to find ways.of improving
their conditions, it wasn't untH:the first half of the 18th century that curious
men began to ask fundamental questions about the way a society carried on its
ecoimic activities. They wanted to know why things cost what they did, why prices
changed, why products were sometimes cheap and sometimes costly, why money was
sometimes plentiful and at other times scarce. The big question behind all of



these small questions was the question of why some countries were rich and others
poor. What were 'the principles underlying the process of growing wealth and what
could governments do to increase the wealth of a country?

This first attempt at a complete answer came An 076 when Adam Smith
published The Wealth of Nations. This book set forth the principles governing
the process of economic growth, and began a revolution in the way people thought
about society. It served as the starting point for future generations of economises
who lived under different conditions, but who Were all trying to discover the key
to economic growth. It was the beginning of economics.

The central concern of this cour.e is much the same as that which concerned
AdaMSmith--what makes societies grow, how are economic activities organized,
and what alternative policies are available for governments to follow so that
the material well being of the people will be improved continually.

The concentration of this course will be upon our own economy, but the economic
problems that face all .Americans extend beyond the. limits of our own country.
In order to understand both the areas of conflict and cooperation with the communist
world, we must understand how those countries organize their economies on the
basis of a vast economic plan--they are called Planned Economies. Much of the
economic knowledge which the advanced nations, such as, our own, have acquired can
be used to help the underdeveloped nations. We can tetter understand these problems
of development by using the economic knowledge gained in studying our own economy.

To say that an economy grows is just another way of saying that more and more
is produced for every person. Growth means a higher income per person or,
another way to say the same thing, more output per person. Increases in production
come from two things: I) the'creation of new or more resources, and 2) increased
efficiency in using these resources. In order to uhderttand why an economy grows,
we must first understand the production process.

II. The Production Process: Inputs and Outputs

In the previous' chapter we stated that, from an economist's view, a society
serves two main functions: I) it organizes production, distribution and consumption
in order to satisfy the wants of the people; and 2) it organizes ways to resolve
conflicts over the decisions governing the use of scarce resources--decisions on
production, distribution and consumption.

The previous chapter briefly illustrated how resources (inputs) are put through
production proCess and converted into the outputs that people need. Production,

distribution and consumption of all the output involves many operations ,hich use
up both time and resources. Now it is time to look more closely at the production
ocess to, uncover the basis for economic growth. This inquiry requires us to

define production activities more carefully. First, let's look at what the inputs
and outputs of production are. Here are the definitions you need in order to
understand these terms.
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INPUTS

I) Natural Resources 2) Capital Resources
Human (labor) Human (training & education)
Non-human Non-human

OUTPUTS

Goods

Services

Here are the definitions you need in order to understand these
terms:

INPUTS- The resource services which are used up in production
making up the factors of prdduction.
They are either Natural Resources or Capital Resources.
Natural Resources:

Non-human: The inputS are services of I) all land,

water, air its natural state 2) all elements and
chemical compounds in the land, sea, and air in their
natural state 3) al plant and animal life in a
natural state.
Human: (labor) man's own services, the natural
productive energies, physical and mental.

Capital Resources:
Non-human.: 1).all. improvements of land -- roads,
dams, fenceS, crops, 'doMetic,animals,. etc.

2) all tools,:machines 'and buildings_ Non -human
capital includes. the things we use to produce things
to consume. Capital resources are not consumed directly
but are used up in.-I-he production 'process.
Human: All improvements in natural'human resources
(labor): resulting from.training or education.

OUTPUTS- The Goods and Services resulting from Production.
. Goods- All tangible articles which peeple consume:-

sho,;s; hombugers, carls;.clothes, etc.
Services- All intangible things which people consume --
haircuts, visits te.the doctor, use of a computer,
baseball games, TV shows, 'A service, whether from a
man or a machine, is always consumed at the same time
that it IS produced, therefore, services cannot be
stored up. This is what distinguishes:services from.
goods.

PRODUCTION is an activity whiCh combines inputs to produce .

outputs. Outputs, in the form of consumer goods & services,
are then distributed to people for consumption, or they
are capital goods and services used to produce other outputs.



The want-satisfaction chain describes the.economic processes of every society.
In primitive societies, the chain is very simple because a few people organized
into small groups can carry but all the processes necessary to satisfy their own
wants. They are self sufficient.

In an economy !Ike our owr, the chain is very complex and most of it is

hidden from view. Much of production activity in our economy involves producing
capital goods other than things for final consumption. Furthermore, materials
used to produce final output must be grown or extracted from the land, and
processed before they are ready for fabrication into breakfast cereals, cbsmeties,
pop records, airplanes, etc. This necessity of putting resources through several.
stages of production be.fore the final product is produced Ts called ROUND-ABOUT
PRODUCTION.

We seldom see the production of most of the goods and many of the services
we consume: and most people are unaware of the extent of ROUND-ABOUT-PRODUCTION.
In oi:r economy the parts of the chain between wants and satisfaction which are
mos. are certain parts of distribution and consumption. However, the
degree of complexity of economic organization- -the degrees of round- about - production
in an industrialized society such as our own, is directly related to the ability
to make more efficient or productive use of resources.. .The readings accompanying
this lesson illustrate why mass production techniques require complex forms of
business organization.

111. RESOURCE PRODUCTIVITY
(Production Efficiency)

In the United States we haVe efficient factories, transportation and
telephone systems, department stores, homes. Even housewives make efficient use
of their most important resources, their own labor, by cooking'on electric or gas
stoves and using automatic appliances. 2ut what is efficiency? Managers who run
U.S. business and the women who run the households are involved in making efficient
economic decisions about production methods. They make the "how" decisions by
choosing between different inputs or .by choosing .between alternative ways of
producing something. The most EFFICIENT production process is the process which

gives the most output for the available input.

PRODUCTIVITY RATIOS (input/output) are used to figure which process is the
best. They measure the efficiency of using a particular input to produce a
particular output.. If a secretary can type twenty business forms in an eight-hour,
day on.a stand&rd typewriter and thirty on an electric typewriter, she is more
efficient using the electric typewriter. Her productivity ratio using the regular

typewriter is 20 business forms per 8 hour day (20/8), or 2 1/2 per hour, and
using the electric typewriter is 30/8, or 3 1/4 business forms per hour. Her

employer will be wise to buy the cictric typewriter if it lowers the cost of

producing business forms.

Often the problem is not simply a choice between one or two inputs. When there

are many inputs, before any statement. about the efficiency of a production process

can be made, it is necessary to be able to compare combinations of Inputs. For

instance, in the auto industry, the assorted inputs may be measured in such varied
quantities as man-hours, tons, shiploads, computer hours, and so on. I.f a Ford
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executive wants to compare the production efficiency of two assembly plants, he
needs a way of comparing the inputs of each plant. He lists each input in terms
of cost (so many dollars worth of steel per car; so many dollars in labor), and
by adding the cost of all the inputs, he finds the total cost of producing a
certain number of cars. If the production efficiency of Plant A is $2100 per car,
and that of Plant B is $2310 for a comparable car, Plant A is obviously more
efficient.

IV. INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH SPECIALIZATION

Economic growth results from increasing productivity, but what'permits us to
increase productivity, how does it come about? We already have a clue to the
basis for increasing productivity. In the discussion of inputs we categorized
resources according to natural resources and man-made resources or capital. The
use of capital is one form of specialized production, and it is through the
SPECIALIZATION OF PRODUCTION that resource productivity is increased.

Generally speaking we can identify two broad'kinds of specialization:
RESOURCE SPECIALIZATION and DIVISION OF LABOR. Use of capital in production is
just a form of resource specialization-- the creation of special equipment,
buildings, or people to perform special productive service. Other examples of
resource specialization include, for example, the use of land in Florida for
growing citrus fruits instead of grapes, the use of doctors to provide medical
service rather than to paint houses, the use of a coliseum for sports events rather
than for grand opera. Resource specialization simply means using natural or human
resources or capital for some kind of productive activity for which the resource
is particularly well suited.

To use inputs.for special purposes is to recognize that factors of production
are not perfect substitutes for each other--good mechanics aren't necessarily
good bookkeepers; acres of land good for growing wheat may not be adequate for
grazing cattle, and locating a canning factory. far from where the product is grown
would be inefficient.

One can also increase the efficiency of production through the DIVISION OF
LABOR, specializing the use of labor in a given production process. Division
of labor or process specialization means the breaking up of a production'process
into its component operations, each of which is performed by a different person
who becomes a specialist in that operation. Often these steps can be made very
simple, thereby allowing mass production using unskilled labor. The advantages
gained by division of labor are illustrated in Adam Smith's classic description of
the organization of a pin factory.

...a workman not educated to this business, nor acquainted with
the use of the machinery employed in it,...could scarce, perhaps
with his utmost industry, .make one pin in a day, and certainly
could not make twenty. But in the way in which this business is .

now divided into a number of branches, of which the greater part
are likewise peculiar trades, one man draws out the wire, another
straightens it, a third cuts it, a fourth points.it, a fifth
grinds it at the top for receiving the head; to make the head
requires two or three distinct operations; to.put it on is a

1 '4



peculiar business, to whiten the pins is another; it is even

a trade by itself to put them into the paper; and the important
business of making it in this manner, divided into about
eighteen distinct operations, which, in some manufactories, are
all performed by distinct hands, though in others the same man
will sometimes perform two or three of them., I have seen a
small manufactory of this kind where ten men only were employed,
and where some of them consequently performed two or three

. distinct operations. But though they ware very poor, and there-
fore but indifferently exerted themseives, among them
about twelve pounds of pins in a day. There are in a pound
upward of four thousand pins of middling size. Those ten
persons, therefore, could make among them upwards of forty-eight
thousand pins in a day. Each person, therefore, making a
tenth part of forty-eight thousand pins, might be considered
as making four thousand eight hundred pins in a day. But if

they had all wrought separately and independently and without
any of them having been educated to this. peculiar business,
they certainly could not each of them have made twenty, perhaps
not one pin in 2 day..."

Today, exactly ths same principles are applied to the manufacture of highly
complex automobiles and television sots. However, the manufacture of complicated
devices requires equally complicated capital goods and special methods of production.
The invention and use of specialized capital goods, such as complex power tools,
computers and automated factories adds enormously to the efficiency of production.
A worker may only have to press a button or move a lever at the appropriate time
to make a machine (a capita! good) perform a ccmpleX operation. In turn, such
machines make necessary new specialized inputs, inputs such as engineers to design
a machine that can make other machines.

The development of entire specialized industries to serve other industries
is another form of specialization and characterizes ROUNO-ABOUT-PRODUCTION.
Resources are not converted directly into final goods for use but are used to
produce capital goods, and the capital goods are then used to produce consumer goods.
To get soMe ideas of the importance of industries which produce materials for further
processing (like constructicn Materials, textiles, chemicaft) and capital equipment
look at the kinds of industries and their relative size by ceferring to the tables
in part of the statistical appendix at the back of the text.

To produce an automobile, it is necessary -for other businesses to produce the
huge stamping machines, intricate compdters and conveyers. To make aluminum frying

pans, the aluminum must go through several production processes -- STAGES OF
PRODUCTION. In stage one, bauxite (the ore from which aluminum is extracted) is

mined; In stage two, the bauxite is refired into alumina, a powdery..white a!uminum
oxide; In stage three, this is smelted by an electrolytic process into aluminum
ore; but that's not the end. In the fourth stags, the aluminum ingots are rolled

into aluminum sheets; and, finally, in stage five,. WO get aluminum pots.
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V. THE LAN OF DIMINISHING RETURNS

The preceding analysis may lead you to assume that, despite the psychological
nature of wants, modern technology can, or will soon, eliminate the scarcity
dilemma. Unfcrtunatley, there are limits to increasing the efficiency of available
.resources. THE LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS states this hard fact: any production
process which combines two or more factors of 'production, one of which is fixed
in amount, eventually will show diminishing returns from the increased use of
other 'inputs.

An example may clarify the meaning of the law. A garmentfactory is producing
pants. The size of the .building is fixed; the normal production calls for fifty
employees, as many as she building will contain in reasonable comfort for efficient
use of the machinery. Can the owner keep increasing production by increasing the
size of his labor force? If he doubles the number of people in the building without
changing anything else, it may be difficult to find jobs :for everyone, and workers
may get in each other's way. Total production will probably increase, but the
added output per new worker is likely to be less. Let's up the number of workers to
200; they will be so crowded that they can barely move; production may even dip
below that obtained with the original 50.

Here one factor of production ( the size of the building ). was fixed.

Each new worker brings about a smaller increase in output. The Law of Diminishing.
Returns says that increasing the other factors (amount of labor, and number of
machines, materials, etc.) will eventually lead to diminishing returns -the added
units of input will yield less and less additional output.

We have pointed out how men have been increasingly successful in using
specialization augment resource productivity. It would seem logical to assume
that society could figure a way out of the scarcity dilemma by increasing production
instead of limiting wants. However, the Law of Diminishing Returns. limits.our
at-:lity to eliminate the. physical bottlenecks regardless of our efforts, ingenuity
and inventiveness. Diminishing .returns-is not a theory,, it is a law.



UNIT 1 .

LESSON 3 CHAPTER 3
EXCHANGE, MONEY, CREDIT AND CAPITAL

I7

Students can reasonably ask why money isn't mentioned until Chapter 3 when
it is such an important part of economics. The answer lies in the fact that
economics is primarily concerned with the real economy--the activities of producing
and consuming r..00ds and services to satisfy wants.

Money is real and necessary, but its importance comes from its use in buying
the things we want; and money is necessary because of the existence of specialized
production. With specialization a man who works for his living produces only
one or a few things, often just a small part of the total work of making something.
He does not make for himself the variety of articles necessary to satisfy directly
his own needs and desires. He is dependent on trade or some other means of distri-
bution for two reasons: to produce goods and services for trade so that he can
earn money, and to buy what he wants. He works to earn a salary, money which he
then spends on things like clothing, food, shelter, entertainment.

In a society like ours, people become more and more dependent on one another to
supply the goods and services needed for survival as well as for comfort and pleasure.
As people become more productive, they become less self sufficient; they forego
independence for a higher standard of living. In the U.S. we are no longer the
self-reliant and self-sufficient pioneers who founded and settled this country.
Most of the goods and services which are necessary for our survival are produced by
thousands of different people and made available to us by means of a complex and
highly specialized distribution system. Each of us is dependent on thousands of
people, most of whom we never know or see. And the more efficient the society becomes,
the greater the volume of trade that is necessary to complete the want-satisfaction
chain.

Thus, with specialization comes interdependence and the necessity to trade
and use money. This checter will be devoted to.looking at what money is and how
money and credit make possible He many t;A:::angeS required by a complex economy.
We will study the needs for money and credit to finance buying and selling connected
with consumption, production and capital and wealth accumulation with economic growth.

II. MONEY: ITS FUNCTION, FORM AND NECESSARY QUALITIES

EXCHANGE, trade of one thing for another by two or more people, is a means of
distributing the output of specialized production. BARTER, the exchange of one
good for another, remains the major form of exchange in scene small societies, but
it is not efficient for us in the United States. MONEY EXCHANGE, trading money
for a good or service, is essential in our society,. Imagine, for example, a man
who makes crankcases for automobiles trying to barter a crankcase for food. He
could starve to death while looking for someone willing to accept his crankcase in
exchange for the amount of food ho wanted. Or, if he takes his wife out to dinner,
how much should he pay for .the meal: Was it worth one half the crankcase? And
what would the restaurant owner do with half a crankcase? But if the crankcase
maker exchanges his labor services for money, he can then exchange the money for
whatever goods and services he needs or wants.



MONEY is defined, not by what it looks like or is made of, but by what it
does. Anything can be money if it serves the functions of money and money func-
!-ions in three ways. Most important,' money serves as a MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE:, it is
something Which sellers generally accept as payment for buying goods or services.
In this country you can use cash or checks to buy groceries or clothes or basebail
tickets. Money is also a STANDARD OF VALUE or UNIT OF ACCOUNT; all goods and ser-
vices which are for sale have a market value which is stated In dollars and cents.
These dollar prices inform buyers and sellers about the value of the item up for
sale; the dollar price is also used to record sales to keep account of the amount
of the purchases. Thus, a family might keep account of their monthly expenses-
$150 for rent, $75 for car payment, $100 for food, etc., for a total of $600 for
the month. Finally, money is also a STORE OF VALUE; people can store their wealth
by saving money and keeping it in a safe place:\ Because money is used as a
medium of exchange, it is something of value to most people; therefore, it is a
safe way to store wealth. If yc,1 have $5000 in a savings account, you can always
withdraw the money and use it.

Things which serve as money can have any or all of these three functions, For

example, the guinea in England is a unit of account but is neither a medium of
exhange nor store of value. There are no coin or paper guineas--a guinea is simply
a name for 21 shillings (the pound which is another English unit of account is 20
shillings). People write checks in guineas but the banks cash them for pounds and
shillings. ShOp windows show dresses priced in guineas, but you pay for the dress
in pounds and shillings if you do not write a check. Four hundred years ago in
England there were coins called guineas but there were no coin or paper pounds. Then,

the pound functioned only as the unit of account; all other money was valued. in
terms of how much it was worth in pounds and all accounts were kept in pounds.
Another'exotic example is the use of stone money on the island of Yap in the Easter
Islands. Great stonestatues are stores of value but they are not used for exchange
nor as units of account.

In most modern economies there are things which are defined as money but which,
serve only one or two of the three functions. Furthermore there are things which
are not defined as money which serve as money for some purposes. Credit cards,

for example,serve as a medium of exchange but there are not considered as part of
our money supply.

The need for money, how it comes into existence and what things can serve as
money, are illustrated by the experience of men in the:German prisoner-of-war
camps during World War II. The Allied prisonerS used cigarettes as currency.
Cigarettes were exchanged for goods (spam, candy, soap, chewing gum), services
(washing a shirt, mending trousers), and in gambling transactions. All prices

were in terms of so many cigarettes, and some prisoners hoarded them, accumulating
wealth. Cigarettes served well as money: they were uniform, reasonably durable

and of convenient size. But 'using them as money inJhe prison camp had itt'rfinancial

ups and downs: with each Red Cross shipment of cigarettes, their value as money
went down, but as they were smoked, and again became,scarce, their value in terms
of purchasing power went up. They could also be stored for a considerable length

of time--until liberation day. One cigarette millioharre had a couple of foot-
lockers under his bunk filled with stale cigarettes When the American Army.broke
down the barbed-wire gates of. Stalag VII-A.
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Money can be anything that has acceptance among its users to make the exchange
of g6ods and services more efficient. Even though money can be anything (stones,
cigarettes), it must have certain qualities. In order to serve its three functions,
money must be scarce. Money can be made out of anything which is naturally scarce,
such as gold, or cigarettes in a prison camp, or scarce because of the high cost
of production, such as the carved stones of Yap, or scarce because its creation is
controlled, as governments usually control the money supply (that is why the govern-
ments must put counterfeiters out of the "business" of printing paper money).
Somehow, money must be scarce, and it must be accepted by the whole society as a

medium of exchange.'

Money, throughout history, has had many forms and it has changed to meet the
needs of exchange. The change in the nature of the English guinea and pound, as
described above, are good example of this. In our own economy, the money supply
is defined officially (by the Federal Reserve statisticians) as the sum of all
currency, raper and coins (strictly regulated by the Federal Government) and checking
deposits (also regulated by government agencies). Checking accounts (demand deposits)
at a bank are money, because checks are a medium of.exchange, and the bank account
is a store of value.

The United States money supply , by and large, serves the three functions
stated above. As a MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE, it can be,used to buy anything. Paper
currency and coin are legal tender and therefore are accepted in all transactions.
Personal checks, too, have almost this degree of acceptability. The dollar is also
a UNIT OF ACCOUNT: the worth of every product or service is measured in dollars
and cents, not in crankcases, or chickens or shirts. Lastly, money is also a
STORE OF VALUE. Because the dollars received today for wages can be put aside and
spent'at some later time, money is a convenient way to store wealth. As a store of
Value, paper money or a bank account are more convenient than silver dollars.

Today, the needs of exchange have made checks the most important form of money
and this has almost created a reality of what "Oda Bodkins," the cartoon character,
satirizes in this strip.

. . .It starts when . . .You send the . . .If you want some- . . .When you
your boss gives you paper to the bank thing from someone, think about it,
a piece of paper with and they record jt, you pay for it by'writ- there is really
some numbers written. and give you a pad king numbers on this pad no such thing
on it.. of paper to play and giving him the top as money. . . .

with. piece. ,..1,

* "Odd Bodkins," The San Francisco Chronicle

210
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In the not too distant future, even checks may seem old-fashioned because we
will almost certainly develop computerized money. Each of us might.have a bank
account and a credit card but very little cash: our exchanges would be recorded
and our bank account balanced by a computer. When you receive money from salaries
or the sale of something,.the transaction would te entered as a debit. For example,
a clerk in a. store will ring up a sale together with the customer's account number.
This information would be fed into a computer so that the cash register would
print a sales slip showing the price of the sale and the new balance in the custom-
er's account. When an account is overdrawn, an automatic loan would be made for
people with good credit. All but a few transactions would be carried out with credit
cards and the computer would record every transaction. When this time comes, money
will become, very largely, an abstraction. It will no longer be a physical object
you can point to.

Another example will illustrate the effect of the coming change. For instance,
in this new cashless society, when you buy a new suit say for $65.95, you will
pay for it, not with $65.95, but by handing over your credit card which is used to
record the sale. Your bank will be notified of.the sale and will reduce your bank
deposit, reducing your store of value. The three functions of medium of exchange,
unit of account, and store of value which our money now performs will still be
performed but by different things. The dollar still will be the unit of account,
but the credit card will be the principal medium of exchange, while the balance
in your bank account will be your principal store of monetary value.

III. MONEY AND GOLD

Although the United:States has one of the world's most sophisticated money and
credit systems, many Americans still believe the monetary system should.be based
on gold and silver. It is not unusual to find people who are firmly convinced that
every dollar is backed by gold in Fort Knox and everytime we buy something from a
foreign country that we have to send gold to pay for it.

This attachment to Old might seem strange when one considers that gold. coins
have not circulated for thirty-five years and that almost all of our exchanges are
made with paper money and checks. However, we should perhaps be more tolerant
because mankind has used gold and silver for money for many centuries and only dur-.
ing the past hundred years have gold and silver coins slowly disappeared from circu-
lation.

Gold and silver coins are the victims of technology. Until the use of 'paper
money and checks, there was good reason to rely on gold and silver. These metals
were naturally scarce and impossible to create by man-made means (this, of course,
was the object of much experimentation during the middle ages when alchemists
searched for the chemical secret which would permit them to turn base metals into
gold and silver). Gold and silver had value anywhere in the known world--as good as
gold expressed a real truth.

The nineteenth century was a period of transition from gold and silver coined
money to paper money, and during this period there was good reason for trusting
the value of gold and silver coin over the existing paper currency. Paper money
was issued by two sources, both sometimes unreliable. A major source of paper money
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was commercial banks, which, in the 19th century issued bank notes instead of check

books to depositors. Banks carried on their business by accepting deposits from
customers and using these deposits as the basis for lending paper money to borrowers.
Thes,1 borrowers received their loan in the form of bank notes, IOU's from the bank
promising to pay the holder of the note in gold or silver coin. In the 19th century

business, including banking, was frought with risks in this country. Banks went

out of business as fast as now banks come into existence. Shop keepers and others
were not usually as willing to accept paper money, bank notes, as payment for a
purchase unless they discounted their value, accepted them at a certain percentage
of their value; discounting a $10.00 not:at 109 meant accepting it as worth $9.00.
Under these circumstances, paper money literally was less valuable than gold and
silver coin.

The other source of paper money, governments, also used monetary practices
which devalued paper money in the oyes of the public. Governments issued paper
currency in times of crisis when they had an inadequate command over gold and silver,
for instance, to finance wars. Often this paper money, not backed by gold or silver,
was issued in such large amounts that it soon lost its value. Inflation, rising
prices, followed in the wake of the government use of paper currency, and the
inflation reduced the value of the paper currency, causing some people to suffer
economically through no fault of their own. Our history includes examples of the
fiscal misuse of the printing press by the government. During the colonial period
such practices were comuon; our national government did the same thing during the
War for American Independence and during the Civil. War.

These practices of banks and government naturally had their effects on the
public who demanded safe and sound money--money whose supply is controlled in some
way to avoid the risks of unsound money. But today we live in an economic system
too large and complex to be operated with gold and silver coins. In this country,
at the present time gold is monopolized by the U.S. Treasury (only certain licensed
persons are permitted to buy and sell gold). Gold and silver bullion (bars) is used
to back portions of paper currency. The silver bullion backs the approximate $602
million in silver certificates issued by the U.S. Treasury which circulate as part
of our currency. Most of the rest of the paper currency is in Federal Reserve Notes
and it is required by law that gold in the amount of at least 25% of the Federal
Reserve can issue. It is one way to make money scarce. However, the Treasury has
always had enough gold to permit the Federal Reserve to increase the supply of
Federal Reserve notes by 50 to 200%. It is the Federal ReserVe system which has
limited the amount of paper money in existence, not the necessity of backing paper
money with gold.

We can summarize this discussion by restating that money can be anything which
serves as a medium of exchange, standard of value, and store of value. There is
no necessary reason to tie money to gold or silver. What is essential is that
whatever form money takes, that it be generally accepted in exchange and that it
remain scarce relative to tha things one buys with it.

IV. PURCHASING POWER--INCOME, CREDIT AND WEALTH

In our society, in which almost everything is bought with and sold for money,
our existence depends upon having a command over money PURCHASING POWER.

We can get this purchasing power by 1) earning an income, 2) using credit,
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(borrowing money or buying on credit), 3) selling an asset, 4) receiving a
transfer Payment from an individual or a.government agency (money from home,
welfare payments, social security, interest payments). Businesses also must have
a flow of purchasing power. A firm sells its output and uses the money receipts
to pay income to people who supply inputs. Firms can also buy through borrowing
(credit); finally, they may receive transfer payments.

Income

INCOME is defined as that flow of purchasing power which comes to .us as a
result of our voviding produclivo services over a period of time. Income can
be earned in four ways: I) wages or salary, 2) rent, 3) interest, and 4) profitS,
WageS and salaries are paid for labor services. WAGES refer to payments for work
done at an hourly or weekly rate, and SALARIES are paid for work done at a monthly
or yearly rate. RENT is any payment for use land, building, or equipment.
For example, farmers rent land and Columbia University rents the land under
Rockerfel ler Center in New York City for $Z,800,000 a year. Rent for buildings
can be paid for a house, a factory, an of-Hce building or a single office, and
people rent equipment ranging ali the .!ay from a $5 pipe wrench to a $5,000,000
computer. INTEREST is income received for loaning money. Interest rates can be
expressed in annual rates (10% per year) or in :"onthl,: rates (I 1/2% per month).
Lastly, PROFITS are the earnings received by the owners of a business, and they
are the difference between total costs and total revenues. For example, annual
total costs .of a barbershop operated only by.the owner would consist of rent on
the building, pay on all equipment, cost of supplies, and payment of a salary to
the owner equal to that which would have to be paid to another barber to operate
the shop. Total revenue would consist of income from the sale of goods and the
barber's services. The annual profit would be any difference left after total
costs had been subtracted frcm total revenue.

Credit

CREDIT is simply the ability to borrow money or otherwise obtain purchasing
power when you do not have money. This can be in the form of money or it can be
the right to buy certain goods or services with the privilege of paying for them
later.

Because money is scarce, and because income and wealth are unevenly distributec:,
some people have more money than They want to use, and other people have less.
Those who have less may try to borrow; those who have more usually want to lend
so that they can earn additional income. By permitting borrowers to use,money
that would otherwise remain idle, purchasing power can be expanded. Most lending
is done by banks and savings and loan associations. Because people who deposit
money in these institutions practically never want their money at the same time,
the banks and the savings and on associations lend out all but a small percentage
of the deposits. Also, banks can create money by establishing a checking account
for the borrower in the amount of the loan, The borrower then is free to write
checks on his account. Because depositors do not draw out much of their money in
any one day, the bank can lend out much more money than it actually has in cash.
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The main money lenders in the United States are financial institutions- -
commercial banks, finance companies, savings and loan companies, insurance companies
and other specialized financial companies. Their willingness to lend money is
based on how much money they can earn as interest, the duration of the loan, and
the borrower's ability to repay.

Credit has made possible the enormous expansion of the U.S. economy. It

provides business firms with money to begin and expand their activities. Credit
enables individualfamilies to increase their level of consumption. . Thus, credit
availability stimulates greater production by increasing purchasing power. Credit,
and how it functions, and how it affects the operation of the economy, will be
examined more fully in:Unit III.

Having credit, the ability to borrow, is almost like having money; but credit
and money are not the same because credit is not ,a store of value. You can't save
it up to spend. later. Furthermore, credit creates the obligation to repay the loan
in money at a later date.

Certain forms of credit are almost as good a medium of exchange as money.
Some banks, for example, will furnish almost instant credit for unspecified purposes,
or, to take another example, national credit cards allow the purchase of any goods'
or services from specified firms. This kind of credit provides fairly general
purchasing power in that it can be used to obtain money directly or can be used
as a limited medium of exchange; but it is not a unit of account, nor is it a store
of value. Other kinds of credit--specific loans to buy an automobile or a T.V.
set, or credit cards and charge accounts to be used in specific stores--are extended
to the borrower for specific purposes and hardly resemble money at all.

Wealth

Wealth is also a source of purchasing power. Wealth is defined as any physical
asset which one owns, which has a value, and which can be exchanged. Assets are
in many forms--money, stock certificates,, property, buildings, jewels, autos, etc.
The fact that an asset has .a value and can be exchanged means that it can be sold
for money and thus give its owner command over purchasing power.

Transfer Payments

Lastly, we can obtain purchasing power through transfer payments. If parents

give money to children, or you give money to a friend or someone who stops you
on the street it is a transfer payment which provides the_person receiving the
money with purchaSing power.

Most transfer payments come from government agencies. Whenever an individual
or a business roceives an interest payment on a government bond, or a business
receives a subsidy (for example, subsidies to airlines or shipping companies)
it is a transfer payment. Whenever a person receives a social security payment,
unemployment compensation, workman's compensation, disability, or medical. payments
it represents a transfer of money not occasioned by any sale of productive services,
use of credit, or sale of assets. Insurance companies also make large transfer
payments,in the form of medical, accident, death, and disability benefits.
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V. Financing Round-about Production and Economic Growth,
the Process of Capital Accumulation

Capital AccumuLition

A grow:ng economy, where the people's standard of living increases from year
to year, requires a continual expansion of industry and of the man-made means of
production--capital. Every year in the United States there must be more roads,
cars, trucks, airplanes, machines, engineers, nurses, trained construction ,crews.
In addition, the present high degree of technology means that firms must raise
enormous amounts of money to finance expansion of their production capacity. For

instance, the Fairlell Works, an integrated steel mill which smelts, refines, rolls
and finishes steel products, was built in 1951-52 with a capacity to proyuce 2.2
million tons of steel a year and was reported to have cost $600 million. In the

early 1950's the president of Standard (oil) of Indiana estimated that an oil
refinery2capable of producing 30,000 barrels of oil a day would cost about $40
million.

This section describes this process of capital accumulation by introducing
two additional economic activities--saving and investment--and by outlining how
capital accumulation is financed. We want to describe two related groups of
activities--the production and expansion of capital and the raising of the money
to pay for producing the capital. A major purpose of this discussion will be to
acquaint you with the vocabulary used to describe these interrelated activities.

Real and Financial Capital

Capital was defined in chapter two as all man-made factors of production,
improvements in both human and non-human natural resources. Human capital is all

improvement of labor through training and education. Non-human capital consists
of all constructions (buildings, bridges, improvements of land), all tools and
equipment, and all business inventories. Inventories are stocks of raw materials,
semi-finished or finished products. An electronics equipment manufacturer might
have on hand inventories of raw materials (chemicals and metals), semi-finished
goods (transistors and vacuum tubes) or finished.goods (T.V. and radio sets)..
all of these inventories are capital because they are Improvements in natural
resources which have not yet been distributed for'consumption.3'

Measurement of human capital--the!training.of specialized labor and management- -
has been excluded because only recently economists have come to recognize that
improvements in people are as much capital as improvements of and or other

resources. Because the broader meaning of capital is recent, often the word is

used in the more restricted sense to include only non-human capital. This is

almost always the case in attempts to measure the amour,t of capital in existence

It is much easier to evaluate the dollar value of a building or a machine than
the dollar value of a lawyer or carpenter.

1 "The Transformation of U.S. Steel", Fortune, Jan 1956, p. 200.

2
R. Wilson, Is Big Business Bad? Fact Vs Fiction, 1952, p. 3.

3The definition of capital given here includes improvements both human aid non-

human resources. This definition is accurate; traditionally, however, capital has
been defined to include only non-human capital.
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At the outset of this discussion we have to deal with a possible source of
confusion. ThG word capital is used to refer to both the capital goods created
and to the. money used to pay for the goods. Thus, when.U.S. steel decides to
build a new steel mill, the company must raise "capital" (money) to pay for the
new plant. The corporation goes to the "capital" (money) market and sells stocks
or bonds or borrows from some financial institution to raise the necessary amount
of money. To avoid confusion over the double use of the word; we will refer to
capital as a factor of production as REAL CAPITAL, and to capital as a source of
money to finance real capital as FINANCIAL CIPITAL.

Investment and Saving

Real capital is created through the process of saving and investment; in

fact, we will see that saving and investment are two sides of a coin which
explain how real capital comes into existence.

INVESTMENT is the process of creating real capital. The word refers to the
purchase or production of new real capital. If a'company invests in a new truck,
it purchases a newly produced truck. Investment activity is the production of
output which will be used as real capital. In 1966 private investment in the
United States equalled $118 billion, or 16% of total production during the year.1
Thus, the country invested in $118 billion of new real capital. The amount of
real capital in existence increased by less than this amount because some of the new
capital replaced buildings and equipment which wore out during the year.

Investment requires scarce resources to be reserved from .production of
consumption goods and services to be used for capital production. The alternative
cost of producing new capital in 1966 was the $118 billion of clothes, food, surf
boards, etc. which could have been made instead. To the extent that people are
unwilling to save resources for investment spending, capital accumulation will be
slowed down.

In the U.S. people do not, in fact, spend all of their income on consumption.
They save part of income. SAVING is done by families, firms and government
and it is defined as that.part of current income which is not spent. Saving is
not spending current income. For example, if a family earns $10,000 a.year and
spends $9,000 during the year, it will have saved $1,000 that year. If a corpor-
ation's profits after paying out all cos-is are $10,000,000 and if it pays out
$9,000,000 in dividends to stockholders, it will have saved $1,000,000 during the
year.

The relation between a person's or family's income and spending on consumption
can be expressed by using symbols and an equation.

Let Y = income
S = saving
C = consumption spending

Then Y = C S

or S = Y - C
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In the above, saving is defined differently from the ordinary use of the term.
In economics, saving (S) always refers to unspent income during the present time
period; it always means the difference between current income (Y) and current
spending on consumption (C). It never refers to savings in a bank account or sav-
ings in the form of stocks or bonds or other valuable assets which a family owns.
These are assets or wealth which represent the result of past saving.

Financing Real Investment through Financial Investment

The fact that people save part of their current income means that there is
real saving of productive resources which are available for the production of
capital. It also means that there is a stream of purchasing power available for
financing investment. The problem is to make this money available to companies
who want to invest in real capital. This is the function of financial institu-
tions; they facilitate financial investment which pays for real investment.

Most real investment is carried on by corporations which have open to them
many ways of obtaining money for real investment. A corporation can pay for new
buildings or equipment out of Ws own saving, profits retained in the business.
Also, a corporation can get purchasing power through selling corporate stocks and
bonds, thereby using the saving of individual families. Or it can borrow directly
from banks or other financial institutions. This process of financing real invest-
ment is what creates financial capital, i.e., stocks, bonds, mortgages and other
certificates of ownership of financial capital. Such certificates exist for most
of the real capital in our economy.

The people or businesses who buy stocks, bonds, mortgages, loan notes are
making a FINANCIAL INVESTMENT. They are exchanging money for financial capital.
In so doing they provide corporations with the necessary money to finance real
investment in plant, equipment or inventories. In large part this financial invest-
ment is done by people out of their current saving. ;'!hen your family uses current
income to buy General Motors stock they are using saving to make a financial invest-
ment. Or, if the family puts $50.00 a month in a saving account, the bank has
increased deposits and can increase loans to businesses.

VI. Summary

The desire for increased productivity leads to specialization which makes
distribution (exchange) necessary, and this requires the use of money. In turn,

the use of money makes us dependent on having a flow of purchasing power in order
to exist. There are four ways of obtaining purchasing power: I) earning an
income from providing productive services, 2) using credit, 3) selling an asset,
4) receiving a transfer payment from an individual or a governmenr agency.

Money and credit also help to promote economic growth. Our monetary and
credit system allows the savings of millions of individual savers to be used by
borrowers for investment in new capital. Each individual who saves some of his
income (S = Y -CC) consumes less than he contributes to production. All of the
individual savers put together enables the society to use a large part of its pro-
ductive resources. In 'this way the credit system makes possible the economic
growth which leads to the increasing economic well-being of the society.

2 LIS
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CHAPTER 4

A MODEL FOR COMPARING ECONOMICS

I. Introduction

Gertrude Stein, a famous twentieth century literary figure, defined a rose as,
"A rose, is a rose, is a rose." And Shakespeare said, "A rose by any other name
is just as sweet." In the social sciences, it is. not so easy to dismiss the need
to define terms. For instance, economists talk about the U.S. society, or the
U.S. economy, or economic system. What IS the U.S. economy?

To get an insight into the meaning of the concept economy, we can borrow from
Gertrude Stein to say, A nation, is a society, is a culture, is an economy. All

of these words describe the same entity. All represent an organization of people
into a community. Each word describes the same group of people doing the same
things, but the terminology varies with one's viewpoint. A political scientist
speaks of a nation or a political system, a sociologist of a society, an anthro7
pologist of a culture, and an economist of an economy or an economic system.
Each group uses a different word because each has a different view of the same
entity, the social organization of people.

Society, seen as an economy, serves two main functions: it organizes produc-
tion, distribution, consumption saving and investment to use resources efficiently
to overcome the scarcity problem; and second, it organizes ways to resolve con-
flicts ofthe use of the scarce resources. The economy is made up of all the groups.
of organizations which perform the economic activity of production, distribution,
and consumption.

Up to this point We have explored how the U.S. economy is organized to carry
out the production and distribution aclivities which provide us with a high and
growing standard of living. The specialized and technical methods of modern pro
duction ..used in American industry are organized, primarily, by large corporations
capable of acquiring and managing large amounts of capital. These corporations
are served in turn by others which organize distribution and exchange of the economy's
output. In particular, financial institutions like banks provide services which
permit consumers and businesses to manage their money and financial assets. Because
the U.S. is a money exchange economy, access to money or credit is essential for
any buying or selling. The discussion in previous chapters illustrats why our
high standard of living requires complicated and efficient forms of economic organi-
zation. Economic well-being requires efficient production methods which must be
planned and carried out efficiently by organizations.

The first three chapters have presented a brief introduction to the basic
structural characteristics of the U.S. economy. This chapter introduces, an entirely
new dimension. Hera we turn to a study and comparison of different economies.
This chapter summarizes the characteristics which all economies have in common and
suggests a way to compare them. You will see that economies can be compared by
studying the differences in the economic organizations which perform the basic
economic functions required to satisfy wants.

20q
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The Five Basic Economic Activities

Economic activities are those which conserve (economize) scarce resources.
People in all societies engage in five primary economic activities: PRODUCTION,
DISTRIBUTION, CONSUMPTION, SAVING, AND INVESTMENT, all of which have been discussed
in earlier lessons. Here, it' is enough to review by showing why they are classi-
fied as economic activities-how these activities conserve scarce resources.

Production is oconomi2ing because resources are transformed into goods and
services which aro more satisfying than wero tho original resources. The fact
that people are willing to pay more for the final output of production than they
are for the inputs indi,catcs that production makes resources into more useful
thing3 . ProduCtion can be was if people don't want the things produced, or if
inefficient methods are used which unnecessarily use up scarce resource.

Distribution, tho tl:ansf3r of goods from the producers to consumers, is

necessary if people are to use: ti.,., things produced from spc-: ized production.

it is important to find. efficant forms of distribution to assure that people get
what they want or can afford and to avoid wasteful handling and transportation
expenses in getting output from the producer to the consumer. In most countries

today, distribution occurs through market exchange, or trade between people. Exchange
economy is scarce resources because the persons involved are better off afterwards
than they were before the exchange. Each has something he values more than what

he gave up. This is dramatically illustrated in trade between countries where, for
instance, the United States imports coffee from Brazil and sells cars to that coun-

try. But it 'is generally true of trading. Each person receives something he

values more than what he traded.

Consumption, usinft goods and services to satisfy wants, is a primary econo-
mizing activity if people consciously make a choice about what to consume. The .

conscious selection of goods and services, chosen by calculating alternative costs,
gives a person More satisfaction from his income. No one can rave everything, but
the individual can at least salect those products which give the greatest satis-
faction.. Even the very rich have to make alternative cost calculations about what

to consume. How many reels can a rich man eat at once? He can have a thousand
suits, but he canwear only one at a time. He can afford to support several lives,

but he has only one.

Saving, is not Faending current incomes. It is ihe amount earned minus the

amount spent on consumption of goods within the same period. If a person earns

$10,500 in 1966 and spends $10,000 on consumer goods and services, he saves $500
in 1966. (He may ao'cually spend the $500 by buying savings bonds or corporate
stock, but this is not spending on consumption.) Saving is a primary economizing
activity because the person who saves chooses to reduce current.consumption in order
to increase his wealth, and tiNereby, future consumption. Ho saves to satisfy

future needs. .

Investment isthat part of current production%davoted to making capital goods-
the man-made inputs into production: technical training, buildings and other improve-
ments of land, tools and equipment, changes in stockpiles of materials and goods
for-future production or sale. investment is a primary economizing activity because

212
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the newly-produced capital goods will increase future production. If General

Motors builds a new assembly plant in northern California in 1966, part of"the U:S.
production activities, 1966, are devoted to building and equipping this plant, and,
thus, they cannot be used to make consumption goods which satisfy current wants.
Although producing capital goods rAuc3s current production for immediate consump-
tion, it will increase car production after 1967. Similarly, if you decide to
study electrical engineering, you (or someomo) will pay for yoUr education. The

resources used to educate you (professors, bui:dings, labs, books, etc.) are not
providing current consumption goods, but are investments to increase the amount of
available engineering talent a few years hence.

III. Economic Choices: The Four Basic Economic Decisions

Before there can he action, there must be choice. Choice cnn be made auto-
matically (which shoe: did I put on first?) or consciously (shall I argue or
keep quiet?). Every economic acti-ity involves a series of choices about the use
of scarce resources, This is because thero are alt3rnative uses of the scarce
resources.' This is what is meant when we say that an allocation (use) decision is
implied by every economic act.

Earl,er chapters have discussed the four types of allocation decisions involved
in economic activity: (I) decisions about WHAT to produce, (2) decisions about
HOW to produce the chosen output, (3) decisions FOR WHOM to produce the output,
and the question of HOW MUCH output to produce in total.

The WHAT decisions involve both obvious and not-sc _JVIOUS choices of what
should be produced. Someone has to choose between producing cars and bicycles;
next, they must deci'de on the type of car or bicycle and what materials to uses in

producing them. Other WHAT choices are more basic, e.g., what percent of output
should be luxuries and what percent necessities? How much of total output should
consist of production of capital goods? An important WHAT question for the U.S.
citizens today iS, to what extent do we produce public goods and services? Do

we produce private cars build private suburban tract houses? Oi do we build
public roads; do we finance NASA (National AoronaUtical and Space Administration)
to send men to the moon: dote maintain largo military forces or build public
housing or enlarge a state university?

The HOW decisions r.lise d!fterent but relatqd questions. How shall the inputs

be used to produce these things? How shall they be combined? How should produc-

tion be organized? How m'ich butter should 'Betty Crocker put in her cake mixes?
Is it profitable for a company to install an I.B.M. billing machine to do the
clerical work now performed by a staff of twenty full-time; billing clerks? in a

different form.HOW can oft =n mean WHERE and WHEN. WHERE should a textile firm
locate--in New England,.Soulh Carolina, or in Japan? How fast should A.T.U.
automate its entire switching operations, 1.,y introducing a recently developed elec-

tronic procedure?

The TO WHOM question involves decisions about distribution of outputs. In

a money economy such as ours, where almost everyone earns a money income, the indi-

vidual's share of the total 'output is limited to what his income plus his credit

can buy. Within that iimit, WHAT he buys is pretty much up to him. However,

2 1
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his choices are limited by government taxing and spending. For instance, local
governments levy property taxes to finance the local public schools. The effect
of this policy is that whether you choose to or not, you are getting educational
services, and children of school age are required by law to go to school. But
the policy has another effect--it actually redistributes income. The children from
low income homes. receive services in excess of what their parents have paid for in
taxes, while more wealthy people withno children in school do not receive any
direct benefit from paying property taxes. This is the short-run effect. In the

long-run,the effect should be to increase the productivity of the economy through
the development of a more effective labor force. Because the TO WHOM questions
pit various vested-interest groups against each other, they cre the basis of much
controversy.

The last question, HOW MUCH, affects all the other decisions. It is the
question of how much of the available resources Will be put to use producing
things people want and how much i i I I be devoted to consumer goods and services, and
how much to capital accumulation. That is, how much will be saved and invested out
of current .production? Whenever there are unemployed resources (e.g., a manufac-
turing plant is 'operating at seventy percent of optimum output) the society could
be producing more. Should more be produced? Maybe, and maybe not. Perhaps there

is not enough demand to support full production. Whenever workers are unemployed
against their will, there is available manpower which could be used to increase
output; but should an effort be made to employ every willing and ablebodied worker
at all times?

These four kinds of choices, taken together, are at the heart of economics; we
study how these choices are made and how well they are made in any given economy.

IV. Economic Institutions

An economy is made up of organizations, or ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS, which make
the allocation decisions and perform the five primary economic. activities. The

major types of economic institutions in .the United States are I). consumer units- -

individuals, families, and institutions such as hospitals, children's homes,etc;
2) business firmsowner operated, partnerships, and corporations;. 3) financial
institutions--banks, savings and loan companies, loan companies, the stock market
and the brokerage firms which serve its customers; 4) private associationslabor
unions, trade associations, buyer,sellor, or consumer cooperatives; 5) government
agencieswhich provide economic services, post. office; schools, Armed Forces,
Federal Reserve system, and the agencies which regulate. avLation (FAA), etc; 6)
the political bodies which make major allocation 'decisions on all levels of govern-

ment going from the city council, to the county supervisors, the state legislatures,
and finally, to the Congress of the United States.

These six categories should account for almOst all of the economic institu-
tions in our society although you might well think of some institutions which
don't fit--if you do, you will have to inven.; a new category.

1

In this discussion, the word institution has been used to mean a body of people
organized to engage in an activity: The word also has another common meaning. An

Institution is also a prevailing custom, principle, or system of a society- -the
institution of slavery in the South prior to the Civil War; the institution of
marriage or divorce. In the U.S. property rights are based. on the institution
(principle) of private property. The Russian economy is organized around the insti-
tution of public ownership of capital goods.

2 1 2
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Each society has its own unique set of economic institutions which have
similarities and differenceswith the institutions .of other societies. For

example, Soviet Russia is'a 'highly industrialized economy like the United States
and it is similar in that its consuming units are individuals, .families and insti-
tutions. It also has business firms but they account for only a tiny part of
total production. At this point similarities end;differences begin. Most

production is carried out by government firms which produce according to an economic
plan developed by a central economic agency. The political bodies which make.
economic decisions are the legislature (the. Supreme Soviet) and the Communist
Party. Private economic associations--like labor unions are very different,:because
wages are not determined by collective bargaining. There are no trade associations
because individual firms in one sector of the economy are not supposed to form .

an interest apart from the rest of the economy.

V. Modesof Economic Decision Making.

Now we can summarize to say that any economy (society seen from the economist's
perspective) is made up of the total group of economic organizations (institutions)
which make the basic economic choices and engage in the five primary economic
activities. Studying an economy meansstudying its economic. institutions and.the
exchange relations between:these organizations to learn how and how well the
organizations perform to satisfy human wants.

Although all economies nave the same purpose, each society has unique kinds
of economic organization. Each has its.own.kind of economic institutions with
particular purposes, modes of organization and ways of. operating., In the United
States, we have private corporations, small, family-owned businesses and the
family farm; public schools, and labor unions:.; In .AfriCa,.there are stillpeople
organized inprimitiVe tribes with I.ittle contact with:modern life. In Russia,

most prodUCtion is carried out in government-owned factories and stores. The

culture of the country obviously influences the organization and functioning of
economic institutions.

To understand the variations in economic organization between societies, it
is helpful to introduce a third classification system. Economic organization of
deciSions and activities are influenced by some combination of CUSTOM, AUTHORITY,
or MARKET BARGAINING, and the particular customs, types.and uses of authority and
forms of market organization help to give an economy its uniqueness.

In the U.S. it is easy to cite ways customs rule economic cnoice and action.
To a large extent, personal habitS determine what we eat, how we dress, how we
cut our hair. To the extent that most people in America have similar habits, there
is an American institution (way of life). Americans eat three meals a day, play
baseball, celebrate the Fourth of July, work eight hours a day. The adage, ma
penny saved is a penny earned" guides saving habits of many, while.a favored rule

of our forefathers, "I only buy when I can pay cash" is falling.into disuse.

At the same time, many decisions are made and activities organized as a
result of decisions made by some authority--a government official, factory
superintendent, school principal, parent. In the United States, the important
decision about how income and output should be distributed among the people is

made in part'by government authority. The Federal government income tax system
taxes a larger percentage of income of high income earners than of low income

2i'3
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earners. In addition, government agencies pay out government subsidies (income)
to different groups--to veterans, disabled persons who cannot earn an income,
railroads and airlines to help pay for mail service. These government polici'4s

redistribute income among the-people. Similarly, government decisions to build
highways, finance public education, maintain an army and airforce are all command
decisions about what to produce. They are economic decisions made by an authority
rather than by the individual citizen.

In the United States many economic choices are made through market bargaining- -
through buying and selling. When you buy a car, you choose what to 'spend your
income on. When, each fall, General Motors announces the new line of cars and
their prices, the company agrees to supply cars to customers at those prices. The
bargaining between buyers and sellers determined what will be bought and how much
will be sold. FurtherMore, because we earn income from providing productive
services, the for .dhom decisions are affected by market bargaining. A person's
earnings are affected by the amount an employer is willing to pay for his labor
or brain power.

While custom, authority and market bargaining each has some influence on
economic behavior in any society, in some economies one type of decision making
may dominate. Economies are often classified according to the dominant kind of
decision making present in the system. The Russian economy is considered a
command, or planned economy. The United States' economy is referred to as a market
economy, and more often, as a "mixed" economy to indicate the importance of all
three decision making patterns. Primitive societies, such as the Indian tribes
we will study, are traditional economies because custom dominates decision making
and the operation of economic institutions.. Such designations are somewhat
dangerous because they over-simplify, but they serve to differentiate economies
according to which of the major modes or patterns of decision making and action
are most important in-affecting economic allocation choices in that society.

VI. Economic Goals

A major concern in studying a society's economic performancp is to arrive at
some assessment of the country's success in achieving important economic goals.
A major goal which we've already discussed is growth, growth in the per capita
income and well being of the people. There are other goals as well and it is
possible to classify them into a small number of categories: We can identify

five general economic goals: (I) economic progress, (2) economic freedom, (3)
economic justice, (4) economic stability, and (5) economic security.

Progress

Economic progress, as we have seen, is defined primarily as economic growth,
that is, increasing production through capital accumulation which leads to higher
and higher per capita incomes. Simply stated, it means that, on the average,
people have more and more goods and services to consume.

Progress also has a qualitative meaning, that'is, that the quality of life
in a society should improve along with the increasing consumption of goods and
services. In America, this means that automobiles, washers, toasters, and houses
should be increasingly more satisfying and services like public transportation,
recreation, and medical care should be the same. It also means that no amount of
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consumption can be satisfying if our living environment becomes progressively
loss attractive. Qualitative progress requires.0ean water, fresh air, parks,
tree-lined streets, new buildings, and good sanitation - -it means, in America, the
end of slums and urban congestion, it also means an end to endlessly sprawling
suburbs which eat up the countryside.

Freedom is a complex word and almost every society uses it and believes in it.

Of course, it means different things to different societies but for each society
it carries with it the idea that man has the power to affect his own destiny.
Some societies believe freedom can only be found in a group, and for some (Hitler
for example) the group was the whole nation of German people. For most Americans,
however,' freedom is something enjoyed by the individual. It is. the power of an
individual to affect his own destiny by making his own choices.

Economic freedom is the ability to choose the kinds of economic activity we
want to take part in--to work where we wish, sell what we wish and buy what we
wish. In this sense, freedom is an aspect of power, power over our own actions and
choices- -the power to do what we want to do when we want. to do it. All of us know
that our power and, thus our freedom is restricted. Scarcity confronts every man
and limits his ability to satisfy all his desires; the Jaws under which we live
limit our freedom to engage inmany.economic activities. A person canonly
practice medicine if he has a license issued by the state or teach school only if
he has a Icredential issued.by the state. We are prohibited from buying or selling
narcotics, from driving vehicles which do not conform to certain standards, and
so on. In thousands of ways our economic freedom is limited, and yet ,Freedom
remains a major goal; clearly,.it is not one which is easy to achieve.

Justice

The problem of economic justice is primarily concerned with two things:
(I) that the law coerce all and protect all in an equal manner, (that there be
equal protection under fte law),, and (2) that the output of an economy be divided
justly among the members of the society. Most people :have a pretty good idea of
what constitutes an ideal administration of the law and and ideal distribution of
the output. As long as a socio-economic system operates somewhere close to the
ideal system held by the majority of the people, it can be said that economic justice
prevails in the society.

The matter of the equal protection of the law is fairly simple. -Legal equality
means that a person is protected in his right to engage in any legal economic
activity for which his talents qualify him. Obviously, racial discrimination is
an economic inequality. By extension, the freedom to obtain training which develops
talent is also a matter of economic justice, and this is why our Supreme Court
ordered the end of segregated schools in 1954. U.S. history gives constant instances
of the effortS of groups of people to-obtain economic justice, and you.should have
no difficulty calling some of them to mind.

The discussion of what constitutes a just distribution of output is a much
more difficult task, and is possible only if justice is first dined and definitions
of justice are highly personal. Only one solution seems likely' to gain universal
assent, and we have already studied the difficulties that that solution faces.
It is to produce so much that everyone will have all he wants, that is, to eliminate
the scarcity problem.. Although we are not likely to solve the scarcity problem, it
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is still true that very rich societies like our own usually have less conflict
over distribution problems simply because people are less threatened when
they are asked to share a large output than they are asked to share a'small one.

There are four principal standards for distributing output., They are (I) by
merit, (2) by need, (3) by giving each one an equal amount and (4) according to
one's contribution to production. Each standard, taken by itself, has theoretical
and practical faults which make it impossible to attain.

The merit system is used when society is ruled by an aristocracy or priest
hood which has the power to distribute large quantities to.the undeserving many.
Here the meritorious are those who are deemed deserving by the ruling authorities.

Distribution by need seems fine at first until one tries to figure out how
need is determined and how you would match need to output. There are approximately
200 million people in the U.S. How could the need of each bo determined? How

would each person be given the-command over output which exactly matched his need?
What would happen if needs wer'e' larger than output? If they were less than output?

If we divided the purchasing power equally every month we would satisfy
the equality standard, but would We increase economic justice? For example, does
the child or the old per'soned as much income as a young man or woman getting an
education? Does the person'WHo, because of physical, mental orpsychOlogical.
deficiencies deserve aS"Much,aS a vigorious producer? What would happen-to incen-
tives under such a.system?

In a society the system of distributing output depends on the persons contriL.
buting to output, tempered by distribution according to need. This maintains
incentives and induces the person with a high levelof need to make a large contri-
bution to production. 'in 'those cases where need is greater than the capacity to
provide productiYe services, private charity or gOvernment welfare makes up the

difference. In oursoOety, the federal government' increases'incOme to' the needy
establishing'a minimum wage, administering unemployment and social security
benefits and providing medical care for the age:and the infirm. In addition, it

transfers income from taxpayers to farmers', airlines, and oil producers.

In our society, the richer we grow the more generous we become in recognizing
ther!eede of the needy, and we support benefits beyond personal contributions.
In fact, a presidential commission has recommended that each gamily in America
receive a minimum of $3,000 per year.

Stability

Stability in an economy generally means that the economy grows at a stable
rate so that people have a regularly increasing standard, of living. It also

means that everyone who is able and willing to work can find a job (full employment)

and that prices remain stable so that people are not harmed by inflationary price

rises. In an industrialized economy 'there is a tendency for business activity to

fluctuate. Nineteenth century American history is marked by these booms and busts.
In a poor country, the economy's stability may be tied to the price of the major
products it sells abroad. If coffee prices drOp, incomes in Brazil are severely

affected.
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In our modern economy, stability can only bemaintained by influencing the
level of operation of the whole economy. Consequently, maintaining stability is
primarily the responSibility of the federal government. Until the 1930's the
federal government was not concerned with stability, but at the depth of the Great
Depression unemployment was so high (30 per cent) that the government faced the
clear choice to either solve the problem or to watch society disintegrate.

Since World War II, economic science has provided the U.S. Federal Government
with tools needed to deal with economic stability problems, and we have not had a
serious depression inthe last twenty years. In 1964 Congress passed the Full
Employment Act which established full employment and the maintenance of price
stability as cangressional responsibilities. The goVernment can promote stability
through its taxing and spending'policies and through its control of the amount of
money in circulation. For instance if there is a high levet of unemployment, the
government can increase employment'and stimulatedemand by increasing its own
spending. On the other hand, dOring an inflation when prices are rising, the
government can reduce its spending or increase taxes, or increase interest rates
on Overnment bonds.

Security

Security is economic stability for an individual 'or a family. It is the

assurance that there will be an uninterrupted flow of purchasing power sufficient'
to meet the needs of the individual or family. Obviously, if an economy is stable,:
it increases the possibility of economic security for everyone but economic stabil-
ity doeS not insure everyone's economic security. Any individual can always lose.
his job, have a disabling injury or illness and thereby cause himself andhis
family to be in want. Also alp of us grow old and we must be provided for in
old age.

In a modern economy where specialization is highly developed and almost
everyone is dependent on everyone else, it is difficult or impossible for each
individual and each family to provide completely for their own security.
In the UniteckStatesi during the New Deal era of the 1930's, the federal govern-
ment passed a series of laws creating social security programs. The social

security act brought into existence the Old Age and.Survivors Insurance Program
which r:.guired workers and their employers to contribute equally to a fund which
would provide old age benefits to the workers in the program and survivors benefits
to wives and children of workers who die. A state program set up another payroll
tax to pay unemployment compensation for workers who are layed off from work
because of a decline in business activity. A minimum wage law was passed in 1938
statd a minimum hourly wage lor workers engaged in interstate commerce and

covered by the law.

The Importance of Economic Laws

We have already seen that in the United States all of these goals are highly

valued. But just as the scarcity condition prohibits us from producing enough
goods and services to satisfy all wants, so it also makes it impossible for us to
achieve perfect justice, freedom, stability, security and progress. Because the

people in different societies value different things, there are differences in the
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relative importance of these goals in different economies. In the United States

we value progress and economic freedom. Many of us believe that the high standard
of living enjoyed here as compared to the rest of the world is due to our freedom
to own property and to advance our own,economic interests as much as we can.
Critics of too much individual economic freedom claim that the effect of our desire
for economic freedom to pursue our own. self interests is to create an economy where
some members do not receive a just portion of the output, where some face a life
of economic insecurity because of their difficulty in getting and keeping a job.

On the other hand, in Russia economic growth is also a major goal, But there,
the general objective is to achieve economic. growth, security and justice by
curbing the freedom of individuals to own property and to use it for their own
private fain. The differences in goals. of these. two countries means a profound
difference in economic organization. In the United States the primary decisions
about what and how to produce are.,.made by the executives of private businesses
motivated to increase sales and profits by supplying godds and services demanded, by
the consumers. In,Russia, before the recent. economic reforms, the major allocation
decisions were made in a government plan which set quotas of production output for
all of the industrial plants in the country.

Major economic and political problems confronting the world today involve the
desire of the .poJr people, in Asia, Africa and Latin America to increase dramatically
their economic and social Nell being, among other problems. These are countries
with strong traditions where the values held by the people may conflict with the
goals of'economic progress. . Economic progressjn such countries will require
changes in the culture of the,societY--in forms of.economic organization and in the
values of the people--and changes which will foster a higher rate of investment
in humanand non-human capital.

Summary

This lesson has outlined the universal characteristics of economic organization,
characteristics which are found in all societies. We presented them as sets. of
economic categories which can be used to analyze and compare economic systems:

Five basic economic activities
Four basic economic decisions
Three modes of economic decision making and action
Five ,economic goals. .

The first two categories describe the funCtion of economic organization--
to make.allocation choices and engage in economic activity to satisfy wants. ire

second two categories identify the social norms and values of the society. which
make economies different and which affect their performance in satisfying wants.
Although these four categories of characteristics exist in any society, each
society has its own unique character--itc own economic institutions.
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CHAPTER 5

THE ECONOMY IS A SYSTEM

("No man is an island, entire,of itself," John bonne, )573-1631)

I. Introduction

Before we go much further into the study of the U.S. economy. or any economy
for that matter, it is important to get a pl:cture.of what it is we are'studying.
We keep referring to "the economy" as if it is an 'entity, a thfrig:: But inlhe
last chapter an economy was defined as the total group of economic institutions
(organizations). which make the allocation choices and carry out the economic acti-
vities of a 'society. The .UnitdStates Is, made up of millions of the6e economic
organizationS--millions of.ifam)lies, thousands of b'uSinesseS, hundredtoflah0
unions, thousands of different government agencies which engage in economic activity.
Is it possible to see or comprehend how all of these organizations are related and
organized intolthe.U.S.?

In this chapter we wili do just this--we willflOOk at the economy as a System.
A SYSTEM is a group parts.whicb,,taken, as a whole,. perform. function. A car
is a systeM of mechanical parts .whi,ch,when put togother in a particular way, turn
into a gasoline powered vehicle which transports people or things oVer'roads or
some sort of eared off path. A car is not just a collection of parts; it is the
collection put ogether in a particular v.ay to perform aparticular function.

Seeing the.economy as a system is harder because it is,not.possible to see. the
whole .economy;.neverthelesS, the,U.5..eCOnOmy is a systeM of economic
The economy is not:jusip co.1ection of families and businesses. and governMent e0n-
cies. These organizations. are related to each other in such a way'as.to. perform the
major economic activites. In,this chapter'we wr11 Ook.:at the economy as a whole
thing to see how the various economic institutions, all taken toanthe,carry out;'
the work of the want- satisfaction.chain..

11. In a System, Everything bei5ends on Everything. Else

No one can study econom;cs without becoming aware that each of us As 0-part of
a large system in which the decisions we make are shaped by earlier events and then
go on, in their turn, to effect other events. This great system which we call .

society forces is to take our pick from a limited set of choices--almost as though,
life were some great multipte-choice'exaMination--and our choices, once made, affect.
others through chains of *events over which we have no control.

You might argue that you have control over the choice if the question you must
decide is, "Shall I go to the movies Saturday night?" But many forces have acted
to present you with even this simple choice and to shape your answer. You live in
a country where there are movies. (If you were a Ubangi, you might never have seen
a movie.) A movie is being shown (someone decided to book the movie) in a theater
(someone decided to build and operate the theater, using money obtained as a result
of some other series of events), and someone has to have the price of admission.
(which did not come out of thin air). Presumably, you expect to stay awake
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(you probably will not take a twenty-mile hike during the day), and you will be
available (not working, or stuck on some location too distant to reach the theater)
and so on.

No single decision or action seems likely, by itself, to have much impact on
our economy, and yet, each decision contributes to forces that affect many people
participating in the exchange economy. If enough people patronize a certain kind
of movie, movie houses do a good business, new ones.may spring up, and movie makers
will concentrate on making more movies of the same kind. If enough people decide
not to go to the movies, movie houses close down; movie making slows down or
stops; those who depended on the movie industry for a living must go elsewhere, and
so it goes.

We do not have to pursue these chains of events very far to realize that
what happens in a real-life economy is incredibly complicated. To try to understand
the system is like trying to find your way around the tangled streets of a strange
city where you cannot even speak or read the language. Then you get a map. The
map removes the clutter of detail and shows you relationships. Now you can see
that if you take the third turning on the left, and the first on the right, you
will reach your destination. The web of streets is a system, and the map is a
diagram of the system. The map doesn't tell you all about the street system by
any means, but it simplifies things to the point where you can make decisions. By
describing only the essentials, the map enables you to picture the whole system
and to make certain kinds of decisions relating to it.

III. The Circular Flow Diagram

The circular flow diagram, pictured below, is like a simplified map of our
economic system. It is a summary picture of the system which, by leaving out the
snarl of detail, gives a view of the big scene; we can see the basic relationships
that are hidden when we pursue details. It is a model of our economy--something
other than the real thing--which helps to explain the real thing.

The circular flow diagram is a simplified model of a money-exchange, indus-
trialized economy, or economic system. The boxes and circles in the diagram repre-
sent the major economic institutions in the economy: business firms, families,
factor markets and product markets. The connecting flow line arrows are intended
to show the relation between the four major types of economic institutions.

The diagram defines the function of each type of institution and makes
several statements about the relations between firms and families, the two major
groups of producing and consuming units in the United States.
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THE CIRCULAR FLOW DIAGRAM: A MODEL OF MONEY- EXCHANGE
ECONOMIC SYSTEM
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I. Firms purchase productive services from families, and families purchase final
output from firms.

2. The exchanges are money exchanges. The upper part of the diagram shows that
inputs flow from families to firms in exchange for money sincotte. The lower.
part shows that output flows from firms to families in exthange for money:

3. Firms and families are cOmPletely:,interdependent. Firms depend Cm faMilies
for the supply of factors' ofvprotluction and for the purchase of Ieir:oUtput.
Families depend on fLrms.for their income and for the goods and-services which
satisfy their wants.'

4. The interdependence.betWeen.firms and families is circular: inputs are
transformed into outputs, which,are:used by .families to generate new inputs.
The money paid to inpUt'owners is used by the ,families to buy the Outpbf:of
the firms. The money circulates round and round 'the system betWeen-firdiS and
families. .(The circular -flow model: Of'the economy can be likened to the
circulatory system of the human body in that both systems produce a' Circular
and continual transfdrmation of inputs to outputs to inputs to outpUts.)

5. Goods are'distribUted in factor and.:product markets. Usually families and'
industrial IirmS do not sell to each.other directly. Instead, thereare
exchange institution's which link:families:and. industrial producers.' In PRODUCT

MARKETS retail stores (who may.have bought, what they sell from wholedalers)
sell to consumers. Product markets are made up.of businesseswitnbuy
from manufacturers or wholesalers and sell to consumers. Similarly, FACTOR
MARKETS are made up of economic institutions which facilitate the sale or
renting of"the:Services of factors of production. Labor unions and employment
agenciiee,.i-ee;.1:etate agencies, leasing companieS--are all economic institutions
which. Operate in factor markets.

The circular flow diagram'shows our economy as made .up of four types of.sub--
systems--firms, product markets, families, factor markets--all bound fogethe6
dependent on each other:through a continuous, never ending series of money
exchanges of goods and services:: The diagram is the want7'satrSfacti6n:chain,
its ends brought togetherto'show.a continuous, round of economic activity. However,:
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the dhagram adds a new element, money. The money supply continually-changes hands,
circulating through the economy in a chain of exchanges between consumers and
producers to pay people for providing real goods and services.

III. Macroeconomics

Now that we have a picture of the operation of the whole economy, we can start
to speculate about a very important qUestion--the question of what determines
how much output an economy produces. This is the fourth of the four basic economic
questions--what, how, for whom and how much. Studying the effects of the operation
of the whole economy on how much:output is produced is called MACROECONOMICS.
Studying how the individual economic institutions perform their function in an
economy is MICROECONOMICS. Up to this chapter we have been involved in micro-
economic questions, for we were studying how the automobile manufacturers organize
production, how banks and other lenders,provide credit to borrowers, the way the
Kiowa and Tsimshian Indian clans organize economic activity within the tribe.
In macroeconomics, we study the results of all this activity for the.whole economy.
We try to measure and predict the total volume of output produced and income earned
as a result of eocnomic activity. Then we go one step further to try to find out
how to increase this amount from year to year to promote economic growth.

V. Measuring Macroeconomic Activity

The circular flow diagram provides an important insight into the operation, of
the whole economy. The diagram is even,Hmore useful when it is made into a movie.
Try to picture 'the flow lines as'moving 'streams. The outside stream is a stream of
goods and services moving from families lo firms. The inside stream is a flow'of
money in the opposite direction. If you could count the amount of money flowing .

into the families or into the firms during any period of time, say a month, you
would be able to measure the dollar value of income earned or of output produced.
during the month. The money flowing into the:firms measures the market value of
consumer spending on the,..output produced during the period. The money flowing into
the families. measiires.the amount of income earned for producing that output.

In fact, economists do estimate economic activity this way. GROSS NATIONAL
PRODUCT (GNP) is the estimate of the market value of the final output of the
economy over a period of time. .GROSS NATIONAL INCOME '(GNI) is the estimate of the
total income earned by people for helping to produce the output. In I966.GNP and
GNI wIre estimated at $743 billion dollars. We will 'study GNP and GNI more
completely in Unit Ill. Here,,it is impdftant to' note three things about GNI and
GNP-- all things which you should be able to understand if you have a clear
understanding of the circular flow diagram.

The first point is simple and has already been made. It is that economic
activity is measured in dollars and cents rather than in physical units. We
measure the market value of total output because it is impossible to measure any
other way. One cannot add up tons of steel, thousands of airline tickets, millions
of cans of hair spray, millions of cars. Since .all of these outputs are sold for
money, it is possible to add up their market value, and that's what we .do.

The second point may seem unimportant but it is not. It is this. GNP and GNI

are measured as RATES. They measure the flow or.rate of economic_activity over some

period of time. If GNP is $600 billion per year in 1964. this means that, on the
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average, the economy produced $50 billion per month (600 billion/12), or $1.6
billion per day ($600 billion / 365). Actually, during any given month during
the year output probably would be quite different than $50 billion; there may
not be any days when GNP .for the day would equal $1.6 billion. This is because
economic activity does not go on at a constant rate. Less is produced on
Sunday than on other days, more is produced in the fall months than in January
and February. The point to remember is that when attempt to measure economic
activity, what we measyre is the output of income generated by that activity
over a period of time.

The final point is the most important to your understanding of the forces
affecting the rate of economic activity of an economy. It is that GNP+CNI
during any time period.. The circular flow diagram should explain to you why
this equality must exist. It is because gross national product and gross
national income are both products.of the same activity--production. GNP
measures the value of the output, GNI measures the value of the input. They
are both equal because the cost Of producing the output is the income received
by those who helped produce it. ,

The total income generated in any time period depends on the productive
services provided by factor owners during that period. The total output pro-
ducedfor that period depends on inputs and on the willingness of the *amilies
to buy the output. In this simplified model, where families spend all they:
earn and firms spend all revenue for new inputs, it follows that income earned
equals output produced during that same time.

I

This is probably an important place to bring up a general point about measuring
economic variables. The discussion above points out that economic activity- -
production; exchange, consumption, saving, investment--are all measured as
rates over time becauSe the activity is a flow. Another very important kind
of economic measurement involves the measurement of wealth. Wealth is not a
flow, but, rather, a STOCK of assets which can be counted or valued. You own
a $50,000 business or a $1,500 car, but you earn $500 per month.

It is important to learn to distinguish between these two different kinds of
measurementsstocks and 'flows. To repeat, A flow measures a rate of activity,
i.e., a measure of something 'generated over time. A stock measures a quantity
which exists at some point' in time. Wealth is a'stock, an !existing asset,
which can be counted and valued. An example will show the differences. A
firm produces 1600 pairs of shoes per day, valued at $10.00 per pair. It

employs 100 workers who are $2.00 an hour. Production is at the rate of 200
pairs of shoes per hour. Production is a flow. At the end of the day, the
firm has 1600 pairs of shoes, a stock. Workers earn $2.00 an hour, a flow;
at the end of the day, one worker has $16.00 in assets, a stock.
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IV. 'Shortcomings *of thoModel

Like any model, the circular flow diagram isa simplified view of the real
economy. Certain assumptions make the model simpler,than the real economy. . These

simplifying assumptions make the model an inadequate description of some aspects of
our economic system. For instance,' it omits several important parts: saving and
investment activities, financial and governmental agencies and transactions involving
them, round-about-production, wealth. Also the diagram does not describe how
production, distribution and consumption are organized, how the basic decisions of
what , how and for whom are made.

It does not give answers to the big puzzles of macroeconomics; it does not
explain the causes of changes.(n the level of genera( .business activity (changing..
rates of GNP) or the growth of the total economy. Instead, the model suggests
constant circulation of money and gobds, when, in reatjty,. the rate of generation :.

of GNP is not constant there are cycles in business,which_Create periods'of'
inflation followed by'periods of unemployment. .Thisctivity increases and decreases
throughout the day, the week, the months and the year, according'to the season.of
the year and to the over-all health of the economy. Despite theSe cycles in
economic activity in theUnited'States, GNP. tends to.grow over time. The model

does not enable us to predict either the fluctuatjons (.changes) .or the level of

economic growth.. -

Finally, the diagram does not describe all econoMies.because they are not ali
money-exchange systems. With simple changes in labels, the diagram of the U.S.
economy can represent other money systems, including those of societies dramatically
different from our own. To 'describe the Soviet economy, for instance, the only
changes' needed in the labels would be to show that Russian firms are State owned
and that there. is no property .income flowing into households. However, the diagram
cannot repre-sent:ary:economy which does not .use money' Or:where production and
consumption occur within one institutionfamily *. trfbe. This limitation of the
diagram is useful because it emphasizes the structural differences between the self-
sufficient economies'of tribes ancyhe interdependent, money-exchange economies.'

'\H
Because it leaves so much about the U.S.'econoMy out, the circular:flow model

does not help us predict much about how much output and income actually will be
produced in a given year. Its primary value is to give a picture of the economy

as an excharrgo_system_between producers and-cOnsumers. In addition, it shows

that the'SaMe'activiiyIWn(Ch gonerates output (meeSured by GNP) generates income
(GNI). It shows that ;economy activity is measured by rates..LFinally, if suggests
that an economy.will. oPerate at a constant rate of eutp,utLand.(income per year .as
long as consumersspend as fast:as they earn. !;:

.

:
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CHAPTER 6:

ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY AND THE GENERAL WELFARE

I. An Introduction

Previous chapters have provided a frame reference for studying economics by build-
ing up a clear picture of the object of economics study--economic systems. Chapters
one to three described in detail the organization of production and distribution to
increase. resource productivity and thus society's ability to satisfy human wants.
Chapter 4.1de-ntified'the common characteristics of all economies, thereby providing
a way of studying and comparing economic systems. Chapter 5 expanded the want-
satisfaction chain Into a simplified model of the U.S. economy which describes the
basic interdependence between firms ,and families in a money exchange economic system.

Now we can go back to the basic assertion made in chapter I--that societies cope
with scarcity through organizing human activity to increase resource productivity
and to resolve Conflicts over the use of scarce resources. The one remaining aspect
of economic activity to consider is total economic efficiency of a society.

When we ask whether a whole economy is efficientwe are asking more than the
question of whether all the production processes are efficient. Total efficiency
goes beyond production efficiency to measure the success of the economy in resolving
conflicts over the alternative uses of scarce resources. It measures the degree
to which the economic system promotes the general welfare.

In our society, the GENERAL.WELFARE is related to the aidility of the economy to
promote the five goals of economic freedom, economic justice, economic progress,
economic stability and economic security. Promoting the general welfare is complicated
by the fact'that We do not all share the same value. system. Although all Americans
value theso'goals they do not attach equal importance to each of them. Some people

willingly take risks and give up economic security,to make economic gains; they

value their economic freedom over economic security. Others would give up the
freedom to exploit economic opportunities for a steady income.

Because of sCarcity,'the five goals. caanot.be achieved by all people. Not

everyone can be satisfied, and this dissatisfaction often leads to some form of
economic conflict.' Economic'conflicts are resolved through market competition or.
through political deciSions,often to the greater advantage of one party to the

conflict. If 'e society is to serve all members' economic interests, its economic
system .must be organized to gurantee that conflicts will be resolved in-such a way
as to promote the general welfare.

This chapter discusses problems. of judging the overall performance (efficiency)

Of an economy. This requires you.toigain some insights into how economic policies
affecting total efficiency are made... You will see that the process of economic policy

making is in'response to conflict:between economic interest groups and these groupS

vary a. great deal in their power'to affect economic. policy. Sometimes the policy

,......
decision completely resolveS the conflict:between the groupS, and at other times

neither group is satisfied but is willing to live with thedecision. Occasionally,

the conflict continues but at a low enough level to'preventdisorder. One .way or

another, the conflict must be resolved or attenuated sufficiently to allow the

economy to continue to function.
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These new policies bring about changes in the structure

of the economy which reflect the changin9 power positions of parti-
cular interest groups. By the end of the chapter you should be
convinced that promoting public welfare requires using some rational
basis for analyzing public controversy about economic policy. We
will provide you with some of these tools'of analysis--methods of
conflict analysis which will be useful to you in handling daily
economic affairs and in judging the merits of different public policy
positions.

11. Judging Total Efficiency

Efficiency is a concept which is used again and again in econo-
mics. You have already learned to apply the principle of alternative
costs and how to calculate the relative efficiency of two or more
production processes. These techniques of deciding efficient alloca-
tions of scarce resources are useful in making decisions about parti-
cular production processes and particular resources.

If all production decisions in an economy were made on the
basis of alternative cost calculations then we would get hip
production and satisfaction from our resources. However, we would
still not be dealing with the question of whethe'r the total economic
system was operating to achieve the goals of the society as
efficiently as possible. For how do we know that the production and
distribution of this output is organized and carried out so as to
give maximum economic progress, freedom, justice, stability and
security?

We cannot make arithmetic calculation to determine how much
economic freedom or justice we produce. These things are qualities,
not quantities, and the same is true, to a lesser extent, of economic
'progress and stability. Although we may not be able to measure the
value of the achievement of these goals in dollars and cents. we
mus+ make judgments about whether or not our economic policies do or
do not promote their achievement.

For any proposed policy change we can study the effect of the
change on the distribution of economic justice, freedom, progress,
stability andsecuriy among the people. For instance, in studying
the effect of federal government programs to educate the poor we must
analyze the effect of-the spending and ta'xing programs on different
groups'.within the society. The program will increase.the educational
opportUnities of the poor at the expense of higher taxes collected
from higher income groups. This reduces the freedom of higher income
groups to spend their earned income. If the program improves the
training of the poor it will increase their freedom to enter the labor
market to 'compete for jobs and it will provide more economic security
for thesegroups. To the extent that the poor become better trained
and Capable of continuous work, the added labor power and buying power
of the,poor will promote economic progress in the future. On the
othe'had, reducing income available for spending of hi.sher income
groups may reduce their incentive to work,.thus reducing current
output. -I -
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The object of economic analysis of proposed changes in economic
policies is to find an objective and, if possible, quantitative ways
to compare the value of alternative policies. Often, even though
one cannot calculate the monetary value;of some new program--say a
public housing program in a large city slum area--it is possible to
calculate its cost. In this case, we can estimate the actual cost of
building the housing; perhaps we can alSo calculate the cost of not
building the housing if we can relate crime and unemployment to
inadequate housing. With this quantitative information, it is
then easier to make the judgment about the importance ofthe project
to the various ,interest groups making up the society.

Achieving justice, freedom, progress, stability and security
involves choices abdut:allocating scarce 'resources. We have learned
that an economy can generate only a limited amount of riches, not the
amount required to give each individual complete economic freedom;
not everyone can enjoy the perfect justice he desires; progress is
slow and few people ever enjoy complete economic security. just as
goods and services.must be distributed, so. must the broader economic
advantages of economic organization. To study the performance of
the economy, is to study economic policy to learn to what extent and
how the what, how; for whom and how much decisions promote and
distribute justice, freedom, progress, stability and security within
the society.

r!I. g.TO:+7e.71C

III. Economic Policy

A POLICY is a set of rules or a plan of action designed to guide
decisions and activities in order to bring about certain results.
Policies exist in all parts of organized society. Each of us make:s
certain economic policies to guide our own economic decisions and
activities. For example, we devel.0.0_MOre or less explicit policies
about what sort of work we will do, the circumstances under which we
will lend or borrow money, whether We will pay caShHor borrow money
to buy a new car. Economic organizati.ons such as families, businesses,
government agencies and government bra-Iches (legislative, executive,
judiciary) develop 'p.olicies which control their decisions and
activities.

It is primarily the function of government to enact laws and to
estabilish policies regulating the activities of the socLety!s economic
institutions. These policies and laws determine which economic
organizations and activities are legal. For instance, there are laws
on the books in the United States which make it illegal for competing
manufacturers to get together to set the price of the product they
sell. It is illegal for labor unions to engage in mass picketing
during a strike, although in most cases it is legal for unions to go
out on strike for better working conditionS. There are, however, laws
which permit the President to consider some strikes national emergen-
cies and to ask the courts for an injunction which makes the strike
illegal for ninety days. These public policies and laws are vitally.
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important because they shape theeconomic organization of society and
are, in turn, shaped by it. Ideally, this legal framework should
enable the economic,system to operate efficiently in achieving broad
goals of justice, freedom, progress, stability and justice.

Federal government policies and laws are especially important
because of their broad applicatidn throbghout the state and anyone
interested in his own welfare should be aware of how federal govern-
ment economic policies affect him. Every important federal economic
policy change has an affect on the.distribution of economic welfare
among individuals and groups. For example, if the federal income taxes
are raised, the higer rates will be set differently for different
income groups and this will affect the distribution of income. Sub-
sidies are given to airlines and steamship companies to enable them
to operate at a Rrofit. Subsidies are, of course, a tax on the
general public for the benefit of the owners, employees, and customers'
of these companies... In .addition, subsidies to airlines and steam,
ship companies,giva:them a competitive advantage over other forms of
transportation,.:Ln,both instances .the justification.for the subsidies
is based on the argument that these industries are vital to Our nat-
ional welfare.

Whether economic policies (making the WHAT, HOW, HOW MUCH and
FOR WHOM decisions) are made by federal, state, or local government,
or whether they are made by business associations, labor unions, or
business firms, they promote or detract from the freedom, justice,
progress, and security of some groups and individuals more than
others. Some policies inevitably harm the interests of certain indi-
viduals and groups. Given +he condition of scarcity, it is impossi-
ble for everyone to,be completely satisfied, and we know from our
own experience that'there.are great inequalities in the distribution
of satisfaction among people.

IV. Economic COnflict

These inequalities produce dissatisfaction,--and it is safe to
say that dissatisfaction with the current way of doing things is a

normal consequence of the scarcity condition'. In a democratic
society, conflict among individuals and groups over the alternative
uses of scarce resources is normal; indeed it is inevitable.

Special interest groups which wish to improve their economic
'positions work to change government policy and laws in order to im-
prove their own relative position. Manufacturers of products which
face foreign competition work for high tariff policies which raise
the prices of foreign products. Labor unions lobby for laws which
legalize labor unionipractices such as'strikes and secondary boycotts
so that unions cap increase their market bargainihg power with employ-
ers and therebyAncrease..wages or other benefits. ,Real-estate asso-
ciations lobby,constantly'for lower property taxes to make it easier
to buy and sell real.estate. There are 'thousands of economic interest
groups in our society and their, success. depends upon their power,
both economicaily .and pOlitjcally. One group's success often means

2 ,-?8
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that some other group's interests will suffer. If labor unions suc-
ceed in getting laws passed legalizing union tactics such as secon-
dary boycotts. (striking businesses which are customers of the firm
involved in the conflict with the union) then unions will have more
poWer to win concessions from employers.

Conflicting economic interests between different groups means
conflict over the control and allocation of scarce resources, and the
institutions of society must resolve these conflicts. In the process
of settling the conflicts, a compromise is reached, and the economic
organization of society changes to reflect the relative power of the
contending groups. For instance, in 1935, 'with the passage of the
National Labor Relations Act, unions were finally declared legal by
the federal government and, in addition; employer practices to dis-
courge workers from joining unions were declared illegal. This impor-
tant law reflected the different attitudes of new political leaders
and it set up the National Labor Relations, Board to enforce the law
and protect workers' rights. The law created a new economic organi-
zation--the N.L.R.B.--and provided the legal framework to permit
laborunions to form. The laws contributed to an increase in union
membership from 3,000,000 in 1'933 to 15,000,000 by 1945.

Orie function of government policy-makers (legislatures) and
enforcers (executive and judiciary) is to keep economic conflict to
a civilized level and to choose policies: which will satisfy the
aspirations of those groups which are powerful enough to cause dis-
order if their demands are not met, Of course; the power of any
group, to force' its demands, is limited by the willingness of public
opinion to tolerate any/ disruptive tactics it might use.
Economic analysis is useful in helping government policy-makers
reach rational decisions, that is, decisions which result in the most
satisfying use of scarce resources. Using the procedures of economic
analysis, the policy-makers can identify and study the alternative
demands' for the scarce resources and rank the preferences of the . .

contending groups.. They can compare the possible alternative uses
of the scarce resources with the preferences 6f the various groups
(that is, make alternative cost calculationS) and try to identify a
policy which will best resolve or attenuate conflicts between groups
and, in so doing., promote the public welfare.

V. Growth and Conflict

Economic growth (a combination of progress and stability),brings
with it constant change in economic organization and policies. The
prospect of change usually causes conflict between different special
interest groups who ,will benefit or be hurt by a change in policy.
Economic and social conflict is not only normal in the U.S., but it
is a necessary part of economic growth. ,A society must develop
increasingly effective ways of assuring that the resolution of con-

. flicts of interest will result in changes 'which will promote the
general welfare. Let us see'how the process of economic growth in-
volves 'conflicts of interest and brings changes in economic organization.

2
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The essential process in economic growth is the accumulation
of capital, both human and nonhuman. Capital is mostly accumulated
in the form of a. skilled labor force, machines, buildings and other.
constructions -- railroads, airports, highways, dams, etc. When new
capital is introduced into the production process it almost always
causes change in the organization of production. For example, the
introduction of the freeways and jet airplanes completely altered
the travel habits of the AmericanI5ublic. Within ten years, rail
Pag4genger traffic. almost disappeared and in the process tens of
thousands of job's were destroyed and other tens of thousands of
jobs were created. The people who lost jobs usually fought to
protect them, and other groups of people fought .to control the.new
jobs which were created. All of this entailed economic and social
conflict.

The introduction of the freeways and jet planes also brought
enormous changes in the distribution of wealth. Those who held
stock in railroad companies often saw thei+ investment decline in
value while those who had invested in airline companies enjoyed.
gains. Freeways always bring. 'dramatic shifts in property values
as well as a redistribution of property (land owners are forced to
sell their property to the government at a price set by the govern-
ment). In the cities, freeways blight some areas and cause others
to be more valuable and they almost always raise the value of the
suburban areas which they serve. Wealth redistribution is also a
potent source. of conflict but such, transfers are inevitable in a

growing economy where economic fortunes shift with the shifts in the
relative importance of different kinds of goods, services and general
social goals.

VI. Conflicts and Values

The above'section shows how.economic change means a redistri-.
bution of the control of.resourees and the rise and fall of the
economic power.of different interest groups.. Economic conflicts
often involve more than just the personal. fortunes of members of a
special interest group --railroads versustlle truckers and airlines::
Attitudes about conflicts reflect one's Values which, in'turn, affect
and are affected by one's position in tne economy and from one's
value system. Managers of Large corporations view economy different-
IN from small businessmen, and members of'labor unions see things in
a different light than do doctors and .dentists. The members of
each major economic interest .group tends to see the nature and pur-,
pose of +he economic system 'in a particular way and to support a
particular set of values.

A person .usually has clusters of goals.or values, some of which
are more important to the person's VALUE SYSTEM. .The conflicts which
are Most difficult to resolve occur 'between groups holding opposing
and seemingly irreconcilable value systems.. A.good exampleOf this
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type of conflict is that one between those in our society who want
free enterprise and personal control over property with little or' no
government control:and' thosewho believe in some form of social'sm
in which. the major forms of Capital. are owned and operated by the
public. Some groups believe passiOnately in economic freedom and
are willing to have it at. the cost of the progress of the society as
a whole or the security of most of the groups in the society. Eco-
nomic freedom has a high value for them. and if they. hold to this value
with great passion we say that they are dogmatic in their beliefs.
That is, economic freedom becomes a dogma--an unquestionable article'
of faith--upon which argument is impostible.

Resolving these conflicts is hard because individuals.and
groups have strong emotional attachments to the goals they seek.
These di, agreements are over the very.nature of our economy and our
national goals. These are the basic policies which determine the
structure of the society. Because of their importance they deserve
our special attention.

VII. Ideology.. and.Conflict

Value conflicts are mJcie severe and. potentially disruptive and',
dangerous because every society fosters.3ome degree of ETHNOCENTRISM:-
the be that one's own social system.is superior to all 'others.
The ethnocentric person believes himseif to be the best judge of the
goodness of .other societies because he uses.his own, superior society
as the basis for comparison. Othor societies are-superior to the
extent that they are,based .on goals and values. similar to one's own.
society:

The particular .set of Ldeas, beliefs, or values that the members
of a societY,.shareabout.thei.T own social system is Called anIDEOLOr;Y.
(i-de-o1ogy) which1S a combination of ideas and study. An ideolOgy
describes the Characteristics of the ideal society on'wniich one's '

society is patterned and it states the reasons people' believe their
own society to be superior to others. That is, a nation's ideology
is its justificationfor its ethnocentrism, the justification for the
feelings'of national proce by i.ts members.

When one is justlfYing an emotional attachment to something (or
someone) one:does:not. look for its faults. A daughter seeking' the
permission of her'parents to marry c particular young man tel;s them
of his charms, kindness, honety., etc;:, and tends to ignOre his weaker ;

points. When the ideological justification of our economic'
system, we de net speak nsgatively of a mixed economy with progressive
trends towards more and more planning; rather we speak'of capitalisM
and American free enterprise as an ideal.

Freedom is ,a central vake.in our culture and this valve is greatly
strengthened by our economic system. A.necessary condition of the free
enterprTse system is the right to own and to buy and tell private
property. In actuality, our freedom to own and to buy and to sell
property is limited in;,many.ways, but nevertheless, our economic
ideology descTibes the private free enterprise capitalism, emphasizing
freedom of economic activity. Just the reverse is true in the Soviet
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Union. In Russia, the official .ideal is pure C mmunism--a highly
productive, classless society where government is no longer necessary
and where there is no provate property; _rather, workers', communes
cooperate voluntarily to produce and 'istribute goods and services
to each person according to his need.

Ideological commitment of a nation's citizens is, of course,
highly desirable; it is a source of strength and pride for all, and
it also is a necessary social cement which proviee strength and
commitment of the citizens to work for national goals. At the same
time, ideologies too rigidly held inhibit an understanding of one's
total society and all other societies as well--rigidities which could
further magnify differences between nations and frustrate cooperation
between nations.

VIII. A Model for Conflict Analysis

No matter how opposed are the values of the economic interest
groups in our society, the differences have to be reduced sufficiently
to avoid viole t conflict. If we are interested in finding wise and
efficient solutions to these conflicts, it is important to clarify the
nature of issues and to define exactly where conflict lies--to analyze
the basic differences--so that any unnecessary misunderstanding can
be avoided. Once the real differences in interests are identified,
it is possible to !ook for a solution..

Any conflict of in':orests can be analyzed to identify the major
issues being disputed. In almost every conflict in shich the parties
express themselves in words, there will be issues of fact, of definition
or prediction or interpretation, and of values. That is, there will
be disagreements about the actual facts (what happened), over defini-
tions, (what do you mean?) over what each party predicts Will result
from a certain action, and, finally, over what is right or just. If

the first three sets of issues can be clarifie'd'to the satisfaction of
the opposing parties, the fourth--the value conflict--becomes clear.
and can often be more amicably resolved.

In Wonderland, Alice was constantly challenged by the Wonderland
creatures because she did no7 make sense to them. The fault, she
charged, lay fith them because she used words properly. "People,"
she said, "should mean what They say, and say what they mean." We
could all avoid a lot of trouble if people could abide by Alice's
philosophy. One of the ways th_t would help bring this abOut is to
clear up the issues of 'definition--how words are going to be used.
It is a harder task to get agreement over questions of prediction
because we cannot observe the future. However, this is the area of
disagreement where economists can be helpful. It is their job to
predict the effects of alternative policies.

If the issues of Fact, definition and prediction are clarified,
then the value conflict becomes clear, and the parties to the dispute
have a sour. basis for determining what can be compromised and what
cannot be compromised. If both parties know what is,at stake, they

- c LAI ate--the a_tter n at .1-v e-costs ---
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they know the priorities of demands of their adversaries they can
bargain for an agreement in which they can successfully trade off
one concession for enother. Or, they are in a position to calcu-
late the cost of continuing the conflict.

Assume, for instance, in a labor management dispute that the
union is asking or an hourly wage hike of 200 per hour, a four-day
work week, a guaranteed annual income for all current union members
and an improved pension plan for retiring workers. Management offers
100 per hour, will not agree to the workweek or the guaranteed
annual income, grants hal of the improved pension benefits, and
demands complete power to alter job assignments and lay off workers
when automated equipment is introduced. The union coun'iers with the
right to strike over disagreements about job reassignments and Jay-
offs due to automation. Things look pretty messy, but if both
sides can identify which demands .are most important, they may be
able to come to an agreement. :Let's say' in this case that nanagement
agrees to work out the introduction of automation with the union and
to guarantee all union members continued employment. The union
drops its deands for gua;antced annual income and tho four day week
on the grounds that a mutually satisfactOry plan of job reassignment
is worked out in the event of automation.

Of course, a further concern in a dispute of the sort described
above is whether this agreement is in the public interest. 'What
are the consequences of this agreement to the public welfare?
Again, economic analysis s useful in determining public interest,
for an ageemert between adversaries is often reached et the expense
of some other group whicn is not represented in the negotiations.

Summary

The ultimate aim of our democratic society is to pro;Aote the
general weinre. Tic econum.e 71spect of this welfare is expressed
in five economic peals iffecting ne allocation or resources: free-
dom, justice, progress, stability and security. Because individuals
and groups :::',agree about -ihe meaning of' these goai3, they arc often
in conflict over how ecnrce resources should be allocated. It is
the function of demeci.ltic government to pursue policies which avoid
controversy, if possib:2, and to sc+tic disputes throu0 decisions
which promote tl;(-1 inte-osts of the public am which satisfy those
affected so the t socinl ctivities continue.

Much of the Ji;ficelty in resolving conflicts arises when indi-
viduals and groups adhere dogmatically to a particular solution to
a problem. Problems like these can best be solved disagreements
over facts, definitions of words, and predictions about future conse-
quences can be eliminated so that the value issues are clearly evi-
dent.. Hopefully a comprom:.se policy can be reached which reflects
a reasoned comparison of the pre;erences of those in conflict with
the major alternative soluUons to the problem.
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Every society is characterized by its particular ways of making
economic decisions--by its own unique customs, forms of government
decisions and market bargaining. A common ideological dichotomy
is made according to whether or not command (public control).or mar-
ket bargaining (private control) is emphasized in economic decision
making. The ideologies of free enterprise capitalism and socialism
describes these types of economies in terms of an ideal, and the
advantage of the ideal system forms the basis of the ideological
justification of that type of economic organization.

Analysis of ideal economies can be very valuable because it
permits one to start to develop a consistent value system and it
gives one .a frame of reference for comparing the operation of the
real economy with that of the ideal; 'However, the fact that the
ideal differs from the actual conditions complicates public debates
over economic policy changes. Controversy about proposed policy
changes are often blurred and intensified when the disputants create
issues of fact and prediction by confusing the real economy with
the ideal.
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CHAPTER 7

A SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF'ECONOMICS

I. Looking Backward

Having completed Unit I, we are now in a position to review and
to organize the material in a systematic way. Unit I has been
concerned primarily with the presentation of a set of concepts and
ideas which, when brought together, provide a frame of reference
for studying economics. They are the conceptual structure upon which
ECON 12 1s.based. This conceptual structure should permit you to
see how all the parts of economics are related to each other and how
economics relates to the physical and social world. There are, of
course, other ways to organize the concepts of economics, but this
will serve as.a model of how the subject can be organized. The
conceptual structure is presented in the two following diagrams.

Diagram No, 1-shows how the various concepts presented in Unit
I are related. These relationships show that in LOON 12, the need
to study economics arises from the condition of scarcity--the condi-
tion in which wants are greater than resources.

These concepts all come from the basic assumptions that scar-
city exists, that conflicts over scarcity are normal, and that
through social organization people try to increase production of
want satisfying goods and services in order to attenuate these con-
flicts. On the page facing the diagram, these concepts are presented
in a series of statements on how the concepts are related. Al l of
these concepts and statements should be familiar to you by now.
The chapter designation after the statement gives the chapter in
which the idea was introduced. You can go back and review or
question your instructor if the idea does not strike a bell.
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Economics is the science which studies behavior as a relationship between ends
and scarce means which have alternative uses. (LESSON' I and 8)

The fact that at any one time human wants are greater than available resources :

creates a condition of scarcity and the need for people to organize into community
life to make more efficient' use of resources and to attenuate conflict.

(LESSON 2)

The cultural and physical environment establish,the limits within whiCh an
economy functions. The forms of decision making (custom, autnority and market
bargaining) and the goals of society (the, relative importance of justice, free-
dom, security and progress) determine the characteristics of an economy.

(LESSON 5 and 7)

Studying an economy means studying the society's system of economic institutions
to determine how effectively the individual institutions perform their function
in the system (micro-economics) and how effectively the total economic system
(ecbnomy) operates to satisfy the people's material wants (macro-economics).

(LESSON 6)

A society's economic institutions are the total of group organizations which
perform its economic functions: they make the four basic allocation decisions
(what, how, how much and to whom) decisions about the use of scarce resources and,
on the basis of these decisions they carry out the primary economic activities.

(LESSON 5)

The process of allocating scarce resources involves a normal condition of con-
flict. Economic organization attenuates and resolves conflicts and in so doing
the economic organization changes to reflect the relative power of the contending
economic interest groups. (LESSON 7)

Through specialization of production, societies make scarce resources more pro-
ductive. The proof that specialization increases productivity is stated as the
theory of comparative advantage, and the existence of a limit to the productivity
of a resource is asserted in the law of diminishing returns.

(LESSON 3)
Production specialization necessitates distribution and exchange; money is needed

to facilitate exchange. The dependence of people on more.y for purchasing power
leads to the creation of forms of credit which further facilitates exchange by
expanding people's purchasing power. (LESSON 4)

Through savings and investment a society creates and accumulates wealth (capital)
which increases production of want-satisfying goods and services.

(LESSON 2 and 3)

An economic system grows (accumulates capital) through a constant process of want
satisfaction, want creation, and want satisfaction, etc.

(LESSON 2)
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Diagram No. 2 shows most of the same concepts in another way. The purpose of
this diagram is to show how an economy changes and grows so that a society can use
its physical resources to satisfy the ever changing wants of the people making
up that society. It shows how economic organization relates the physical world
to society.

The circles are all the same circumference because, in a sense, they repre-
sent different ways of looking at the same thing--the earth, change in any one- -
the earth, the society, or the economy--changes the others. The arrows indicate
the primary directionS of change and the three worlds together describe a changing
system. Changes generally also mean that the economy is growing and this diagram
shows how a society, through savings and investment, accumulates capital and increases
its productivity.
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You should now be able to understand these diagrams and their contents and
to use them to review Unit I. If you do, you will have the economic frame of
reference you need to study the economic problems which are presented in Units
11-1V. Diagram 3 shows how these ideas are related to the Units which follow.
During the remaining part of the course you will probably have occasion to refer
back to these diagrams on numerous occasions. Use them as your frame of reference
for what you are studying. If ever you do not'understand what you are studying or
how it relates to economics, ask your instructor to return to the diagrams so
that the class can identify where you are on them. In this way, you will not get
iost or confused and the rest of the course will be much easier to understand.
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II. Concluding Remarks--A General Definition of Economics

By now you should know that economics is the study of the way people make
decisions and organize into groups to use scarce resources. The purpose of this

final section is to further clarify your understanding of economics by arriving
at a more precise definition which will permit you to distinguish between what is
and what is not economics.

For this purpose we will analyze a famous definition made by the English
economist, Lionel Robbins:

"Economics is the science which studies behavior as a relationship
between ends and !-.:arce means which have alternative uses."

This is a very broad definition; but it is useful because it pinpoints four
important characteristics of economics: (I) it is a science; (2) it is a
science which studies social behavior (it is a social science);. (3) the subject
of study is human behavior as a relationship between ends and scarce moans; (4) the
scarce resources have alternative uses. Thus, this definition describes economics
as a science--a study which uses scientific methods. In addition, itsdefines the
subject of economic scientific study as any human behavior related to atlocaling
resources among alternative uses.

Economics as a Social ScienCe

The sciences are divided into two broad groups: (I)the physical and natural
sciences (2) the social or behavioral sciences. All of these sciences study
behavior of physical particles--physics, chemistry and geology fall in this
category. Increasingly the physical and natural sciences are being merged in
such studies as bio-physics or bio-chemistry, that is, biology + physics, or

biology + chemistry.

The social sciences study the behavior of human beings in a social setting,
that is, people in group activities. The social sciences 'include economics:
anthropology, sociology, political science, etc. the boundaries between these
sciences are historical but, just as with the physical sciiences, theboundaries
are becoming less distinct and the studies are merged. Brief definitions ,of

the major social sciences areas follows:

Anthropology - the study of the physical and cultural character-
istics of man -- particularly in primitive societies.

Political science - the study of government and 'political power

Sociology - the study of society, the forms of groups within the
society, the interaction of these groups with one another and the norms
of behavior commonto the society.

242
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Social Psychology - the study of the individual in relation to others- -

including how his behavior affects and is affected by behavior of groups.

The social scrences overlap as in social-psychology, or political-sociology.
The reason for the overlap is the same as in the natural sciences--each science
is studying the sane behavior but from different viewpoints. For example, the
family is a grouPowhose behavior is Of interest to the political scientist (how
will its members' vote ?), to the psychologist (what are the personal interactions
within the group?), the sociologist (how does it function with other groups in
society?), and the economist (what does it earn, save, invest, and consume?).

In fact the current, accepted definitions of the different social sciences
describe the current boundaries, of the science, what .scientists in that field
usually study. On the other hand, Robbins' definition of economics is important
because it is so broad--it defines the subject of economics as any human behavior
related to the alternative use of scarce resources.

Economics as a Science

A science is any area of knowledge in which'the results of the investigation
have been logically arranged and systematized in the form of hypotheses and general
laws subject to verification. Whether or not an area of study is considered ..a
science depends on whether scientific methods and attitudes of study are emplOyed
by the student. The definition given above implies that the scientist is motivated
to 'increase knowledge aboUt something ardto make it available to others who may
wish to study the same thing. Essential to scientific study is interest in
learning more and in recognizing that any present knowledge may be discredited by
future investigations which uncover new facts. Also essential to science is the

desire to be systematic, to uncover general propositions'about how groups, people,
animals, molecules behave. .Finally, scientific activity is 'community activity.
Scientists depend on each,,other for information about new facts, new laws, new
insights.

The ability to predict behavior--human or non-human, organic or inorganic- -
is a necessary attribute of any science. .Obviously, it is difficult,to predict
an event with complete certainty unleSs the cOnditions'in which the eventjs to .

occur are .made specific. Describing the conditionS'and organizing the data,upon
which the prediction depends requires careful procedures. WheneVer'ene is going

to predict human behavior, it is important to- specify as closely as possible,
the conditions ,inwhich the behavior Will occur.'.0therw4se, it would be impossi-
ble to isolate those.things which actually,cause the everitto occur.

"The scientific method" is the phrase used to denote the orderly procedures
which scientists follow to make accurate observations of behavior and accurate
predictions. Methods differ from science to science, depending on what 4s being
studied, but these scientific methods consist of procedures,lika the following:
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I. The scientist begins with an idea about the thing he is going
to study. Usually the idea is in the form of a question or
problem. Economists often derive these hunches from construct-
ing and studying a model of the real thing being studied.

2. Next, he makes an informed guess as totwhat the answer is and this
is his working hypothesis. [high -poth -e-sisi An:hypothesis is
simply a prediction which is used as a guide to furcther investigation.

3. The working hypothesis allows the scientist to determine what new
data (facts or information) will help to solve the problem. As more
and more data is gathered, he changes his working hypothesis.

4. Finally, as more data is gathered, he will be in a position to state
his hypothesis as a precise prediction and test to see ifit is
correct.

5. If his prediction is correct, he can state the hypothesis as a valid
theory. If it is not correct, then he must re-examine the data he
has gathered, or gather more data, and restate the hypothesis and
test it again. He must continue this process until he can state a
valid theory upon which predictions can be made.

Major Areas of Economic Study--Pure and AppliedMicro and'MacroeconomicS

Professor Robbins' definition is complete but it is still too general for
practical use: For example, there are many things besides natural resources,
labor and capital which people find scarce. To most of us:.there is not enough
love or friendship to. satisfy our desires., Other men want.prestige and power
which by their very nature must be scarce... If everyone were equal socially and
politically, could there be.any prestige or power? Certainly, the tools of
economics are not designed for a scientific study of love,. prestige, or power.
Clearly, if the definition is to cover economics as it has been used throughbut'
this first Unit, then the Ends must be those which ran be satisfied by the goods
and services produced through organizing human and nonhuman natural resources.

Economics then, is the science which studLes.social behavior involving
relationship between wants, (which can be satisfied by goods and services) and
the scarce natural resources and capital, all of which have alternative uses.

Given this definition, it is possible:to specify that economics is con-
cerned with the huMan behavior men exhibit in such institutions as families,
business firms, labor unions, and government agencies when they are making
decisions on:

I. What to produce?

2. How to produce it?

3. How much to produce?

4. To whom the product should go?

24:4
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Studying one of these institutions alone or how two or more of them relate
to each other, is called MICRO-ECONOMICS because the study deals with a small
part of the total economic system. Studying how all of the institutions function
together as a total economic system, is called MACRO-ECONOMICS. Thus, a study of
how prices are determined in a single market is micro-economics. A study of how
prices in every market would be affected by a tax increase in macro-economics.

Finally, we can divide economics into pure and applied economics. PURE
ECONOMICS, whether it is micro or macro - economics, is concerned only with
describing, explaining, and predicting the behavior being studied. When an
economist is doing pure research, he is only concerned with how and why an
industry operates in a particular way, or how and why the economy responds in a
particular way to a change in interest rates. He is interested in increasing
our knowledge of the subject.

APPLIED ECONOMICS goes beyond pure economics in that it applies the knowledge
of pure economics to the solution of practical problems. If an industry is
characterized by too many monopoly practices, the federal government would ask
economists to advise it on what changes in its anti-trust policies would lead
to increased competition in the industry. Or, if prices were rising too fast,
the federal government would seek advice on how interest rate changes might be
used to stabalize prices. In both of these applications of pure economics, the
economists are asked to recommend changes in economic policy which will bring
about desired changes in behavior. In this, they are asked not only to predict
events but also to help make economic decisions which will affect economic
behavior.

Scientific methods are useful in learning about and solving any problem in
economics. For example, if a large school district wanted to establish special
programs for potential high school drop -outs and the cost had to be determined
so that the amount could be included in the budget, there would be various
questions which would have to be answered. First, it would be necessary to
predict how many drop-outs there would be, second, how would these potential
drop-outs be identified, third, what kind of program would be effective in
keeping them in school, and so on. If you were given this problem, you could
use the scientific method to solve it. This means that you would have to come up
with some ideas of what data you would need,. gather data, make hypotheses, and
continue the process until you had an accurate method (theory) of predicting how
many potential drop-outs there would be, of identifying them and of diagno,Ana
their needs so that a program for keeping them in school could be designed.
This is a problem in applied economics which requires both pure economic study to
help identify effective alternative courses of action.

2d:5
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Unit i

Lesson 1

Readings

ECONOMIC CONFLICT IN AMERICA - LABOR VS. MANAGEMENT

One of the clearest, the most continuing and significant economic

conflicts in the United States has been between employees and their

employers over the right of workers to organize unions and to determine

wages and conditions of employment through collective bargaining negotia-

tions. Collective bargaining refers to negotiations about wages and

working conditions between employees and a union representing some group

of workers.

Today the right to organize unions and to engage in collective

bargaining is guaranteed by Federal Law to almost all employees (excep-

tions include agricultural workers, civil servants and domestic servants.)

The basic law on labor relations is the Nation Labor Relations Act of

1935. It legalized labor unions and set up the National Labor Relations

Board (NLRB) to enforce the law by prosecuting employers who used "unfair

labor practices" to discourage their employees from organizing unions.
I

The following readings are documents which mark the beginning and

end of the struggle of unions for legality. eadin s 1 and 2 are from
gram:ter/ s

the first important legal iZtleerin our h s 'eft& shoemakers

case of 1806 in which the court ruled that unions were illegal conspir-

acies in restraint of trade.
2

From 1806 to 1935 most union activity was

considered illegal or else left unprotected by federal, state, or local

laws. Reading 3 is takeh from the preamble to the National Labor Relations

Act of 1935. This law declared that employers had to allow their employ-

ees to form unions and that collective bargaining was legal. In this way,

Congress transformed what had once been considered an illegal restraint

of trade into a legal restraint of trade.

I Additi onal background material is given in Reading 4, "Labor Unions in
America, 1790-"I935."

2
Anything which hindgo anyme i bu ing orieWksorliloitbinn is

0 o. .4746,6q-,
traint of trade:5/11Rgft tFrfia ft Al olv f radqteNuWrUs-eree- I '

can't sell alcohol to minors) but the government attempts to eliminate
illegal restraints of trade by any private party.

24
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BACKGROUND TO THE 1806 SHOEMAKERS STRIKE. This case, which reached the

Pennsylvania courts in 1806, resulted from a strike against the master

shoemakers by the journeymen shoemakers of Philadelphia. In this era a

journeyman was a skilled shoemaker who had finished his apprenticeship.

He owned his tools and hired out to a master-shoemaker. The master owned

the workshop and provided the raw materials from which the shoes were

made.

The strike grew Out of changes in the shoemaking industry which

affected the work relationships. between the journeymen and masters.

Traditionally, the masters had controlled all the steps in producing shoes.

They bought raw materials, hired shoemakers, supervised their work, and

sold the finished shoe to the public in their min retail shop.

As the cities and nation grew, so did the market.for shoes. The

masters ceased to sell directly to the consumer. Sales to consumers were

taken over by retail merchants. At first this change did not affect the

journeyman-master relationship but by 1790 the demand for shoes was

growing so rapdily that the masters had trouble supplying all the shoes

that were demanded. More effiCient means of production were needed.

The.merchantcapitalUst appeared in the industry and'reorganized pro-

duction.. ln.a very little'iMejhe master became dependent on the merchant-

capitallst, The increased number of retail; stores. brought the need for a

shoe wholesaler and the merchant-capitali5ftedame:the wholesaler. After

that, the master had: to: sell to the merchant' -capitalist who.. then sold to

retail shoe stores. In addition, because the merchant-capitalist had

larger money sources than the masters, he could buy large quantities of

raw materials at low prices. The merchant-capitalist became the raw

material supplier to.several masters. .Usually the merchant-capatalist

retained ownership of the raw materials and paid the master to work them

into shoes.

As a consequence of these changes in the industry, the functions

of the master shoemakers were reduced to.1) providing a workship and

2) hiring the labor (journeymen shoemakers and apprentices) to make the

shoes. The only source olAbrofit for the master shoemaker was the labor
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he employed. The ability of the merchant-oopitalist to buy from many

small masters increased competition among the masters. The masters

responded to the need to cut costs in the only way possible, they cut

wages and tried to hire cheaper labor--apprentices, men who had not qual-

ified as journeymen, women, and children.

The journeymen shoemakers fought back by organizing a union. Union

members would not work for masters who hired cheap labor. Also, when the

merchant-capitalist forced prices down and squeezed the masters too much,

the union journeymen retaliated by going on strike and cutting off the

supply of shoes.
3

These were the conditions in the Philadelphia shoe industry in

1806 when the shoemakers union struck against the masters. The shoemakers

were charged with criminal conspiracy (an agreement of two or more persons

to do an evil act togethe-) and on this charge its members were tried and

convicted.

The following two readings present the 'case for and against the

shoemakers. The first reading is the shoemakers argument which they

placed'in a Philadelphia newspaper, the Aurora; the second reading is

taken from advice to the jury by the judge who openly sided with the

masters andAirected the jury to find the shoemakers guilty.

3
When employees strike, they stop working and try to keep anyone else
from taking their jobs. (f they are successful, production is stopped.

24 1)
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THE SHOEMAKERS DEFENSE*

*John R. Commons, et. al., History of Labour in the United States, Vol. I,

The Macmillian Company, Copyright, 1918 and 1946, pp. 141-2.

The shoemakers, upon indictment, appealed the case to the public

and published the following vindication in the Philadelphia newspaper,

the Aurora.

" In the constitution of this state, it is declared . . . that the
citizens have a right in a peaceable manner to assemble together
fur the common good.' For fifteen years and upwards we have
assembled together in a peaceable manner and for our common
good, and to guard against the accidents to which industrious men
arc exposed to promote the happiness of the individuals of which
our little community is composed, and to render service to those
whom age or infirmity may have rendered incapable of labor. . . .

.The master shoemakers, as they are called after the slavish style
of Europe, but who are only the retailers of our labor, and who
in truth live upon the work of our hands, are generally men of

large property, to whom the suspension of business, though it is a
loss, is not so great a loss as the total suspension of the means of
subsistence, is to us who obtain our income from week to week.
These masters as they are called, ,and who would be masters and
tyrants if they could, or the law would allow them, have their as-
sociations, their meetings, and they pass their resolutions; but as
they are rich and we are poor they seed. to think that we are
not protected by. the constitution in rriceilii.g peaceably together
and pursuing our own happiness. They suppose that they have a
right to limit us at all times, and whatever may be the misfortune
of society, the changes in the value of necessaries, the encrease or
the decrease of trade; they think they have the right to determine
for us the value-of our labor; but that we have no right to determine
for ourselves, what we will or what we will not take in exchange
for our labor... . . If the association, of men to regulate the
.price of their own labor, is to be converted into a crime, and
libeled with the same reproachful terms /IA a design against the
freedom of the nation; the prospect is a very sad one for Pennsyl-
vania. , . . What we have here said, will inform the public, of
our conduct, and will shew that under whatever pretences the
thing is done, the name of freedom is but a shadow, for doing.
what the laws of our country authorise, we are to have taskmaster,.
to measure out our pittance of subsistence if we are to be tor;i
from our fireside for endeavouring to obtain a. fair and just sup-
port for our families, and if we are to be treated as felons and
murderers only for asserting the right to take or refuse what' we
deem an adequate reward for our labor."71-
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READING NO. 2

"The Shoemakers Decision"

excerpted from John R. Coalitions, et al; A Documentary
History of American Industrial Society, Vol. III, Arthur
H. Clark Company, Cleveland, Ohio, 1910, pp. 228-31,
233-35. (Modern paragraphing has been added, together
with explanatory footnotes.)

It i...proper to consider, is such a combination con-
the principlt:s of our law, and injurious to

(he )!.1:C Nvelfan:? The usual means by which the
prices of Nvork are regulated, asethe demand for the
article and the excellence of its fabric. Where the
work is well donc..., and the demand is considerable,
the prio.e will necessarily be high. Where the \vork
is 11 don't, and the demand is inconsiderable, thev will
unquestionablv he low. If there are. many to consume,
and few to work, the price. of the article will be

. . .
Ly,lt if were are few to .consume, and many

to Work, the article must be low. Much will de7
rend too, upon these circumstances, whether the
materials are plenty or scarce; the price of the com-
modity, will in consequence be higher or lower. These
are the means by which prices are regulated in the
notural course of things. To make an artiicial regula-
tion, is not to rep:. ard the excellence of the work or
quality of the. material, but to fix a positive and ar-
bitrary price,*governed by no standard, controuled by
no impartial :)erson, but ependant on the will of the
few who are interested; this is the unnatural WZI`Ir of
raising thc prIce of goods. o7 woric. This is independent
of the number of custorners, or of the quality of the
material, or of the number-;:who are to do the work.
It is an unnatural, artificial iileans Of raising the price
.of work beyond its standard, and taking an Undue ad-
vantage of the public. Is the rule of law bottomed

-
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,!oon nrinciples, nerntit or ".(1f-t"-:.: Tt
.C1.01(.11(:::*-044 it On the 4."007i!ip; of he geftoral

COrrt;:le7"(.7': 'of the .city. c tacre a!:v man. \NTH mit c:1:-
culiv:c (if 1.-!is is tolerated) at what !)Tee he may 17afcly
contract to deliver articles, for whicb he may receive
order, if he is to be regulated hy the iourney!nen in
an arbitrary jump from one pi-ice to anoiher?/ It
renders it impossible for a roan, making, a contact for

'arc Such Lr00d, 10 know whether
he shall lose or gain by it. if he makes a la7.;c contract
for goods to-day, for delivery t three, six, or nine
)r.onths hence, can be calculate what the prices will be
then,' if the journeymen in the intermediate time, are
vermitted to meet and raise their prices,laccordin,2; to
their caprice or pleasure? Can he fix the pricez-)f, his
commodity for a future day? It is impoil:3ihle that any
man ca P. carry on commerce in this way. There Cannot:
be a large contract entered into, but what the contractor
will make at hi ',led!. He may be mined by the dif-
ference of prim; made by the journeymen. in the .inter-
rpediate time. What the:: is the ooeration of this kind
or.conduct upon the commerce of the city? it exnose!:.
it to inconvenieneetz, if not to ruin; therefore, it is
again: the public welfare.:71Tow does it ooerate upon,
the defen(lants? We see that those who are in indir--nt°
circumsi-inces, and who have familie to maintain, and
who ge!: their bread by their daily labour, have de-
cIa re br,re ir,:)on oath, that it NNTS impossible for dicn, to
hold .01.1., t.he maters might do it but they could not:
and it has been admitted by the witnesses for the de-
fendams, that Stich persons, however sharp and pressinf.?..,
t!)eir neccss:tics, were obliged to stand to the tm'n-iwt,,-)
O neVCr ..?..!CrIvard!I to be employed. They were inter-
dieted from all busines:.1 in future, if they clic! not coo-

1. The price which the journeymen wished to set
was the price of their labor, that is, their
wages.

2. The price here is the price the manufacturer
who employes the journeymen shoemakers
charges for the shoes he sells.

3. Indigent is poor or without money.

4. To hold out is to stay out on strike.

5. To stand to the turn-out meanIt to go on
strike in obedience to the decision of the
membershipeunion.

eik
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n÷ftrr-4)-(3-1448. One man deter-
m:net: no, to work under a certairt:price and it may be
!Idiv.7dna!!v Ihe opinion of all: in such a case it would.

!)e lawfu... in each to refwe to do so, ..or if each stands,
alone, either may extract from his determination when
fl' pleast.s. In the turn-out of last fail, if each member
of the hody had stood alone, fettered by no. promises to
the req, matp,T of them might have changed theiropinion
a..-; to the price of wages and tone to Nvork ; but it has
1)c...en pjvcr: to you in evidence, that thc!,y were bound
down by their s.greement, and pledged by mutual. en-
?:agements, to persist in it, however contrary to their
own iut!gment. The continuance in improper conduct

the:-efore well be a.ttributed to the combination.
The good sense of thwe individuals was prevented by

/ this atrrecment, from having its free exercise. -

. _

snIC ntP, go lArther than savilll,r,
v. rk (1111e..;S they all ..7,ot the Nval.r,es delitandt..klh:,' the
majority; is this freedom? is it nyt re:ztraining, instead..
of promoting,, the spirit of '76 when men expected to
have no law but the constitution, and laws adopted by
it or enacted by the legislature in conformitv"to it?
Was it the spirit of '79, that either masters or journey-
men, in re1110,ting the prices of tiir commoditif;s
should set. up. a rule contrary to the laW of their coun-
try? General and individual liberty was the spirit of '76.
it is our first blessi!L,;. It has been obtained and will be
maintained . .
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READING 3

THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT, 1935

"Section 1. The denial by employers of the right of employeei to organize
and refusal by employers to accept the procedure of collective bargaining,
lead to strikes and other forms of industrial strife or unrest, which have the
intent or the necessary affect of burdening or.obstrueting commerce

"The inequality of bargaining power between employees who do not possess
full freedom of association or actual liberty Ofcontract, and employers who
are organized in the corporate or other forms of'ownership association sub-
stantially burdens and affects the flow of commerce, and tends to aggravate
recurrent business depressions, by depressing wage rates and the purchasing
power of wage earners in industry and by preventing the stabilization of com-
petitive wage rates and working conditions within and between industries.

"Experience has proved that protection by law of the right of employees
to organize and bargain collectively safeguards commerce from injury. Impair-
ment, or interruption, and.promotes the flow of commerce by removiva -attain
recognized sources of industrial strife and unrest, by enconragin exractices

fundamental to the friendly adjustment of industrial disputes Ari,/-g out of
differences as to wages, hours, or other working conditions, and by ret:orins
bargaining power between employers and employees.

"It in hereby declared to be the policy of the United States to eliminate

2
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the causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow of commerle
and to mitigate and eliminate these obstructions when they have occurred by
encouraging the practice and procedure of collective bargaining, and by pro-
tecting the exercise by workers of full freedom of association, self-organ-
ization, and designation of representatives of their own choosing, for the
purpose of negotiating the terms and conditions of their employment or other
mutual aid or protection."

READING 4

The following reading describing the half-century of labor union history

leading up to the passage of the National Labor Relations Act, is taken from

John Herling, Labor Unions in America, Robert B. Luce, Inc. Washington, D.C.,

1964, (pp. 21-25).

THE UNIONS COME INTO THEIR OWN.

With the creation of the American Federation of Labor 58867, trade unions
became an important part of the American scene. It was a period of spotty or-
ganization, of groping for a stronger hold where unions already existed. The
country became aware of the union voice in the shaping of democratic society,
even though the voice was not always clear, and was only one of many shouting
to be heard. Almost from the start, the AFL made the campaign for an eight-
hour day its major agitational and organizational cause. Through the Carpen-
ters' and Miners' unions, workers were educated to the need to fight for a
shorter working day.

With the first years of the new century, membership in unions steadily
increased. Nearly all labor organizations were craft unions, with the
exception of the mine, garment, textile, brewery and shoe workers. Ln the last,

craft distinctions were frequently, maintained, although coordinated within the
larger union. But the continual cycles of prosperity and depression continued
to exact their toll from workers' organization, though they did not destroy
them. Each time a financial Panic swept the country, the strength and influence
of unions declined, and their ability to bargain effectively with management
suffered.

Employers continued to fight against the recognition of unions as legiti-
mate bargaining agents for workers. Organization was, at best, intermittent.
The history of one union after another was a record of defeats and sometimes
of desperation, to the point where simple survival became the abiding goal.
When strikes broke out, they were frequently acconpanted by violence and blood-
shed. Even when advancer, were slow in coming, the determination to expand as

well as to consolidate persisted.

In New York City, the "sweatshops" of the garment industry, with their
immigrant workers, became a national disgrace. Not only d,d the miserable con-
ditions in the clothing workshops provide a particular challenge, they symbo-
lized the need to improve the lot of the immigrant and to establish him as a
first-class citizen. The struggle for union organization in the clothing trades
thus carried with it a deep emotional quality: the passion for recognition of

2
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workers as employees, as Americans, and as human beings. As a result of the
dramatic 1909 and 1910 strikes in the ladies' garment industry, important
American labor history was made: the union was recognized, a protocol agree-
ment was established to serve as a foundation for industrial self-government
through union-employer contracts in an industry made up of hundreds of rela-
tively small employers. The International Ladies' Garment Workers Union, and
later the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union, representing workers in the mens'
garment industry, became the stabilizing elements in their industries. Ano-
ther significant factor of this agreement was the acceptance of intervention
by outside persons--private parties acceptable to both labor and management--
who acted as intermediaries in developing peaceful understanding.

Such accomplishments were isolated victories, however. At best, the
sporadic advances of unions, and their efforts at collective bargaining were
offset by retreats in the fact of implacable employer hostility, governmental
indifference and, all too frequently, by fear or lack of interest on the part
of the workers themselves.

For the next two decades, which included the First World War--a period of
union advance, followed by a period of decline--the unions persisted through
a stubborn organizational will--and need--to live. Although the craft unions,
as the sources of skilled labor, continued to operate with confidence, the
pace of unionization in the large factories and mills of the mass-production
industries continued to be slow and insignificant. In steel, coal. and rail-
roads, powerful corporations developed highly effective strategy against
workers' organizations. Such efforts were successful not only because there
was no government policy which encouraged unions, but because powerful em-
ployers could convert existing laws into union-crippling machinery. Supreme
Court decisions also weakened or cancelled pro-labor legislation; the grounds
for such decisions were invariably "unconstitutionality."

Some legislation did survive, however, and the picture began slowly to
change. The Railway Labor Act of 1926 established procedures for bargaining
between unions and management, for the handling of grievances in the industry
and for the avoidance of strikes. For the first time, the unionization of
railroad workers was legally protected against employer interference. Both
employers and unions were required to "exert every reasonable effort to make
and maintain agreements" negotiated through labor organizations which had
the support cf at least a majority of the workers concerned.

During the entire decade of the 1920's, unprecedented industrial pros-
perity had failed to reflect itself in workers' salaries or in union power
and recognition. Indeed, the effect was quite the reverse. Emboldened by
their financial success, mere powerful than they had ever been before, large
corporations and industries sought to suppress and discourage unionization.
Aany even went so far as to offer their workers benefits of various kinds- -
a practice that came to be known as "welfare capitalism." Some employers who
offered such benefits were certainly motivated by considerations of decency;
more often, they saw the benefits as new and highly effective means of com-
bating unionization.

!;;..

In 1929 came economic POIAPPe, followed by the depression of 1930 to
1933, the most devitAtat,ing.-in:Amprican history. Unemployment was pervasive;
unions were fast losing their, strepgth. Jobless men and women have no income
with which to pay un4ondtlea.Aloat unions saw a rapid decline in membership.
Yet, throughout thia qnhapilx,:pegod, the core of the labor movement remained
firm, at the same tirea:t;lat, bia,business--no longer economically impregnable --
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began to lose prestige. The confident ...aLeions over the years that business
leaders could alone preserve and push the economy to record heights, with con-
sequent benefit to all, were tragically disproven. Employers for the first
time found themselves on the defensive, and remained that way for some time
to come.

With the election of Franklin Delano Roosevelt to the Presidency in 1932,
labor entered a period of increased stature and influence. Roosevelt, in his
"New Deal" reforms, made it plain that his administration did not think of or-
ganized labor as a menace, but rather as a creative and progressive aspect of
the American economy and of American society. He fashioned a new political
environment, in which legislation was passed giving unions equality, before the
law. Within this friendly climate of opinion, unions began to grow and develop.

Shartly before Roosevelt was elected, a law had been enacted which marked
a significant gain for labor as well as a change in Congressional attitudes.
The Norris-LaGuardia Act of 1932 stated in no uncertain terms that workers
possessed the right of self-organization, and that the defense of free collec-
tive bargaining between labor and management was thereafter the public policy
of the United States. Specifically, the Norris-LaGuardia Act broke down many
of the barriers and restraints erected by the courts, which would frequently
issue injunctions--restraining orders--against even the most normal and peace-
ful activities connected with industrial disputes. From now on the individual
worker was to have "full freedom of association, self-organization, and desig-
nation of representatives of his own choosing, to negotiate the terms and con-
ditions of his employment..." He was to be "free from the interference, res-
traint, or corecion of employers of labor, or their agents, in the designatidn
of such representativCs or in self-organization or in other concerted activi-
ties for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protec-
tion." From that time on, the courts were no longer usedby employers 'as al-
most unilateral (one-sided) instruments for the suppression of organized labor.

READING 5

(This reading is quoted from "The San Francisco Chronicle,"
Thursday, Nov. 3, 1966. 'Science and Hunger A Growing Gap'
by David Perlman, Science Correspondent.)

HUNGER AND SCARCITY

While hunger and malnutrition spread to new millions of explosively rest-
less people each year, science keeps developing new techniques that would vast-
ly increase the world's ford supplies.

The production knowledge from the laboratory never seeme to reach primi-
tive farmers in time to stave off starvation; and if it does, barriers of
politics, cost and ancient custom keep crop levels down and food quality poor.

Right now food output in Asia, Africa and Latin America is dropping dis-
astrously; the food dole from surplus-growing countries is rising.

As a result, :No-thirds of the world's people are hungry today, the new-
est estimates show. Fifteen per cent are badly undernourished; protein malnu-
trition is by far the most massive public health problem in the world.

The irony of hunger in a world of technological advance was underscored
here yesterday at a meeting of the American Public Health Association, where
experts discussed the hopes and barriers of adequate nutrition.
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Dr. William R. Pritchard of the University of California at Davis des-
cribed, for example, the many ways that exist for enriching the proten con-
tent of the world's 44.

In South Americe.4:concentrated product of cotton-seed meal, yeast,
minerals and vitamins is being added to local grain flours. In South Africa
the rotein-poor corn diet of some areas is being enriched with a concentrate
called Pro-nutro-made of peanuts, soybeans, fish flour and skim milk. Seed
concentrates are potentiallyvaluable everywhere--but little used.

The seas too are an abundant protein resource exploited badly, Pritchard
said. Fisk production could be doubled right away without endangering marine
resources.

Technology could also be harnessed now to harvest the hundreds of millions
of .tons of protein-rich plankton in the seas, which are now used only here and
there in Asian countries..

There's plenty of animal protein in the world, too, he added; the world's
population, in fact, balanced.

But underdeveloped countries hold 60 per cent of the livestock but pro-
duce only 20 per cent of the 'milk, meat and eggs. The reason: failure to
use scientific principles of disease control and animal husbandry, Pritchard
said. .

Only recently'scientists at Purdue University discovered how to manipu-
late. the genesof corn plants to increase their yield of protein nutrients by
70 per cent. Pritchard called this a "major technological breakthrough of
immense importance."

:Laboratory studies are.now under way, Pritchard said, that bear promise
of increasing supplies of edible protein. Some of these processes, he said,
particularly those exploiting petroleum, might even double the world's pro-
tein supply--some day.

But the problem.remains,of feeding people now. And the barriers are
tremendous, according to Dr. John C.. Cutler of the Pan American Health Or-
ganization in Washington.

akepolitics:' Guatemala's government, Cutler noted, has slashed the
incidence of goiter in the country from 30 per cent down to 7 per cent in
four years, simply by iodizing salt, But in two other Latin American coun-
tries where the government has a salt monopoly, goiter is still a major prob-
lem.. One government won't pay for the equipment; the other won't use it for
fear of creating,unemployment in its antiquated salt industry.

Illiteracy is a major barrier too: In countries where literacy has in-
creased recently from 50 per cent to 80 per cent, food production has jumped
seven-fold, Dr. Cutler said.

Education, transport, national trade policy and capital investment are
all vital factors in feeding people, Dr..Cutler said.

Improvements in nutrition require planned development on a broad social
and economic front. Large segments of the world's population must be brought
into the 20th century."

2G0



LESSON 2 READINGS 78

11.,ADING NC. 1

"The Import: ice of Capital"
f;som Robert L. ileilbroner, The iv .IkinE of L;couomic

Cr?ciety,'PrenticeHall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
1.962, pp. 89-90

".6.The 1..ey to higher output lies in 'enhancing the human energies of tie
c,:mmun!t;,. with ti:^ leverage of industrial capital. Our analytic understanding
of growth must begin by looking further into this extraordinary power which
capital 1)ossesses.
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ca' -it:41

cor,...,.?sr_s
can enhance. mart's po.,.er- to pelf:on:I

work. An un3!!..7;:d stone: 1:: capital the c5ve

1:111% Sdio it as a huntitz implcincnt; A hc..2 is capital to a
pf.ain.nt; a road is capital to Lilt: in!latit...mts of a mo'../trn in

is cap;ta!, tot; --inder:d, perhaps tlz,n

pus of sr,cit.:ty's stuck of capital.
VITA of capitol, ustlally confitt

t.-.. er,pitc:.1 goodstl.c stoct- tooTs, equipn ent. ro.%-

cl:hi,N, ba;1,ii:).i.;'; which socicty prr. sli.:c(..; in order to
ti prc.c?...!;:tion i.locess.4 All these:: have one cfre;:t in

coritmo,..I 01.2 proce.s;;: to
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the aid of thaz capital. CapP:l is then:fore a

r:17,S:71'; carita is art

ot..t.t.out a givcn sliati of titr.e. For exarap1::, a. forty-hour

typical USing pcv.::-.driven

can physir:c..y wo:C..zing It..:Ans.

with Cir... s71111)12y t,ols of half cer.tury oz.:). pr.t it dill-on-21111y, in'

day a modern out as muz.11 output as his coun-

teTart oF 1:00 in a full. t.hrz 1.,Aoller.-1 '...-;111:er works

hot becau-e h.:: has at his cor'o'na.( tliot:3:1rIds of dollar:

* Is money capital? It c rtainly is to the individual who possesses it.
But it is not capital for society as a whole. For money only rerresents
clims to society's real wealth, which is its goods and services. If an
individual's money disappears, he .loses his claim on those goods and ser

tri 9nd we can indeed say that.he has lost his "capital". But if all

money disopIerecl, wescovld not say that society had lost its claim on

its own wealth. It would only have to devise another system of tickets.
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worth of capital equipment rather than the few hundred dollars
worth available to a worker in 1000.

Why dccs capit;i1 make labor so much more productive?
The most important reason is that capital goods enable man to.

use principles and devices such as time levcr and the wheel, heat and
cold, combustion and expansion in ways that the unaided body can-
not. Capital gives men mechanical and physicochenrcal powers of
literally tr,ns-htunan dimensions. They magnify cn::,rmously. his
muscular strength; they refine his powers of control; they endow him
with endurance and resilience far beyond those'of the fic-:sh and
bone. In using capital, man utilizes the natural world as a supple-
ment to his own feeble capacities.

Another reason for the augmentation of production lies h the fact
that capital facilitates the specialization of mcn's labor. A team of
men working together, each man tending to cnc job alone in which
he is expert, can usually outproduce the same number of men, each
of whom does a variety of jobs. The prime example is, of course, the
auto production line in which a thousand men cooperate to produce
an immensely larger output of cars than could be achieved if each
man built a car by himself. Auto assembly lines, of course, use pro-
digious quantities of capital in the overhead conveyor heirs, the in-
ventories of parts on hand, the huge factory with its power system,
and so on. And while not all specializittion of labor depends on capi-
tal, capital is u,.,nally necessary .for the larg.r.cale indust-cial .oper-
ations in which specialization becomes not effective.
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READING NO. 2

"The Nature of Capital"
from Eugen V. Bohm-Bawerk, The Positive Theory
of Capital, G. E. Stechert & Co., New York., 1891, pp. 18-19

-
A peasant requires drinking watar. The spring is some

distance from his hour,e, Thcie 'are -various ways in which he
may supply h:s daily wants. First, he nray go to thr.:
each tine be is thirsty, and drink out of his hollowed hand.
This is the nio3t dircot way; satisflie.:tion follows immediately
on. elation. But it is on iriconvaajent way, for our pea.saut
has to take his way to- the well as often as he is thirsty. And
it'is ins,..J.Seient way; for he never collect and. store any
gr6.t Ci110. utiV -such as he recini,:es.for carious other. purt"GS.
Sr-cond, lie may t:.ke a log of -,-ood, holiviv it out into a kind
of pail, and carry his day's supply from the Spring to his
cottage. The advants3a is obvious, but it necessitates a

rolindabout way of considerable len6th. The 'roan must spend,
erhaps, a 0. ay el:W:1g out the pPol; before doing io he

must have felled a in the forest; to do thiA, again, he
must have ine.de an axe, inld co 011. But there is atill a third
w, v; in7:te,ad of felag one trc3 ho fells a nu.71-;L:-Aof tr.:: sp:its
and hollriws them, lays thoni end for and,. and $:0 e,nstruots.
a rt.nnel or :hone which hrings foil head of w:ter to his
cottar :ffere, bet,...etn the expenditu::e of the
labour and the at:Lining of the water we .1.1Lvea very ronad-

about way, but, the:1, the reEult is ever so much grc:-..r. Our
needs no longer tal.:e his v; Cary way from holue to well

with the heavy pail on his and yet he hcs a.ei-J,Istant
and nupply of the freshest water his 'very 6.:or.

.......
0 0 o every roundabout wv mcans the eillsting in our

service of a power which is stronger or MOM cunning than the
human hand; every e..zterision of the roundabout way means
an addition to the powers which enter into the service of man,
and the shifting of some portion of the burden of prodaction
from the scarce and costly labour of human beings to the
prodigal powers of nature.
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READING 3

These are readings that describe how round-about production works in two
important U.S. industries, automobile manufacture and telephone communications
(remember that round-about production means that several stages of production
are required to create finlshed goods). In the pursuit of greater effeciency
and higher profits businesses tend to integrate (bring'together) round-about
production: one business firm is involved in several different but related
production activities.

Vertical integration is the term that describes companies which own or
operate a number of establishments carrying out at least two of the stages of
production of a final product. Thus, the U.S. Steel Corporation mines its
own ore, ships it across the Great Lakesin its own fleet, smelts it, and
fabricates steel ingots into a wide variety of steel, products.

Horizontal integration exists when one business firm produces a wide line
of related goods. Producing several items is often more efficient than pro-
ducing just one:. costs can be reduced by 'baking use of what would otherwise
be waste; the same sales force can sell a whole line of products, and seasonal
variations in production and use of the fixed plant and equipment can be re-
duced by producing items Whose peak sales come during different months. Per-
haps even more 'important, a firm produces a line of goods or services so that
the firm's profits are not dependent on one product (don't put all your eggs
in one basket). .

A holding company,is a corporation which onus (holds) stock in several
other corporations. Often a holding company does not produce anything directly;
its business is to manage these other operating firms. Often vertically or
horieontally integrated firms are Organized as holding companies.

AUTOMOBILE MANUFACTURE, AMASS PRODUCTION INDUSTRY

The automobile industry is a classic example of mass production. More
than fifty years ago, Henry Ford applied the assembly-line principle to car
production. Instead of building one car at a time in a stationary location,
the parts were added one by one to car cheeses as they were moved through the
plant past the waiting workers. The production of 10,000 low-priced Model T
cars in 1909 marked the real beginning of quantity production.

Car manufacture begins on the drawing board. A design is finished about
two years before the model appears on the market. An experimental model is
built, subjected to laboratory and road tests, and corrections are made before
the design is released to the production departments. Before the actual auto-
mobile production can begin, the patterns, dies, machine tools and the neces-
sary fixtures ueed in making auto parts must be produced.

Machining the automobile parts requires extensive foundry equieeent.ae
well as special-purpose machine tools to do the necessary metal cutting, cast-
ings, forging, stamping, welding and heat treating. Castings are used to make
a number of intricately-shaped parts, from the cylinder block to the radiator
ornament. Crankshafts, camshafts, gear blanks, connecting rods, valves and
steering-gear parts are usually forged from steel. Hundreds of parts are formed.
by stamping presses, such as fenders, frames, gasoline tanks, .fens, wheels,
crank cases, rear axle housings, lamp parts, and dust shields. Many stampings

2 4
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are welded to form the body and its parts. The crystalline structure of
steel is changed by heat treating to obtain the desired properties of hard-
ness, toughness and strength. Finally, all these separate parts are shipped
in finished form to the assembly plants around the country.

The modern, automated assembly plant (covering several acres) is a jet-
age version of Ford's original 1909 production line; Henry Ford would gasp at
the sight of it. Assembling the more than 15,000 parts that go into a modern
automobile is like putting together a giant mechanical jigsaw puzzle. A cen-
tral scheduling unit of computers programs each car through the four main
assembly areas--body, paint, trim and chassis. Through precisely-coordinated
organization and plit-second timing, parts and sub-assemblies meet on the final
line at just the right moment to make each car exactly as ordered.

When Ford produced the Model T, all were identical, down'to the black
paint; Ford's only concession to consumer preference was to say, "They can
have any color they want as long as its black." The rainbow of colors com-
peting on our highways is evidence that mass production has learned something
about satisfying consumer preferences.

It was as an assembly operation that the auto industry began at the turn
of the century. Independent firms, for the most part, manufactured and supplied
the engine and body parts. When producers began to accumulate profits, they
started to manufacture their own parts. However, even today the auto manufac-
turers do not manufacture all the parts themselves. They prefer to maintain
two sources of supply as a precaution against total interruption in the supply
of any one component part. They keep their own parts factories operating at
a predetermined output rate and fill in the additional supplies they need from
"contract suppliers." The following list of General Motors Divisions illus-
trates the extent to which general Motors owned supplying firms in 1963.

Auto manufacturers have dealer outlets to distribute their products in
local comilaunities. Most dealerships are independent businesses operating under
sales agreements with an auto company. Under such agreements, the manufac-
turer sells exclusively through a limited number of dealers in a specified
area. In return, for giving this franchise privilege, the automobile producers
set sales quotas and prices, and eNcify the showroom and repair facilities
their dealers must maintain. In some instances, they provide part of the capi-
tal funds neceszary to run the dealership.

The automobile industry is a highly concentrated market; that is, a few
firms sell most of the cars. In 1965, General Motors produced 53 per cent of
the cars manufactured in the U.S., as contrasted with 27.5 per cent for Ford,
15.7 per cent for Chrysler, and 3.7 per cent for American Motors. General
Motors is not only the largest auto producer, it is also the largest corpora-
tion in the United States and in the world. Regularly, it has ranked first
in the Fortune listing of the 500 largest industrial corporations. In 1965,
its total annual sales were in excess of Z0.7 billion dollars, an amount
larger than the gross national product of all but a dozen countries in the
whole world. An indication of tragic inequalities between the"halm and "have
not" nations is dramatically revealed in the fact that the combined output of
the 54 smallest members of the United Nations (almost half the total member-
ship) is just slightly higher than the output of this one American corporation.

2 tz,
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LESSON 3 READINGS
=.= 1

THE NATURE AND IMPORTANCE OF INC.: Corporations in the U.S.

Baseball, Coca-cola, ice cream, W.Jsterns, come instantly to mind when we
think of the American "way of life." More important than any of these and in-
fluencing all is the corporate type of business. Since the beginning of this
century, corporations have become the American economic "way of life" because
more than half of the nation's income is generated by corporations, small,
medium and large. This impressive amount is paid out as salaries to employees,
as interest to creditors, dividends to shareholders, and taxes to the govern-
ment. The worth of physical plants and other assets owned by corporations are
of the same magnitude: half a trillion dollars, or about a third of our total
national wealth.

Corporations are most important in industry where investments are heaviest.
Virtually all public utilities and transportation businesses are corporations,
and corporations account for 95% of value added to final output by manufactur-
ing companies. Here corporations are concentrated in markets producing goods
for national and international distribution. Whereas the non-incorporated
manufacturing firms represent a small part of this sector of the economy and
produce mainly for limited or local markets, only 10% of our agricultural pro-
ducers are corporations, and services--restaurants, hotels, retail stores,
beauty parlors, barber shops--are largely unincorporated. About half the
retail and construction trades are incorporated, and most professionals such
as lawyers, accountants and doctors are self-employed. Although the majority
of corporations are relatively small (they have assets under $1 million), they
are relatively unimportant for they own less than one-fifth of the corporate
wealth. The overwhelming bulk of corporate investment, therefore, is in those
industries which require huge inputs of capital--transportation, communications,
mining and mass production manufacturing of steel, automobiles, chemicals and
petroleum.

What are these giants that have contributed so greatly to our soaring
wealth? Stated in the most general terms, a corporation is simply a business
enterprise chartered by the state. The corporation comes into existence through
the initiative of directors who submit a charter of incorporation to the
secretary of state of the state where they wish to locate their home office.
The charter specifies what the corporation's business will be, and, once granted,
permits the corporation to issue stock certificates and bonds to finance its
operations.

Corporations raise investment funds through EQUITY FINANCING (stocks) or
DEBT FINANCING (bonds, notes, and other forms of borrowing). Equity financing
means that the money is contributed by a corporation's owners. Thus, owning
stock certificates means having part ownership in the corporation and sharing
in its profits which are distributed as stock dividends.

Corporations are ficticious legal persons created by the state and, as
such, are endowed with perpetual life. They exist until legally disolved,
voluntarily by the owners or involuntarily by the creditors through bankruptcy.
In a world where the only certainties are death and taxes, corporations have
only taxes to fear. A corporation is distinct from its owners: it can sue
and be sued without involving its owners in any way. Because the corporation
is a legal person, the owners (stockholders) are not liable for debts or mis-
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management of the corporation unless the corporation goes bankrupt and even
then they have limited liability: the most they can lose is the actual
amount they have invested in stocks. These characteristics of corporations
explain the French and 'British equivalents of our Inc.: in France, they put
S.A. (Society Anonymous); in Britain, Ltd. (limited liability).

The widespread popularity of the corporate form of business is based on
the fact that it is a distinct legal person, and its legal characteristics
make it easier for the corporation's financial officers to raise money to
finance the enterprise. Investing in a corporation has definite advantages
for the stock or bond holder: the investor incurs only limited liability; a
person can divide money to be invested among a variety of different kinds of
corporate business enterprises; there is a choice of kinds of stocks and bonds;
finally, he can sell stocks or bonds at any time to any person willing to buy
them.

Even with the advantages incorporation offers, it is never easy to raise
large sums for a new and untried venture. That is why today most established
firms choose not to distribute all their profits as dividends to the stock-
holders, but rather choose to keep some profits to finance their new ventures.
New corporations, on the other hand, must find money. Special middlemen (in-
vestment bankers and brokers) perform the service of selling corporate stocks
and bonds.

A recent study by the Chase Manhattan Bank revealed statistics about the
sources of corporate financing. Over a period of eight years (1946-1953),
150 billion dollars was spent by U.S. non-financial corporations to modernize
and enlarge plant and equipment. Almost two-thirds, or 99 billion dollars
came from "internal sources." Internal sources are the profits which are not
distributed to stockholders and the cash reserves from depreciation allowances
set aside to pay for replacing old plant and equipment. Of the remaining 51
billion, about half was raised by short-term bank loans and some 18 billion by
issuing bonds or notes. Only 9 billion, six per cent of the 150 billion, was
raised by issue of stock.1

Most of today's great corporations grew up around the turn of the century.
Their growth required enormous amounts of money. The following-readings des-
cribe the functions of the great investment bankers of that era, personified by
J. P. Morgan.

The first is an excerpt from Thomas C. Cochran's, The American Business
System (Harper and Raw, 1957), p. 41. The second is a description of J. P.
Morgan Company, taken from the Report on Concentration of Monies and Credit,
by the Pujo Committee, February 28, 1913, House Report 1593 (Mem Trust In-
vestigation), 63rd Congress, 3rd Session..

1, Hacker, Louis, Pt., American Capitalism, Van Nostrand, 1957, p. 184.
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r. .. ...

THE ERA OF BANKERS

{excerpted from Cochran's The American Business System, Harper and Row, p. 41.)

By the early twentieth century many scholars and journalists believed that
during their lifetime capitalism in the Western world had fallen under the con-
Lrol of bankers and financiers. As business grew larger and more corporate,
the need for raising capital from the investing public brought the investment
banker into prominence until by 1900 he was conceived to be the most important
figure in a stage called finance capitalism.

The Rise of Investment Bankers

The rapid growth of big business after the Civil War brought an increasing
volume of large-scale security offerings in a market where capital for invest-
ment was relatively scarce. Competing with many attractive forms of local in-
vestment that could be supervised personally by the investor, shares or bonds

remote enterprises were difficult to sell. Only the large investment firm
with many contacts at home and abroad could readily dispose of a five or ten
million-dollar issue.

Consequently, about a dozen large investment banking houses took over the
initial underwriting of the financial needs of American big business. The
bankers regarded their relation to the enterprises that contracted for their
aid in much the same light as the family doctor regarded his patients. The
investment banker floated the original securities that brought the corporation
into actual life. When more money was needed for the growth of the young com-
pany, the same banker expected to be consulted about securing the sustenance.
He prescribed the arrangements for corporate marriages and the creation of sub-
sidiaries, aftd when, usually during depressions, the company became financially
ill and could not meet its obligations, the banker recommended a plan for re-
organization that would restore the patient to health. If corporate death
occurred, through liquidation and the sale of assets at auction, the banker
attended each phase of the proceedings, usually arranging the purchase of the
remains by a group of bondholders.

For the marketing of sizable security issues the underwriting house would
associate other large financial firms with itself in a syndicate. Each of the
leading investment banks, such as J.P. Morgan; Kuhn; Loeb; Lee, Higginson; or
Kidder, Peabody, had a group of "retail" outlets through which most of the se-
curities reached the public. Banks, trust companies, and brokerage houses did
the retail selling, but banks and trust and insurance companies also bought for
their own investment portfolios. .Consequently, it was important for the invest-
ment bankers to exercise influence in the affairs of these other financial in-
stttutions. In addition, considerable partil of the issue might be sold through
cooperating investment houses, "correspondents" in London, Paris, Amsterdam,
Berlin or other foreign money markets. Each of the big American firms, there-
fore, had to have important European correspondents or agencies. This some-
what informal worldwide financial network led to the term, generally used
invidiously, "international bankers."

The New York Financial Community

At the same time that the public marketing of securities was increasing
the business influence of the investment houses, the concentration of the head
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offices of the large companies in New York City was adding greatly to the
'size and power of a few commercial banks. From the deposits of oil, meat,
and mot".1 producers, the National City Bank, which had always specialized in
the financing of raw materials, rose to a leading position in city and nation.
Smaller in size, but almost equal in the financial importance of its chief
depositors from the fields of railroads and industry, was the First National
Bank of New York.

In addition to other metropolitan banks and trust companies, the four
major life insurance companies were located in New York. Trust companies
and life insurance companies were particularly good customers of investment
bankers.

Inevitably the major sellers of securities, the great commercial bankers,
and important depositors were drawn together, and the vigorous personality and
sweeping financial ideas of J. Pierpont Morgan gave a structure and force to
this community of interest that it might otherwise have lacked. Having failed
in the early nineties to get railroadmen to control competition by voluntary
agreements, he sized the opportunity offered by the ensuing depression to re-
organize several regional railroad networks, and place his representatives on
their boards. Believing that cooperation was the life of sound finance, he
brought about a number of mergers in the industrial field, creating such giants
as General Electric, United States Steel, International Harvester, and Inter-
national Mercantile Marine.

The Morgan First National City financial group and the other old invest-
ment houses were not the only big interests in Wall Street. The same upsurge
of inland production that had built up the great metropolitan banks had also
produced many new general entrepreneurs - that is, men who controlled many
companies, but whose occupation was buying, Selling, and coordinating such ven-
tures rather than taking an active part in routine management.

DESC1112TION OF J.P. MORGAN AND COMPANY

(Excerpted from the Report on Concentration of Monies and Credit, by the
Pujo Committee, February 28, 1913, House Report 1593 (Money Trust Investiga-
tion), 63rd Congress, 3rd Session.

J. P. Morgan and Company of New York and Drexel & Co. of Philadelphia
are one and the same firm, composed of 11 members.

General Character of Business - it accepts deposits and pays interest thereon
and does a general banking business. It is a large leader of. money on the New
York Stock Exchange. More especially it acts as a so-called issuing house for
securities; that is, as purchaser or underwriter or fiscal agent, it takes from
the greater corporations their issues of securities and finds a market for them
either amongst other banking houses, banks and trust companies, or insurance
companies, or the general public.

On November 1, 1912, it held deposits of $162,491,819.65 of which
$71,968,421.47 was deposited by 78 interstate corporations on the directorates
of 32 of which it was represented.

Summary of Directorships Held by These Members of the Group. Exhibit 132-B
shows the combined directorships in the more important enterprises held by
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Morgan & Co., the First National Bank, the National City Bank, and the Ban-
kers and Guaranty Trust Cos., Morgan & Co. through voting trusts. It appears
there that firm members of directors of these institutions together hold:
One hundred and eighteen directorships in 34 banks and trust companies having
total resources of $2,679,000,000 and total deposits of $1,983,000,0001

Thirty directorships in 10 insurance comapnies having total assets of
$2,293,000,000.

One hundred and five directorships in 32 transportation systems having
a total capitalization of $11,784,000,000 and a total mileage (excluding
ezpress companies and steamship lines) of 150,200.

Sixty-three directorships in 24 producing and trading corporations hav-
ing a total capitalization of $3,339,000,000.

Twenty-five directorships in 12 public utility corporations having a total
capitalization of $2,150,000,000.

In all, 341 directorships in 112 corporations having aggregate resources
or capitalization of $22,245,000,000.

The following companies were organized by J.P. Morgan and Company or had
members of the firm serving on the board of directors: Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway, the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, The Chicago Great Western
Railway, The Great Northern Railway, The New York Central Lines, The New York,
New Haven & Hartford Railroad, The Northern Pacific Railway, The Southern Rail-
way,.The Southern Pacific Railway, General Electric, and International Har-
vester Co., Lockawanna Steel Co., Pullman Co., United States Steel Corporation,
American Telephone and Telegraph Co., Consolidated Gas Co. of New York, Wes-
tern Union and Telegraph Co., and the American Can Company.

:=21G
FINANCING THE INFANT AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY

(excerpted from A Financial History of the American Automobile Indust, by
Lawrence H. Seltzer, Ph.D., Houghton Mifflin Company, 1928, pp. 19-24.)

Automobile Manufacture Early Sources of Capital

There was no lack of initiative even at the very beginning of American
automobile manufacture. By 1899, fifty-seven producing establishments were
already in operation, and by 1904, this number had increased to 121. Few of
the producers were endowed with more than meager resources; but both techno-
logical and financial factors made entrance into the business extremely easy.
and expansion of output did not wait upon the direct commitment of large
amounts of capital. Indeed, the growth of the American automobile industry
was characteristically the expansion of originally small enterprises that ob-
tained the bulk of their increasing capital from reinvested profits.

The early producers met the capital requirements of automobile production,
in Largest measure, by shifting the burden to owners of already existing aer-
tal equipment. The automobile was a new product chiefly as an assembled ue-.
its component parts were much akin to those of a number of other products.
a result of the previous development in the United States of the technic:tun
standardized interchangeable parts manufacture a technique whicl-! V-!Id

extensively employed by the sewing machine, bicycle, wagon, and other American
industries numerous establishments were in existence equipped with the tools,
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machines, and technical skill for the manufacture of wood and metal sub-
products. Specialized automobile factories were therefore not essential.
Orders for parts were given to scores of wood and metal-working enterprises;
carriage makers were available for the manufacture of "bodies;" and the pro-
ducers of rubber goods and electrical equipment soon added their contributions.
The chief business of the automobile producer, after the design of his product
and the placing of orders for parts was the assembling of the major components
and the sale of the completed vehicle. The process of assembling was a short
one; it required neither large plant nor elaborere equipment; and lands and
buildings were as often rented as purchased.

Thus, the bulk of the fixed capital required for the production of auto-
mobiles was not provided by the producers themselves, but by the parts-makers;
and the provision of this capital did not wait upon the willingness of its
owners to assume the new and large risks of automobile production proper.

The working capital burdens of automobile manufacture were similarly
shifted and distributed. The practice of purchasing parts made to order mini-
mized the current financial requirements for wages. The process of assembling
was not only short, but was often shorter than the credit period of thirty to
ninety days allowed by the parts-makers. And the demand for automobiles was
such that, in exchange for exclusive territorial rights for dealers and dis-
tributorS, the automobile producers were able (1) to exact advance cash de-
posits of twenty per cent or more upon. all orders; (2) to require full payment
immediately upon delivery of the completed vehicle (sight draft being attached
to the bill of lading); and (3) to ship cars immediately upon production, ir-
respective of current retail sales, according to a prearranged schedule with
each selling establishment. Thus, Senator James Couzens, who was an active
officer of the Ford Motor Company from its inception in 1903 until 1919, re-
plying to some questions of the present writer, decleared:

I recall that by a rule of the industry generally deposits from dealers
were a requisite to their securing cars and this in itself accumulated
quite a fund which could be used in manufacture. Of course, parts
manufacturers extended credit and were paid in accordance with the usual
terms in the industry.

Similarly, Mr. Roy D. Chapin, chairman of the board of directors of the Hudson
Motor Car Company, and one of the pioneers of the industry, explained in sub-
stantially the following language the conditions under which the industry oper-
ated as late as 1909, when he, with a few others, founded the Hudson Company.

It is said that the Ford Motor Co. started with $28,000. We started with
much less than that...Dealers' deposits often paid half the sum necessary
to bring out a' full year's production, and if.the assembling were effi-
ciently directed, drafts against the finished cars could be cashed as
rapidly as the bills from parts-makers came in...We-sold directly to dis-
tributors from the first. We looked for individuals of substantial capi-
tal and financial responsibility who would be sure to fulfill their en-
gagements.

Henry Ford was financed by a small group of Detroiters in 1902 under the
name of the Detroit Automobile Company. Disagreeing with his associates, he
joined another group for a short time, organized as the Henry Ford Automobile
Company. Unsatisfied still, he succeeded in enlisting the aid of Alexander Y.
Malcomson, a Detroit coal merchant, and was thus enabled to form the Ford

271
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Motor Company in June, 1903, with a total cash capital of $28,000.

The Buick Motor Car Company was formed in 1903 by Benjamin Briscoe, a
parts-maker, who had acquired rights to a model designed by David Buick. A
year later, the Company was taken over by a Flint, Michigan, wagon enterprise.
The year following, it came into control of William C. Durant, then a Flint
carriage manufacturer, who, a few years later, made it the nucleus of the
General Motors C ompany.

Briscoe, in the meantime, became interested in another model, designed
by J. D. Maxwell, one of the dozen prominent graduates of the two Olds enter-
prises. The Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company waa organized in 1904, an invest-
ment first of $10,000 and then another of $100,000, was procured from the
elder J. P. Morgan;1 after a few years of successful operation, this Company,
out of the ashes of which came the Maxwell and then the present Chrysler com-
panies.

The Packard was first produced by J. W. Packard, of Warren, Ohio, manu-
facturer of electric cables, in 1900. Henry P. Joy, a Detroit capitalist,
purchased one of the early models, and then persuaded some of his friends to
ioin him in acquiring a controlling interest iii the business and in moving
it to Detroit, where it was established in 1903. The Studebaker carriage and
wagon organization, after first choosing the electric vehicle, entered the
gasoline field in 1908 as distributing agent for the Everitt-Metzger-Flanders
Company, which it absorbed shortly after. The Overland, originally the pro-
duct of an Ohio buggy manufacturer, became important after 1908, when it was
taken over by John N. Willys, previously a bicycle and motor-car salesman.
Four graduates of the Olds enterprises interested a Detroit merchant, J. L.
Hudson, in a new design in 1908; with $10,000 of cash so acquired, together
with smaller amounts otherwise collected, the HudSon Motor Car Company was
organized a few months later.

The Risk of Automobile Production

Commercial bankers, from the beginning, had viewed the automobile indus-
try with great distrust, and its rapid development soon aroused their positive
hostility. Writers and lecturers in the banking fraternity cited the growing
popularity of the automobile as an ominous sign of extravagance, luxury, and
waste; the automobile was pictured as a siren, luring men to mortgage their
homes, to liquidate their investments, to reduce their savings accounts, to
divert purchasing power from all legitimate.channels of consumption and in-
vestment. Depression in the bond market, recessions in various branches of
trade, and other ills were laid to the motor car.

The hostile conservatism of the bankers, shared, in part, by other sec-
tions of public opinion, was accentuated by what appeared to be chaotic condi-
tions among the automobile producers. New promotions, some of them fraudulent
and most of them unsuccessful, appeared with great frequency. Each new com-
pany claimed revolutionary improvements in design, forcing older producers to

1. See Briscoe, "The Inside Story of General Motors," published in the Detroit
Saturday Night of January 15, 22, 29, and February 5, 1921.
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make similar claims with respect to each succeeding model and causing a con-
tinuous state of unsettlement within the industry. Large numbers of automo-
bile companies were born to but a few short months of life, and dozens were
swept away in the panic of 1907.

r

FORMATION OF GENERAL MOTORS

(excerpted from Walter Adams, The Structure of American Industry: the Macmil-
lan Company, c1961, pp. 317-320.)

General Motors was organized by William Crapo Durant, a financial genius
who had previously reorganized and revived the Buick Motor Company. Durant
believed that organization and finance were the prime requisities of a healthy
automobile industry. In his opinion, the high mortality rate among auto firms
at this time was due to the market's rejection of any one year's model; hence,
a shakily financed firm could neither survive such reversal, nor could it.cur-
vive a depression. A large firm, however, with adequate financial resources
and many normally successful makers could, according to Durant, weather the
storm and try again. With the objective of creating such a firm, Durant organ-
ized General Motors as a New Jersey holding company, which he hoped would even-
tually control all the principal auto manufacturers, in the manner of the great
"trusts" of the period.

By the end of 1909, General Motors controlled more than twenty automobile
and accessory companies (including Buick, Cadillac, Oldsmobile, and Oakland)
and was bidding for Ford and others. Ford was willing to sell in 1908 for
$3,000,000 in cash, and R. E. Olde --then with the Reo Motor Company-- also
demanded cash, which Durant was unable to raise. The following year, Ford again
was willing to sell (this time for $8,000,000), but the terms were still cash.
The General Motors Board of Directors approved the purchase, but Durant's Wall
Street backers thought the Ford enterprise was not worth so big a cash risk.
Thus, once again, Ford's intransigence had a decisive effect on the industry's
structure. It has been observed that Ford and James Couzens (who together
owned 68.5 per cent of Ford stock) still did not fully grasp the significance
of their Model T. (see: K. Sward, The Legend of Henry Ford, New York: Rinehart,
1948, p. 28). This would appear to be correct, since the net earnings after
taxes in 1911 were $7,579,334 and were to reach a peak of more than $120,000,000
in 1922. It might also be observed that Durant's backers did not fully appre-
ciate the Model T either.

The General Motors Company was successful as a producer, but under Durant's
leadership it often swallowed more than it could digest. In 1910, an invest-
ment banking syndicate came to the company's rescue with a large loan, ousted
Durant from the presidency, and assumed control. Thenceforth, the company's
production and financial policies were conservative until Durant regained con-
trol five years later.

By 1914 the succesof a low-priced car was firmly established. Noting
Ford's success in reaching this market, Durant joined Louis Chevrolet, who de-
veloped the small and "low-priced" Chevrolet Baby Grand. In 1915, Durant formed
the Chevrolet Motor Company of Delaware, which acquired the stock of all other
Chevrolet Motor Companies (including the original Michigan firm organized in
1911). Then Jonah swallowed the whale. Durant traded Chevrolet stock for Gen-
eral Motors stock until he had control of a majority of the oustanding common
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stock of G.M. When General Motors refused to take in the Chevrolet enter-
prise, Durant exercised his control and again became president of G.M. It

wan in this venture that the duPont family of Delaware gave backing to Dur-
ant, and Pierre S. duPont later becama chairman of the board. At this point,
the General Motors Corporation of Delaware, a holding company, was formed which
dissolved many of the subsidiaries, making them divisions of an operating com-
pany. With this reorganization there was thus created what is essentially the
present organization of G.M.

In 1917 and 1918, the duPont Company invested $50,000 in General Motors,
which provided some lucrative captive markets for duPont products and, years
later, ample grounds for an anti-trust suit. An important condition of the
Investment was that the duPont Company would assume responsibility for the
financial policies of G'.M. and that Durant would assume responsibility for
operations.

Durant was not content with the marriage of FOrd's idea (the mass-pro-
chiced cheap car), and his own idea (diversification and financial backing ;e

wanted more. While Ford was integrating his operation by moving into the pro7
duction of parts and basic materials, Durant sought to match this integration
by purchasing parts-producing firms. In some instances he also secured key
personnel by purchasing their firms--Alfred P. Sloan came with Hyatt Roller
Bearing, and Charles F. Kettering came with Delco. However, other acquisi-
tions were markedly unsuccessful, and all of them required funds. In 1920.

General Motors was caught with large inventories and short cash in declinir.g
markets for its many products. The firm was in trouble financially, and Du
ant personally attempted to support the price of G.H. stock on the market.
The duPonts, with the aid of J. P. Morgan and Company, came to G.M.'s rescue.
but Durant was forced'out of the presidency and into permanent exile.

It vas at this point that Pierre S. duPont beCame chairman, and under the
duPont influence G.M. continued, although more cautiously, to "broaden" the
profit base. This policy has taken three forms: (1) the gradual assumption
of parts manufacture, (2) the development of foreign markets, and (3) the de-
velopment and manufacture of products other than motor vehicles. It has cul-

.minated in making General Motors the world's largest corporation.

-EADI':
THE CREDIT REVOLUTION: THE GREAT (CASHLESS) SOCIETY

Scientiais claim that the advance of the last 20 years in the physic4ki
sciences exceed those of the whole earlier span of civilization. While eco-:J-

mists usually content themselves with less dramatic comparisons, there is no
doubt that some aspects of credit are changing rapidly. Although the expAn-
sion of purchasing- power through credit has existed for thousands of years,.
the growth in credit has accelerated over the past 150 years, particularly
refinements introduced since the turn of the century. In the last tee
with the widespread adoption of the credit card, consumer credit has expapd
enormously. Today, we all carry money. By the time you are middle-aged, it
likely that your pockets and purses 71111 no longer jingle; money may have! beep
replaced almost entirely by the credit card.

One bank official was recently quoted as saying that the U.S. is alreak
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"a long step toward a cashless and checkless society." He has a point. Al-
ready some 300 banks, the national credit card organizations, the major gas
companies and hundreds of retail merchants issue credit cards. A new develop-
ment is credit cards that cover all the services of a particular shopping cen-
ter. They make it possible to gas up the car, buy the week's groceries, eat
lunch and visit the beauty or barber shop all in, a single, no-cash, charge-it-
all visit. Another expert believes that present trends will continue to the
pOint where each person will have a bank account handled by a nation-wide com-
puter system. If you work for a company, he says, your income will be automa-
tically credited to your account. If you want to buy something in a store, you
will do it with a credit card which, when inserted into a reading device, will
transfer the amount from your account to the store's. If your purchasing power
'(thiE is, the funds in your account plus your credit) is not enough for the
purchase, presumably the computer will refuse to complete the transaction.

The following article on growth in the credit-card business
appeared in the August 22, 1966 issue of "Newsweek."

When Money's Tight, Just Put It on the Cuff

Banks have become a lot less stuffy since the days of green eyeshades and
spats, but a recent scene is the credit department of Milwaukee's First Wiscon-
sin National Bank would still lift a few eyebrows. There in the credit depart-
ment perched a talking parrot, screeching obscenities at the working clerks.

The parrot, appropriately nicknamed Debit, wasAan uneasy souvenir of First
Wisconsin's recent plunge into the hottest fray in bank merchandising--the cre-
dit card. The young woman who'had bought Debit on a credit card couldn't keep
it, because her parents wouldn't have the bird in Ole house; the pet store
wouldn't take it back, and the bank had already paid for it. "It had such a
foul mouth that we had to isolate it," one. bank executive winced.

Ultimately, the young woman moved into her own apartment and reclaimed
Debit. And despite the temporary embarrassment, First Wisconsin has no inten-
tion of abandoning its credit card. "It would be like trying to stop a snow-
ball halfway downhill," says Reynold Rusch, the bank's marketing vice-president.

Snowballing: The credit-card snowball is cutting a widening track through
the banking world. Some 300 U.S. banks offer credit cards of their own. Sous,
like Bank of America, have begun franchising their cards for use by other banks.
Some are offering ingenious plans combining the features of credit cards with
traveler's checks and limited overdrafts. And the major credit-card companies,
scenting a huge new market, are moving into the field with franchise arrange-
ments offered to local banks. The resulting competition is so intense that
bankers are behaving like circus press agents--even in Botson, where the State
Street Bank & Trust Co. is offering the BankAmericard in competition with First
National's Bancardchek plan. "We are marshalling an enormous salsa force to
call on every retail outlet in the area," says one of the rivals. "We plan on
making 14,000 calls in the next 90 days. We have some pretty young girls dressed
up like airline hostesses with magnetic smiles --we want to add a little sex
appeal to the thing, you know."

Bankers haven't always been this fond of the credit card. In fact, the
card became a way of life years before it made money for anyone; in the five
years after credit cards proliferated in 1958, one expert estimates, their
sponsors suffered losses of more than $100 million. Gradually, though, the
companies learned to sift out credit risks and program computers to spot irregu-
larities, just as'important rising volume improved profit margins. "Once you
have made your nut, so to speak," says Kenneth V. Larkin, vice-president of
Bank of America, "a 'mall arithmetical increase in volume can cause a large geo-
metrical increase in profits."
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In the longer view, the credit card makes eminent sense as a way to ex-
pand a bank's business. Frank Schumway, general manager of Michigan National
Bank's Bankard, estimates that half of the 100,000 people who have signed up
for the statewide system since March were not originally customers of its ten
member banks. "Of course," he adds with a smile, "they are now."

No Argument: Credit cards also help to cut down the mounting flood of
checks and paper that threatens to swamp modern banking. But apart from all the
advantages, sheer competition forces some banks to enter the field. As one re-
luctant California banker put it: "Who can argue with success? We may have to
join - we'd be the only bank in the state not offering cards."

Banks' customers, in turn, get the benefits of any credit card plus a few
more. With a line of credit available any time he needs it, a cardholder can
get an installment loan without any fuss at all. Often, it's as easy as check-
ing a box on a form that comes with his normal credit-card statement. Moreover,
he need no longer worry about overdrawing his checking account; any such over-
draft can be counted as a loan until he settles it up. (Some people, of course,
find this an irresistible temptation. One Atlanta cardholder strode into Citi-
zens and Southern last week demanding his credit be cut off, since he couldn't
trust himself).

As for the retailers, restaurants and other businesses that participate,
they pay fees under most plans ranging from 3 to 5 per cent charged the air-
lines to 7 to 8 per cent for smaller retail shops. But the good credit-card
plans attract new customers (one restaurant owner, for instance, credits his
credit-card trade with a 15 per cent increase in business) and cut down worries
over unpaid bills (a Wisconsin hardware-store owner adds that he is saving $3,000
to $4,000 a month on what it used to cost him to carry his accounts).

The new plans competing for this booming trade are both varied and ingen-
ious. Among them:

- Bankcardcheck, a combination credit card and traveler's check. Bank-
cardchek was introduced only last June by First National Bank of Boston, and
some 90 banks have signed up to sell it. The bank's subscribers get an iden-
tification card and checks worth up to $500, on which they can write the pre-
cise amount of purchases. Unlike most credit-card systems, a Bankcardchek is
as good as a cashier's check, and the retailer isn't charged anything for the
service. The user pays an annual fee of $5 to $7 and a small charge for each
check used; if he doesn't have enough cash in his account, he gets a prompt
loan from his bank. Bankcardchek gets a flat franchise fee.

American Express, which announced that it would offer its card to banks
as part of a package deal in which banks would also offer cardholders a line of

credit of $2,000 or more any time they need it. The banks will get $10 of the
$12 membership fee for each new cardholder they bring in. They also stand to
increase their loan business, since once the cardholder uses his line of credit
it becomes a bank loan for that amount (subject to the bank's usual interest
charge). American Express, for its part, takes full responiibility for any
unpaid debts.

- Diner's Club, with another franchising plan that will also go into op-
eration soon. As in the American Express plan, the local bank's name will be
printed on the credit card, and it will get $9 for each new cardholder. But

the Diners plan also gives the bank 3/4 of 1 per cent to 1-k per cent of card
volume, plus $4 of each year's annual renewal fee. In return, the bank must
take responsibility for accounts unpaid for 45 days or more.

- Carte Blanche, with a plan called "Banker's Club" that operates like
Diner's - with a line of credit and a feedback to the bank of 3/4 per cent of
volume.

While the clubs are launching their new programs with elaborate brochures
and teams of salesmen calling on banks across the land, banks are stepping up
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their awn credit-card activity. Bank of America last month announced that it
was going national with its highly successful BankAmericard (nearly 1.8 million
members, $185.9 million billings). Ten banks in other cities have already signed
up and are preparing to launch promotional drives for BankAmericard in their
areas. Bank of America competitors in California, meanwhile - and another group
of big banks in Chicago - are meeting regularly to work out universal cards of
their own. And New York's Chase Manhattan, after selling off its money-losing
retail credit-card operation in the early 1960's, is also studying a cooperative
deal.

Once in business, though, banks must still be wary. Life-on-the-cuff isn't
as beautiful as it looks. For one thing, there are the usual technical prob-
lems of dealing with a computer. A Phoenix executive was puzzled not long ago
when he received two letters from the Valley National Bank - one accepting him
for the bank's credit-card service, the other turning him down flat as a bad
credit risk. (The second letter was a goof and he was allowed to use his charge
card). And a Pasadena woman was incensed when a local Bank of America branch
issued her a credit card with a $1,000 line of credit. She stalked into the
branch, threw her card on the menagerie desk and threatened to withdraw her ac-
count "if that's all I'm worth to you." Since she was worth more than $25
million, she got all she wanted: a $200,000 limit.

As in any credit business, the gravest risks involve bad debts and out-
right fraud. Even careful checking can misfire at times. A Honda dealer in
Michigan recently called a local bank to set if he could sell a customer a
$250 motorcycle on his credit card. The bank approved, but the customer later
turned the Honda in on a Cadillac and vanished into the woods of northern Michi-
gan. Police are still trying to track him down.

Refinements: To curb abuses, the credit-card companies have hired detec-
tive forces and have pressed computers into service. Diners Club vice-presi-
dent Matty Simmons explains that "in the taut year we've refined the system to
the point that the machines single out heavy users or cardholders who may be
getting in over their heads." As a result, bad debts for the credit-card in-
dustry as a whole now amount to only about 1 per cent--half what they were in
the early days.

In many ways, bankers view the credit-card boom as a giant step toward
the so-called cashless society - a blue-sky idea which appears more possible all
the time. The dreamers see, for instance, a time when a company computer sends
a payroll tape to a bank computer, eliminating paychecks, then all purchases
would be made on a universal credit card. The bank then would simply move fig-
ures from one account to another, eliminating a cash or check payment.

The cashless society remains a long way off, and some customers at least
are just as happy. "It's getting to the point," grumbled a depositor at Dallas
Preston State Bank, "that they handle every damn thing except banking." But
the proliferation of services, like the credit-card boom itself, is what's
happening. As a California banker summed it up: "This seems to be what the
public wants. We've got to be competitive."
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LESSON 4 READINGS
Reeck-ee(1

THE KIOWA, A PLAINS INDIAN TRIBE

I. Geography and Resources

Buffalo was the principal resource for the Indian tribes who lived on
Great Plains, a sea of grass that could support immense herds. But re

ience on the buffalo--its meat as the staple food, its hide for clothing
and shelter (tipis) came only after the introduction of the horse to the New
4orld. The horses of the Plains Indians were descendents of those brought
by the Spanish when they first settled the southwest at the beginning of the
eeventeenth century. Yet, in little more than a hundred years, horses had
become part of tne landscape of the vast plains. Whether the Indians acquired
eoeses.by trading, by raiding, or by capturing some of the herds that ran wild,
their coming transformed tribes who had been nomads, moving about on foot (with
_only dogs to pull and carry), to highly mobile people mo.nted on horses.

The horse revolutionized the economy and social organization of the Pla.
'.:radians. Horses enabled the Indians to transport longer tipi poles and more

covers (they could make larger tipis and keep them warmer), to secure
many more buffalo by hunting and to accumulate greater food supplies because
they could carry sizable. surpluses from camp to camp. Of the dozens of trihe
%.7ho woved into the Great Plains, the Kiowa became one of the richest. Like tiw
others, they enjoyed the greater ease and increased efficiency the horse brought
But the Kiowa were almost unique in the way they also used horses as a means
'reacting and amassing wealth.

About 1830, before the white man threatened their way of life, the Kiowa
.;::copied a large, strategically-situated territory, and had formed an alliance
.wirh their Comanche neighbors with whom they often went on raiding parties.
'Their range was well watered, rich in grasslands, and the oeather was not too
bovereopen winters were the rule--altogether ideal horse country. It was
also choice hunting land; the road of migrating buffalo cut directly through
Crle heart of their country. Best of all, it was close to the source of wealth
they were within fairly easy striking distance of Mexican trading centers and
colonial settlements.

II. Social Organization

The tribe, numbering some 2000 members, was divided into some twelve to
fifteen bands. The band was the fundamental social group. Its nucleus was
an extended family to which were attached a few families of friends and hang-
ere-on. Its composition was fluid: newly - married couples tended to divide
Heir time between the husband's band and the wife's, and individual families
cou)d change their band affiliation at will.

The band operated as self-contained units, economically, socially, politi-
really, and, except for the annual tribal midsummer Sun Dance, even religiously
Though each man secured his own "medicine" (supernatural power and protectior).
a band tried to attract one of the tribe's ten medicine men (priests), each c)
whom ministered to one of the ten highly-venerated medicine bundles. Each
'bundle was served by its own medicine man, whose office was inherited. The
functions of these tribal medicine men were to settle disputes--they were the
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bearers of the peace pipes--and to supervise the fr2quent sacrifices, vows
and petitions made before the medicine bundles. In the dangerous life they
lead, Kiowa men had much to ask of the sacred bundles, most often for success
in war so that they could qualify for a higher rank.

Kiowa society had four ranks, or grades. To reach the highest rank, a
warrior had to Satisfy five requirements: (1) As they said, "He should look
handsome on a horse" (obviously they allowed for a noble animal to compensate
for its rider's looks), (2) he should have enough property to give some away,
(3) he should be generous, (4) he should carry himself like an aristocrat and
be courteous in manner, (5) he should have a distinguished war record. The
last requirement outweighted the other four.

The headman of the band was the chief man of the band's strongest family;
his authority came from his own achievements and not from the position he held.
His ambition to strengthen his own personal position and, by attracting fam-
ilies to his band to increase the size of his band, could be realized by gen-
erosity.

Generosity, as the Kiowa used the word, gave a special meaning to the
possession of property--it was the socially approved use of wealth. A man was
considered generous to the degree that he gave property away, not in his own
name, but in the name of a man, or woman, or child whom he wanted to honor.
Whether horses, food, fine hides, beautifully-worked garments--a gift publi-
cally given made the giver "generous" and in no way obligated the person who
received it. If a headman wanted to help a young, ambitious relative earn
his way to a higher rank, he would lend him a horse to join a raiding or re-
venge party, but if he wanted to establish his awn generosity, he would give
valuable goods away in the young man's name to publicize the latter's brave
deeds. By the quality and frequency of his giveaways, a wealthy man also
became a generous man.

The second-highest grade was made up of men with wealth--generous men of
noble personalities, men who had every requirement except the necessary war
deeds. In this grade were most of the medicine men, the able hunters, the
artists, the skilled herders of horses and other non-military specialists.
The third. grade included those who were poor, honest and eager to better them-
selves. These men attached themselves to wealthy relatives or to a band whose
chief was outstanding, and in exchange for horses lent them for hunting and
transportation (soMetimes to join a raiding party), they would give their ser-
vices to their benefactors. The lowest grade was made up of men poor in spirit
and possessions, shiftless, lazy, unreliable; they would even steal from their
awn, kin. To the headsman such neer-do-wells were a nuisance, but he did not
have the authority to expel them from his band.

Loss of rank was as clearly and formally established as was its attain-
ment. Lying, deliberate stealing and, especially, cowardice degraded a man's
rank.

III. Wealth and Rank

Warfare was of two kinds: the horse-raiding expedition and the revenge
party. The revenge party, primarily a matter of honor and courage (not wealth),
could number as many as 200 warriors.dravn from the whole tribe. It was a
quick affair, quickly over so that it would not interfere with.the serious work
of hunting. The horse - raiding expedition, on the other hand, was a small group,
anywhere from two to twenty men belonging to the same band. Since its aim was
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to secure horses, it could last as long as it took to ride keep into Texas or
Mexico, the favorite raiding places.

Whether for revenge or booty, the man who organized the enterprise was the
leader, and its success or failure reflected on him. If the party failed, he
would have a hard time recruiting followers for his next venture; if successful,
his following for his next project would be greater. The leader, the war chief,
was the man who initiated the enterprise; he commanded every aspect of his
party's activities: he chose the campsites, appointed the men to stand watch
(he himself took the night watch), to act as scouts, to find springs and tend
hourses; he performed the religious duties with his own "medicine" on which the
lives as well as the fortunes of the party depended. For the duration, from
the time the party left the encampment until their return, the leader's auth-
ority was,absolute; he was seldom disobeyed. Finally, he distributed the sto-
len horses among his followers. The raiding party was the road to riches.

Horses, for so the Kiowa counted wealth, were unevenly divided among the
individuals. Quite. a few families owned none at all; many had from six to ten.
A number of families with 20 to 50 animals were considered well-to-do, while a
few very rich men counted hundreds of heads in their herds. The average family
of five adults, with a well-balanced herd of ideal size, would have ten pack
animals, five riding horses and two to five buffalo ponies. Even a millionaire
with A herd of 100 horses would have only about 20 broken horses. The remainder,
unbroken, were more than a sign that he was a successful warrior of high rank:
unbroken horses opened a new source of income to him--with these he could en-
gage in trade.

Horses, trading, raiding: those who owned surpluses were the most active
traders and, in turn, were compelled to be the most active raiders in order to
replenish their surpluses. Not only did the Kiowa consider horses as wealth,
horses were necessary for exchange. When trading with Mexicans for flour,
weapons and ornaments, unbroken horses were used exclusively. In exchange with
other Indian tribes, it was by giving outstanding value in horses that the
Kiowa earned their reputation for generosity. Even exchanges within the tribe
were most commonly made in the form of horses, and the services of all spe-
cialists were paid for in the same medium.

IV. The Economic Cycle

From the late summer into December the Kiowa were busy preparing for the
lean winter months. During this 'Indian Summer' the self-contained bands fol-
lowed the large buffalo herds. These were months of continuous buffalo hunt-
ing when all the hunters of the band held themselves in readiness to take quick
advantage of the presence of the herd. The hunt itielf was loosely (Irganized:
the band approached a buffalo herd fan-wise and without any leader to give a
signal, at a given moment each man pursued the buffalo he had singled out to
make his kill. In the camp, the women worked as hard as the men to preserve
the meat and tan the hides brought in. Winter was spent in fairly stationary
camps situated in a sheltered place by a stream with woods nearby. It was a
time for taking it easy after. ;he strenuous months of hunting, a time for
visiting, a time when women sewed and decorated the akin clothes and mocassins
and men might do a little hunting to vary the diet with fresh meat. By spring,
the food supplies were low; these were months when game was scarce and the
quality of the buffalo was poor. The Kiowa endured it, waiting for the mid-
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Summer season.
Midsummer was the best time for hunting and the best time for raiding.

The two midsummer months were also the happiest, time of the year when the whole
tribe gathered for the Sun Dance. This was the great, exciting social and
ceremonial occasion when tribal unity was achieved. For instance, buffalo
hunting done by the tribe, unlike that done by the bands, was highly organized
and superviSed by members of the policing societies who could discipline any-
One who disobeyed them. It was they who gave the signal.for all the hunters
to start at the same time so that no selfish or too eager hunter would frighten
the herd before all were ready. Once the signal was given authority ceased
and each hunter was free to chase whatever animal he had chosen.

Bernard Mishkin. "Rank and Warfare Among the Plains-Indians." Dissertation for
Ph. D., Columbia University, New York City, 1940.
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THE TSDISHIAN OF T!E NORTHWEST COAST

I. Geography of the Region

The Northwest Coast extends almoit 2000 miles, from Yakutut Bay in
southeastern Alaska to Trinidad Bay in northern California. The area is
shielded from the cold of the interior by steep mountain ranges that rise
almost vertically from the sea; the shore is deeply indented and strewn
with a profusion of off-shore islands. A dense forest covers the land from
the sea to mountaintop. Cliff and forest severely limit the number of open,
level sites suitable for villages.

The Indian nations of the Northwest Coast who inhabited this area when
Europeans arrived around 1800 created an elaborate culture with a well-de-
veloped technology and a high degree of specialization for exploiting the
natural resources. Their brilliant art, flambouyant and intricate, touched
the commonest article of everyday use but reached its finest expression in
the goods used in ceremonies related to inheritance, wealth and statue.

Among the outstanding nations of the Northwest Coast were those who spoke
the Tsimshian language. Because territorial property rights were specified
for each tribe and nation, the vast area they occupied was defined with the
precision used today for valuable real-estate holdings. Anthropologists have
grouped these Indians into three divisions according to which of the three
Tsimshian dialects they spoke. This essay describes the Coast Tsimshian, made
up of fourteen tribes, each of which owned and occupied its own village.

The Coast Tsimshian were an opulent people. Theirs was a land of plenty.
Its waters, both salt and sweet, abounded in food. Then, salmon was king,
joining ocean to inland waters by its extraordinary life cycle: yearly,
millions of salmon would leave the ocean where for two, three or four years
they had lived and grown to great size and maturity; they would gather at the
mouths of the rivers where salt and fresh water mix and then swarm, fin to fin,
nose to tail, up rivers and streams undeterred by swift currents, rapids end
waterfalls to make their way to the vary waters where they had been spawned
and where, the cycle completed, they themselves would spawn and die. Before
the spectacular salmon run, immense schools of the small herring and smelt
would seek out the kelp-strewn beaches to scatter their eggs; vast numbers of
the famous olachen (called "candlefish" because it is so rich in oil that a
wick threaded through a dried fish burns like a candle) crowded the rivers.
The sea provided an easy bounty of clams, mussels, small abalone, oysters,
crabs and delicacies--"When the tide goes out, the table is set," it was
said. The ocean wee also rich in halibut and cod, and, inviting the hunter,
were the huge sea mammal°, the hair seal, see lion, sea otter, porpoise, and
even the mighty whale.

As if to match the sea's bounty, the land teemed with game. Deer and elk
lived in the woods; the mountain goat, whose hair was spun and woven into
blankets by the Chilkat, a people far to the north, made their homes in the
rocky crags above the tree-line. By streams and berry patches the beers, the
black, the grizzly, and the huge, dangerous brown, competed with man for fish
and fruit. Skins of beaver, mink, land otter and pine marten were valued as
decoration for chiefly headdresses. The rich bird life supplied feathers and
down which had status and ceremonial uses. From the sea came their food (ex-
cept for berries, their only vegetal food), but from the land, rich in fir,
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spruce, red and yellow cedar, they took the materials for shelter, clothing,
transportation and most of their high art.

II. Lineage, Statusand Wealth

Each Coast Tsimshian tribe occupied a separate village (their winter
quarters) and within the village the people were divided into clan groups.
Each clan group owned and lived together in t large well-built house made
of massive red cedar timbers; the usual house measured fifty by fifty-five
feat. The inhabitants would average, it has been estimated, from thirty to
forty persons.

The membership in the local clan group was strictly determined by lin-
eage; all the men could trace their descent directly from the same ancestor.
And in the case of the Coast Tsimshian clans, the ancestor was a woman, for
the clans were matrilineal. A person counted descent through his mother,
the reverse of our patrilineal system where our surname--Jones, Smith, Hef-
fner, etc--is our father's last name. This meant that in Tsimshian society,
the children belonged to their mother's lineage.

Notwithstanding the matrilineal descent, it was nevertheless a man's
world: the organization of the local clan group. was centered around the men.
It was the men who held the ranks and honors in the clan group, and they
manipulated the lineage's wealth. The household membership was organized
around a nucleus of men, all the men of the lineage related to each other
through their mothers. In addition to the men, the household might include
a few elderly, widowed women of the lineage. The remaining members of the
household were nonlineage members--the men's wives who came from other lin-
eages, the men's young, unmarried daughters, the men's young sons under nine
or ten, and finally, perhaps, a few slaves--war captives who probably even-
tually would be ransomed and returned to their own clan group.

The boys, when they reached puberty, were sent to their own lineage
household (their mother's) to be raised, and when the daughters married they
went to live in their husband's lineage household. Thus, women went from
their father's lineage household to their husband's house and did not live
with their own lineage (their mother's) unless they were widowed.

Lineage not only determined a person's citizenship in a local clan group,
it also determined one's personal status and one's wealth. Each member held
a social position associated with certain rights with the group, and even the
lowest-ranking commoner was entitled to names that belonged to the group and
participated in the group's ceremonial affairs. On this sliding scale, the
chief's position was apparent as was that of the lowest commoner. Within
the lineage, every person's position was clearly stated by his inherited
rank--chief, noble or commoner. The chief of the lineage was the oldest
member who was descended in the most direct line from the lineage ancestor- -
the eldest on of the eldest daughter of the eldest daughter, and so on back.
The formal rank of all other lineage members was reckoned on the same basis:
that is, the lowest commoner was the person who was the most distant relative
still counted as kin by the lineage.

A man's rank was shown by the location of his quarters inside the lineage
house. Within the house, the main living space was a central pit, about five
feet deep and some thirty feet square, reached by steps. The outside wall
was rimmed by cubicles used for storage space and as sleeping quarters. At

the rear, the chief, his wife, or wives, and their small children occupied one
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or more cubicles. His quarters had fine panelling and were elaborately
painted and carved with designs depicting the family crests. People of
lesser rank had family spaces along the side walls. But high or law, all
lounged and ate in Chu central living space--the pit that surrounded the
central fireplace where the women cooked.

In its actual operation, the rank-and-status system was not utterly
rigid and inflexible. It could be modified by an individual's talent or
enterprise. Thus, a man of quite low rank who vas a skillful canoe-maker
or mask-carver, or bold warrior could become so valuable to his lineage
and so esteemed by his chief that he might be given certain prerogatives
greater than those he was entitled by birth. He might be privileged to
own a higher ranking name, to have the title of "wax- chief," given for his
war exploits, to use a special crest, or to have the exclusive rights to a
good fishing spot. And just as a man could better himself, so could he
fall into disfavor and receive only the barest minimum as his share of the
lineage's honors and economic benefits.

It was the lineage (all the members, not any single member) that aimed
the lineage house, the strategically-located fishing stations, hunting areas
and berry grounds. In addition to such valuable tangible properties, the
lineage owned intangible ones--heraldic crests, prized personal names,
ceremonial prerogatives and songs and dances for ceremonies. These were
highly esteemed for thier social and religious worth. The lineage also
owned its own origin myth, the official family description of its super-
natural beginning; thus, each lineage, it could be said, had its own verson
of creation. Whatever rights an individual had inherited or had been given
were rights to use, not rights of ownership: he could not sell such rights
and, indeed, his production (olachen, salmon, etc.) belonged, to the lineage.
The chief, himself, was the custodian rather than the owner of the lineage
wealth; he used and manipulated the wealth to enhance the prestige of the
lineage, a prestige in which all the members shared.

III. The Economic Cycle

The winter houses were the principal homes and symbols of the lineage's
wealth. It required much time and labor to prepare the timbers and plank-
ing that went into their building end to carve and paint the finished houses
to make them splendid and impressive, time and labor that often had to be
paid for by feeding the skilled workers during the period they were employed
in building and decorating the house. The foodsurpluses used foe this as
well as for the round of winter feasts and festivities given by the lineage
were produced by the household.

How and with what were their houses stocked? Every spring, the chief
raved the household to sites the lineage owned along the lower Naas River
where the heaviest annual run of the olachen (candlefish) took place. The
oil fish were caught in great quantities; the schools of fish were so thick
it took but a short time to fill a canoe from a special, efficient tubular
net. Canty -loads of fish were dumped into pits Where they "ripened;" they
were then scooped into water-tight, wooden boxes, water was added and the
smelly mass boiled. The oil vas skimmed off and allowed to cook and harden
into grease.

Olachen grease was one of the great riches of the Coast Tsimshian; it
was valued far and wide as food. To obtain it, the Heide, a neighboring
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nation whose property had no olachen run, brought large (six feet wide and,.
sometimes, forty-feet long), sea-going canoes made of the finest red cedar,
elaborately carved wooden boxes and quantities of flaky, dried halibut which
they exchanged for olachen grease. Another neighbor, with whom the Coast
Tsimahian fought as well as traded, brought a variety of trade goods, includ-
ing the enormously expensive copper plaques which they had obtained from the
distant Copper River Indians. Or when the Tsimshian went inland to trade for
furs, dressed deer and moose skins and treasured articles embroidered with
porcupine quill (which, in turn, had come from tribes far in the interior),
they paid in olachen grease. The olachen camps on the Nass was one of the
peaks in activity and excitement.

There was a brief interval spent in halibut fishing and hunting the sea
mammals before it was time to go the the fishing stations on the Skeena to
get weirs and traps ready for the salmon runs.' Salmon fishing was hard work,
drudgery; it was not the skillful or lucky man who put up the big catch, it
was the industrious one. Men and boys tended traps, or harpooned, or dip-
netted the fish and then carried them back to the camp where the women
cleaned and dressed them, and, with blades of sharpened mussel-shell, sliced
them thin. The slices were hung on wooden skewers to dry. There was wood
to get--spruce and fir to keep the fires burning, and half-rotten alder to
make the smoke that flavored the fish. Salmon fishing allowed no time fox
rest for either men or women. Only after the salmon season could the In-
dians enjoy berry picking. When the supply of dried salmon was safely in
the big winter house and the berries stored for future use, there was still
the work of repairing canoes and houses in preparation for the winter.

IV. The Ceremonial Life

The abundance of food and goods made the winter feasts and festivities
spectacular. These were not individual affairs, capriciously given; they
were part of the social and ceremonial life. The word for festive occasions
was potlatch, which simply means "giving." A potlatch was a ceremonial
given by a chief and his lineage to another chief or chiefs and their respec-
tive lineages, at which the guests were first feasted and then given wealth
goods. A potlatch was more than a formal, host-guest relationship. It was
with such ceremonial giving that rights and properties, tangible and intan-
gible, were transmitted. The guests witnessed that a privilege was right-
fully given to its new bearer.

The higher the rank of the person involved, the more elaborate and splen-
did the ceremony. Commoners either had modest potlatches or, grouped toge-
ther, had a. lesser place in one of the large, sumptuous, chiefly potlatches.
Potlatches celebrated such events as the first naming of recently-born in-
fants, the ear-piercing of both boys and girls, the lip-piercing of small
girls for thier first small labret (a plug of wood, stone or ivory in the lip),
a girl's coming of age, marriage, and especially the death of a member of the
lineage and the transmission of the dead persons' properties to his or her.
heir.

The death of a chief set a complex chain of events in motion. Caring for,
preparing the body, the cremation and all physical duties connected with death
were handled by the chief's father's lineage (those whose house he had left
as a youngster when he went to live with his mother's lineage). Preparations
for so important a potlatch might last a year or more, for they could not
interfere with the normal cycle of work. The ceremonial gear had to be re-
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paired or renewed, songs and dances learned and rehearsed, valuable furs
secured by hunters, loads of olachen grease carried to other tribes to buy
prized articles. Invitations to the potlatch were presented in person in
ceremonial finery and song.. The house had to be repaired and often was
rebuilt. To prepare a memorial pole or to build the new house, the heir
might enlist the help of other groups, and they were feasted nightly by the
mourning group.

At the potlatch, the invited guests, wearing their ceremonial garments
and grouped according to rank, made their entrances and were formally re-
ceived. Beginning with modest events, the celebration mounted until the
peak was reached- -the heir's assumption of his chiefly properties. This
climax was heralded by a masked dancer, representing the ancestral spirit,
carrying a Copper--the large copper plaque which hid been paid for by vast
amounts of olachen grease. The dancer instructed the heir to destory the
Copper by breaking it into pieces, the pieces to be presented to the guest
chiefs. Gifts were distributed to all guests. Each was a gift, but it was
also in the nature of a payment to the recipient for having witnessed the
transfer of a particular right or privilege. The richness of the gift was
carefully planned to reflect both the prestige of the giver and the rank
of the recipient.

When the guests had gone and the new heir had assumed his rank and
privileges, he had to feel that he had discharged his obligations to his
predecessor and the family to everyone's satisfaction, that ho had shown
off the wealth and power of his family by the splendor of his potlatch.
The chief's feelings and satisfactions were those of his lineage who had
contributed to his success and shared in his satisfaction.

2 R
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e.(0111.1 N°3
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION IN THE SOVIET UNION

Just as in the United. States, industrial production in the Soviet
Union is carried out by individual firms. A Russian plant which manufactures
railroad cars looks very much like its American counterpart. The office staff
is probably smaller and the production staff larger, but there is little dif-
ference in the machinery used and in the organization of production.

This difference in size of office staff might seem unimportant, but it
is an indication of fundamental differences between a Soviet and an American
firm. American firms are in business to make a profit for the owners. Manage-
ments try to keep cost of production as low as possible and to learn enough
about market demand so as to produce a commodity people want at a price they
are willing to pay. The need to win customers and hold them means that much
of the clerical staff of an American firm is devoted to determining and ad-
ministering the market decisions of management.

On the other hand, the managers of Soviet production establishments do
not respond to prospects for making profits but rather to fulfilling a plan.
The Soviet economy is organized according to a plan designed by the central
government in which every plant has a place.

The Soviets begin with a single overall long-term "five year plan," a
statement of general goals designed by the political leaders of the country,
the Communist Party. Instituted in 1928, there have been seven of these gen-
eral plans outlining the hopes and aspirations for economic growth in the
next five years and prescribing the specific direction of that growth on the
basis of these politically determined long-term plans. The government plan-
ning technicians and individual plant managers design the annual plan, an

. enormous budget allocating expected available inputs to specific outputs.

Preparing the Soviet Plan

raking the basic production objectives set by the political leaders,
the national planners and technicians employed by the U.S.S.R. Economic Council
first determine the "leading links," the high-priority production targets.
Then they forecast the total supply of basic raw materials which will be avail-
able and allot these resources (inputs) to specific uses (outputs); allocation
goes first to the "leading links" and then on down the line to succeeding
lower priority outputs. All allocations are made in physical units (1,000,000
workers; 20 billion tons of pig-iron) rather than in money terms. If unpre-
dicted shortages occur, the resource allocations from the industry with the
lowest priority are shifted gradually towards the leading links.

Meanwhile, plans have also started from the bottom. Each enterprise sets
down what it hopes to produce the following year and what it needs to meet
that goal. The enterprise plan is sent to the Regional Council which receives
all the plans from individual enterprises in its region. All plans are then

combined and sent up to the Republic Economic Council. The plans of the fif-

teen republics (the U.S.S.R. is a federal union of fifteen republics) are then

combined and sent up to the U.S.S.R. Economic Council, the top -Tavel planning
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group. There, a material balance must be achieved between what is estimated
as the supply of factors (available inputs) and the demand for products (de-
sired outputs). This balance is crucial. It must be very difficult to achieve
with its hundreds of thousands of parts involving thousands of individual en-
terprises. Any single revision may require hundreds of other changes. For
example, if steel capacity is to increase, more coal is needed, but in order
to ship more coal, more railroads need to be built, but that requires more
steel capacity, and on and on.

The U.S.S.R. Economic Council completes the plan so that the supply of
and demand for inputs is balanced. The final plan is sent back to the Re-
public Councils where,broad allocations of goods are made to the regions.
The Regional Councils allocate resources and set specific output goals for
each production enterprise.

Managers' Problems in Fulfilling the Plan

Thus, each enterprise has a production quota, and each is allocated a
set amount of the factors of production--labor, raw materials and investment
capital--with which to meet its quota. In addition, the plan often specifies
the sources of raw materials and capital goods as well as those enterprises
which are to receive the firm's output. Finally, the plan sets prices of
both inputs and outputs. Labor is the one factor which the firm must purchase
in the market. Wages are set by the State, but workers are free to move where
they wish. Consequently, firms must compete for labor; they do so by creat-
ing favorable working conditions by offering workers and their families extra
social services and by hiring or promoting workers to higher job (and there-
fore wage) categories. There is a limit to how free a manager can be how-
ever: if he pushes up labor costs too high, he cannot meet his assigned
quota with the budget available to him.

Whereas in America the major problem for business managers is keeping
sales up, in Russia it is procurementmaintaining an adequate supply of fac-
tors of production to meet their quotas. In Russia, the ever-expanding econ-
omy insures a market for goods, but prices of inputs are fixed in the plan,
and the incentive system of over-fulfillment of the quota encourages every
enterprise to try its hardest to get access to and sometimes hoard short sup-
plies.

The special institution of the "pusher" has arisen to find supplies and
to act as a liason agent between the raw material supplier and the plant mana-
ger. The manager can use some of his funds to pay this agent by.cutting back
on other costs of inputs. These expediters are highly specialized and have
intimate knowledge of the industries of which they are a part; but they are
outside the formal structure of the law, the economy, and the adMinistration;
they are, in effect, not in the plan.

The Effectiveness of the Plan

In Russia, the criterion for good management is the ability of a manager
to over-fulfill his quota each year when the quota to be over-fulfilled is
raised year to year. Given the fact that quotas are stated as quantities
rather than as quality specifications, this incentive system can create two
serious allocation problems.

Because quotas are set in terms of total absolute physical quantity and
total market value (value in Russia is also absolute, or fixed, because prices
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are set by the State) rather than in terms of quality specifications, mana-
gers do not have to respond to customer preferences. A nail manufacturing
firm might find itself behind on its weight quota, and the manager will
switch to the production of heavier nails even though customers have ordered
small ones. The Soviet humor magazine "Krokadil," described this managerial
solution in a cartoon showing workers in a nail factory celebrating the over-
fulfillment of their. quota around a five-ton nail.

To promote a growth in efficiency, the planners raise a plant's quota
each year, and the new quota represents an increase over the plant's actual
output of the previous year. The successful manager usually over-fulfills
his quota, but not by very much, and he may follow a deliberate long-run
policy of operating the plant at less than one hundred per cent capacity,
thereby hoarding scarce inputs. He has his reasons. If he goes overboard
in over-fulfilling this year's quota, next year's will be raised accordingly.
Then, if next year he should have trouble with the equipment, or problems
getting materials or labor, he might not be able to fulfill his quota. For
such reasons he may decide to run his plant safely below full capacity. This
is the way his annual output statistics will show an over-fulfillment of his
quota and a steady growth in production from year to year, but he neverthe-
less has extra capacity he can use to net the quota should there by any un-
forseen procurement problems.

Whatever the problems of plan fulfillment, the Soviet economy has grown
rapidly (in 1964, the growth-rate in Russia was twice that of the United States)
and the Russian people are enjoying an increasingly higher standard of living.

The rigidities of the Soviet-planned economy noted above may eventually
be offset by two major industrial developments, and by changes in' the incen-
tive system of over-fulfillment. The refinements of computer techniques will
allow more accurate calCulations of the output and input requirements neces-
sary to achieve the plan. Introduction of automated plants will enable mana-
gers to program production runs so that both "quality" and "quantity" of pro-
duction can be specified with greater accuracy in the plan. But also, there
is evidence that the Communist countries are making more use of monetary in-
centives. In the last few years there have been experiments in Russia and in
the East-European Communist countries with market-type incentive systems for
some enterprises. It seems clear that Russian leaders are willing to explore
forms of economic reform which represent a profound change in the values of
society.
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kQe.aioci Na,
THE BOSTON ICE TRADE

In 1805, the United States was new and needy. Today we would consider
(at least compared to the British economy) the 1805 U.S. economy a develop-
ing country. Scarce money limited business opportunities. It was a time
which called for men to use their ingenuity and wits, their ambitions and
guts. This is the story of Frederic Tudor. He was twenty-two when he pro-
posed to ship ice from his father's pond in Saugus, Massachusetts, to the
West Indies.

(the following is excerpted from, The Maritime History of Massa-
chusetts, Samuel Eliot Morison, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston and
New York, 1921, pp. 280-285.)

Boston thought him mad, and seafaring men, fearing such a cargo would
melt and swamp a vessel, were persuaded with great difficulty to handle his
brig. His first venture was one-hundred and thirty tons of ice to Martin-
ique in 1805. On receiving news of its complete failure, he wrote in his
journal, "He who gives back at the first repulse never will be a hero in
love,, war or:business." By 1812 he had built up a small trade with the West
Indiei. The war wiped him,out. After the Peace of Ghent he obtained govern-
ment permission to build ice-houses in Kingston and Havana, with a monopoly
of the traffic. It began to pay, and between 1817 and 1820 he extended the
business to Charleston, Savannah and Hew Orleans, the ports made rich by the
new cotton plantations.

Frederic Tudor's journals reveal something of the pains, ingenuity and
persistence required to build up the ice-exporting business. Vessels had to
be double-sheathed, to protect the ice from melting, and the captains had to
be cautioned, with wearisome repitition, never to let the hatches be removed.
Tudor experimented with all sorts of filling; with rice and wheat etaff, hay,
tan-bark, and even coal-dust, before he settled upon pine sawdust as the best
insulator.

The remarkable thing about Tudor's ice trade is that instead of filling
a long-felt want, he had to create a market at every new port; and to make
the market pay, he had to educate not only the well-to-do, but the working
people. He had to teach his employees how to promote an ice-cream establish -
meat, instruct people in the art of preserving ice at their homes, construct
a temporary ice-house on shore, and introduce it into the hospitals. Tudor's
parting comment to the captain of the barque Madagascar, which took his first
shipment to Rio de Janeiro, "...you can make a commencement for introducing
the habit of cold drinks at the same price as warm (that is, do not charge
for the ice) at the ordinary drinkwell...The shop frequented by the lowest
people is the one to be chosen for this purpose."

Nor did his pioneer work end with creating a market. No one in Southern

ports knew how to store ice during hot weather. Mr. Tudor had to provide the
materials for ice-houses, employees to construct them, and agents to take
charge of distribution. Their carelessness and dishonesty was a constant

trial. He became an expert in what nowadays is called the science of sales-
manship. Playing on local excitement and curiosity, a high price was charged

on first shipments. Gradually the price was lowered; and in order to stimulate
steady sales, tickets were sold at a reduced price, entitling the bearer to so
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many pounds on presentation at the icit-house. At Charleston, South Caro-
lina, in 1834, Tudor sold ice for lk cents per,pound, but ice tickets were

at the rate of 1-1/8 cents. Previously he, had cut the rate to 3/4 of
a cent per pound in order literally to freeze out the Thayers of Boston, who
endeavored to compete with him. At New Orleans he was selling at 2 cents a
pound; at Havana for 3 cents a pound.

In May, 1833, Tudor made his first venture to Calcutta; one hundred and
eighty tons of ice in the ship Tuscany. Almost two-thirds of her chilly car-
go was landed in good order. Many are the yarns told of its reception. A
wealthy Indian merchant asked the captain, "How does this ice grow in your
country? On a tree? On a shrub? Indignant natives demanded their money
back, after leaving their purchase in the sun. The poverty of the people
made it difficult to establish a wide market; but the Anglo-Indian community
quickly took to iced drinks, and paid large sums for the Baldwin apples, which
were buried in the chilly cargoes. The trade was as genial for ship-masters
as it was profitable for Mr. Tudor. While supercargoes (the supercargoes was
the business agent for the shipping firm; the man in charge of the business
transactions), dickered for return freight...the Boston captains moored their
vessels to the banks of the Roogly, and played host with drinks mixed Yankee
fashion, to all ships' officers in the port of Calcutta.

Between 1836 and 1850 the Boston ice trade was extended to every large
port in South America and the Far East. The Boston merchants found East-
India products with which to fill their ships for the homeward voyage and
turn over the profits they made on outward cargoes. In 1857, ninety-six of
the hundred and twelve vessels that loaded at Calcutta for the United States
landed their cargoes at Boston, earning an average freight of twenty thousand
dollars.

The homeward voyage from Calcutta was not so pleasant as the cool outward
passage. Various forms of insect life came aboard with the jute and gunnies,
and propagated with surprising rapidity. Whoever left his boots outside his
bunk (it is said) found nothing in the morning but the nails and the eyelets.
An arrival from Calcutta in Boston (I have bean told) was sometimes announced
by a pack of terrified dogs running up State Street pursued by an army of
Calcutta cockroaches.

The ice business increased to such an extent that by 1841, although pushed
by fifteen competitors, and forced to lower the retail price to one cant a
pound, Frederic Tudor was able to payoff a debt of a quarter - million, con-
tracted by his early experiments.

When, at the Court of St. James, our ambassador, Edward Everett met the
Persian ambassador, his first words were an appreciation of the benefits of
American ice in Persia. For a generation after the Civil War, until cheap
artificial ice was invented, this export trade increased and prospered. Not
Boston alone, but every New England village with a pond near tidewater, was
able to turn this Yankee liability into an asset, through the genius of Fred-
eric Tudor.

The center of the business was Gray's (later Tudor's) Wharf, Charleston,
Mass. There the ice was brought by pung (box sled) or train, as it was needed,
from the ice-houses at Fresh Pond and other lakes in the neighborhood. In

the winter of 1846 a hundred Irishmen, with Yankee overseers, came from Cam-
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bridge every day to get out the ice from Walden Pond, where Thoreau was
dividing his time between the study of nature and the Indian philosophers.

"Thus it appears," he writes (Walden, chapt. XVI) "that the sweltering
inhabitants of Charleston and New Orleans, of Madras and Bombay and Cal-
cutta, drink at my well....the pure Walden water is mingled with the sacred
water of the Ganges. With the favoring winds it is. wafted past. the site of
the fabulous islands of Atlantis...and floating by...the mouth of the Per-
sian Gulf, melts in the tropic gales of the Indian seas, and is landed in
ports of which Alexander the Great only heard the names."

2 -4 (-)
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Reading Mo, 5

BUILDING AND USING (...ODE LS IN ECONCOCS

Model building is a major tool of analysis and research in econo-

mics and in science, in general. But models and modelbuilding are common

to everyday lifemodel airplanes, road maps, Twiggy, dress patterns.

This short essay describes what models are and why they are important.

Models are Abstractions

All models, whether they are used in everyday life, in natural

science or social science have certain common attributes. All models

are abstractions, which describe some part of the real world. To abstract

is to withdraw, separate, take away. For example; a road map is a model

which helps us find our way from one geographical point to another.

When someone makes a road map of California he must abstract from the

reality of the hundreds and thousands of square miles of land and the tens

of thousands of miles of highway only those features which I1 enable

the traveler to find his way from point x to point y. When he has finished,

a small piece of paper with lines, numbers, and letters printed on it

stands as a model of whole state and o4d-e. highway system. The cir-

cular flow diagram is also an abstraction--an abstraction of economic

reality.

A model is a simplification of reality which, by
reducing the complexity of reality, allows us to
see reality and relationships more clearly.

Without models, the world would always appear so complex we could

never understand it. By simplifying reality, models enable us to build

up our knowledge of the world a step at a time--to go from the simple

to the complex.

Because models are abstractions from reality, they are never

completely realistic. The usefulness of the road map is not reduced

by the fact that it is
/1
realistic. A flat paper surface colored red, black,

blue, green, purple and Orange and full of words and symbols is far from

the reality of our real landscape. A model's value is judged by its

usefulness, not its resemblance to reality.

2
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The Purpose of Scientific Models

In daily life and in both the natural and sccial sciences, are

use models as ideals, and for explanation, analysis, and prediction. We

work and we livo with the help of models.

I. Models of explanation show relationships and they help to explain

or leech complicated things. Cut away gasoline engines show how

engine parts are related; the circular flow model shows relationships

between firms and families; anatomy diagrams show how muscles, ten-

dons, sinuses fit together, and toys such as the Visible Man or

Woman show the human skin, skeleton, and viscera.

2. Models of prediction allow us to predict what will happen in the

future if some set of conditions exist in the present. We often

predict our arrival time at the end of a drive. In 1-his case, we

have used a road map, the average speed of the car, and the time of

departure in order to predict when we will arrive. Scientists and

engineers carry out the same basic process when they build a model

to guide a moon craft to its destination. Obviously, a computerized

guidance and tracking system is more complex but the principle is the

same. Chemical equations which predict what will happen when certain

chemicals are joined are models of prediction, and the same is true

of the economists mathematical equations which predict what will

happen if the federal government raises or lowers taxes.

The examples of models of prediction can easily be expanded; for

example, there are models for predicting election results, eclipses

of the sun and moon, weather, tides, population growth, prosperities,

and depressions. Many of these models of prediction have an effect

on our behavior. When we know a model has predicted something, we

often react to this knowledge by changing our behavior. There are

even models to predict what our responses will be to the predictions

made by other models. We not only use models to live, we also live

in response to them.

2
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3. Models which serve as ideal patterns allow us to compare the real

world with an ideal world in order to identify changes which would

be needed to bring the real world closer to the ideal. A model

student who gets straight A's wins four letters, and is student body

president gives us a basis for judging the performance of real

students, and -the model of a perfectly competitive market enables us

to see what effect market restrictions have on the allocation of re-

sources. A model of an ideal economic society such as communism,

capitalism, or socialism (Unit I, Lesson 6) allows us to compare

our real world to an ideal world and thereby to suggest changes

which will bring the real world closer to the ideal. In that lesson,

Professor Friedman presented a model of how much more responsive a

market economy is to the wants of the people than is one with a large

degree of government control. Such a model gives a basis for making

policy decisions about the economic policies of the government.

Professor Friedman's ideal model is, of course, criticized by Pro-

fessor Slichter who claims that a free market economy would be less

likely to satisfy our wants than the one we have now.

What Makes a Model Good?

Most Models are Necessarily Unrealistic. However, this necessity

does not always impress students. Many students have trouble using models

because models are not realistic--it is extremely difficult for these

students lo believe that it is useful to apply an abstract model to a

real world. Therefore, it is necessary to deal directly with the question

of "what makes a model good?"

A model is valid if it performs the function it is designed for.

If the road map allows us to go from x to y, if the chemical formula allows

us to make the solution we want or if economic models of perfect monopoly

allows us to predict how an actual business firm will act in the market,

then each of these models is valid. If we get lost using the road map,

we can't make the solution we want. or the business firm we arc studying

acts in an unpredicted way, then each of these models is invalid.
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A modol is noith:w "true" nor "false" because a model is not reality.

If we had a road mdp of California which was a mile long ono-half a

mile wide which had hills and valleys and lakes and rivers with real water,

and highways with real paving, it would look much more realistic than

road maps we got from service stations, but if it did not allow us to

find our way from point x to point y it would be invalid. Furthermore,

even if it was valid, it would not be very useful. In striving to make

a road mop which was as close as possible to reality, we would have made

one which wasn't useful. Vie would have added more things from the real

world than the model needed to perform the function for which it was

designed, namely to allow us to find our way from point x to point y.

There are valid (useful) models and invalid (useless) models.

We are only interested in those that are valid-useful--that is, the ones

which perform the function for which they were designed.
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NEGRO INSURRECTIONS: THE CRISIS
OF URBAN AMERICA

Beginning in 1963 the long-hot summer came to the cities of

America in the form of negro ghetto riots. New York, Chicago, San Fran-

cisco and Los Angeles and many other cities were struck by riots and

Watts (the Los Angeles ghetto) became a symbol of negro defiance of

white rule. In the summer of 1967 the riots became insurrections and

Newark and Detroit acquired an unenviable new place in the history books.

Clearly American society faces a new and terrible crisis as the

American people grapple with a-manifold problem of their urban culture.
A'

Other than the Vietnam war no problem arouses deeper emotions among the

people or divides them more profoundly. White or Black, rich or poor,

urban or suburban every American must face this urban crisis.

The following readings appeared in the press in the two weeks

after the Detroit insurrection. These are typical of the documents

historians next year and 100 years from now will use to write this

chapter in American history. These readings present all the social and

economic issues of freedom, justice, progress, stability and security.

They should be carefully analyzed and compared with the most recent

writing on the subject of America's urban ghettos.

Reading No. 1

THE HARD-CORE GHETTO MOOD*

*Newsweek, August 21, 1967, pp. 20-26.

O
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BEM Adelman

The children of the city of destruction: 'We in a war'.

The 'Hard-Core Ghetto Mood
He is a child of Detroit's ravaged

ghetto, a lanky, spidery-legged kid whose
hand -etc -down pants stop a shin's length
short of his narrow, pointy shoes. [le sat
with some of his pals on the railing out-
side an apartment house, gazing dully
across. Dexter Avenue at a block of
charred ruins. It had been .two weeks,
but the acrid scent of smoke still hung
in the air.

"Those buildings goin' up was a pretty
sight," the long - legged kid said. sat
right here and watched them go. And
there wasn't nothin' them honkies could
do but sweat and strain to put it out."

"Yeah, man," a pal chimed in, "it's
about titre those honkies started (tartan'
their money in this neighborhood."

"You know."' said Long Legs, "we
made big news. They called this the
country.sworst race riot in history."

"Yeah,' mad another gangly kid, strad-
dling the railing. "My kids goin' to study
about that in school and they'll know
their old man was part of it."

"We got the record, man," exulted an-
other youth, the beefiest of the lot.
"They can forget all about Watts and
Newark and Harlem. This is where the
riot to (.11(1 all riot, wos hold."

"That little girl that got shot, man,"
Long Legs said. "She shouldn't have
been shot"

"That's the breaks, brother," Beefy
replied, absently patting at the deep
wares in his processed 'hair. "We in a
war. Or hasn't anybody told you that?"

Everyln4y laughed.

They arc another country, a land be-
hind the looking-glass, a people as tragi-
cally distant from the ken of most white
and many Negro Americans as the dark

side of the moon. For decades, their
world was invisible; now, in this fourth
long, hot summer, it stands silhouetted
in the light of a thousand firesand as
remote from understanding as ever.
"Firstlet there be no mistake about it
the looting, arson, plunder and pillage
which have occurred are not part of a
civil-rights protest," Lyndon Johnson said
in his post-Detroit television report to
the nation. "That is crimeand crime
must be dealt with forcefully, swiftly,
certainly ..." It was an accurate state-
ment of the American law and the
American will. But the hard-core ghetto
and particularly the ghetto young
speak quite another language.

Excite and Chill: And their tongue, in
an hour of national peril, is well worth
understanding. It is not the common
tongue of Negro Americans. It tends at
once to excite and chill those Negroes
who have struggled somehow into a
growing black middle class. It troubles
many of the ghetto poor themselves
particularly the older poor whose lives
are centered on the clay -to -day issues of
Survival. It is instead the lingua franca
of a minority within a minority: the an-
gry young men consigned from broken
homes through inadequate schools to a
future of work at poverty wagesor, for
more than one ghetto youth in four, the
dole and the streets, It is the language
of the people who make riotsand its use
is spreading fast.

It is also the language of a garrison
state. In the view from the street corners
of Harlem or NN'atts or Detroit's West
Side, the riots are rebellions, the. rioters
not criminals at all but the freedom fight-
ers of an oppressed, beleaguered, power-
less colony of the white world downtown.

2

Words of bitterness suppressed for g( n-
crations become the common
Stokely: Carmichael and Bap
the heroes because they say aloud. on
national TV, %dial. older Negroes had
hardly dared think. "I hope you don't
expect me to rap Rap," says a pert Har-
lem girl of 18 who wears her close-
cropped "natural" coif almost like a flag
of liberation. "fk's kinda crazy but it's
feel-good crazy."

There is now an air of desperation in
the ghettos. Some say Whitey may listen:
others actually believe he might even
contemplate a Final Solution of concen-
tration camps and gas chambers; but
many of the ghetto young think the risk
is worth alleven a man's life, Ed Bowen
is a high-school dropout of 26; he fled
from one failure to another, in the Army
in Georgia, where he stole a jeep.
wrecked it and was cashiered just thir-
teen days before his honorable discharge
was due. Now he is back scuffling in
Harlem, and he says: "People have been
begging for years for a decent plate to
live, a job, some food, but they ain't got
nothing, so they burn things down and
maybe they'll get it." Bowen is, relatively
speaking, an optimist. Others simply ex-
pect to die fightingand are beyond car-
ing. "I don't mind gettin' killed," says
Donald, a jobless, 19-year-old corner boy
in Chicago. "When I'm dead, they'll tell
my kid, `He died for a good cause'."

Chronic Riot: The cause, as the street
corner sees it, is to seize the %011ie man's
attention by force, since a decade of
nonviolent protest seems not to have al-
tered the ghetto's life materially, and to
make him look at what he has wrought.
The riots are blind, deadly, destructive.
criminal, yesbut to say they have noth-
ing to do with "civil rights" is quite to
miss the point. The rioters range, sas
Dr. Alvin Poussaint, a Negro psychiatrist
at Tufts University, "from the plain damn
angry to those with fantasies of taking
over, to those who want a T\' set, to tlio,u,
angry at their father and mother, to th
caught up in hysteria, to those who wig:
act only when they see the cops shoo:
someone." But he adds: "Rage is common n
to all of them:" The rage is directed a:
the cheated hopes, the despond and
finally the suffocating emptiness of the
ghetto. "The chronic riot of their day-to-
day lives," says Negro psychologist Ken-
neth Clark, "is, as far as they're con-
cerned. no better than the acute rink ...
They don't have anything to lose, includ-
ing their lives. It's not just desperation
it's what-Ole-hell."

Nor can the riots be Nvri t t en off as
merely the holiday of the chronic crimi-
nal. In the benchmark insurrections of
four summersWatts. Newark, Detroit
roughly half the Negroes arrested nu
miscellaneous riot cliarges no poll,
records at all. "Tiwre is a
body of myths cluere;ing about
said a UCLA task force reporting on a
newly completed two-yi!;i s m e a r . ,if

\Vat tti. "They center :trol Ow
distinguish between the ...f.ond Nl.t/
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and the 'bad Negro' ... This hNids to
thy numbers game of guessing the per-
cntage of 'bad Negroes' (2 to 5 per
cent seems to be popular) and to a ra-
tionalization of better uSe of police pow-
er': to drat with diem." The task force's
findings were quite to the contrary: its
titUdy indicated that 15 per cent of adult
Watts Negroes actually joined the riot
and 35 to 40 per cent more were "active"
and approving spectators. And after-
ward, one Watts Negro in three ap-
proved of the riot; the majority who
disapproved often expressed qmpathy
with the rioters or a sort of coMmunity
prick that they had made the invisible
man visible around the world.

Pride, indeed, is the first stunning fact
discovered by the alienand most whites
today are alienwho crosses the line into
that other country. "There's some sort of
emancipation in it," says Poussaint. "It's
like a festival, a sudden release of ten-
sions, a feeling that they have freed
themselves." Frederick J. Hacker, a

white University of Southern California
psychiatrist who crossed the line into
postwar Watts, came back with similar
findings. As Watts saw it, Hacker wrote,
the riot "was the metamorphosis of the
Negroes ... from victimshistorical ob-
jectsto masters ... The people of Watts
felt that for those four clays they repre-
sented all Negroes; the historic plight of
the Negroes; all the rebellions against
all injustice. ... What must be under-
stood by the rest of America is that, for
the lower-class Negro, riots are not crim-
inal, but a legitimate weapon in a moral-
ly justified civil war."

The sense of accomplishment is, of
course, misplaced. The Watts riot did
evoke successive visitations of the Na-
tional Guard, the governor of California
and whole platoons of social scientists,
social workers and social engineers, all
with precious filth, impact on the day-to-
day facts of life in pocerty. rt the anni-
versary of taw riot is still memorialized
in a weeklong summer festival, and not
even Mayor Sam forty a man ha' not-
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ed for his pre-riot attentions to Watts
feels he can afford to stay away. "Watt,i
is not a rat-infested slum like you find in
the Eat," lolly beamed at the opening
of Watts's second .birthcht party last
week, "and the true face of Watts is
represented lu.re today."

Maybe. But art, very real face of
Watts today is the face of victorythe
face of the invisible man made visible.
Efelka Brown, 29, is the assistant man-
ager of a newly opened service station
where Watt's equivalent of the Veter-
ans of Foreign Wars, the "Sons of Watts,"
will train the idle young in a tradeable
skill. "We rioted in Watts," says Brown.
"The Man put up the doctors' building
down the meet, they going to build us
up a clinic and the way I heard, peo-
ple don't have to pay but a dollar a year
and that's for paper work. They have
(lid this for us after the riot. What are
these people riotin' about in other cities?
They want recognition ... and the only
way they goin' get it is to riot. The only
way ... We don't want to overthrow the
countrywe just want what we ain't got."

And there is the equally real face of
defeat. On the burnt-out block called
Charcoal Alley No. 1, Henry Leonard
Johnson Jr. lay flat in the grass, slugged
at a 50-cent bottle of Applejack Wine
and delivered a soliloquy to a relent-
lessly sunny and utterly indifferent sky.
He had, he announced, spent twelve of
his 28 years in jail; as a consequence he
could not find work; there is a car-wash
job in Torrance, but Torrance is 20 miles
away and Johnson has no car. So he lay
in the grass and sipped his wine and
told the sky, "F -- Whitey. I don't believe
in nodally. I feel like they ought to burn
down the whole world. Just let it burn
down, baby."

Henry Leonard Johnson Jr. is an au-
thentic American inoaumenta ruin of
the Negro's passage from slavery through
the serfdom of cropping shaes in the
South and the northward flight to what
the late Negro sociologist E. Franklin
Frazier aptly predicted would prove "the
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city of destruction." Tilt;
preens itself today on having csapid th
most savage of the slum rioting, pr -
pared the Negro for that px.sago by
hringiug him tip a segregated, somiliter-
ate field hand. Ancl the North, which of-
ten fancies that it has been laboring to-
ward full equality since Emancipation,
tends to forget that segregation was tac-
itly accepted national policy at least into
the 1940s and 1950s when Harry Tru-
man abolished it in the armed forces and
the Supreme Court outlawed it in the
schools). The invisible man is quite pain-
fully aware that he has been visible
mostly when he made himself so. "The
riots," says Berkeley sociologist Robert
Blattner, "are the culmination of tel
years of organized protest ... [The school
decision in] 1954 was the last time a bas-
ic change in race relations was brought
about by a white institution. Now the
Negroes themselves have become the
prime historic factors, not just the objects
of history."

Prisoner of History: Yet the Negro re-
mains, in the city of destruction, a pris-
oner of his history. He is the last of the
immigrants. A black population that was
three-fourths Southern rural in 1910 is
three-fourths urban today, and the north-
ward exodus has spilled 5.3 million black
newcomers into the ghettos since 1950.
The Negro arrived with few more mar-
ketable assets than a strong back at pre-
cisely a period of history when strong
backs ...ere becoming obsolescent. The
new technology swallowed up unskilled
and semiskilled jobs; now machines dig
ditches, wash dishes, run elevators. The
new suburbia drained off middle-class
whites; two big cities (Washington anti
Newark) have black majorities today
and 23 others may have by 1982 at the
ghetto's present explosive rates of birth
and migration.

Nor has the spate of civil-rights and
poverty legislation of the 1960s substan-
tially changed anything. The ghetto's
core problems are as staggeringly bad a4
ever. Some are getting worse.

Unemployment in the black shims rus

New
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nroAncednotably in the U.S. Congress
has been a response in kind. There is
tie widespread superstition that to at-
tenipt to understand the roots of rioting
is to condone the riots, that to act %%ould
be to reward the rioters. It was in just
such spirit that the House laughed
down a S.I0 million slum rat-control pro-
gram. Snorted sociologist Hauser after-
ward: "The Marie Antoinette Congress.
'Let them have rats'."

Even among those disposed to listen,
the' riots have produced a wave of con -
fusion and a semi, not of defeat but of
the failure of all that has been done so
far. "The. riots themselves are the best
evaluations of what's been done," says
Kenneth Clark, and even some of the
Great Society's own architects agree.
Civil-rights legislation has been largely
directed at Southern-style Jim Crow, not
the ills of the Northern ghetto. Urban
renewal has tightened the white noose

t
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lost alreadythe disaffected down -and-
outels among today's ghetto young.
"There are a number of Negroes already
who can't be won back," says a Negro
government civil-rights man. "Frain here
on there will be revolutionaries, and of-
Wing them a job, a TV or a car will no
longer bring them back."

Yet there is a feeling that beginnings
must be made. The dialogue in black
and white must be restored; some public
men try, as does New York's Mayor John
V. Lindsay on his frequent walks through
Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant, but he
remains an exception. Everyone agrees
that ghetto schools must be upgraded,
though there is no unanimity as to means.
Moynihan, among. others, recommends a
flat government family allowance for all
parents with no strings attacheda pro-
gram in operation in every Western in-
dustrial democracy but the U.S. There is
a spreading distrust of .the government

-
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Growing up in the ghetto: 'We just want what we ain't got'

around the black slums. An undernour-
ished poverty program has reached no
more than 10 per cent of the 2 million
adult poor and the 1 million jobless young
who need training or experience to get
work. Some of the idle have been trained
for nonexistent jobs. There is a recogni-
tion at once that vast sums of money are
needed and that money alone will not do
the trick. "Administratively," says Ralph
Gakenheimer, a University of North Caro-
lina city planner, "the easiest thing to do
is spend money." But few cities spent as
much as Detroit, and now a sobered
Washington topsider says glumly: "There
will be more Dctroits."

Lost Generation: For no one imagines
any longer that there will be any quick
solutions. The talk now, among urban-
affairs experts in and out of government,
is that only a massive public commitment
and at least a generation of effort will be
required to repair and thus pacify the
ghettos. Sonic fee! a generation has been

.News!tevki,,Augnst.2.41967-.

bureaucracies that have failed in the
past; the new liberalism holds that corpo-

.rate imaginationand corporate money
must somehow be drawn into the fray.
Robert Kennedy, for one, has long ar-
gued for tax incentives to stem industry's
drift to the suburbs (three-fifths of all
new plants since 1954 have been built
outside the central cities) and to get
factoriesand jobsinto the ghetto. The
Administration's own rent-supplement
programlately put down by Congress
amounted to a subsidy for privately built
low-income housing.

But most short-term strategics center
on jobsas many and as quickly as possi-
ble. A spreading school of thought be-
lieves that the government ought to be
the employer of last resort and guarantee
work for the unskilled who cannot find it
elsewhere. "For instance," says Chicago
Urban League director Edwin C. (Bill)
Berry, "mail carriers. If we had two mail
deliveries a day, we'd open 60,000 jobs.

3on
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For instance, teachers' aides ..." And the
heaviest stress is on "Inn aningfill" work
not WPA gravel-shoveling but jobs where
a man can.master a useful craft and earn
a living wage. The presumption is that
jobs will prove to he not just it stopgap
but a way of breaking the vi,ious cycle
of..shint life. "Nothing will motivate kids
more, than evidence that education will
really lead some place, to good jobs and
new mobility," says a New York City
planner. And it helps if there is a father
with a decent job at home in a decent
house to provide an image."

Out of Prison: Where the short-rim so-
lutions stress the reconstruction of the
ghettos themselves, the longe -run strat-
egies point toward ultimate dispersal of
the blacks out of the prison of the central
cities. The defeat of Mr. Johnson's fair-
housing bill last yearalmost certain to
be repeated in this Congresswas dem-
onstration enough that any such diaspora
is politically improbable now. Yet the
White louse is increasingly persuaded
that the pressure of the ghetto's explo-
sive growth is the real root of the prob-
lemand that it will only get worse if the
tide continues. The talk now centers on
encouraging the creation of new towns
on saving the old cities by turning away
from them and making; new communities
with low-cost housing and integrated liv-
ing built in from birth.

But money is short: Vietnam taxes the
nation's resources and absorbs the Presi-
dent's attention; the rioters demand at-
tention and whip up that sting of fear
and hostility called the white backlash;
and in the Senate of the United States.
Everett McKinley Dirksen, the leader of
the Republican opposition, questions
Brice Kinnamon, the police chief of Cam-
bridge, Md., about the state of race rela-
tions in that recently Hot-scarred Eastern
Shore town.

"Do you have, according to the com-
mon definition, a ghetto in Cambridge:

"No, sir," Kinnamon replied.
"They speak of Harlem as a ghetto,"

Dirksen goes on, "a place whereoh, a
racial group may be segregated some-
what. You have no ghetto."

"No, sir."
"Do they livedo the nomvhitc live

any place in town where they can find a
house?"

"I do not know of any way they can
stop them from buying them," said Kin-
namon, "but they do live in their own
section."

"They live in their own section."
"Yes, sir."
"For the most part."
"Yes, sir."

A the clock is running.
Percy Viggins went inti the Army

with a po t 1. cord, sc cd a year in
Vietnam, came me o Chicago direr:

t that his servicemonths ago con t
lan job. Itrecord w ould I p h d a

hasn't, and o u NViggins s bitter. 'I
couldn't c n get a job driving cab," he
said. w lowest job in the wor r nd
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SHIFT FPCM MODERATES TO MILITANTS: A SEPARATE PATH
Reprinted from Life Magazine, December 13, 1968, pages 82-89

This is the conclusion Of LIfPs
ries on the ohistO* of die4'Negro
in America. The first three sections
appeared in the issues of Nov. 22
and 29 and Dec.

the le0'. front and the .UrbaTV3 viCes. And his native intellect, be-
-League titithe economic, Or,' lying a ninth-grade education, soon
as head ofSouthern Christian Lead.....'1 made him the most effective of
ership COnference, forced:the the Muslim spokesmen. With ma-

6. tion to .consider its moral stance4: t.u}ity, Malcolm came to question
More than Marshall or Young, of the simplistic rhetori,- of
King spoke to his own .'Peciple;,11: #ie sect, Particularly the notion
But his 'words wereand:, wereA,,,,,,:.,'that all whites are by definition
meant tO beoverheard bY:whiter,i... the devil. He died before he could
America.. King fashioned an fully. develop his new stance. To a
ican version of Mahatma Gandfil's::.'' considerable degree the young
prime weapon, nonviolent black men quoted on the following
tance, and for 10 years he and. pages share and carry forward the
followers sat-in, walked-in at!td.'.:: thoughts of Malcolm X.
waded-in across the South. 'Th

. days King. sPent in Southern
furthered. his cause as. Much a5.':::: 'hese nine men lead widely dif-
did his eloquent speeches. In 1.9b4,-.. ferent lives, but in the main they
e won the Nobel Peace, PriZe:: are activists, putting their views to

And in '1968 he Was assassinated:. i daily use. Two are ministers, one
.In one sense, the successes is a neurosurgeon, another is a

'55-'65:Spawned the turmoil of.,the state legislator and there are a
late '60,S; the angry Militancy,the:,,.... poet and a comedian as well. One,
Outbreaks' in the .ghettos.:.1micilicq 'Eldridge Cleaver, is a fugitive. A

.in the legal victories was .a guar.,,;., felon with a record to rival Mal-
antee Of equality that many white: colm X's, Cleaver gained stature
Americans. were.not .prepared -with an autobiography and his

.grant. tfle'real restraints, the .work as information director of
uditesWoven into the fabriC ofSCIQ
ciety, CoUld not be argued OUtef'..
existence before the' 'SUpre
CoUrt:Now that the legaliStiC
Pings had 'been torn 'away, titeSe,.i..,,,
real restraints stood reyealeci;441:`:;,..

, Manyi, N:egroes despaired
gettint ciear of them.

. The man who.spoke niciSt
to thPse tVh6 despairedwasMaf6: rica migration or the more recent

:.'COlm ?6:WhileMarshall'ind-Yotint":
and Kintwere telling whtteS, .. be turned into some sort of mam-

.fect, j.',10Ok what. you have done,:: moth reservation.

. to uS,".,:Malcolm X spoke to-the The separation' that they favor
.'.groes;I. net for them, .ancl. J:te is physical in a sensewithin the
..them:j ilook What you can' dO fide: ' ! ghettos. It is separation in. a social
yourselves:" He. jarred. the SOPA.7-, sensethey oppose an integration

Whitesparticularly!'lib..;: that would submerge a weak mi-.

.zierals4Y telling Negroes:to ."4fOR,','..f nority of 10% under the weight
*begging. favors from whites4.,.,4V.:,'

. majority of 90%. Phrased in
up.i..Off your. kneeS and,.ligqt,::: nine different ways, they are talk-

..'..,yciur;Owp battles." He. demande!t: ing about Black Power, about com-
. plat .10.aks" draw:back bining efforts so that black Amer-

. .selv.k.,iiat. physically btitZeimat.j.::
tO:;:xelearn...their Afr!O:n

icanS can exert a leverage on the
.nation's policies.

MoSt. of .altfito t. s.etki: hoW many of America's Negroes
to. Mei* thei r ef forts. for:,Maii;i!ViO.i.'.; There is . po paint in arguing

to be an "equal opportunity...eirtheir.ninhdod::a.s.scirr)Pthip :!.13H,...1q.drthese nine speak/for. The point is
ployer." '~~^u~ ,Style of prsua- already have, ntit'-a .ttiot right now these are the men

.sion does not produce dramatic ',',.2.fight.;thiat-theyMust ,Who.are speaking to black America,
publicity. But it :does make. for - spOke.,tO;A4st,:0;
hopeful statistics of.Negroes;mov- .17.that.!#
ing into white-collar jObs. haliLgone;..the

The great decade of civil, rights
progressfrom 1955 to 1965-.7
found its victories in an appeal to
the conscience, the laws and the
pragmatism of white America.
Three of the men at right can
claim as much credit as any ..for
those victories. Thurgood Marshall,
Whitney Young and Martin Luther
King Jr. spoke for the black man,
to the white. Their demands
marked a new surge in the black
Americans' drive for equality.

Thurgood Marshall, named last
year to be the first Negro to sit
on the Supreme Court, appeared
before that same Court 32 times
during his 23-year tenure as coun-
sel of the NAACP. From 1938, when
he appeared before Southern
courts: where.: Negro. lawyers had
never before handled civil rights
cases, Marshall built a series of vic-
tories that culminated in Brown v.
Board of Education, decided by
the Supreme Court in 1954. To
win that final battle, Marshall gath-
ered the support of historians, so-
ciologists and educators to.. per-
suade the Court. that separate
schools are "inherently unequal."

While the NAACP pursued its
traditional legal goals, the National
Urban League, headed since 1961
by Whitney Young, turned up the
heat under America's employers:
Young, a sophisticated and forceful
bargainer, has sat on presidential
commissions 'with enough execu-
tives to make up a Who's Who of
American business. He has. instant
access to Most of America's ex-
ecutive suites. But he enters them
with a basic set of demandsHobs
for Negroes and particularly in por
sitions that will let, the lower-ech-
elon managers know that the com-
pany isn't kidding when it claims

the militant Black Panthers. Ac-
cused of breaking parole, and faced
with more years in jail, he went
into hiding.

Different as their lives are, their
thinking, as revealed in recent in-
terviews with LIFE, shares the com-
mon thread of separation. They
arenot interested in a back-to-Af-

proposal that five Southern states

de t. c
'..6LYearl jail term, e...?

434P1?!. lack -1V1u.

I' .and are being heard.' Next year
ter list might be different' The

.4Oyement toward Negro equality
s a history of wearing out its
phets early. Still, these are the

-4-rds .that..,oright now are coming
tigh MOSt clea .

1-1- NAACP attacked hief, dope ulT7iia
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Jesse

Jackson
A lieutenant of Martin Luther King
. . . ordained this year as a Bap-
tist minister . . . from his church
in Chicago he directs Operation
Breadbasket which gets action on
Negro demands, thiough boycotts
of national firms . . . young (27),

with 4t . . . as a college student
in Greensboro, N.C., led the pro-
test against segregated restaurants.

Some call our private world the
ghetto. But I call it the colony be-
cause social institutions did not
create iteconomic institutions
created and maintain .it. We must
act to control our colonies through
communications, economics and
politics. We have been trained to
be consumers rather than produc-
ers. Consumption leads to fatness
but production leads to power.
With our Operation Breadbasket
we can channel the energies of
our people. Some militants have a
nihilistic sense, a feeling of futil-
ity; they have never won anything
from white people and don't think
they can. Therefore when we say.
the blacks should take over A&P
in the ghetto, it is one way to-
wards making militancy meaning-
ful. We would rather own A&P
than burn it. Wien we get in our
own managers and products it has
a maturing effect on these ,mil-
itants. OnCe they win a battle,
they are ready to join in long-
term struggle. We may still be eco-
nomically insecure, but whites are
psychologically insecure. America
can't rest until we have one def-
inition of man. America is schizo-
phrenicthe ideal of democracy
versus the reality of racism.,
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Rolr

hill is
Born in the Virgin Islands . . . col-
lege-trained chemist before he
turned full time to civil rights . . .

At 34 national director of CORE
. . . the.man most responsible for
that group's shift to black nation-
alism . . . urbane, sophisticated.

4Black nationalism is the philos-
ophy of self-determination, the
philosophy of an oppressed peo-
ple. Oppression can occur in one's
homeland or in the homeland of
the oppressor2And the latter has

been suffered by only two great
peoples--the Jews and the Amer-
ican blacks. One solution to such
Oppression is assimilationin the
essence, the loss of one's self. Mo-
ses tried the other solutionwith
his flight from Egypt. That won't
work for us. We have to devise a
philosophy applicable to our own
dilemma. We must rehabilitate
blacks as a people. We must con-
trol the institutions in our areas.
We must deal with our problems
as one wholenot individually a:
economic, political or social. .l.)-
tegration is a total failure. We must
continue as a separate entity.)
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/bent
Cleaoc. Jr.
Pastor of a militant church, De-
troit's Central United Church of
Christ, which he has named Shrine
of the Black Madonna . . . leads
his congregation in worship of a
black Messiah . . . in 1964 he
founded the Freedom Now party
and was its candidate for governor.

4My concern is bringing the black
church into the struggle. What
black ministers have learned about
white man's Christianity is invalid;
they must rebuild the worship ser-
vice and the approach of the
church. When I go back to the
Old Testament; knowing that the
Israelites were black and were

Dic,
Gregory
Successful comedian who finds lit-
tle time now to be funny . . . was
Freedom and Peace party candi-
date for President . . . now 36
. . crusader for the rights of
all the outshis own people, the
Indians, the hippies in Chicago.

man was put here to make this
place better for other men. I made
my decision to be a man.

The structure is being tested not
by blacks alone. White kids have
hit the system and it won't stay
like it is. White parents can't use
the word "nigger" because their
kids won't let them. These kids
won't conform to society's old
image. A kid can be number one
in his class, but his long hair and

caught up in a struggle for na-
tionhood, it seems to me that many
of their festivals and holidays
should be incorporated into the
black church. Passover is a remem-
bering of one's time in bondage
while celebrating freedom from
slavery. The Old Testament is the
text for black powei, black pride,
the search for black identity. We
are a people seeking mental health.
We've been sick a long time. The
white man has always asserted that
black is ugly. It's written into the
language. Anything distasteful is

black. It was a black day. You're
blackballed out of a fraternity. If
black and white are ever to co-
exist there must he candid ac-
ceptance that black is just as beau-
tiful as white. And just as good.)

Black people have a bondun-
equaled in this countryin the
memory of shared insults. A rich
white man will never be insulted
in the same fashion as the richest
black man. But the richest black
man will be insulted for the same
reasons as a black man without
an income. All this talk about sep-
aratismit's just a word to fas-
cinate white folks who enjoy de-
nouncing it. We are separated right

clothing make his parents ashamed
of him. These young kids are push-
ing and they won't stop. When
America can be as aware of in-
justices a home as she is of the
ones around the world, then she'll
be a truly vital society. When we
can make democracy work, we
won't have to force it down other
people's throats. If it really is
such a good idea, and if they can
see it working, they'll steal it,

now, and we want to control our
areas. We will take this control if
we have to. Not violently, but we
will take it. Revolution means de-
stroying your own. A black rev-
olution means tearing up the black
community. It cannot be without
pain, but we will free ourselves
from our hangups. I became in-
volved when I stopped and re-
alized that male animals are put
on earth to reproducebut that



LeRoi
Jones
Talented playwright . . . poet of
black nationalism . eloquent mil-
itant whose advice now is "cool*
it" . . leader, at 35, of Newaik's
United Black Brothers voter reg-
istration campaign to gain control
of a city that is black by majority.

'How can anybody live in this
world without seeing what's going
on? We began as slaves and have
never existed to the Man as hu-
man beings with rights equal to
his. During the rebellions here in
Newark, Negroes who were look-
ing out the windows were shot be-
cause they were black. Negroes
who believe they can slip into the
white man's society are badly mis-
taken. The old established Negro
leadership reflects white attitudes,
urging patience after 350 years of
patience. These leaders have the
money, which whites are all too
eager to give, to keep us down.
And that represents power. Now
they're going to have to be our
leaders or nothing.,

Halry
Edwards
A lower of a man-6' 8" and 250
pounds . . now 26 . . . rejected
pro football offers to work for
Ph.D. in sociology . . was as-
sistant professor of sociology at
San Jose Site College . . . leader
of Hack boycott of '68 Olympics.
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Eldridge
Cleaver
Convicted felon who served his
time for possession of drugs and
criminal assault . . . in his cell
wrote an important document of
the rebellion, "Soul on Ice" highly
praised collection of essays and let-
ters . . . went into hiding to avoid
a return to jail as a parole viola-
tor . . . now 33, a spokesman fot
the coldly militant Black Panthers

'The slogan "Black Power" was
recognition of a change in the psy-
chology of black people. They have
seized on their blackness and have
rallied around itaround the cen-
tral element for which they were

There are going to be more pro-
tests in the future. Black athletes
in America have been used as sym-
bols of a nonexistent democracy
and brotherhood. This was the only
place we were allowed to have Fie-
roesbut always on the white
man's terms. Joe Louis could be
idolized but Muhammad All was
crucified by the Man. We have to

oppressed. Now they have turned
the focus of their oppression into
the focal point of the struggle for
liberation.

There is power in our commu-
nities but it is held by out-
sidersor by traitors. They drain
the prosperity out of our com-
munities and take it home with
them into the suburbs. The strong-
arm men, the police, are there to
see that we don't budge. But we
are going to move anyway. The sur-
vival of our people depends on
it. By struggling against the con-
ditions we live in we're simply
continuing the struggle of our
ancestors up out of slavery. And
we are reaching the end of our
people's long hard struggle"

get away from the tragicomic ob-
session with white folks. They are
irrelevant. We are against the sys-
temnot against groups of whites.
We must move against the institu-
tions that the system reveres. The
Man will send a regiment to pro-
tect a building but would not put
the same effort into improving the
conditions of human beings./



Thomas
Matthew
Respected New York neurosurgeon
. . . 43 years old . . . gave up
much of his practice to found
N.E.G.R.O., self-help corporate
combine that issues bonds for as lit-
tle as 250 and runs a hospital, apart-
ment houses, small factories, bus
lines in Watts and New York.

Integration is a technique, not an
end or an absolute. It has its prop-
er place if circumstance gives it va-
lidity. Perhaps far in the future
circumstances will be such that in-
tegration will benefit both blacks
and whites. But integration will
never work as long as it is only
thought of for the black man's ben-
efit. In the past integration has

Julian
Bond
Nationally known since the Dem-
ocratic Convention . . at 28 head-
ed the irregular Georgia delegation
. . . in 1965, elected to the Geor-
gia House, where Negroes had not
served since 1908. . . denied his
seat for antiwar statements until
the Supreme Court look his side.

been a form of paternalism. The
black bourgeoisie and intelligentsia
thought that if they attained the
privilege of being with whites it
would solve all their problems. This
has been a part of our inferiority
complex. Now some of our people
are loosening up, freeing them-
selves inside. There is no longer an
extra internal jump when one hears
the word "black" used in public.
Here at N.E.G.R.O. we are trying to
build a bridge between the black
bourgeoisie, who have resources,
education and talents, and the
masses of black people who are in
desperate need of leaders. The
middle class has to be reminded
that it exists at the sufferance of the
white man. Their future is with the
black masses, using their skills
where they're really needed.,

Although I can't absolutely en-
vision whites putting us in con-
centration camps, aren't they on
the way to making the ghetto a
concentration camp of sorts, with
increasingly repressive police mea-
sures? I hope we can form a new
coalition for action, not promises.
Blacks were promised that patience
would bring justice. Whites were
promised that justice would bring

order. But it was all promises, not
progress. We face two alternatives:
to strive for the day when the
nation that fights wars to make
the world safe for democracy can
assure its citizens that democracy
is safe for them; or to smash those
who now control, to seize control
from their hands, to use raw pow-
er to insure that constitutional
rhetoric becomes reality.,
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of Plop. v. Peromeee, this finding aaply supported by modern authority. Any
language in Ple.ey v. Ferguson contrary o this fi ing is rejected.

"We conclude that in the field of pub education the doctrine of 'Separate
but Equal' has no place. Separate educatibnil facilities are inherently unequal.

)4,bTherefore, we hold that the plaintiffs-1nd oth s similarly situated for whom
the actions have been brought are,,by reason of be segregation complained of,
aro deprived of the equal protection of the laws gi4ranteed by the Fourteenth
Amendment...." //

1'
THE CLASSIC ARGUMENTS ON CAPITALISM AND COMMUNISM

The goals of economic freedom, justice, progress and stability are universal,

but what the goals mean and how they are achieved through the economic organiza-

tion of a society, distinguish one economic program from another. The follow-

ing readings define Capitalism and Communism and present arguments about their

relative value as alternative ways of organizing economic life. Milton Friedman,

now a professor of economics at The University of Chicago, is perhaps the most

distinguished contemporary proponent of 'competitive capitalism'- -that is, a pri-

vate-enterprise economy with minimal governmental intervention. The short excerpt

by Lenin on the transition from Capitalism to Communism is a classic and is taken

from The State and Revolution, first published in 1917, the year of the Bolshevic

Revolution in Russia. The concluding reading in the section was vritten by Sum -

of
ner 3lichter, an eminent professor /economics from Harvard University. His state-

ment offers a contrast to that of Professor Friedman.

Peck Tvi INJ D .

Capitalism & Freedom, by Milton Friedman, Phoenix edition, 1963.

"The Relation between Economic Freedom and Political Freedom': pp. 12-16,chpt.I

"The basic problem of social organization is how to co-ordinate the economic
activities of large numbers of people. Even in relatively backward societies,,
extensive division of labor and speciaization of function is required to make ef-
fective use of available resources. In advancecrsocieties, the scale on which co-
ordination is needed, to take full advantage of the opportunities offered by 'mo-
dern science and technology, is enormously greater. Literally millions of people
are involved in providing one another with their daily bread, let alone with their
yearly automobiles. The challenge to the believer in liberty is to reconcile
this widespread interdependence with individual freedom.

3 n
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"Fundamentally, there are only two ways of co-ordinating the economic acti-
vities of millions. One it central direction involving the use of coercion- -the
technique of the army and of the modern totalitarian state. The other is volun-
tary co-operation of individuals--the technique of the market place....

"A working model of a society organized through voluntary exchange is a free
private enterprise exchange economist- -what we have been calling competitive capi-
talism.

"In its simplest form, such a society consists of a number of independent
households...Each household uses the resources it controls to produce goods and
services that it exchanges for goods and services produced by other households,
on terms mutually acceptable to the two parties to the bargain. It is thereby
enabled to satisfy its wants indirectly by producing goods and services for oth-
ers, rather than directly by producing goods for its own immediate use. The in-
centive for adopting this indirect route is, of course, the increased product
made possible by division of labor and specialization of function. Since the
household always has the alternative of producing directly for itself, it need
not enter into any exchange unless it benefits from it. Hence, no exchange will
take place unless both parties do benefit from it. Co-operation is thereby ach-
ieved without coercion.

"Specialization of function and division of labor would not go far if the
ultimate productive unit were the household. In a modern society, we have gone
much farther. We have introduced enterprises which are intermediaries between
individuals in their capacities as suppliers of service and ae purchasers of
goods. And similarly, specialization of function and division of labor could not
go very far if we had to continue to rely on the barter of product for product.
In consequence, money has been introduced as a means of facilitating exchange,
and of enabling the acts of purchase and of sale to be separated into two parts...

"So iong as effective freedom of exchange is maintained, the central fea-
ture of the market organization of economic activity is that it prevents one par-
son from interfering with another in respect of most of his activities. The con-
sumer is protected from coercion by the seller because of the presence of other
sellers with whom he can deal. The seller is protected from coercion by the con-
sumer because of other consumers to whom he can sell. The employee is protected
from coercion by the employer because of other employers for whom he can work,
and eo on. And the market does this impersonally and without centralized authority.

"Indeed, a major source of objection to free economy is precisely that it
does this task so well. It gives people what they want instead of what a parti-
cular group thinks they ought to want. Underlying most arguments against the
free market is a lack of belief in freedom itself.

"The existence of a free market does not of course eliminate the need for
government. On the contrary, government is essential both as a forum for deter-
mining the 'rules of the game' and as ar umpire to interpret and enforce the rules
decided on. What the market does is to reduce greatly the range of issues that
must be decided through political means, and thereby to minimize the extent to
which government need participate directly in the game. The characteristic fea-
ture of action through political channels is that it tends to require or enforce
substantial conformity. The great advantage of the market, on the other hand,
is that it permits wide diversity. It is, in political torus, a system of pro-
portional representation. Each man can vote, as it mere, for the color of tie
he wants and get it; he does not have to see bihat color the majority wants- wad
then, if he is in the minority, submit.

1 ,



"It is this feature of the market that we refer to when we say that the mar-
ket provides economic freedom. But this characteristic also has implications that
go far beyond the narrowly economic. Political freedom means the absence of coer-
cion of a man by his fellow man. The fundamental threat to freedom is power to
coerce, be it in the hands of a monarch, a dictator, an oligarchy, or a momentary
majority. The preservation of freedom requires the elimination of such concen-
tration of power to the fullest possible extent and the dispersal and distribu-
tion of whatever power cannot be eliminated - -a system of checks and balances. By
removing the organization of economic activity from the control of political au-
thority, the market eliminates this source of coercive power. It enables econo-
mic strength to be a check to political power rather than a reinforcement.

"Economic power can be widely dispersed...Political power, on the other hand,
is more difficult to decentralize. There can be numerous small independent gov-
ernments. But it is far more difficult to maintain numerous equipotent small cen-
ters of political power in a single large government than it is to have numerous
centers of economic strength in a single large economy. There can be many mil-
lionaires in one large economy. But can there be more than one really outstanding
leader, one person on whom the energies and enthusiasms of his countrymen are cen-
tered? If the central government gains power, it is likely to be at the expense
of local governments. There seems to be something like a fixed total of political
power to be distributed. Consequently, if economic power is joined to political
power, concentration seems almost inevitable. On the other hand, if economic pow-
er is kept in separate hands from political power, it can serve as a check and a
counter to political power."

(the Conclusion from Mr. Friedman's book is from Chapttr XIII, pages196-202)

"In the 1920's and the 1930's, intellectuals in the United States were over-
whelmingly persuaded that capitalism was a defective system inhibiting economic
well-being and thereby freedom, and that the hope for the future lay in a greater
measure of deliberate control by political authorities over economic affairs.
The conversion of the intellectuals was not achieved by the example of any actual
collectivist society, though it undoubtedly was much hastened by the establish-
ment of a communist society in Russia and the glowing hopes placed in it. The con-
version of the intellectuals was achieved by a comparison between the existing
state of affairs, with all its injustices and defects, and a hypothetical state
of affairs as it might be. The actual was compared with the ideal.

"At the time, not much else was possible. True, mankind had experienced
many epochs of centralized control, of detailed intervention by the state into ec-
onomic affairs. But there had been a revolution in politics, in science, and in
technology. Surely, it was argued, we can do far better with a democratic poli-
tical structure, modern tools, and modern science than was possible in earlier ages.

time
"The attitudes of that'are still with us. There is still a tendency to re-

gard any existing government intervention as desirable, to attribute all evils to
the market, and to evaluate new proposals for government control in their ideal
form, as they might work if run by able, disinterested men, free from the pres-
sure of special interest groups. The proponents of limited government and free
enterprise are still on the defensive.

"Yet, conditions have changed. We now have several decades of experience
with governmental intervention: It An no longer necessary to compare the market
as it actually operates and government intervention as it ideally eight operate.
We can compare the actual with the actual.
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do so, it is clear that the difference between the actual operation of
ale market and its ideal operation--great though it undoubtedly is--is as nothing
compared to the difference between the actual effects of government intervention
and their intended effects. Who can now sea any great hope for the advancement
of men's freedom and dignity in the massive tyranny and despotism that hold sway
in Huitsia? Wrote Marx and Engels in The Communist Manifesto: 'The proletarians

have nothing to lose but their chains. They have a world to win.' Who today can

regard the chains of the proletarians in the Soviet Union as weaker than the
chains of the proletarians in the United States, or Britain or France or Germany
or any Western state?

"Let us look closer to home. Which if any of the great "reforms" of past

decades has achieved its objectives? Have the good intentions of the proponents
of these reforms been realized?

...."If a balance be struck, there can be little doubt that the record is
dismal. The greater part of the new ventures undertaken by government in the past
few decades have failed to achieve their objectives. The United States has con-
tinued to progress; its citizens have become better fed, better clothed, better
housed, and better transported; class and social distinctions have narrowed; min-
ority groups have become less disadvantaged; popular culture has advanced by leaps
and bounds. All this has been the product of the initiative and drive of indivi-
duals co-operating through the free market. Government measures have hampered
not helped this development. We have been able to afford and surmount these mea-
sures only because of the extraordinary fecundity of the market. The invisible
hand has been more potent for progress than the visible hand for retrogression.

"Is it an accident that so many of the governmental reforms of recent decades
have gone awry, that the bright hopes have turned to ashes? Is it simply be-
cause the progress are faulty in detail?

"I believe the answer is clearly in the negative. The central defect of
these measures is that they seek through government to force people to act against
their awn immediate interests in order to promote a supposedly general interest.
They seek to resolve what is supposedly a conflict of interest, or a difference
in view about interests, not by establishing a framework that will eliminate the
conflict, or by persuading people to have different interests, but by forcing
people to act against their own interest. They substitute the values of outsiders
for the values of participants; either some telling others what is good for them,
or the government taking from some to benefit others. These measures are there-
fore countered by one of the strongest and most creative forces known to man- -
the: attempt by millions of individuals to promote their own interests, to live
their lives by their own values. This is the major reason why the measures have
so often had the opposite of the effects intended. It is also one of the major
strengths of a free society and explains why governmental regulation does not
strangle it.

"The interests of which I speak are not simply narrow self-regarding inter-
ests. On the contrary, they include the whole range of values that men hold dear
and for which they are willing to spend their fortunes and sacrifice their lives.
The Germans who lost their lives oppoaing Adolph Hitler were pursuing their inter-
ests as they saw them. So also are the men and women who devote great effort and
time to charitable, educational and religious activities. Naturally, such inter-

esesare the major ones_for.few men. It is the virtue of a free society that it
nonetheless permits these interests full scope and does not subordinate them to
the narrow materialistic interests that dominate the bulk of mankind. Thet is
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why capitalist societies are less materialistic than collective societies.

"Why is it, in light of the record, that the burden of proof still seems to
rest on those of us who oppose new government programs and who seek to reduce the
already unduly large role of government? Let Dicey answer: "The beneficial ef-
fact of State intervention, especially in the form of legislation, is direct, im-
mediate, and, so to speak, visible, whilst its evil effects are gradual and in-
direct, and lie out of sight....Nor...do moat people keep in mind that State in-
spectors may be incompetent, careless, or even occasionally corrupt...; few are
those who realize the undeniable truth that State help kills self-help. Hence
the majority of mankind must almost of necessity look with undue favor upon
governmental intervention. This natural bias can be counteracted only by the ex-
istence, in a given society, ... of a presumption or prejudice in favor of indi-
vidual liberty, that is, of laissez-faire. The mere decline, therefore, of faith
in self-help--and that such a decline has taken place is certain--is of itself
sufficient to account for the growth of legislation tending towards socialism."

"The preservation and expansion of freedom are today threatened from two
directions. The one threat is obvious and clear. It is the external threat
coming from the evil men in the Kremlin who promise to bury us. The other threat
is far more subtle. It is the internal threat coming from men of good intentions
and good will who wish to reform us. Impatient with the slowness of persuasion
and example to achieve the great social changes they envision, they are anxious
to use the power of the state to achieve their ends and confident of their own
ability to do so. Yet if they gained the power, they would fail to achieve their
immediate aims and, in addition, would produce a collective state from which they
would recoil in horror and of which they would be among the first victims. Con-
centrated power is not rendered harmless by the good intentions of those who
create it.

"/he two threats unfortunately reinforce one another. Even if we avoid a
nuclear holocaust, the threat from the Kremlin requires us to devote a sizable
fraction of our resources to our military defense. The importance of government
as a buyer of so muchof cur output, and the sole buyer of the output of many
firms and industries, already concentrates a dangerous amount of economic power
in the hands of the political authorities, changes the environment in which busi-
ness operates and the criteria relevant for business success, and in these and
other ways endangers a free market. This danger we cannot avoid. But we need-
lessly intensify it by continuing the present widespread governmental interven-
tion in areas unrelated to the military defense of the nation and by undertak-
ing ever new governmental programs--from medical care for the aged to lunar ex-
ploration.

"As Adam Smith once said, 'There is much ruin in a nation'. Our basic struc-
ture of values and the interwoven network of free institutions will withstand much.
I believe that we shall be able to preserve and extend freedom despite the size
of the military programs and despite the economic powers already concentrated in
Washington. But we shall be able to do so only if we awake to the threat that we
face, only if we persuade our fellow man that free institutions offer a surer, if
perhaps at times a slower, route to the ends they seek than the coercive power of
the state..."

1. A. V. Dicey, Law and Public Opinion in Eneland: (2d ed tendou, Macmillan,
1914), pp. 257-8.

3 1.7)
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P ("Pict No- 4
This READING is excerpted cram V. 1. Lenin, "The State and Revolution--
Class Society and the State," in Handbook of Marxism, (ed.) Emile Berns,
London, Victor Gollancz Ltd., 1937, pp. A3-746.

...."In capitalist society, under the conditions most favourable to its de-
velopment, we have more or less complete democracy in the democratic republic.
But this democracy is always bound by the narrow framework of capitalist exploi-
tation, and consequently, always remains, in reality, a democracy for the minor-
ity, only for the possessing classes, only for the rich. Freedom in capitalist
society always remains just about the same as it was in the ancient Greek repub-
lics: freedom for the slave-owners. The modem wage-slaves, awing to the condi-
tions of capitalist exploitation, are so much crushed by want and poverty that
"democracy is nothing to them" "politics is nothing to them" ; that, in the or-
dinary peaceful course of events, the majority of the population is debarred from
perticipating in social and political life.

...."Marx splendidly grasped this essence of capitalist democracy, when, in
analysing the experience of the Commune, he said that the oppressed were allowed,
once every few years, to decide which particular representatives of the oppress-
ing class should be in parliament to represent and repress them!

"But from this capitalist democracy--inevitably narrow, subtly rejecting the
poor, and therefore hypocritical and false to the core--progress does not march
onward, simply smoothly, and directly, to "greater and greater democracy," as the
liberal professors and petty-bourgeois opportunists would have us believe. No,
progress marches onwards, i.e., toward Communism, through the dictatorship of the
proletariat; it cannot do otherwise, for there is no one else and no other way to
break the resistance of the capitalist exploiters.

"But the dictatorship of the proletariat--i.e., the organisation of the van-
guard of the oppressed as the ruling class for the purpose of crushing the op-
pressors--cannot produce merely an expansion of democracy. ToRethtr with an im-
mense expansion of democracy which for the first time becomes democracy for the
poor, democracy for the people, and not democracy for the rich folk, the dicta-
torship of the proletariat produces a series of restrictions of liberty in the
case of the oppressors, the exploiters, the capitalists. We must crush them in
order to free humanity tram wage-slavery; their resistance must be broken by force;
it is clear that where there is suppression there is also violence, there is no
liberty, no democracy.

...."Democracy for the vast majority of the people, and suppression by force,
i.e., exclusion from democracy, of the exploiters and oppressors of the people- -
this is the modification of democracy during the transition from capitalism to
Communism.

"Only in Communist society, when the resistance of the capitalists has been
completely broken, when the capitalists have disappeared, when there are no clas-
ses (i.e., there is no difference between the members of society in their rela-
tion to the social means of production), only then "the State ceases to exist,"
and "it, becomes possible to speak of freedom." Only then a really full democracy,
a democracy without any exceptions, will be possible and will be realized. And
only then will democracy itself begin to wither away due to the simple fact that,
freed from capitalist slavery, from the untold horrors, savagery, absurdities and
infamies of capitalist exploitation, people will gradually become accustomed to
the observation of the elementary rules of social life that have been known for
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centuries and repeated for thousands of years in all school books; they ail/
become accustomed to observing them without force, without compulsion, without
subordination, without the special apparatus for compulsion which is called
the State.

"The expression "the State Athers arm," is very well chosen, for it in-
dicates both the gradual and the elemental nature of the process. Only habit
can, and undoubtedly will, have such an effect; for we see around us millions of
times how readily.people get accustomed to observe the necessary rules of life in
common, if there is no exploitation, if there is nothing that causes indignation,
that calls forth protest and revolt and has to be suppressed...."

g ea gici No .

The following READING is from Handbook of Marxism (ed.) Emile Burns. p. 963.

THE PROGRAMME OF THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL

English edition, Modern Books Ltd., 1929

"The Third (Communist) International was founded in March 1919. At the
Fifth Congress of the Communist International, in 1924, a draft programme was
adopted, and after considerable discussion by all national sections of the Inter-
national, the programme was adopted in its final form at the Sixth Congress, in
1928. It is, in a sense, a restatement of The.Communist Manifesto of 1848, in
relation to the imperialist stage of capitalism."

(page 984)

III. THE ULTIMATE AIM OF THE COMMUNIST
INTERNATIONALWORLD COMMUNISM

"The ultimate aim of the Communist International is to replace world capi-
talist economy by a world system of Communism. Communist society, the basis for
which has bean prepared. by the Whole course of historical development, is man-
kind's only way out, for it alone can abolish the contradictions of the capita-
list system which threaten to degrade and destroy the human race.

"Communist society will abolish the class division of society, i.e.,...it
will abolish all forms of exploitation and oppression of man by man. Society
will no longer consist of antagonistic classes in conflict with each other, but
will present a united commonwealth of labour. For the first time in its history
mankind will take its fate into its own hands. Instead of destroying innumer-
able human lives and incalculable wealth in struggles between classes and nations,
mankind will devote all its energy to the struggle against the forces of nature,
to the development and strengthening of its own collective might.

"After abolishing private ownership of the mans of production and convert-
ing these means into social property, the world system of Communism will replace
the elemental forces of the world market, competitive and blind processes of so-
cial production, by consciously organised and planned production for the purpose
of satisfying rapidly growing social needs. With the abolition of competition
and anarchy in production, devastating crises and still more deem:stating wars will
disappear. Instead of colossal waste of productive forces and spasmodic develop-
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ment of society there will be a planned utilisation of all material resources
and a painless economic development on the basis of unrestricted, smooth and
rapid development of productive forces.

"The abolition of private property and the disappearance of classes will do
away with the exploitation of man by man. Work will cease to be toiling for the.
benefit of a class enemy: instead of being merely a means of livelihood it will
become a necessity of life: want and economic inequality, the misery of enslaved
classes, and a wretched standard of life generally will disappear; the hierarchy
created in the division of labour system will be abolished together with the an-
tagonism between mental and manual labour; and the last vestige of the social in-
equality of the sexes will be removed. At the same time, the organs of class
domination, and the State in the first place, will disappear also. The State,
being the embodiment of class domination, will die out in so far as classes die
out, and with it all measures of corecion will expire.

...."In Communist society no social restrictions will be imposed upon the
growth of the forces of production. Private ownership in the means of produc-
tion, the selfish lust for profits, the artificial retention of the masses in a
state of ignorance, poverty--which retards technical progress in capitalist so-
ciety--and unproductive expenditures will have no place in a Communist society.
The most expedient utilisation of the forces of nature and of the natural condi-
tions or production in the various parts of the world, the removal of the anta-
gonism between town and country, that under capitalism results from the low
technical level of agriculture and its systematic lagging behind industry; the
closest possible co-operation between science and technique, the utmost encour-
agement of research work and the practical application of its results on the
widest possible social scale; planned organisation of scientific work; the ap-
plication of the most perfect methods of statistical accounting and planned re-
gulation of economy; the rapid growth of social needs, which is the most power-
ful internal driving force of the whole system--all these will secure the maximum
productivity of social labour, which in turn will release human energy for the
powerful development of science and art...."

ReciAt',1ci No, 6

..;:-cerpta.:1 from "Free Private Enterprise," by
Sumner H. Slichter, in Readings in Economic, Doctrines, the economy,
and its problems, vol. 2, by Howard L. Balsley, Littlefield, Adams
& Co., Paterson, New Jersey, 1961. pp. 97-101.

"SOME CLAIMS ON BEHALF OF FREE ENTERPRISE"

"Since free enterprise is the principal method by which our economic activi-
ties are organized and controlled, our study of modern industrial society must
very largely consist of an inquiry into how freedom works under present-day condi-

tions--such as machine industry, huge corporations, and science applied to busi-
nese. But before we proceed further with our analysis, it will be helpful to be-
come familiar in a general way with somi'Of the claims which have been made in

behalf of free enterprise. The 'obvious and simple system of natural liberty,'
as Adam Smith called freedom of enterprise, has been regarded as the one and only

way in which men might attain the maximum satisfaction of their desires with a

minimum outlay of sacrifice. It is true that this extreme view has been accepted
by few economists of repute and that since the middle of the last century it has
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been increasingly under attack. Nevertheless it has had and still does have
wide acceptance by the general public and by certain schools of politicians,
and it is appealed to frequently in political controversies. And even though
we no longer spend much time discussing whether or not we can always trust free
enterprise to regulate economic activity better than any other method, we are fre-
quently compelled to decide whether or not it is the best way of controlling a
specific economic activity under specific circumstances. Consequently the claims

which have been made on its behalf are still very live issues.

"The reasoning in support of the belief that freedom of enterprise results
in the maximum of Satisfaction at the minimum of cost is very simple. Each in-
dividual, it is said, is better able than any One else to judge his own interests.
If men are at liberty to spend their money as they choose, they will naturally
purchase those things that will yield them the most satisfaction. Consequently
the very commodities which give consumers the greatest pleasure are the moat pro-
fitable for business enterprises to produce. .Likewise, if men are free to use
such methods of production as they'wish, they'will select those which involve the
least cost per unit of output. With the goods which give the greatest gratifica-
tion being made bythe methods which are leait costly, it follows, according to
the theory, that there will be the maximum surplus of satisfaction over sacrifice.

...."But how is it possible for us to trust business enterprises with so much
freedom? In other branches of human relations, laws to regulate conduct seem to
be quite essential. Why should industry be an exception to this general rule?
If we leave business concerns free to make anything they like by any methods which
they see fit, what is to prevent them from supplying the public with poorly made
or adulterated goods or from using methods that are cheap in terms of dollars but

expensive in terms of human sacrifice? Might not the sum total of pleasure be
greater and of pain be less if the state enforced certain standards of quality or
prohibited the use of certain methods of production?

"The.theory of free enterprise does not, it is important to emphasize, assert
that restraints upon human selfishness are not needed. It simply assumes that
they are provided by competition. This, according to the theory, is the great
regulative force which establishes effective control over economic activities and
gives each of us an incentive to observe thA interests of others. Thus business
establishments are deterred from furnishing adulterated or poorly made goods by
the fear that customers may shift their patronage rivals. Likewise the enter-

prises which fail to protect their men against accidents or industrial disease
or which work them unusually hard, are penalized by the refusal of laborers to
work for them except at a higher wage than other employers pay.

"The mere existence of competition, however, is not enough. For it to per-
form satisfactorily the protective function attributed to it, certain very defin-
ite condtions must be present.

"To begin with, an appreciable proportion of buyers and sellers must be will-
ing to discriminate against those sellers or buyers who ignore, and in favor of
those who take account of, the welfare of others. Otherwise, of course, no one
has an economic incentive to pay attention to the wellbeing of his fellows. As-

sume, for example, that an enterprise pollutes a stream by dumping refuse and
chemicals into it. From the standpoint of the firm, this may be an economical
method of production. But from the standpoint of the community it is an expen-
sive one, because it kills the fish, spoils the stream for bathing, and makes it
foul and ill-smelling. But competition will not stop the pollution unless an
appreciable number of consumer, wage earners, or investors refuse to deal with
the firm which is responsible--that is, unless a substantial number of consumers
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refuse to buy from it, or wage earners to work for it, or investors to put money
into it. But if the enterprise charges no more than its rivals for goods of
equal grade, offers equally attractive conditions of employment, and pays as
high dividends, who has an interest in discriminating against it? Perhaps the
very fact that the enterprise pollutes the stream enables it to offer better
terms than its rivals. Or take the case of child labor--another method of pro-
duction cheap in dollars and cents but expensive in terms of human cost. If the
firms which employ children are able, because of that very fact, to sell for less
or to pay higher wages to adults or higher profits to investors, who is going to
discriminate against them? Under these circumstances, does not competition posi-
tively encourage the employment of children?

"But willingness to discriminate between those who consider the interests
of others and those who do not is insufficient. Competition protects consumers
against inferior ware only when they know good quality from bad; it protects
laborers from unguarded machines only when they know which employers have and
which have not guarded their machines. In other words, competition is an effi-
cient protective agency only when buyers or sellers have the information neces-
sary to make intelligent choices. It fails, for example, to protect consumers
against milk from tubercular cattle because the ordinary buyer of milk has no
way of distinguishing the milk of healthy cows from that of diseased.

"The information needed for intelligent choices may be available, and yet
many buyers or sellers may be too ignorant, too careless, too neglectful of their
own interests to use it. If, for example, workmen show no disposition to shun
plants which are notoriously dangerous or unsanitary, what incentive have employ-
ers to improve conditions?

"Discrimination can have an effect only when those who are its objects rea -.
lize that. it is being practiced. For years, wage earners, by quitting and seek-
ing work elsewhere, have discriminated against employers who gave poor treat-
ment. But all of this produced little effect upon working conditions and labor
policies because employers were not aware how many men were quitting. As soon,
however, as enterprises began to keep track of the number of resignations, great
improvements occurred in the treatment of labor.

"Finally, competition works well as a protective force only when there is
not great disparity in bargaining power between buyers and sellers. If workmen
are so numerous and jobs so scarce that competition among laborers for jobs is
more intenae than competition among employers for men, conditions of employment
are bound to be unsatisfactory. Likewise in boom times, when goods are scarce
and deliveries are slow, competition fails to protect consumers against poor
ware. In the clothing industry, for example, it is notorious that in busy years
the quality of garments goes down."
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UNJI 1
v!!:sscia 6 - Readin:; r.o. 7

from:

KARL 1:11;:: A CO:. rnDurjo>1 Tp_2:Jy2:, pv. F01.7 iCT, V

Introdu - In the Preface of this work (1859) Marx sketched an outline

of his theory of history. According to Marx, economic changes are the

basic causes of social, political, and cultural changes because mots

economic role is his most important social role. Changes in man's econo-

mic role therefore lead him to change his political system, culture, indeed,

his entire society. Marx distinguishes types of societies by the kind of

economic system that predominates in a particular society. He explains

why societies normally go through certain stages of development - in general,

the traditional, feudal, capitalist, and socialist stages. His main purpose

is to demonstrate how and why the present capitalistic organization of

society must collapse from the strain of its internal conflicts.

"In the social production which men carry on they enter into
definite relations that are indispensible and independent of
their will....these relations of production correspond to a
definite stage of development of their material powers of pro-
duction. The sum total of these relations of production con-
stitutes the economic structure of society.

Editor - Marx introduces his basic concepts:

I. "Social production" - Marx defines "social production" as an econo-

mic system in which groups of people produce goods and services making use of

specialized resources and the division of labor. Because of specialized pro-

duction, people work for each other. For example, automobile workers "work

for" garment workers who buy automobiles and garment workers "work for" auto-

mobile workers who' buy clothing.

II. "aaterial powers of production" - Marx uses this ex. cession inter-

changeably with the phrases "modes of production" and "forces of production".
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He defines "mnterial powers" as society's stock of productivu 17ealth.

is called real capital in this course.

lAelations of production" Marx defines "rclaeion of production"

as the social relationships that people have with one another in their eco-

noic role as producers. As we have seen in Lesson Two, because of speciali-

zation we all have "relations of production" with people_ we have never seen or

even know about. "Definite relations" means that with the present stock of

capital a definite number of hours is required to produce an automobile, a

shire, or a given quantity of any commodity.

IV. "Ecoacutic structure ", - Marx defines "economic structure" as all of

society's "relations of production" put together.. Thus, Marx defines econo-

mic structure as the relations between individuals., although economic struc-

ture or economic system is conventionally defined as a system of social

oraanizations.

The meaning of Marx's paragraph should now be clear. In brief, Marx

claims- that modes of production determine relations of production - that is,

one man will work for another in accordance with how.many tools he has to

work with, how good these tools are, how skilled or well-trained he 'is., and,

finally, who owns or controls the tools.

...the economic structure of society (is) the real foundation on
which rise legal and political superstructures and to waich corres-
ponds definite forms of social consciousness. The mocie of produc-

tion in material life determines the general character of the social,
political and spiritual processes of life. It is not the conscious-
ness of man that determines their existence, but, on the contrary,
their social existence determines their consciousness."

Editor - According to Marx, the economic structure of a society is like the

foundation of a house and the "superstructures" are like the frame aad roof

of a house. The mode of production determines the relations of production

(that is, tac economic structure) which in turn determines tae laws that

govern private property, the use of the police power of the. government, and

so on. "Definite forms of social consciousness" means the ideas that we
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hold :Woot. tho nature of society, the virtues end dro.b:.el.:s of society

and the i0oas h;tvc about our own and other people's place in soci,2ty.

Let us illusiraD2 the relationship betwc.cn economie structure and

superstructures, .from Marx's point'-of- vie':?, with the capitalist mode of

production. in capitalist societies - that is societies based on machine

production, specialization, and the division of labor - there are two broad

social classes, capitalists (those who own the factories, farms, and other

productive tools) and workers (those who do not own society's productive

tools). The basic relation of production is exploitive - that is, workers

"work for" capitalists because they have no tools to work with for themselves,

but capitalists do not "work for" workers because they monopolize society's

tools and are able to live due to the fact that workers are "working for"

them.

In capitalist societies the purpose of the goveriment (a part of the

superstructure) is to protect property andpreserve order, in particular, to

protect the property, of the capitalists and to preserve order among the

workers.. Consciousness in capitalist society depnds on "social existence."

Poor workers will have one idea of the strengths and weaknesses of capitalisn

and rich businessmen will haVe quite another. For example, poor workers

frequently believe that minimum wage laws are. "just" or "fair" and businessmen

often believe that such laws are "unfair" and burdensome." Poor workers

believe Minimum wage laws are fair because they are pOor. If businessmen

believe that they are unfair it is because minimum wages increase business

costs and reduce profits. Thus an individual's opinion is determined by his

material position in society.

Marx implies in this passage "social existence determines constio6sness"

that men cannot change their existence - that is, their style of life, inco=,
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sonial allA so on - perclv by changin their ideas. In

societie:;, workers cannot put an end to their exploitations by oapitli!

it by becoming aware of the fact that they arc exploited.

"At a certain stage of their development, the material forces of
production in society cv:. into conflict with 1.:hc existing rela
tions of production, or what is but a legal expression 0 the
same thing - with tho property relations within which they had
been at work before."

Editor - In this sentt:nce; Marx lays the basis for his theory of social change

and revolution. "Comes into conflict with" means that economic, social, and

political problem arise when there exists side by side productive wealth and

technology suitable in one kind of society, and relations of production suit-

able in another kind of society.

In capitalist societies, the basic conflict between the modes and rela-

tions of production is the psivate ownership of capital and productive wealth

and the social character of production (for example, assembly line production,

cooperation, coordination between individuals and groups in the production

process, etc.) For example, workers frequently want to determine work rules

on the job collectively but capitalists generally would prefer to establish

work rules independently because they want to control costs, work processes,

etc. There is thus a never-ending sourde of conflict between the two groups

or classes.

"From forms of development of the forces of production these rela-
tions turn into fetters. Then comes the period of social revolution."

Editor - Marx means that at one'stage.in history relations of production are

determined by forces or modes of production, and that at a later stage in

history the same relations of production hold hack the further development

of the forces of production (capital accumulation and .new kinds of specialize-
.

tion). How would this apply to capitalist societies? In one of his other
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works Mar argued. that private ownership of productive wealth created

economically aad socially progressive (beneficial) rolat5.ons of production

in the early staes of capitalist development in Europe and the United Staten.

But in later stages of private ownership aad capitalist-worer relations lead

to economic crises, depression., and sf..agnation, social disorder and disruption,

and political instability and repression. Sooner or later, he asserted, the

workers will replace the capitalists as the leading or ruling group in society-

that is, there will be a social revolution.

"Hith the chaage of the econo:aic foundation the entire immense sulr-
structure is more or less rapidly transformed. In considering such
transfor.mations the distinction should always be made between the
material transformation of the economic conditions of production which
can be determined with the precision of natural science, and the legal,
political, religious, aesthetic or philosophic - in short ideological
forms of which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it out."

Editor - Marx means that the kind of government formed by the older, now

economically-defunct, ruling groups - and also their ideas, their religious

conventions, and their culture - are all changed. In their place, the new

rising, progressive groups erect another "superstructure." According to

him, economic, social, and political conflict is basically determined by the

conflict between forces and relations of production. He infers, however, that

non-economic conflicts also have their. own reason-for-being, that is, their

own independent life. The "Materialistic" theory of history and social

change therefore cannot explain the origins, development, and resolution of

evecy, social conflict. We cannot predict the outcome of such conflicts with

the precision of natural science.

In the Unitcd States, capitalist society conflicts between workers and

capitalists, Negroes and whites, Republicans and Democrats, and so on arise

in the last analysis out of the conflicts between forces and relations of

production. But other forces represent, and shape these conflicts 7 for

example, personality clashes, racism, irrational feaLs, etc.

3 4,
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"Just a5 our opinion. of an individual .is not based on yhat he
thin1:5 of himelf, so can ye not judge such a period of trans-
formation by its own consciousness; on the contrary, this
doascionsness must rather by explained from the contrAdictios of
material life, from the existing conflict between the social
forces o2 production end the relations of production."

Editor - Marx says that me can not understand a period of rapid social

change by what the people involved thought (or think) about it, just as

u do not judge the star football player by his owu (frequently inflated)

conception of himself. Marx would probably argue today, for example, that

Nego-hite conflicts appear to the participants to arise out of "racial"

factors, altllough in the last analysis they arise out of the inability or

unwillingness of the dominant groups within our society to make Negroes

full-fledged members of the working class. He would probably also say

that Negroes would be faced with different problems as full-fledged members

of the working class, thus causing new conflicts to arise.

"No social order ever disappears before all the productive forces, for
which there is room in it, have been developed; and new higher relations
of production never appear before the material conditions of their
existence have matured in the womb of the old society."

Editor - Marx means that social conflict does not reach the point at which

the existing social order is overthrown until production methods and tech-

nology reach the limit of their development. Marx believed that capitalism

would survive as long as it remained economically-progressive and experienced

economic expansion. He also believed that "higher relations of production" -

that is, individuals working for each other out of their own free will rather

than out of economic necessity - are possible due to the trecaendous technolo-

gical advances (that is, high labor productivity) that capitalism brings

about.

"Therefore, mankind always takes up only such problems as it can
solve; since, looking aL tha matter more closely, we will always
find that the problem itself arises only when the material conditions
necessary for its solution already exist or are at least in the pro-
cess of formation."

3 )1
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Editor - This is a good statement of Marxls mnthod f.QW studying and

enden-standing social conflict and social change. He snys that society does

not: p:.rceive that it has "problcnAs" until technology and product? oil lethods

have advanced to the state where the problems can be solved. To apply this

method to cur capitalist society, poverty did not become a 'problem" - that

is, thorn was little debate about the ways of eliminating poverty, there

was no "War on Poverty," and so on - until we became prosperous enough to

be able to solve it According to Marx, "the material conditions necessary

for its solution already exi.st."

"In broad outlines s,e can designate the Asiatic, the ancient, the
feudnl, and the modern bourgeois methods of production as so many
epochs in the progress of the economic formatioa of society. The
bourgeois relations of production are the last antogonistic form
of the social process of production - antagonistic not in the
sense of individual antagonism, but of one arising from conditions
surrounding the life of individuals in society; at the same tire
the productive forces developing within the womb of bongeois
society create the material conditions for the solution of that ant-
gonis. This social formation constitutes, therefore, the closing
chapter of the prehistoric stage of human history,"

Editor - We have illustrated Marx's theories by examples drawn from capita-
list societies. Marx meant his theories to generally apply to all societies.

The "Asiatic" method of production consists of a "self-sustaining unity

of manufacture and agriculture" within a village commune, often together with

a highly centralized government because of the need for large-scale public

works and irrigation systems. The best examples are ancient India and China.

The "ancient" method of production is characterized by urbanization and

chattel - slavery es the main form of poverty. The bast examples are the city-

states of ancient Greece.

The "feudal" mode of production takes many forms, and is general is

typified by a sclf-sustaining agricultural economy, a specialized urban manu-

facturing economy based on handicraft methods, and the dual existence of

nobility and serfs in the countryside and "free" merchants ane handicrafts-

men in the towns and cities. The best example is Medieval Europe.
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The "bourois" method of pcoduction is the method t:lat prevails in

our oo socieLy, Western Europa, aud many other regLons in the world.

("hourgaois" coales fro:a the word bur:her, or city-dweller, who Wrlj a

merchant or a sal all manufacturer). As we have seen, "bourgeois" ralations

of productioa are antagonistic - that is, generate continuous social conflicts

because workers do not own their own productive tools and therefore are

compelled to sell their labor for wages to capitalists who do own society's

productive tools. Hence the workers "work for the capitalists but the

capitalists do not: have to "work for" the workers. In Marx's thinking the

capitalists thus exploit the workers. Marx claims that sooner, or later the

workers will bocoDle conscious of their exploitation, organize themselves

politically, overthrow the capitalists, and establish a new economic struc-

ture and superstructure. This new society is called socialist. Marx did not

consider this stage to be "pre historic" because he expected that social

antagonisms and conflicts that arose within socialism are capable of solu-

tion without further social revolution.

For Marx, the essence of socialism is that workers work for each other

out of a sense of social duty, affection, and finally, love. According to

Marx, compulsion is not necessary to get people to work because people are

working only for each other - that is, exploitation is abolished. Marx

does not spell out the details of the organization and functioning of

socialism, but he once expressed his views on the meaning of the phrase

"working for each other" or "sharing each other's products" in a letter to

1

his co-worker, Fredrick Engels. As yoc can see, in this passage, Marx, in

effect, defines love or human relations in a truly free, human society:

1

Irving Fetscher, "Markist Concretization of the Concept of Freedom"

in E0c Fromal (od),lioratalisat. aumaziaaa: 41a_In=aaorialFvir.flosiqT2 N.Y.,

Anchor, Ooks, ed. 1966, p. 269.
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"Granted, we have produced as people; in his production each of us
has twice aff5,rd himself and th2 other. 1) In production I found
my individuality, and my particularity materialized, and therefore,
ia the course of my activity I enjoyed a personal expression of life
as well a a sense of the individual joy in the contemplation of my
personality as objective, sensually perceptible and indubitable power.
2) yn yotlr.,!-.1.atipfas:tj,o., or your use of my products, I had irmediate
satisfaction '.s well as consciousness that my work satisfied a human
need. Therefore I, as an obloctiye hL beilla, have produced an
object corresponding to another human beingls need. 3) I became, for
you, the rediiltor between you and. the az:cies, thus I became a necess-
ary, self-conscious, and sentient part of your fulfillment of your
essence. Thus, I knew I was affirmed in your thoucdlt as well as in
your py. 4) In my individual expression of life I directly created
your expression of life. Thus, my true essence, my actullld_ sp:cies-
esserIce, was confirmed in mv immediate individual activity. Our
productions were so many mirrors reflecting our being."

3
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LESSON 7 READINGS

The following reading is taken from Essays in Persuasion, by John Maynard
Keynes, written in the decade following World War I. The preface to the paper-
back edition aptly introduces Lord Keynes, perhaps the greatest economist of the
Twentieth century: "One of the creators of the modern world, John Maynard Keynes
was born in Cambridge (England) in 1883 and died in 1946."

You will read more of and about Keynes in succeeding parts of the course;
but here, as a conclusion to your study about the nature and significance of
economics, it seems appropriate to read Lord Leynes' predictions about economic
progress in the Twentieth century.

(excerpted from John Maynard Keynes, Essays, in Persuasion, The Norton Lib-
rary, W. W. Norton & Company, Inc. New York, pp. 358 - 373.) (1963 edition)

"ECONOMIC POSSIBILITIES FOR OUR GRANDCHILDREN (1930)"

"We are suffering just now from a bad attack of economic pessimism. It is
common to hear people say that the epoch of enormous economic progress which char-
acterised the nineteenth century is over; that the rapid improvement in the stan-
dard of life is now going to slow down--at any rate in Great Britain; that a de-
cline in prosperity is more likely than an improvement in the decade which lies
ahead of us.

"I believe that this is a wildly mistaken interpretation of what is happen-
ing to us. We are suffering, not from the rheumatics of old age, but from the
growing-pains of over-rapid changes, from the painfulness of readjustment between
one economic period and another. The increase of technical efficiency has been
taking place faster than we can deal with the problem of labour absorption; the
improvement in the standard of life has been a little too quick;...And even so,
the waste and confusion which ensue relate to not more than 7% per cent of the
national income....

"The prevailing world depression, the enormous anomaly of unemployment in a
world full of wants, the disastrous mistakes we have made, blind us to what is
going on under the surface--to the true interpretation of the trend of things.
For I predict that both of the two opposed errors of pessimism which now make so
much noise in the world will be proved wrong in our own time--the pessimism of
the revolutionaries who think that things are so bad that nothing can save us
but violent change, and the pessimism of the reactionariee who consider the bal-
ance of our economic and social life so precarious that ve must risk no experiments.

"My purpose in this essay, however, is not to examine the present or the near
future, but to disembarrass myself of short views and take wings into the future.
What can we reasonably expect the level of our economic life to be a hundred
years hence? What are the economic possibilities for our grandchildren?

"From the earliest times of which me have record--back, say, to two thousand
years before Christ--down to the beginning of the eighteenth century, there was
no very great change in the standard of life of the average man living in the
civilised centres of the earth. Ups and downs certainly. Visitations of plague,
famine, and var. Golden intervals. But no progressive, violent change. Some
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periods perhaps 50 per cent better than others--at the utmost 100 per teat
betterin the four thousand years which ended (say) in A.D. 1700.

"This slow rate of progress, or lack of progress, was duo to two reasons--
Zo the remarkable absence of important technical improvements and to the fail-
ure of capital to accumulate.

"The absence of important technical inventions between the prehistoric age
and comparatively modern times is truly remarkable. Almost everything which
really matters and which the world possessed at the commencement of the modern
age was already known to man at the dawn of.history. -Language, fire, the same
domestic animals which we have to-day, wheat,barley, the vine and the olive, the
plough, the wheel, the oar, the sail, leather, linen and cloth, bricks and pots,
gold and silver, copper, tin, and lead--and iron was added to the list before
1000 B.C. -- banking, statecraft, mathematics, astronomy, and religion. There is
no record of when we first possessed these things.

"At some epoch before the dawn of
fortable intervals before the last ice
grass and invention comparable to that
greater part of recorded history there

history--perhaps even in one of the coin-
age- -there must have been an era of gro-
in which we live to-day. But through the
was nothing of the kind.

"The modern age opened, I think, with the accumulation of capital which be-
gan in the sixteenth century: I believe--for reasons with which I must not en-
cumber the present argument--that this was initially due to the rise of prices,
and the profits to which that led, which resulted from the treasure of gold and
silver which Spain brought from the New World into the Old. From that time un-
til to-day the power of accumulation by compound interest, which seems to have
been sleeping for many generations, was re-born and renewed its strength. And
the power of compound interest over two hundred years is such as to stagger the
imagination.

"Let me give in illustration of this .a sum which I have worked out. The
value of Great Britain's foreign investments to-day is estimated at about
4,000,000,000 Lpounda. This yields us an income at the rate of about 6i per
cent. Half of this we bring hone and enjoy; the other half, namely, A per cent,
we leave to accumulate abroad at compound interest. Something of this sort has
now been going on for about 250 years.

"For I trace the beginnings of British foreign investment to the treasure
**Itch Drake stole from Spain in 1580. In that year he returned to England bring-
ing with him the prodigious spoils of the Golden Hind. Queen Elisabeth was
considerable shareholder in the syndicate which had financed the expedition. Out
of her share she paid off the whole of England's foreign debt, balanced her Bud-
get, and found herself with about 40,000 Lpounda/ in hand. This she invested in

the Levant Company - -which prospered. Out of the profits of the Levant Company,
the East India Company vas founded; and the profits of this great enterprise
were the foundation of England's subsequent foreign investment. Now !t happens
that 40,000 Lgoundejeccumnlating at A per cent compound interest aep-oximately
correspoeis to the actual volume of England's foreign investments various
dates, and would actually amount to-day to the total of 4,006,00:, Pounde/
which I have already quoted as being what our foreign investments eve e.ne. Thus,

every 1 /Pound/which Drake brought home in 1580 has now become 100,000 Lpoundgf.

Such is the power of compound interest.

"From the sixteenth century, wit% a cumulative crescendo after the eighteenth,
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th greet ago of science and technical inventions began, which since the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century has been in full flood--coal, steam electricity,
petrol, steel, rubber, cotton, the chemical industries, automatic machinery and
the methods of mass production, wireless, printing, Newton, Darwin, and Einstein,
and'thousands of other things and men too famous and familiar to catalogue.

'What is the result? In spite of an enormous growth in the population of the
world, which it has been necessary to equip with houses and machines, the average
standard of life in Europe and the United States has been raised, I think, about
fourfold. The growth of capital has been on a scale which is far beyond a hund-
red-fold of what any previous age had known. And from now on we need not expect
so great an increase of population.

"If capital increases, say, 2 per cent per annum, the capital equipment of
the world will have increased by a half in twenty years, and seven and a half
times in a hundred years. Think of this in tense of material things--houses,
transport, and the like.

"....Let us, for the sake of argument, suppose that a hundred years hence
we are all of us, on the average, eight times better off in the economic sense
than we are to-day. Assuredly there need be nothing here to surprise us.

"Now it is true that the needs of human beings may seem to be insatiable.
But they fall into two classes--those needs which are absolute in the sense that
we feel them whatever the situation of our fellow human beings may be, and those
which are relative in the sense that we feel them only if their satisfaction
lifts us above, makes us feel superior to, our fellows. Needs of the second class,
those which satisfy the desire for superiority, may indeed by insatiable; for the
higher the general level, the higher still are they. But this is not so true of
the absolute needs--a point may soon be reached, much sooner perhaps than we are
all of us aware of, when these needs are satisfied in the sense that ere prefer.
to devote our further energies to non-economic purposes.

"Now for my conclusion, which you will find, I think, to become more and
more startling to the imagination the longer you think about it.

"I draw the conclusion that, assuming no inportant wars and no important in-
crease in population, the economic problem may be solved, or be at least within
sighe; of solution, within a hundred years. This means that.the economic problem
is not--if we look into the future - -the permanent problem of the human race.

"Why, you may ask, is this so startling? It is startling becaueo--if, in-
stead of looking into the future, we look into the past--we find that the econo-
mic problem, the struggle for subsistence, always has been hitherto the primary,
most pressing problem of the human race--not only of the human race, but of the
%thole of the biological kingdom from the beginnings of life in its most primitive
forms.

'thus we have been expressly evolved by nature--with all our impulses and
deepest instincts- -for the purpose of solving the economic problem. If the ec-

onomic problem is solved, mankind will be deprived of its traditional purpose.

"Will this be a benefit? If one believes at all in the real values of life,
the prospect at least opens up the possibility of benefit. Yet I think with
dread of the readjustment of the habits and instincts of the ordinary man, bred
into him for countless generations, which he may be asked to discard within a
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few decades.

"To use the language of to-day--must we not expect a general "nervous
breakdown"? We already have a little experience of what I mean--a nervous
breakdown of the sort which is already common enough in England and the Uni-
ted States amongst the wives of the well-to-do classes, unfortunate women, mauy
of them, who have been deprived by their wealth of their traditional tasks and
occupationswho cannot find it sufficiently amusing, when deprived of the spur
of economic necessity, to cook and clean and mend, yet are quite unable to find
anything more amusing.

"to those who sweat for their daily bread leisure is a longed-for sweet- -
until they get it.

"There is the traditional epitaph written for herself by the old charwoman:

Don't mourn for me, friends, don't weep for me never,
For I'm going to do nothing for over and ever.

This was her heaven. Like others who look forward:to leisure, she conceived how
nice it would be to spend her time listening-in--for there was another couplet
Which occurred in her poem:

With psalms and sweet music the heavems'll be ringing,
But I shall have nothing to do with the singing.

Yet it will only be for those who have to do with the singing that life will be
tolerable--and how few of us can sing!

"Thus for the first time since his creation man will be faced with his real,
his permanent problem--how to use his freedom from pressing economic cares, how
to occupy the leisure, which science and compound interest will have won for him,
to live wisely and agreeably and well.

....I feel sure that with a little more experience we shall use the new-
found bounty of nature quite differently from the way in which the rich use it
to-day, and will map out for ourselves a plan of life quite otherwise than theirs.

"For many ages to come the old Adam will be so strong in us that everybody
will need to do some work if he is to be contented. We shall do more things for
ourselves than is usual with the rich to-day, only too glad to have small duties
and tasks and routines. But beyond this, we shall endeavour to spread the bread
thin on the butter--to make what work there is still to be done to be as widely
Rhared as possible. Three-hour shifts or a fifteen-hour week may put off the
problem for a great while. For three hours a day is quite enough to satisfy the

old Adam in most of us!

"....I see us free, therefore, to return to some of the most sure and cer-
tain principles of religion and traditional virtue--that avarice is a vice, that

the exaction of usury is a misdemeanour, and the love of money is detestable,
that those walk moot truly in the paths of virtue and sane wisdom who take least
thought for the morrow. We shall once more value ends above means and prefer the

good to the useful. We shall honour those who can teach us how to pluck the hour

and the day virtuously and well, the delightful people who are capable of taking
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direct enjoyment in things, the lilies of the field who toil not, neither do
they spin.

"But beware! The time for all this is not yet. For at least another hun-
dred years we must pretend to ourselves and to every one that fair is foul and
foul is fair; for foul is useful and fair is not. Avarice and usury and precau-
tion must be our gods for a little longer still. For only they can lead us out
of the tunnel of economic necessity into daylight.

"I look forward, therefore, in days not so very remote, to the greatest
change which has ever occurred in the material environment of life for human
beings in the aggregate. But, of course, it will all happen gradually, not as
a catastrophe. Indeed, it has already begun. The course of affairs will simply
be that there will be ever larger and larger classes and groups of people from
'whom problems of economic necessity have been practically removed. The critical
difference will be realised when this condition has become so general that the
nature of one's duty to one's neighbor is changed. For it will remain reason-
able to be economically purposive for others after it has ceased to be reasonable
for oneself.

The pace at which we can'reach our destination of economic bliss will be
governed by four things--our power to control population, our determination to
avoid wars-and civil dissensions, our willingness to entrust to science the di-
rection of those matters which are properly the concern of science, and the rate
of accumulation as fixed by the margin. between.our productiOm and our consump-
tion; of which the last will easily look after itself, given the first three.

"Meanwhile there will be no harm in making mild preparations for our des-
tiny, in encouraging, and experimenting in, the arts of life as well as the ac-
tivities of purpose.

"But, chiefly, do not let us overestimate the importance of the economic
problem, or sacrifice to its supposed necessities other matters of greater and
more permanent significance. It should be a matter for specialists--like den-
tistry. If economists could manage to get themselves thought of as humble, com-
petent people, on a level with dentists, that would be splendid!"

.The concluding reading is taken from Chapter 1 of Michael Harrington's

influential book, The Other America, The Macmillan Company, 1962, a. book which

was published just before the creation of the "Poverty Program" of the Federal

Goverment. It is included as a companion-piece to the optimistic long-run

1

predictions of Lord Keynes to dramatize the reality of the Economic Problem

as it exists today in American Society.
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Excerpted from Chapter i, of The Other America, by Michael Harrington (1962).

"rim INVISIBLE LAND"

"There .is a familiar America. It is celebrated in speeches and advertised
on television and in the magazines. It has the highest mass standard of living
the world has ever known.

"In the 1950's this America worried about itself, yet even its anxieties
were products of abundance. The title of a brilliant book was widely misinter-
preted, and the familiar America began to call itself lithe affluent society."
There was introspection about Madison Avenue and tail fins; there was discussion
of the emotional suffering taking place in the suburbs. In all this, there was
en implicit assumption that the basic grinding economic problems had bean solved
in the United States. .In this theory the nation's problems were no longer a mat-
ter of basic human needs, of food, shelter, and clothing. Now they were seen as
qualitative, a question of learning to live decently amid luxury.

"While this discussion was carried an, there existed another America. In
it dwelt somewhere between 40,000,000 and 50,000,000 citizens of this land. They
were poor. They still are.

...."Here are the unskilled workers, the migrant farm workers, the aged, the
minorities, and all the others who live in the economic underworld of American
life....Lthegact is unmistakable, whatever its exact dimensions, and the truly
human reaction can only be outrage. As. W. H. Auden wrote:

Hunger allows no choice-
To the citizen or the police;
We must love one another or die.

... "The millions who are poor in the United States tend to become increas-
ingly invisible. Here is a great mass of people, yet it takes an effort of the
intellect and will even to ace them.

...there are perennial reasons that make the other America an invisible
land.

"Poverty is often off the beaten track. It,always has been. The ordinary
tourist never left the main highway, and today he rides interstate turnpikes. He
does not see the company houses in rows, the rutted roads (the poor always have
had bad roads whether they live in the city, in towns, or on farms), and every-
thing is black and dirty. And even if he were to pass throug4 such a place by
accident, the tourist would not meet.the unemployed man in the.bar or the women
coming home from a runaway sweatshop.

"Then, too, beauty and myths are perentaal masks of poverty. The traveler
comes to the Appal4chians in the lovely season. He-sees.the hills, the streams,
the foliage--but not the poor. Or perhaps he looks' at a. run-down mountain house
and, remembering Rousseau rather than seeing with his eyes,'decidea that "those
people" ire truly fortunate to be living the way they are and. that they are' lucky
to be exempt from the strains and tensions of the middle class. The only prob-
lem is that "those people," the quaint inhabitants of those hills, are underedu-
cated, underprivileged, lack medical care, and are in the process of being forced
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from the land into a life in the cities, where they are misfits.

...."Now the American city has been transformed. The poor still inhabit
the miserable housing in the central area, but they are increasingly isolated
from contact with, or sight of, anybody else. Middle-class women coming in from
Suburbia On a rare trip may catch the merest glimpse of the other America on the
way to an evening at the theater, but their children are segregated in suburban
schools. The business or professional man may drive along the fringes of slums
in a car or bus, but it is not anjmportant experience to him. The failures,.
the unskilled, the disabled, the aged, and the minorities are right there, across
the tracks, where they have always been. But hardly anyone else is.

"In short, the very development of the American city has removed poverty from
the living, emotional experience of millions upon millions of middle-class Amer-
icans. Living out in the suburbs, it is easy to assume that ours is, indeed, an
affluent society.

'This new segregation of poverty is compounded by a well-meaning ignorance.
A good many concerned and sympathetic Americans are aware that there is much dis-
cussion of urban renewal. Suddenly, driving through the city, they notice that
a familiar slum has been torn down and that there are towering, modern buildings
where once there had been tenements or hovels. There is a warm feeling of satis-
faction, of pride in the way things are working out: the poor, it is obvious,
are being taken. care of.

"The irony in this...is that the truth is nearly the exact opposite to the
impression. The total impact of the various housing programs in postwar America
has been to squeeze more and more people into existing slums. More often than
not, the modern apartment in a towering building rents at $40 a room or more.
For, during the' past decade and a half, there has been more subsidization of mid-
dle-and upper-income housing than there has been of housing for the pook.

"Clothes makes the poor invisible too: America has the best-dressed poverty
the world has ever known. For a variety of reasons, the benefits of mass produc-
tion have been spread much more evenly in this area than in many others. It is
such easier in the United States to be decently dressed than it is to be decently
housed, fed, or doctored. Even people with terribly depressed incomes can look
prosperous.

"This is an extremely important factor in defining our emotional and existen-
tial ignorance of poverty. In Detroit the existence of social classes became
much more difficult to discern the day the companies put lockers in the plants.
From that moment on, one did not see men in wdrk clothes on the way to the factory,
but citizens in slacks and white shirts. This process has been magnified with the
poor throughout the country. There are tens of thousands of Americans in the big
citins who are wearing shoes, perhaps even a stylishly cut suit or dress, and yet
are hungry. It is not a matter of planning, though it alMost seems as if the af-
fluent society had given out costumes to the poor so that they would not offend
the rest of society with the sight of rags.

. "Then, many of the' poor are the :Tong ageto be seen. A good number of them
(over 8,000,000) are sixty-five years of age or better; an evcn larger number are
under eighteen. The aged members of the other America are often sick, and they
cannot move. Another group of them live out their lives in loneliness and frus-
tration: they satin rented rooms, or else they stay close to a house in a neigh-
borhood that has completely changed from the old days: Indeed, one of the worst
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aspects of poverty among the aged is that these people are out of sight and out
of mind, and along.

"The young are somewhat more visible, yetthey too stay close.to their
deighborhoods. Sometimes they advertise their poverty through a lurid tabloid
story about a gang killing. But generally they do not disturb the quiet streets
of the middle class.

"And finally, the poor are politically invisible. It is one of the cruelest
ironies of social life in advanced countries that the dispossessed'at the bottom
of society are unable to speak for themselves. The people.of the other America
do not, by far and large, belong to unions, to fraternal organizations, or to
political parties. They are without lobbies of their own; they put forward no
legislative program. As a group, they are atomized. They have no face; they
have no voice.

"Thus, there is not even a cynical political motive for caring about the poor,
as in the old days. Because the slums are no longer centers of powerful poli-
tical organizations, the politicians used not really care about their inhabitants.
The slums'are no longer visible to the middle class, so much of the idealistic
urge to fight for those who need help is gone. Only the social agencies have a
really direct involvement with the other America, and they are without any great
political power.

"Forty to 50,000,000 people are becoming increasingly invisible. That is a
shocking fact. But there is a second basic irony of poverty thatis equally im-
portant: if one is to make the mistake of being born poor,. he should choose a
time when the majority of the people are miserable too.

"J. K. Galbraith develops this idea in The Affluent Society, and in doing
so defines the "newness" of the kind of poverty, in contemporary America. The
old poverty, Galbraith notes, was general. It was the condition of life of an
entire society, or at least of that huge majority who were without special skills
or the luck of birth. When the :entire economy advanced, a good many of these
people gained higher standards of living. Unlike the poor today, the majority
of poor of a generation ago were an immediate (if cynical) concern of political
leaders. The old slums of the immigrants had the votes; they provided the basis
for labor organizations; their very numbers could be a powerful force in politi-
cal conflict. At the same time the new technology required higher skills, more
education, and stimulated en upward Movement for millions.

"Per7Aaps the most dramatic case of the poker of the majority poor took place
in the 1930's. The Congress of Industrial Organizations literally organized mil-
lions in a matter of. years. A labor movement that had been declining and con-
fined to a thin stratum of the highly skilled suddenly embraced masseo of men and
women in basic industry. At the same time this acted as a pressure upon the Gov-
ernment, and the New Deal codified some of the social gains in laws like the
Wagner Act. The result was not a basic transformation of the American system,
but it did transform the lives of an entire section of the populattion.

"Todays poor...missed the political and social gains of the thirties. They

are, as Galbraith rightly points out, the first minority poor Irt history, the
first poor not to be seen, the first poor whom the politicians could leave alone.

"The first atop toward the new poverty was taken when millions of people
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proved immune to progress. When that happened, the failure was not individual
and personal, but a social product. But once the historic accident takes place,
it begins to become a personal fate.

"The new poor Of the other America Saw the rest of society move ahead. They
went on living in depressed areas, and often they tended to become depressed hu-
man beings. In some of the West Virginia towns, for instance, an entire commun-
ity will become shabby and defeated. The young and the adventurous go to the city,
leaving behind those who cannot move and those who lack the will to do so. The
entire area becomes permeated with failure, and that is one more reason the big
corporations shy away.

"There are mighty historical and economic forces that keep the poor down;
and there are human beings who help out in this grim business, many of them un-
wittingly. There are sociological and political reasons why poverty is not seen;
and there are misconceptions and prejudices that literally blind the eyes. The
latter must be understood if anyone is to make the necessary act of intellect and
will so that the poor can be noticed.

"Here is the most familiar version of social blindness: 'The poor are that
way because they are afraid of work. And anyway they all have big cars. If they
were like me (or my father or my grandfather), they could pay their own way.
But they prefer to live on the dole and cheat the taxpayers.'

"This theory, 'isually thought of as a virtuous and moral statement, is one
of the means of making it impossible for the poor ever to pay their way. There
are, one must assume, citizens of the other America who choose impoverishment
out of fear of work (though, writing it down, I really do not believe it). But
the real explanation of why the poor are where they are ii that they made the
mistake of being born to the wrong patents, in the wrong section of the country,
in .:110 wrong industry, or in the wrong racial or ethnic group. Once that mis-
take has been made, they could have been paragons of will and morality, but most
of them would never even have had a chance to gat out of the other America.

"The individual cannot usually break out of this vicious circle. Neither
can the group, for it lacks the social energy and political strength to turn its
misery into a cause. Only the larger society, with its help and resources, can
really make it possible for those people to help themselves. Yet those who
could make the difference too often refuse to act because of their ignorant,
smug moralisms. They view the effects of poverty--above all, the warping of the
will and spirit that is a consequence of being poor--as choices. Understanding
the vicious circle is an important step in breaking down this prejudice.

"There is an even richer way of describing this same, general idea: Poverty
in the United States is to culture, an institution, a way of life.

'There is a famous anecdote about Ernest Hemingway and F. Scott Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald is reported to have remarked to Hemingway, 'The rich are different.'
And Hemingway replied, 'Yes, they have money.° Fitzgerald had much the better
of the exchange. He understood that being rich was not a simple fact, like a
large bank account, but a way of looking at reality, a series of attitudes, a
special type of life. If this is true of the rich, it is ten times truer of the
poor. Everything about them, from the condition of their teeth to the way in
which they love, is suffused and permeated by the fact of their poverty. And
this is sometimes a hard idea for a hemingway-like middle-class America to com-
prehend.
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"...I work on an assumption that cannot be proved by Government figures or even
documented by impressions of the other America. It is anlethical proposition,

and can be simply stated: In a nation with a technology that could provide
every citizen with a decent life, it is an outrage and a scandal that there
should be such social misery. Only if one begins with this assumption is it
possible to pierce through the invisibility of 40,000,000 to 50,000,000 human
beings and to see the other America. We must perceive passionately, if this
blindness. is to be lifted from us. A fact can be rationalized and explained
away; an indignity cannot.

"Whar: shall we tell the American poor, once we have seen them? .Shall we
say to them that they are better off than the Indian poor, the Italian poor,
the Russian poor? That is one answer, but it is heartless. I should put it

another vay. I want to tell every well-fed and optimistic American that it is
intolerable that so many millions should be maimed in body and in spirit when it
is not necessary that they should be. My standard of comparison is not how
much worse things used to be. It is how much better they could he if only we
were stirred."
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